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PREFACE
This book has taken a long time to emerge, from what was originally an idea for an
article. But the logic behind its development derives from the plan for the publication of
the inscriptions of Aphrodisias which Joyce Reynolds and I evolved several years ago.
After the publication of the group of documents which had a public, empire-wide
significance (J. M. Reynolds, Aphrodisias and Rome, Journal of Roman Studies
Monograph 1(London, 1982)) we decided to publish the late antique material (that is, the
inscriptions which could be dated after A.D. 250) as a separate entity (C. M. Roueche,
Aphrodisias in Late Antiquity, Journal of Roman Studies Monograph 5 (London, 1989)).
We are now actively engaged in preparing the final volume- the corpus of all the Greek
inscriptions from Aphrodisias, dating from the middle Hellenistic period to the mid-third
century A.D. There are, however, several areas where the simple division of material as
inscribed before and after A.D. 250 is unreliable. I am particularly unsure about the
division of many of the funerary inscriptions; but another group of texts whose division
seemed either impossible or unhelpful was that of the inscriptions in the auditoria. These
are exceptionally abundant at Aphrodisias, and, for the most part, cannot be dated at all
closely; but it is clear that this body of material continued to grow throughout the late
antique period, and is far more informative if it is considered as a whole. The focus of this
publication, therefore, is to illustrate a phenomenon which was both continuous and
changing over several centuries - the world of public entertainments at Aphrodisias.
This account illustrates our particular debt to the Society for the Promotion for
Roman Studies. Since the 1960s, the Journal of Roman Studies has published a series of
articles presenting new material from the excavations at Aphrodisias, and· it is the
Society's monograph series, launched with the help of a bequest by Kathleen Atkinson,
which has enabled the publication of the two volumes mentioned above, and the present
publication. We are very grateful to the Society and to its publications committee, under
the chairmanship of Professor Fergus Millar (for the first two volumes) and of Professor
Malcolm Todd (for the current one), and to Professor Averil Cameron, Editor of the JRS
Monograph series.
All of us who work at Aphrodisias are indebted to New York University, and to the
many generous donors who have made our work there possible; in the case of the Theatre,
from which so much of the material here is drawn, we are particularly grateful to the
National Geographic Society. I would also like to thank various bodies for practical and
financial support for my work at Aphrodisias; in particular the British Institute of
Archaeology at Ankara, King's College London and the University of London (Hayter
Fund) for help with travel expenses, and the British Academy for help with photographic
costs. I am especially grateful for generous contributions from the Marc Pitch Fund
towards the costs of illustrating this volume, and the M. Aylwin Cotton Foundation
towards the costs of its publication.
I owe thanks to several bodies and individuals for access to material, in particular to
Mme J. Robert for the gift of Deering 's original copies of Aphrodisian ipscriptions; to The
Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies for permission _to -consult the copies of
inscriptions made by R. Wood in 1750; to Professor A. Laronde for access to the squeezes
made by Paul Gaudin; and to Dr Ulrike Outschar for examining material in Vienna on my
behalf. Professor P. Herrmann very kindly allowed me to see the inscriptions from the
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PREFACE

Theatre seats at Miletus in advance of publication. The photographs are all taken by
Mossman Roueche, except for nos 6.2, ll.A, E and F, 12, 19, 20,21 and 43 which are by
Mehmet Ali Dogen9i.
I owe a great deal to friends who have read and commented on all or part of the
manuscript: Ewen Bowie, Averil Cameron (who has also been extensively involved in its
editing and production), Peter Herrrnann and Frank Kolb (both for Chapter vr), Barbara
Levick (editor), Fergus Millar, Stephen Mitchell, and Lynn Pitts (sub-editor). Over the
last few years I have benefited from various discussions of aspects of this material, both
at seminars in the Centre for Byzantine Studies at Birmingham University and at the
Centre Gustave Glotz in the Sorbonne, but also with many individuals; I should mention
in particular Glen Bowersock, Peter Brown, Alan Cameron, Waiter Cockle, Robin
Cormack, Denis Feissel, Bemard Gredley, Christopher Jones, and John Martindale. This
book is a collaborative effort, and as always it is not easy to disentangle my own work
from that of other colleagues atAphrodisias- in particular Joyce Reynolds, whose share
in readings and interpretations is especially great in the Appendices. Without her
encouragement, and the support of Mossman Roueche, this book would not have been
completed.
But it is a source of great sorrow that my greatest debts incurred in the preparation
of this publication are not to the living, but to the dead. The references on almost every
page make clear the extent of my dependance on the work of Louis Robert: without his
fundamental work in this field, this book would not have been possible, and I very much
regret that I was not able to discuss this material with him before his death in 1985. In
working on the seating arrangements in the auditoria I had many very helpful discussions
with my friend and teacher Elizabeth Rawson - a dialogue which was brutally
interrupted by her death in 1988. The manuscript was largely complete by 1990, and in
September of that year I was discussing the title with Kenan Erim, the man whose vision
and energy enabled and sustained the excavations at Aphrodisias for thirty years. It is to
his endeavours that we owe the large quantity of new material in this book: and his
generous support and understanding provided the opportunity to work on both new and
old material with exceptional freedom. It is perhaps only since his sudden death in
November 1990 that we have come to appreciate fully the extent of his work on our
behalf; and this publication, together with many others which will follow, should
demonstrate the extent to which his work has contributed to our understanding of
antiquity.
King's College London
Spring 1992
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EPIGRAPHIC CONVENTIONS
The epigraphic conventions used in this volume are those set out in SEG.
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CHAPTER I. PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENTS
ENTERTAINMENTS AT APHRODISIAS

Three places of public entertainment have so far been excavated at Aphrodisias: the
Stadium, the Theatre, and the Odeon. The buildings of the Theatre hg~ several formal,
public, building inscriptions, 1 and so, probably, did those of the Odeon and the Stadium;
each of these buildings also displayed statues of prominent figures, with formal, public
inscriptions describing them. 2 The primary purpose of this volume is to publish the
remaining inscriptions found in those structures- the private or informal inscriptionsalong with other texts which inform us, not about the building history of those structures,
or the distinctions of citizens who were honoured in them, but about the actual use which
was made of them. In order to explain these texts, it has been necessary to examine the
provision of public entertainments in the Roman world, and the changes which took place
in the late Roman period, for all of which Aphrodisias provides uniquely important
evidence.
The Stadium (Fig. 1)- constructed for foot-racing and other athletic sports, but also
used for gladiatorial combats- has always remained above ground, and was seen by all
the early visitors to the site. The current excavators undertook a survey, and clearing
work, and conducted a sondage at the southern side. The survey showed that at the eastern
end a smaller arena had been created; this must have taken place after the Stadium had
ceased to be used for athletic contests, but it is not possible to establish a firmer date, nor
to determine the exact purpose of such an enclosure. 3
The Theatre (Fig. 2) was the main focus for stage and musical performances, and
came to be used for gladiatorial combats; it probably also served for assemblies of the
People of the city. It has been described by Professor K. T. Erim, 4 and is currently the
subject of study by N. de Chaisemartin and D. Theodorescu. 5 It was built in the second
half of the first century B.c., the freedman of Augustus, C. Iulius Zoilos, being one of the
chief benefactors. It was substantially repaired on several occasions, and eventually
remodelled to permit the use of the orchestra for wild-beast spectacles. The stage is
dominated by a frieze, supported on fourteen Doric half-columns; the frieze bears the
dedicatory inscription of Zoilos, 6 and Texts 2-3 were painted on the back of it. Further
texts were inscribed on the back of these columns (6). The colonnade masks the front of
the stage-building, which had six windowless rooms built into it; the inscriptions from the
entrances to those rooms are published here as 1. Further texts were cut on the wall of the
stage-building (7). Subsequently, perhaps in the third century, a series of brick walls was
constructed between each of the columns along the back of the Stage, plastered over, and
painted with a trellis decoration. Only three of the fourteen intercolumniations were left
open. This had the effect of creating a permanent back-stage corridor between the
1

See J. M. Reynolds, Aphrodisias Papers 2, 15-28, for the texts and a discussion.
Such statues continued to be erected well into the fifth century A.D.; see ALA 65.
3
SeeK. T. Erim, Aphrodisias (London/New York, 1986), 67-70. For a similar development in the Stadium at
Ephesus, J. Keil,Fiihrer durch Ephesos 5 (Vienna, 1964), 61-3, F. Miltner, Ephesos, Stadt der Artemis und des
Johannes (Vienna, 1958), 32-4.
4
'Il Teatro di Afrodisias', in D. de Bernardi Ferrero, Teatri Classici in Asia Minore IV (Rome, 1974), 162-6;
idem, Aphrodisias, 79-88.
5
See their preliminary report, Aphrodisias Papers 2, 29-66.
6 A & R, Doe. 36.
2
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columns and the stage-front, and two semi-chambers at either end; one of these was
plastered and decorated in the sixth century (9)_7 In the auditorium, a raised podium for
a 'seat of honour' was rather roughly inserted in the central block of seating, most
probably for use by an imperial governor. It will certainly have been so used after
Aphrodisias became a provincial capital (as she was perhaps of Caria-Phrygia in the midthird century, certainly of Caria in the early fourth). 8
The Odeon (Fig. 3) is a small concert-hall, used for small-scale stage performances
and also for lectures and recitals; it may well also have been used as the meeting-place of
the Council. It lies to the south of the Temple, and survives probably to half its original
height; the building, which appears at one stage to have been roofed, was probably
constructed in the late first or early second century A.D. 9 There are three doorways onto the
stage, behind which runs a narrow corridor, on the plastered walls of which were graffiti
(11). It was repaired on several occasions (one of which is recorded in 12) and perhaps
remodelled in the middle or late fifth century; the inscription recording that work refers
to the building as a 'palaestra', perhaps a reference to its use for educational purposes; 10
but it seems likely that it was used both for entertainments, competitive or otherwise, and
for lectures or public discussions.

ENTERTAINMENTS IN THE ROMAN EMPIRE

These buildings at Aphrodisias are excellent examples of their different types, but
in no way unique; each of them is paralleled in many other cities of the eastern Roman
Empire, by similar buildings constructed, or extensively embellished, during the first,
second, or early third centuries A. D. They reflect the lavish programmes of public building
of all kinds undertaken by the provincial cities in that period of peace and prosperity; but
they also indicate the wide range of public spectacles and entertainments which had
always been a central element in the life of the Greek city, and which became more and
more widely available, and increased steadily in scale and importance, under the Empire.
Such entertainments were presented in one of two ways. They could be put on as shows
- E1tl3Et~El~, 8Eropt!Xl, ch:pOclf.la't!l- presented by individuals or by cities; 11 thus a lady
atAphrodisiaspaid for 'the best recitals (aKpoa~ata) in Asia' ,12 and anAphrodisian poet
is honoured for his recitals (88.ii). But by far the most important occasions for public
spectacles were the contests - ayrovE~ - which were part of the festivals in honour of
particular divinities. The essential elements of a festival were a procession - no~n~,
a sacrifice- 8ucria, and a contest. Appendix I sets out all the evidence which we have for
such festivals at Aphrodisias.
Our present understanding of the importance and significance of such contests in the
life of the Greek cities from classical times and throughout the Roman period is chiefly
7

R. Corrnack, Aphrodisias Papers 2, 109-22.
C. Roueche, Aphrodisias Papers 2, 99-102.
9
SeeK. T. Erim, Illustrated London News (20 February 1965), 23; idem, Aphrodisias, 62-7.
10
ALA 43, where see discussion.
11 L. Robert, ''ApxawA6yoc;', REG (1936), 235-54, 244 f.(= OMS 1, 671-90, 680 f.); 'Inscriptions grecques
de Phenicie et d' Arabie', Melanges syriens offerts a Rene Dussaud (1939), 729-38,737-8 (= OMS 1, 601-10,
609-10).
12
Most recently published as MAMA vm, 492b; on the term see L. Robert, 'Cours 1973-1974, College de
France', Ann. Coli. France (1973-74), 533-46, 536-7 (=OMS v, 51--64, 54-5) with references there. Cf.
Appendix I.xiv.
8
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due to the work of Louis Robert; as well as many studies on aspects of the subject
throughout his life, he gave a most lucid overall description in one of the last of his works,
the opening address to the VIIIth International Epigraphic Congress in 1982. 13 Every
Greek city had its local cult, and would hold at least one festival in honour of the local
deity, celebrated by a procession, a sacrifice, and a contest, at regular intervals. Such
contests normally consisted of athletic competitions- Y\>JlVlKU- or competitions in the
performing arts - JlOuona - , or a combination of the two; and many included horseracing competitions - btmKa.
In the classical period, four of these festivals had an exceptional status: the contests
held at Olympia, Delphi (the Pythia), the Isthmus, and Nemea were of a different order
from all other such contests; they made up the 'Circuit' -1tEpio5o~- and a victor in all
four could describe himself as a 'Circuit victor' -1tEpw5ovilCll~ 14 or 1tepio8o~. 15 They
were 'sacred' - iepoi - and victory in them was rewarded not by a money prize, but by
a crown; they were therefore also called cr'tecpavi'tat, 'crowned'. The material reward for
the contestant was not provided by the organizers of the contest, but by the city from
which he came. In acknowledgement of the glory that a city obtained when their citizen
was victorious, they would reward him with local privileges: 16 typically the entitlement
to free maintenance by the city, and the right to drive in- dcreA.auvetv- to the city in
a triumphant return; contests where victory was rewarded with such a right were
described as dcreA.acr'ttKoL 17 The international recognition of a contest as deserving
reward with such privileges was denoted by the title 'worldwide'- oiKOUJlEVlKO~.
A further source of reward for such a victor would be that he could demand a higher
fee to appear in shows - em<>Ei~El~. 18 In some cases a very distinguished victor could
expect a payment to ensure his appearance at an international contest. Most competitors
would expect to maintain their income by competing in local festivals, which, not having
such international status, had to attract competitors by money prizes - 8£Jla'ta- and so
were known as SeJla'that or 'taA.avnatot- such as the Lysimacheia at Aphrodisias. 19
But it is a useful reminder of the workings of the ancient world that the privileges of the
victors at international contests were apparently never rendered superfluous by the
competing attraction of financial rewards. The continuing importance of such privileges
is indicated by a document of the third century A. D. from Oxyrhynchus in which a victor
offers proof of his victories in order to obtain what by then had become the most valuable
of all such awards- <heA.Eia- freedom from civic obligations. 20
The existence and continuation of these privileges indicate the importance of
victories by their citizens to the individual cities. When a victor was proclaimed, it was
with the formula VlK~ b DEtva, 'so-and-so wiris', followed by his ethnic. 21 A man so
'Discours d'ouverture', Actes du V/lie Congres international d' epigraphie grecque et latine a Athenes,
1982 (Athens, 1984), 35-45 (= OMS VI, 709-19).
14
H. Montgomery, '1tEptooovtlCTI~'. RE 19 (1937}, 813-6; see e.g. 67, 74, 75.
15
L. Robert, Etudes Anatoliennes (Paris, 1937}, 122-3.
16
For these rights as being confirmed in law, see e.g. L. Robert, 'Sur des inscriptions d'Ephese. Fetes, athletes,
empereurs, epigrammes', RPh NS 41 (1967), 7-84, 16--7 (= OMS v, 347-424, 356--7), commenting on an
inscription at Ephesus of c. 300 s.c.
17 See Robert, 'Discours d'ouverture', 43-4; cf. 57.11.
18
H. W. Pleket, 'Olympic benefactors', ZPE 20 (1978), 1-18, 9.
19
Appendix 1.iv, with 50.20, 53.1; cf. 67.20-2, 9l.ii.ll, for victors referring to this general category.
20
P.Oxy. 3116 (275/6}. For freedom from taxation as a reward for competitors see also the description by
Malalas of the Olympic contest at Antioch, 288-9.
21
Robert, Et.Anat. 430-1.
13
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proclaimed was said to have 'brought the crown to his city' or simply 'crowned his city' ,22
as for example when the victory of Nero at the Olympics in 67 was proclaimed: 'the
proclamation was: Nero Caesar wins this contest and crowns the people of Rome and the
inhabited wo!'ld, which belongs to him'' 'tO of: 0~ KfJpuyJ.ta ~V. NEprov Katcrap VtK~ 'tOVO£
'tOY ay&va K<lt (J't£(j)UVOt 'tOY 't£ 'tiDY 'ProJl<llffiV OllflOV K(lt 't~V ioiav OtlCOUflEVT]V. 23 The
response to this announcement must have been an acclamation by the crowd, 'Nero wins',
vtK~. That such formulae continued well into the later empire is implied by a story told
in the Pratum Spirituale of John Moschus: when a popular charioteer at Apamea called
Phileremos failed to win a race, 'his partisans stood up and shouted at him "Phileremos
is not taking the palm to the city"'' UVE<J'tT](JUV oi 'tOU flEpou~ UU'tOU KpasOV't£~ autip,
<l>tAEPllflO~ ei~ n6A.tv ~atv ou AaJl~avet. Their acclamation was almost certainly a
variant on the standard acclamation of victory. 24 The acclamation VtK~, which was
characteristic of the great riot in Constantinople in A.D. 532, was therefore a traditional
term with an ancient pedigree. Moreover, contests were also the occasions for public
announcements of a political kind- for example, honours to a benefactor were regularly
p'roclaimed at contests, by the same herald who (having won the competition for heralds
which opened each contest) was responsible for proclaiming the victors; it is, therefore,
not at all surprising that many phrases used in the acclamations of officials and emperors
originated in the terminology of contests. 25
In the new world created by the conquests of Alexander, the original sacred contests
gf the four centres in old Greece were no longer sufficient. The Hellenistic kings
established new sacred contests in their new capitals, and the Greek cities of the East
started to apply for sacred status for their existing contests, or for new foundations. Such
applications involved obtaining the recognition of other cities and rulers that a contest
was to be considered as sacred: that is, that it would reward victors with a crown, and that
such 'sacred victors' - iepoviKat- would be recognized as such, and appropriately
rewarded, by their own cities. The process of obtaining such recognition is illustrated by
a series of documents inscribed on the wall of the temple of Artemis at Magnesia on the
Maeander, recording a series of embassies sent by the Magnesians to cities and to rulers
throughout the Hellenistic world, in the late third century B.c., to obtain their recognition
of the contest in honour of Artemis Leucophryene as sacred. 26 Many of the new contests
were modelled on those of the classical Circuit, and so might be called 'Pythian', or
'Olympic'. 27 A confused understanding of this is reflected by Malalas, when he explains
the Olympia at Antioch by saying that the people of Antioch used the money from a
foundation left to them under Claudius to 'buy' the contest from Greek Olympia. 28
There was a great surge in the establishment of contests, and the upgrading of
existing contests to international status, in the Hellenistic period. 29 Under the Roman
22 See below, 91.i.9-ll; cf. Robert, 'Sur des inscriptions d'Ephese', 17-28 (= OMS v, 357-68); idem, 'Les
epigrammes satiriques de Lucillius sur les athletes', Entretiens Hardt 14 (1969), 181-295, 195 (= OMS VI, 317431, 331); J. and L. Robert, Claros I (Paris, 1989), 20-1.
23
Dio Cassius Lxm.l4.
24
John Moschus, Pratum Spirituale 152 (PG 86.3, col. 3017).
25 See for example, on the phrases de; airova, eic; a7t'airovoc;, the observations of L. Robert, Etudes
epigraphiques et philologiques (Paris, 1938), 108-ll2.
26 /.Magn., nosl6-87; cf. L. Robert, 'Deux concours grecques aRome', CRAI (1970), 6-27,6 (=OMS v, 64768, 647).
27
cf. Appendix I. i and xiii.
28 Mal alas 248-9, 286; for the possible significance of this see Pleket, 'Olympic benefactors', 15-18.
29 Robert, 'Discours d'ouverture'' 37-8 (=OMS VI, 7ll-2), 'Recherches epigraphiques 11'' REA (1936), 5-28,
18 (= OMS n, 768-91, 781).
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Empire, they increased at an even greater rate; 30 a new cult demanding new festivals and
contests was that of the emperors, celebrated both at individual cities, and at provincial
level. 31 For individual cities, the establishment of the international status of a contest
became simpler, since the essential recognition could now be obtained from the emperor;
the grant of such status was a standard form of imperial benefaction, and was recognized
as a gift- Bropea. 32 A last flurry of such activity is found in the mid-third century, when
several emperors- notably Gordian, Valerian, and Gallienus -seem to have accorded
sacred status to a particularly large number of contests. 33 The emperors followed the
model of Hellenistic kings in establishing contests of the Greek type at Rome; some of
these were short-lived, but two at least became important fixtures in the Greek cycle of
contests. Gordian instituted the second of these, the festival of Athena Promachos, which
survived at least until the early fourth century, and Aurelian instituted a festival for Sol,
which was still being celebrated under Julian. 34 It is worth noting that Constantine
honoured his new capital by establishing a contest: e1te'teAecrev au'to~ 1tpro'to~ YUJ.lVtKo:v
Kat t1t1tlKOV ayrova. 35

THE LATER EMPIRE

It is just after this burst of activity in creating or upgrading contests that our
knowledge of agonistic life is radically altered. The main source of our information about
contests and contestants in the Hellenistic and Roman world is inscriptions particularly inscribed texts honouring the benefactors who presided at contests, and the
men who competed in them. From the middle of the third century, honorific inscriptions
decrease dramatically in number; and those which are put up during the fourth, fifth, and
sixth centuries tend to give far less detailed information than those of the earlier periods
about the persons honoured. There is, therefore, a distinct change in the kind of
information available to us; what is far less clear is how we should interpret that change,
and whether, when we cease to have information on a particular institution, we can safely
conclude that that institution had diminished in importance or even ceased to exist. Thus,
thanks to the papyri, we know that in Egypt agonistic activities were flourishing in the
very last decades of the third century; 36 a new contest, with athletic, cultural, and
equestrian events, and international status, was established at Oxyrhynchus as late as A.D.
273. 37 There is also a constant tension in the sources between the traditional respect for
festivals, and Christian disapproval of such activities.
30 See for example, A. J. S. Spawforth, 'Agonistic festivals in Roman Greece', in A. M. Cameron and S. Walker
(eds), The Greek Renaissance In the Roman Empire (London, 1989), 193-7.
31 S. R. F. Price, Rituals and Power{Cambridge, 1984), 104, with references there.
32 Discussed on several occasions by L. Robert, most recently 'Une vision de Perpetue martyre a Carthage en
203', CRAI (1982), 228-76,228-9 (= OMS v, 791-839, 791-2), where see references. For the celebration of such
a grant at Aphrodisias see below, Appendix I, 58-64.
33 L. Ro1Jert, 'Monnaies hellenistiques', Rev.Num. 19 (1977), 7-47, 10-13 (= OMS VI, 169-209, 172-5).
34 Robert, 'Deux concours grecs a Rome'.
35 T. Preger (ed.), Scriptores Originum Constantinopolitanarum n (Leipzig, 1901-7), 144; the familiar
terminology leads me to see this as a reference to establishing a contest in the old style; cf., however, G. Dagron,
Constantinople imaginaire (Paris, 1984), 172 and n.60.
36
See, for example P. Frisch, Zehn agonistische Papyri (Cologne, 1986), with the informative reviews(hostile) R. S. Bagnall, Gnomon 60 (1988), 42-5, on which see also R. Merkelbach, ZPE 74 (1988), 244-6, and
(favourable) M. Poliakoff, IRA 2 (1989), 295-8.
37
Frisch, Zehn agonistische Papyri: no. 1.16 (with commentary) and no. 8.
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It is clear that festivals did continue in the late Roman period; there were more days set
aside for festival celebrations at Rome in the mid-fourth century than in the mid-third. 38
Despite the pagan associations of these activities, new spectacles were also provided in
the new capital of Constantinople, not attached to pagan festivals, but, following Roman
precedent, to the appointment of magistrates, to the increasingly frequent celebration of
triumphs, 39 or to imperial anniversaries; 40 and the language in which they are described
implies that competition continued to be an important element of such spectacles. If
anything, the competitive element may have increased in importance, since after the
public celebration of sacrifices had been forbidden by Theodosius in 391, the surviving
elements of such festivals must have been the procession and the contest- now finally
separated from any idea of competing in order to offer the very best to the gods. In the
sixth century Malalas refers to the festival of Mars as still being celebrated at Rome, the
Brumalia as still being celebrated at Constantinople, and the 'Consilia' (Consualia) as
still celebrated by provincial governors. 41 Constantine Porphyrogenitus points out that the
Brumalia were celebrated under all the Christian emperors until Romanus Lecapenus
tried to suppress them. 42 That is not to say that the Brumalia of the tenth century bore any
resemblance to those of ancient Rome, but that they were to some degree perceived as
being the same festival; Romanus banned them in the name of 'piety'- euA.a~da.
The tone of the late Roman imperial legislation regulating contests and spectacles
makes it clear that the imperial government was concerned that such entertainment should
continue to be provided. 43 The original Olympic festival at Elis was abolished in 392,
perhaps because of its prominence; 44 but the Olympia at Antioch, for example, continued
until their abolition by Justinian in 521. 45 The description of a pagan festival at Edessa,
under Anastasius, suggests that it may still have been taking place in a fixed - ?fiveyearly- cycle. 46 Despite the criticisms by the Church of such entertainments, the only
general alteration imposed by the Christian emperors was the prohibition of gladiatorial
combats by Constantine, which seems to have succeeded only insofar as it coincided with
a natural decline in such activities (see below, p. 76). A law of 425 forbade 'every pleasure
of the theatres and the circuses' (omnis theatrorum adque circensium voluptas)
everywhere, on Sundays and certain feast days, not because of their intrinsic immorality,
but in order not to distract people from their Christian obligations; 47 but the emperor Leo
had to forbid officials to attend the theatre on a Sunday, suggesting that performances had
continued. 48 'Public pleasure' was a matter of imperial concern, and local benefactors
were welcome to mount entertainments:
We do not disapprove, rather we urge that the enthusiasms of a happy populace be
embraced, so that the spectacles of an athletic contest should be re-established.
38 A. Muller, 'Das Biihnenwesen in der Zeit von Constantin der Grosse bis Justinian', Neue Jahrbiicher 23
(1909), 36-55, 37-8.
39
See M. McCormick, Eternal Victory (Cambridge, 1986).
40
A. H. M. Jones, The Later Roman Empire (Oxford, 1964), 537-40.
41
Ma1a1as 173, 179, 183.
42
Const. Porph., De Cer. 606.9 ff.
43 cf. CTh xv.7.3 (A.D. 376).
44
Cedrenus 3230.
45
Mala1as 417.
46
Chronicon pseudo-Dionysiacum vu/go dictum, trans. J-B. Chabot, CSCO 121 (Syriac series 66) (1949),
under A.D. 809, and A.D. 813.
47
CTh xv.5.5 (= CJ m.12.6)
48
CJm.12.9.ll
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non invidemus, sed potius cohortamur amplectenda felicis populi studia, gymnici ut
agonis spectacula reformentur. 49
To restrict spectacles too much might produce gloom, argues a law of Arcadius: 'ludicras
artes concedimus agitari, ne ex nimium harum restrictione tristitia generetur'; the
emperor goes on to ban just the excessively unseemly festival of the maiouma, but even
that ban seems not to have lasted (see below on 65). 50 Very similar opinions were
expressed, on behalf of Theodoric, by Cassiodorus.s'
Imperial policy was spelled out again by Justinian, in his legislation specifying the
proper expenditure by consuls:

If this (se. a consular display) has been devised in order that spectacles (spectacula)
be held for the pleasure of the people, and these also are established by us for horseracing and for the display and the slaughter of wild-beasts, and for the delights of
acting and the stage, our people will not be deprived of these things. 52
The tensions between the Christian view of the corrupting nature of spectacles, and the
imperial wish to provide pleasures (voluptates) for the populace, are most apparent in the
legislation on performers (discussed below, pp. 27-8). Emperors did occasionally
suspend entertainments, but as a punishment to the community- as Theodosius did after
the riot of the statues atAntioch- or in response to riotous behaviour, as whenAnastasius
forbade pantomime performances which had the effect of 'dividing the audience with
hatred', EJlEpi~ov'to 'tip J.Ltou. 53 If the, provision of contests altered and diminished in the
later empire it was for practical and local reasons.

FINANCING ENTERTAINMENTS

The essential element in the survival or disappearance of contests must have been
finance. Most of the festival contests of the Hellenistic and Roman periods seem to have
been financed chiefly from foundations - gifts or bequests invested, usually in land, to
provide the necessary income. 54 Our understanding of such foundations has been
enormously increased by the publication, by Michael Worrle, of the documents from
Oenoanda, which set out, in exhaustive detail, the arrangements made by a local
benefactor, Claudius Demosthenes, for a new festival, established in A.D. 125. 55 To ensure
that such a foundation remained secure, a prudent benefactor would obtain imperial
approval. 56 The administration ofthese funds was sometimes difficult, and ancient cities
were ill-adapted to protecting and maintaining them. 57 The imperial authorities were
concerned that staging festivals should not drain city finances. 58 They also wished to
49

CTh xv.5.3

(A.D.

376), to the proconsul of Africa, retained as Cl xi.41.1.

° CTh xv.6.2; see G. Ville, 'Les jeux de gladiateurs dans I'empire chretien', MEFRA 72 (1960), 273-335, 308.

5

51

Variae m.51.5.
Just., Nov. 105.1, of A.D. 536.
53 Procop. Gaz., Pan. 16, pp. 17-18.
54
SeeR. Duncan-Jones, The Economy of the Roman Empire2 (Cambridge, 1982), 132 ff.
55 M. Worrle, Stadt und Fest im kaiserzeitliche Kleinasien, Vestigia 39 (Munich, 1988); see also the review
article by S. Mitchell, 'Festivals, games and civic life in Roman Asia Minor', JRS 80 (1990), 183-93.
56
Worrle, Stadt und Fest, 172-82.
57 For a typical situation, cf. 9l.i.25-30; cf. also H. W. Pleket, 'Some aspects of the history of the athletic
guilds', ZPE 10 (1973), 197-227, 221-2.
58
Mitchell, 'Festivals, games and civic life', 190.
52
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ensure that ex1stmg funds were properly and effectively maintained; an excellent
illustration of this is provided by the letters written in the 180s to the Aphrodisians by one
or more imperial curatores who were looking into the funds financing their various
festivals. 59 Similarly, at Antioch under Commodus, the funds for various festivals,
including one established in the first century, were reorganized by imperial authority. 60
Some festivals will have been financed directly from temple funds, and some from civic
income; 61 the majority, perhaps, were financed from more than one source. 62 In most
cases, however, there was still a need for generous benefactors, appointed as agonothetai,
which I have translated as 'contest-presidents'; these officials were charged with the
organization of a festival, and, in theory, if a contest was adequately funded, should not
necessarily have to spend money except on additional refinements. In practice, there was
always a chance to spend, if only to meet incidental costs and add to the splendours of the
occasion, for example, by providing supplementary entertainments - the spectacles
(emoei~w;) mentioned above- alongside the main competitive events. 63 In other cases,
where the funding was not adequate, the agonothete might make a more substantial
contribution; there is evidence for agonothetai providing prizes, 64 and there are signs
that the term became increasingly equated with simply putting on (and paying for) a
contest. 65
It seems clear that contests were still financed in these diverse ways in the later
empire. 66 A basic element in their financing was apparently still provided by foundations.
Those that were supported simply by the interest from money out on loan must have
disappeared in the great inflation of the late third century; those that were based on landholdings should largely have survived, even if some holdings might have been diminished
in the years of financial uncertainty. The result, typical of a period of inflation, is likely to
have been an arbitrary pattern in the disappearance or survival of contests, depending on
the accident of how they had been funded. It is also possible that some such funds might
have been affected by the confiscations of temple property under Constantine; but it is
clear that foundations remained the basic form of finance for contests. Thus, when Julian
wished to help the city of Antioch to finance chariot-racing, he made a gift ofland. 67 It is
only because of Malalas' close relationship to the city of Antioch that we know that the
Praetorian Prefect Antiochus Chuzon, a native of Antioch, gave funds to Antioch 'for the
horse races, ... and for the Olympic festival and the Maioumas'; 68 there is every reason
to believe that similar grants may have been made to some other cities.
Imperial grants of money also contiimed to be made on specific occasions. In the
fourth century, there are references in the correspondence of Libanius to imperial
contributions being made to men acting as Syriarch- president of the provincial council
59

Below 50--53.
Malalas 284-6.
61
cf. the 7tOAEl'tlKO~ ayrov at Aphrodisias, below, Appendix 1.vii.
62 See the useful observations on the varied sources for funding contests by a W. Pleket, 'Olympic
benefactors', 2-4.
63 A. H. M. Jones, The Greek City (Oxford, 1940), 230, 234; for Aphrodisias, see Index s.v. ayrovo9£tTJ~.
64 L. Robert, "A!iqn9aA.ft~·. Studies Ferguson (HSCP 1940), 509-19, 515 (= OMS 1, 633-43, 639); for a
xystarch doing the same thing, see below, 9l.i.28-30.
65 For the term in the later period, see below, 65, and C. Rouecbe, Aphrodisias Papers 2, 101-2.
66
Miiller, 'Das Biihnenwesen', 37-8.
67
Julian, Misopogon 3700.
68
Malalas 362; PLRE n, Antiochus 10, with the comments of J. Caimi,Annali del/afacoltii. di giurisprudenza
di Genova 20 (1984-5), 82-3.
60
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of Syria, with responsibility for staging festivals in honour of the emperor. 69 On one
occasion Libanius refers io such a grant as being made 'according to ancient custom',
Kata VOjlOV apxaiov, 70 and on another he cites as a precedent an imperial subvention
which had been given to the father of the current Syriarch; 71 but in both cases Libanius had
to write to those at court to ensure that the money actually came. 72 At Aphrodisias a
governor in the fifth century is described as 'agonothete and Maioumarch', implying that
he had seen to the provision of festivals, and another governor in the sixth century, who
was also a citizen of Aphrodisias, is described as 'agonothete' .73
Such subventions appear to have become increasingly standardized - as in the
regulation, under Justinian, of the amounts to be contributed by the augustalis of Egypt
(320 solidi), and by the local councillors (100 solidi), towards the costs of chariot-racing
atAlexandria. 74 Similarly, an inscription ofthe sixth century from Caesarea, in Palestine,
apparently details the amount to be set aside from imperial, and also perhaps from
municipal, taxes to meet the costs of chariot-racing. 75 Gascou has demonstrated the
increasing 'fiscalization' of the financing of entertainments in sixth-century Egypt, where'
some taxes were being paid directly towards the financing of spectacles; he suggests that
this regularization of the arrangements lies behind the apparent increase in the quantity
and quality of chariot-racing in Egypt in the sixth century. 76 At Constantinople the bulk of
the expenditure on entertainments must always have been made by the emperors, and,
after the lapse of the consulate in 542, all such expenditure was imperial. Thus, when
Procopius was criticizing Justinian for the diminution, or suppression of public
spectacles, he claimed that in the provinces he removed the civic funds that were intended
to finance them; but in describing the situation at Constantinople he simply says that
Justinian closed the auditoria 'in order that the Treasury should not have to pay the many
people who made their living from that source', tou 11~ ta dro96ta xoprryeiv to bTlllO<:nov
1toA.A.oic; ... otc; £v9evbe ~ioc;. 77 Similarly, it is clear that in sixth..:century Rome
performers were being paid directly from the treasury; there are references to the
'monthly payments' (menstrua) made by the city prefect to pantomime dancers. 78
The overall trend was to 'fiscalization' - that is, to the financing by central
government of all entertainments; but as long as the provincial cities and their
foundations survived, financing continued to be piecemeal. The main threat to
foundations was -as it probably always had been- the appropriation of the money or
the land by powerful individuals; 79 in 451 Marcian, legislating against such activity,
specified the need to protect 'property for providing contests' (agonotheticae
possessiones). 80 In the sixth century, Procopius described the cities of the empire as

o

69
J. H. W. G. Liebeschuetz, 'The Syriarchy in the fourth century', Historia 8 (1959), 113-26 (=idem, From
Diocletian to the Arab Conquest (London, 1990), XI).
70
Ep. 1159 (363).
71 Ep. 970.2 (390).
72
Ep. 1147-8, 970-l.
73
Appendix I, 65, and ALA 65.
74
Justinian, Edicta 13.15; A. C. Johnson and L. C. West, Byzantine Egypt (Princeton, 1949), 210.
75
B. Lifschitz, 'Une inscription byzantine de Cesaree en Israel', REG 70 (1957), 118-32.
76
J. Gascou, 'Les institutions de !'Hippodrome en Egypte', BIFAO 76 (1976), 185-212.
77
HA xxvi.6 and 9.
78
Cassiodorus, Variae I.32, 33 (cf. 20) of 508-9 (for the date see PLRE n, Agapitus 3); see also below, p. 149.
79
For just one example from the Roman period illustrating the difficulties of preserving an endowment, see
MAMA IX, pp. xxvi-xlii. On imperial legislation aimed at dealing with this problem see J. H. Oliver, The Ruling
Power (Baltimore, 1953), 963-80.
80
Marcian, Nov. 3.1.
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having incomes -1t6pot- from 'civic or festival funds', 1tOAtnK&v ~ 8EropT]nK&v,
which were confiscated by Justinian. 81 That such funds continued to exist is also implied
by laws aimed at preventing their misuse. The emperors legislated against the transfer by
provincial governors of shows - editiones - which had been established by past
generations- antiquitas- or chariot-teams from one city to another; 82 presumably this
would usually consist in the transfer of such resources to the provincial capital. Similarly,
the transfer of shows from cities in Illyricum to Constantinople was forbidden in 424. 83
While this legislation may in part be intended to stop local agonothetai from being lured
away to make their benefactions in a larger city, it only becomes fully comprehensible if
there were also local agonistic funds in the cities, which a governor might wish to divert,
as he was specifically permitted to do for the purpose of repairing city walls. 84 It also
indicates that a governor might expect to enhance his own standing by using such means
to ensure a splendid show in the provincial capital. A similar concern for the proper use
of civic funds probably lies behind the law of 426, regulating the appointment of
supervisory officials, actuarii and cornicularii 'of the stage and of chariot-horses in
various cities'. 85 The similar officials for Constantinople listed in this and in a separate
ruling did probably deal largely with the spending of imperial funds; 86 but the purpose of
this legislation seems to be the typical imperial concern to avoid local misadministration
and embezzlement, rather than a policy of direct control. The existence of civic funds in
the sixth century is also implied by a reference of the sixth-century orator Choricius of
Gaza to a festival 'at public expense', DT]J.lOtEAT]<; Jtav~yuptc;Y
It does seem likely, from the tone of the legislation, that contests were disappearing
as many cities fell into decline and obscurity; it is also likely that, at those cities where
contests did continue, the relative costs which had to be met by a supervising magistrate
had increased. Some of the foundations will have disappeared, or decreased in value, and
the increasingly popular entertainments of chariot-racing and wild beast shows were very
expensive. Our view is coloured, again, by the shift in the nature of our evidence; instead
of the honorific inscriptions which described the enthusiastic generosity of the
agonothetai of earlier periods, we have two great bodies of correspondence from the ·
fourth century - the letters of Libanius and of Symmachus - which give us a new
insight into the practical problems and the expense confronting such a benefactor. The
legislation, however, suggests that there were still men willing and able to undertake this
liturgy. Governors had to be restrained in the size ofthe prizes they gave, 88 as did private
benefactors, 89 senators, 90 and consuls. 91 In 465 local councillors at Antioch had to be
forbidden to continue acting as agonothetai for the provincial games of Syria, or the local
Olympic contest, even if they wanted to, 'nee si voluerint' .92
81
82

HA XXVI.6.

CTh xv.5.1 (A. D. 372); xv.5.3 (A.D. 409, retained as Cl xi.41.5 with an additional mention of actors and wildbeasts).
83
CTh xv.5.4.
84
Cl XI.42.1.
85
CTh vm.7.21 (retained as Cl xn.59.6); see further below, p. 59.
86
CTh vm.7.22.
87
Choricius, Syn. Mim. 103.
88
CTh xv.9.2 (A.o.409).
89
xv.2.2 (A.o.392-5).
90
xv.9.1 (A.D. 384) retained as Cl 1.16.1.
91
Just., Nov. 105 (A.D. 538).
92
Cl 1.36.1, with the comments of Liebeschuetz, 'The Syriarchy', 125-6.
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The decline of contests and entertainments in the late Roman empire therefore
paralleled and followed the general development of civic life: after the mid-third century,
many cities seem to have been reduced to little more than villages, and many contests
disappeared. Political, economic, and cultural activity was confined to. a smaller number
of cities, with the provincial capitals predominant. During the late empire civic life and
civic values altered in those cities in favour of larger, empire-wide trends; and during the
sixth century, in Asia Minor at least, the provincial city was ceasing to be an important
centre of activity. The interest of the material presented here is that Aphrodisias, as a
provincial capital in the late Roman period, is a city where prosperity continued well into
the sixth century, and where at least two of the three auditoria stayed in use; it thereby
offers us an opportunity to consider the provision of entertainment both in the Roman and
in the late Roman periods.

PART ONE
THE PERFORMERS

CHAPTER II. MIMES AND PANTOMIMES
1
Aphrodisias, like many other cities of the Hellenistic and Roman periods, has
produced a large number of inscriptions relating to the presentation of contests;· the full
dossier is published here in Appendices r-r1. In particular, the lists of festival prizes in
Appendix r (52 and 53) and the inscriptions honouring competitors in Appendix n give a
good idea of the range of types of entertainment that could be included in a contest; and
all this information is well paralleled from other sites.
As well as the competitive performances of the kinds described in those documents,
however, we know that there will also have been additional performances- both within
the framework of contests, and also on other occasions. These will have included a wide
range of entertainments- for the evidence for a tight-rope dancer in the Theatre see
below, 8.b.ii- but particularly shows by mimes and pantomimes. The pantomime, a solo
performer, performed a dance, accompanied by music, but without words; the subject
matter was drawn from mythology, but was essentially serious, and the pantomime's
art is regularly described as 'tpaytK6~. 1 Mimes performed in groups, both of men and
women, and .used words and music to present scenes which were often comic, but also
encompassed tragic subjects. 2 While there is evidence on these kinds of entertainment to
be found in formal inscriptions, it is far less abundant than that for the regular competitive
events. The crucial importance of the new material from Aphrodisias, presented in this
and the following chapter (1-12), is that it provides new information about such
performers, and in particular about mimes. Moreover, these forms of entertainment,
which achieved wide popularity in the Roman period, continued to be presented regularly
throughout the late Roman period, so that, in examining the evidence here, we can also
draw conclusions about both change and continuity in performances between the earlier
and the later period.
In the Theatre and Odeon at Aphrodisias, as at other sites, there is relatively little
space provided for the use of the performers. In the Theatre, there were probably rooms
on an upper storey, now lost, and there were the six windowless chambers at the back of
the stage. In a contest, the poets, flautists, kitharodes and other performers may well have
gone in a formal procession to the Theatre, having prepared themselves elsewhere probably in the accommodation which, in many cities, was owned by the performers'
association. 3 This presumably presented no great problem for performers such as harp or
flute players; but for actors and mimes, there will have been a need for some backstage
1

See L. Robert, 'Pantomimen im griechischen Orient', Hermes (1930), 106-22 (= OMS 1, 654-70) esp.108
(= 656); see also idem, 'Inscriptions grecques de Side en Pamphylie', RPh NS 32 (1958), 15-53, 52(= OMS v,
155-93, 192), n.l, for further references. There is a useful discussion in G. J. Theocharides, Beitriige zur
Geschichte des byzantinischen Profantheaters im IV und V J ahrhundert, hauptsachlich auf Grund der Predigten
des Johannes Chrysostomos, Patriarchen von Konstantinopel (Thessalonika, 1940), 7-10 - ~m very grateful
to Professor Robert Browning for drawing my attention to (and lending me) this not easily accessible volume.
2 See H. Reich, Der Mimus : ein literar-entwicklungsgeschichtlicher Versuch (Berlin, 1903), still a very
important and interesting study; E. Wiist, 'Mimus', RE xv (1932), 1727.,..64; Robert, '"ApxawMyo~';
Theocharides, Beitriige; H. Wiemken, Der griechischen Mimus (Bremen, 1972).
3 Such a use has been suggested, for example, for the elegant late-third-century 'House of Menander' at
Mytilene; S. Charitonidis, L. Kahil and R. Ginouves, Les mosai"ques de la maison de Menandre ii Mytilene
(Berne, 1970), 105.
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1

space for props, or changes of costume. It is likely that the chambers at the back of the
Theatre stage were used for this.
The texts published here, as 1.1-7, are from those rooms, and appear to be a series of
inscriptions put up by performers for their own use; as such they are, at present, unique.

1. The following texts were found inscribed on the sides of the doorways into the rooms
behind the stage front, which are here numbered from north to south-that is, from left to
right. All were cut in the stone itself, except for 1.iii, which was scratched on plaster.
Room]

i. In the doorway, on the north wall, at 1.40 above ground; cut on a rough surface. Letters irregular,
lunate, 0.05-0.07.

Plate I
<l>tAt<J'ttrovo~

Buxcnceun
Equipment of Philistion

There are slight traces of further letters on this wall.
ii. In the doorway, on the south wall, at 1.40 above ground; cut on a rough surface. To the left, the
letters have been worn or rubbed away, and a hole has been cut into 1.2. Letters irregular, lunate, 0.040.07; perhaps two hands. There are traces of red paint in some letters.

II~~~~A.a JlElJlOMyou

~ ~~ou cn~~ulJ ll~~a <I>tA.unirov~
Of Pardalas, mime. Equipment of Syrus, after Philistion.

or
Equipment of Pardalas, Syrian mime, after Philistion.

iii. On the south wall, a little further into the room, below and to the left of ii. The wall was plastered,
and the letters are scratched with a very fine point on a patch of remaining plaster.l.l: 0.025; 1.2: 0.020.025; ll.3-4: O.Ol(o)-0.02.

Cited: Alan Cameron, Porphyrius the Charioteer (Oxford, 1976), 276; published,
ALA 182
Plate I
Nuc~ ~ tuxn

t&v IIpacrivrov
K(al.) 'tOV JllJlOV 'tOU

IIpacriv(ou)
The fortune of the Greens, and of the mimes of the Green (faction) triumphs !

Room2

No sign of letters on the north side. One letter, T, on south wall of entrance.

1
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Room3
This room opens onto the north side of the central stage corridor.
i. On the wall of the corridor, left of the entrance to Room 3; 1.19 above floor. Cut on a rough surface.
A hole was later cut in the inscribed surface, destroying two or three letters. Letters: lunate; 0.04-0.05.

t01t0~ (ap]~EOAO"(OOV
Place of archaeologi.

ii. On the outer, south, face of the block over the door to Room 3, at 0.10 above lintel. Carefully cut,
but irregular, square letters; 1.1, 0.055-0.06; 1.2, 0.055-0.08. The second line slopes upwards.

Plate I
Wreath

Palm

AutoA:uKou 3ta.crKeu, aJ.La.xa.
Ne11ea.Kou aJ.La.xa.
Unbeatable equipment of Autolycus, of? the Nemean (victor), unbeatable.

Room4
This room opens onto the south side of the central stage corridor.
On the outer, north face of the block over the door to Room 4, facing text 3.ii. All the letters are square;
those of 1.1, 0.07-0.075, are carefully cut, with circular stops; ll. 2, 0.05-0.07, and 3, 0.04, are less
carefully cut, and appear to be a later addition, squeezed in. Line 1 is in script very similar to 3.ii.

Ka.1tupn stop 3ta.O'KEUTJ stop aJ.La.xa.
Ka.t <l>tA.oA6you '0AUJ.l1ttOVElKOU
Unbeatable equipment of Kapyras and of Philologus, Olympic victor.

RoomS
i. On the north wall of the doorway, cut on a smoothed area, 1.67 above floor level. Letters carefully
cut, but irregular, 0.03-0.05; similar to 3.ii and 4.i. Square sigma in 1.1, standard in 1.2; traces of red
paint.

Plate I
NetKavopoc;
3ta.O'KEUTJ
aJ.La.xa.
Unbeatable equipment of Nicanor.

ii. Below i, on another smoothed area. Rough, lunate lettering, 0.03-0.05. There are apparent traces
of previous lettering which has been erased. The second line of script is far shallower, and is cut on the
very edge of the smoothed area.
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1

Ba.m:m v u A vacat
vac at
'tcp KU~~<e
Of Bassus .... ?to the Lord.

iii and iv. On a loose block (0.49 x 0. 72 x 0.33), whose upper left corner is lost, which
originally formed part of the north wall of the doorway to Room 5, further in than nos i
and ii. The face is smooth except for a rough rectangular area between iii and iv. The upper
and lower edges are drafted. Now in the dighouse garden (excavation inventory no.
71.425).
Plate m
iii. At upper edge of block. Letters rough and badly aligned, but deeply cut; lunate; 0.03-0.04.
['Iou]A.mvou vea[vur]KoAOyou
[crKE)UTJ
Equipment of Iulianus, neaniscologus.

iv. Across lower part of block. Letters lightly cut, irregular, and badly aligned, Several in 1.1 are cut
with a double outline; those in 11.2 and 3 resemble nos 3.ii, 4.i, and 5.i; 0.035-0.04. Standard sigma.

Bacrcrou iitacrKEUTJ
'AcrtoVEtKOU Kat
yuf..Lvamapxou
Equipment of Bassus, victor in the Asian games, and gymnasiarch.

Room6

i and ii. On the north wall of the doorway, on a partly smoothed face, 1.43 above
ground. There are traces of several earlier inscriptions, which have been erased.
i. Lines 1-2 are cut in a clear, square hand, except for the second word in 1.1; if this belongs to the
text- as the sense suggests- it was added, in a cursive hand. The third line was more lightly cut, and
is largely erased. Letters: 0.03-0.04; traces ofred paint.

dTJflTJ'tp{ou OflTJptcr'tou
DtacrKEUTJ
A[ ... c.9 ... ]I:
Equipment of Demetrius, homeristes.

ii. Cut above no.i, where it appears to have been squeezed in; standard forms (with one lunate
epsilon), lightly cut; the serifs are similar to those in 3.ii, 4.i, 5.i;' and 5.iv; letters av. 0.035.

?He became Alexander.

7
The following stone, which was a stray find in 1972, perhaps belongs among these
texts; now in the Museum, excavation inventory no.72.492.
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The upper left corner of a plain block (W.0.53, H.0.23, D.0.17) inscribed on one face on a roughlydressed surface. Letters clear, irregular: standard beta, square sigma; 0.05-0.055.

't01to~ ~to[ Myou ....

[ ..... OYD Kat [ ...
vacatNEIOY vac.[

[...

.

Place ? of the bio[logus ...... ] and of [..... ]neius.

THE TEXTS

It appears that all these texts - with the possible exception of 1.1.iii - served the
same purpose: to reserve for those named in them the rooms in whose entrances they were
cut. There is no clear indication that they were contemporary with one another; 1.1.iii was
certainly inscribed at a later period, when the walls on which the earlier inscriptions were
cut had been covered with the plaster in which l.iii was scratched. It is highly unlikely
that, in the long history of the Theatre at Aphrodisias, these were the only such labels to
have existed; they are best understood as being chance survivals of a type of text which
will usually have been recorded in a more fragile medium. It is, however, quite possible
that they are all the result of a brief fashion for inscribing, rather than painting, such texts;
that this did not continue for very long is suggested by the fact that there are relatively few
traces of erasure and re-inscribing (Rooms 1, 5 and 6; cf. also 4.i). 4
The other indication which may suggest that most of these texts are roughly
contemporary is their wording. Of the eleven earlier texts, six refer to OtacrKEUT\ and one
(1.5.iii) apparently to crKEUT\ (since there is no room on the stone for the longer word). In
three of these the word OtacrKEUT\ has the epithet a)laxa. Since that can only be a neuter
plural, it seems necessary to read not the feminine OtacrKEU~ or crKEU~, but (Ota)crKEUT\,
the plural of the neuter crKeuo~. There is a close similarity in meaning between crKeu~
'equipment, apparel', and crKEUT\ 'implements, baggage, equipment' or sometimes just
'things, stuff' (see LSJ s.vv.).
There are, however, two problems presented by this interpretation. Firstly, the term
OtacrKEU~ is attested, but not the neuter OtacrKeuo~. Secondly, the term crKeuo~ is not cited
as having any associations with the theatre; but crKEU~ is attested of actor's clothing and
equipment from the classical period. 5 These objections might be met by a suggestion of
Christopher Jones, that we should read Bu'x crKEUT\, 'for the equipment of so-and-so', or
'room of so-and-so, for equipment'; this is a tempting formulation, but is perhaps
undermined by the apparent parallel between the uses of OtacrKEUT\ and crKEUT\ (1.5.iii),
and it seems rather fuller phrasing than we might expect in such brief texts. Moreover,
OtacrKEU~, as well as having the more general sense of 'equipment', is also attested in
theatrical contexts, although with different senses. In several passages in the
4
This could also indicate that the bare walls were available for inscriptions only for a relatively short time,
and that at other periods they were plastered.
5 LSJ s. v.l; but the word is also found in epigraphic contexts, where the neuter plural and the feminine cannot
always be distinguished, used of an actor's costume and accoutrements: J. R. Green, 'Dedications of masks', RA
(1982), 237-48, at 245.
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Deipnosophistae of Athenaeus it is used to refer to the reworking or second edition of a
play. 6 But in the description by Callixenus of the grand procession of Ptolemy
Philadelphus, which is included in the Deipnosophistae,? the term is used to describe the
tableaux illustrating the exploits of the gods which were displayed in the procession. 8 In
perhaps a related sense Dio Chrysostom, criticizing the Alexandrians for their addiction
to the theatre, describes how their laughter could be aroused by unsuitable scenes which
they saw ev tat<; KroJ..LcpOim<; Kat 8tacrKeua'i<;, 'in comedies and diaskeuai' (Or. 32.94);
the word here must describe some kind of spectacle with acted scenes, and very probably
refers to a performance by mimes (see further below). 9
The sense of 'show' or 'performance' cannot, however, translate the texts which we
have here. Moreover, to read 8ta(crKEUT\) as a feminine singular would leave the word
aJ..Laxa hanging, with no connection to the rest of the sentence; this appears profoundly
unsatisfactory. It seems necessary, therefore, to read these words as neuter plurals, and to
assume a new word, 8tacrKEUO<;. The meaning of such a term, in the light of the related
words, should also be 'equipment': that is, in such a context, presumably both the
costumes and the other props of performers. The term 8tacrKeuft, in the passages cited
above, seems to have a general sense of 'show, spectacle'; in Callixenus it apparently
refers to a static display, and so perhaps the usage in Dio derives from the visual
impression made by the performers and their equipment, but it is equally likely to have the
sense of 'device, something designed'.
If, therefore, 8tacrKEUT\ and crKEUT\ here mean 'equipment', that would seem to make
very good sense; the rooms in whose entrances these texts were inscribed were
presumably being reserved for the storing of the equipment of various performers, named
in the genitive. As to the kind of performers, it was observed above that the cognate term
8tacrKEUTJ was used by Dio Chrysostom of some kind of performed scene, apparently
distinct from a comedy, such as the scenes performed by pantomimes, or by mimes. The
scenes of drunken Herakles described by Dio would have been quite inappropriate for a
pantomime, but very characteristic subject matter for mime performances. It seems likely,
therefore, that 8tacrKEUT\, the neuter plural, may refer to the equipment - including
costumes - used by mimes in their performances. While there seems to be no Greek
parallel for this usage, there are some Latin terms which seem to be used in a similar way.
Mimes are described as having originally performed in the orchestra, 'having placed their
equipment' - positis instrumentis. 10 Sidonius Apollinaris refers to suppellex as
characteristic of mimes. 11 Wiemken has published a papyrus listing the props required to
present particular mime scenes. 12 That mimes could appear in very splendid costumes is
made clear by the fulminations of John Chrysostom, 13 who also describes 'tapestries, and
6

3. 75. 1-2 (110); 6. 51. 16-7 (247c); 8. 57.9-10 (358d); 11. 97.3-4 (496f).
Now separately edited by E. Rice, The Grand Procession of Ptolemy Philadelphus (Oxford, 1983).
8
oi 7tpocrftKovte~ f.1U9otKa.tata~ 7ta.pa.oeOof.1£va.~ iatop{a.~ £v ota.aJCeua.i~ 1toAm£A.em 7ta.pe1Cetvto (5. 23.
11-2, 195 a-b);.oiKeia.v £xouaa.tti\~ 1tepl. eKa.atrov a.ut&v iatop{a.~ ota.aJCeuftv (5.27. 8-9, 197 d).
9 P. Veyne, ·~ta.mceua.{: le theatre grec sous I' empire (Dion de·Pruse, xxxii, 94)', REG 102 (1989), 339-45,
takes the term in the sense attested by Athenaeus, meaning 'remakes' of earlier comedies, remodelled to
contemporary taste.
10
Diomedes m, Keil, Gramm.Lat. 1, 490 (cited by Reich, Mimus, 607 n.2, Wiemken, Griechischen Mimus, 252
n.11, taking instrumenta as 'Requisiten').
11
Sidonius Apollinaris, Ep. n.2: 'absunt ridiculi vestitu et vultibus histriones pigmentis multicoloribus
Philistionis suppellectilem mentientes'. I am very grateful to Bemard Gredley for pointing out these references.
12
Griechischen Mimus, 192-5, P.Berol. 13927, probably of the fifth or sixth century; discussed at 202-4.
13
Theocharides, Beitriige, 112.
7
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couches inlaid with silver', in scenes which 'resemble the rich man's house'. 14 They wore
masks, and the c}laracter of a performer would be shown by what he wore - an emperor
was recognized by 'ta 1tapamuw: 'tll<; ~acrtA.Eia<;. 15 Their equipment would also have
included the parapetasmata which appear to have been backdrops on cloth. 16
(

THE PERFORMERS

Of the performers whose inscriptions are presented here, all those whose occupation
can be determined are clearly mimes. The simple term is only used in the late text, l.l.iii;
but the same Room 1 was reserved in the earlier period for a llEl!lOAoyo<;, Pardalas (l.l.ii).
The term mimologus can be used for a writer of mimes, but is also found as a simple
variant on mimus .17 It may be that Syrus, in the next line, is a further qualification of
Pardalas, as a Syrian; but Syrus as a proper name is attested of a famous writer and
performer of mimes, which makes it attractive to see this as a second performer. In the
same room, l.l.i and ii refer to the 8tacrJ(EUTJ ofPhilistion; his occupation is not given, but
Philistion is also a name particularly appropriate for a mime, being that of one of the
founder~ of the art. 18 The reference to Syrus' equipment 'after Philistion' is probably a
simple temporal statement; Syrus would have the use of the room after a performance, or
perhaps a series of performances, by Philistion.
Room 2 had no surviving inscriptions; but that on the wall outside Room 3, 3.i, is a
place inscription, most probably reserving that room. 19 The text is damaged, but the group
of persons for whom the place was reserved are described as [ ... ]EoAoym. If, as the context
suggests, these too are performers, the easiest restoration is [apx]coA6ym; and the traces
before the epsilon are consistent with the preceding letter being a chi. This is, therefore,
most probably a reference to apxmoA6ym, a term describing a kind of mime, apparently
specializing in the presentation of 'ancient' stories. 20
The two most imposing inscriptions in this series are those which face one another
across the central corridor, over Rooms 3 and 4. They appear likely to be contemporary
with one another, and each refers to 8tacrKEUTJ &~..taxa; but neither gives direct
information as to the art of the performers concerned. 1.3.ii is the inscription of
Autolycus; the presence of a palm indicates that he had been victorious in one or more
contests, and the wreath that such contests had been 'crowned', cr'tE<pavhTJ<;- that is, the
kind of contests in which victory entitled the victor to wear a wreath, cr'te<pavo<; (see
further below). 21 The line below appears to refer to a second performer, Nemeakos; but
this word is used as an adjective from the placename Nemea, 22 and may therefore perhaps
indicate a contestant, if not a victor (NE!lEOVtKTJ<;) at Nemea, which was a 'crowned'
contest. 23 In the facing inscription, 1.4.i, Kapuras is not further described; his name, for
14

Horn. 83 in Matt., PG 58.750, cited by Theocharides, Beitriige, 117.
Philo, In F/accum 6 (cit. Theocharides, Beitriige, 92); cf. 11, below.
16
For other theatre costumes see Theocharides, Beitriige, 52-4.
17
Robert, ''ApxawA6yo<;', 239 (= OMS 1, 675); Bul/Ep 1959.451.
18 See M. Bonaria, Mimorum romanorum fragmenta (Genoa, 1955), Fasti, 516-40.
19 On place inscriptions see ALA eh. 11, introduction.
20 See Robert, ''ApxawA6yo<;'.
21 On these symbols see E. J. Jory, 'Publilius Syrus and the element of competition in the theatre of the
Republic', in N. Horsfall (ed.), Vir bonus discendo peritus, Studies Skutsch (London, 1988), 73-81, esp. 75-6.
22
e.g. Plutarch, Quaest. conv. v. 3; for other examples RE 16 (1937), 2313.
23 As in the case of Pythia and Olympia, Nemean contests, modelled on the Greek Nemea, were held
elsewhere: see RE 16 (1937), 2327.
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which I have not found a parallel, apparently derives from Ka1tup6~, 'loud, clear', which
was used to describe the laughter of a writer of dramatic poems, Rhinthon. 24 A second
name seems to have been added to the inscription, that of Philologus, who had won a
victory at Olympian games (not necessarily the contest at Greek Olympia, but certainly
'crowned'). 25 Although there is still no indication of the kind of contest, Philologus is a
name appropriate to a performer concerned with the use of words, 26 and was the name of
a mime actor honoured at Ephesus, T. CL Philologus Theseus. 27
In the inscription over Room 4, the name of Philologus is added to the preceding
inscription, which reserved the room for Kapuras, with the connective Kat; the
implication would seem to be that they were contemporaries who both used the room,
although perhaps performing on different days, or at different festivals. The next room, 5,
has inscriptions recording three different users; it is possible that they too were
contemporary with one another. The first, Nicanor (1.5.i), is not further described. The
inscription of Iulianus (1.5.iii) is damaged; but the term describing him can be restored
with certainty, as vw[vtcr ]K6A.oyo~, which, again, is a term describing a kind of mimeapparently a kind of 'jeune premier', specializing in representations of young men. 28 The
third man, Bassus, apparently started to cut an inscription at the north side of the entrance,
but eventually placed the full text on the south side. He had won a victory at the Asian
games, the provincial games of the koinon of Asia, 29 and had also held the office of
gymnasiarch. 30
In Room 6 it is clear that more than one text had been inscribed and erased. 1.6.i
seems to have read ~llllTJ'tp{ou OtacrKEUTJ; the description OjlTJplcr'tou, after Demetrius'
name, is in a different hand, and was presumably either added to the inscription, or,
possibly, left over from a previous inscription which Demetrius replaced with his own.
The homeristes was yet another kind of mime, who specialized in presenting combat
scenes from Homer; 31 Choricius describes mimes appearing 'one as a Trojan general, one
as a Myrmidon' .32 The sense of the line inscribed above (1.6.ii) is far from clear: if
£yEv~cr811 is meant as an aorist, in the rare but attested passive form, of y{yvojlat, then the
sense would seem to be 'he became Alexander'- either perhaps 'he was born (with the
name) Alexander' or, possibly, with a reference to the activities of the homeristes, 'he was
(acted) Alexander, i.e. Paris'. It is not certain that the text numbered here as 1.7 does in
fact belong to this series; but both the look of the block, and the semi-formal style of the
lettering, strongly suggest that it does. If so, this is very probably a reference to a biologus
- another common term for a mime performer. 33
If, therefore, we leave aside l.l.iii, which is shown by its archaeological context to
be later than the other texts, and 7, which is not certainly of this series, we still have eleven
texts, of which three (l.l.ii, 5.iii, 6.i) certainly, and another three (l.l.i, 3.i, 4.i) probably,
24

AP 7.414; apparently a kind of mime- see Reich, Mimus, 262; the term is also used as an epithet of bawdy
songs, Athenaeus 15. 697b.
25
There were several Olympic festivals in Asia Minor; see Robert, Hell. v, 61.
26
See the comments of Robert, Hell. xm, 49-54.
27
J. Keil,AAWW 82 (1945), 10-18.
28
See BullEp 1959.451, on G. Bean, 'Inscriptions in the Antalya Museum', Belleten 22 (1958), no.53, and
references there.
29
Robert, Et. Anat., 61.
30
See below, p. 24.
31
See Robert, "ApxmoA.Oyo~·. 237 (= OMS 1, 673) with n. 4; BullEp 1958.84, 1983.475.
32
Syn.Mim. 78.
33
Robert, ''ApxawA.Oyo~·, 238--41 (= OMS 1, 674-7).
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are concerned with mimes. In seven of these texts we have the terms oux.crKEUT) or <rKEUT),
which appear in two of the certain mime texts (1.5.iii, 6.i) and one of the probable ones
(l.l.i). The evidence has been cited above which might suggest that OtacrKEUT) was a term
particularly associated with mimes; and it seems to me highly likely that all these
performers were mimes.

MIMES AND pANTOMIMES

If these deductions are correct, these texts are an interesting new source of
information about mime performances. The first point of particular interest is the
indication of the importance attached to the mime's equipment, which is distinguished
with what is virtually an acclamation - li!laxa, 'unbeatable'. It seems clear that the
mime was expected to produce, not just a powerful piece of acting, but also a good show;
and these texts, rather than being simple utilitarian signs, are also intended to emphasize
the standing of the performers.
The epithet may al$0 indicate the date of these inscriptions. Both pantomime and
mime performances were originally presented as entertainments - emod~w; alongside the competitive sections at the sacred contests which provided the framework
for all public entertainments in the Greek world; specific financial provision for such
entertainments was made in the establishment of the contest of Claudius Demosthenes at
Oenoanda, 34 and of the Olympic festival at Antioch. 35 They also performed at 'shows' put
on by benefactors on other occasions without a competitive element; 36 Dio Chrysostom
cites mimes in the list of entertainers which a man must be prepared to sponsor if he is to
achieve public acclaimY Mimes also performed in private houses, for example at
weddings. 38
Pantomime performers were admitted as competitors in contests from the early years
of the empire, 39 and were competing in international 'sacred' contests by the second
century. 40 Mimes were for a long time excluded from contests; but from the later second
or the third century they too were permitted to compete, although they are only attested
in inscriptions as competing in the lower tier of contests, those which offered money
prizes - Sej..la'ta -, rather than in the sacred contestsY One of the chief pieces of
evidence for this is an inscription of the later second or third century from Tralles,
honouring a mime whose victories included one at the Asian games - making him
'AcrwvdKT)~ like Bassus in 1.5.v. 42 The epithet of Bassus, together with that of
34
Three days were set aside for 'mimes and recitals and spectacles, for which there are no prizes' (Wiirrle,
Stadt und Fest, 8, ll. 44-5).
35
Malalas 285-6: 'the rest of the money (Commodus) set aside for the cost of mimes and pantomimes and the
other pleasures which are celebrated at public festivals'' a<pooptaE liE Kilt 'tU Aouta XPTtllll'tll d<; Myov lllllffiV Kill
opmanKrov Kilt -c&v Aom&v 'tEpljiErov -c&v ev Jtllvliftllot<; EJtt'tEAm>llEvrov.
36
See above, p. 2.
37
Or. 66, 222 D II.
38
Joh. Chrys., In propter forn., PG 51.211.
39 E. J. Jory, 'The early pantomime riots', in A. Moffatt (ed.), Maistor: Studies for Robert Browning (Canberra,
1984),57-66,esp. 64-5.
40 Robert, 'Pantomimen', 119-22 (= OMS 1, 667-70); Price, Rituals and Power, 89, drawing on Robert,
observes that these innovations took place first at the relatively new festivals established for the imperial cult.
41
Robert, ''ApxllwAOyo<;', 246-7 (OMS 1, 682-3).
42
Most recently published as I.Tralles 110.
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Philologus, victor in Olympian games, suggests that these texts must therefore be dated
after this development. This is further indicated by the use of the competitive term
Uf..u:xxo~ - invincible - and the appearance of a wreath and a palm branch over the
inscription of Autolycus.
In demonstrating these developments, Louis Robert pointed out that mimes clearly
had a lower status than pantomimes, and seem neve~ to have been admitted to sacred
contests. But it is worth noting that the main source of our information- inscriptionswas starting to diminish in quantity from the middle of the third century , just as the mimes
had started to be admitted to compete in contests, and at a time when a large number of
contests were being founded, or upgraded to 'sacred' and international status. 43 This
increase in the number of contests of higher status makes it entirely likely that mimes did
come to compete in them during the third century. Philologus (1.4.i) won at Olympic
games, which would necessarily have had sacred status; Autolycus (1.3.ii) whose victory
symbols include a wreath, the symbol of a 'crowned' victory, probably also won at such
a contest; both men are almost certainly mimes who were competitors at 'sacred' contests
at some time in the third century.
The implication, therefore, in the epithet 'invincible' that these mimes were
performing competitively, requires a date for the majority of these texts after the
admission of mimes to contests, in the later second century; and the victories of two of
them in 'sacred' contests suggests a date well into the third century. It may also be that this
group of texts was inscribed after the modification of the stage by the erection of a brick
wall, with plastered decoration, between the columns along the back of the stage,
replacing ·earlier wooden screens. As was mentioned above (p. 1), that wall left three
entrances onto the stage - precisely the necessary arrangement for mime and other
dramatic performances.44 There is no very certain terminus ante quem until the plastering
of the walls of the stage rooms, which enabled 1.1.iii to be scratched in the later fifth or
sixth century (see below, pp. 44f.); but the style of the script of 1.3.ii, 4.i, 5.i-iv, and 6.iii seems to me unlikely to be much later than the end of the third century, by comparison
with other inscriptions of this period from the site.
A further issue is raised by 1.5.v, which reserves the room for the equipment of
Bassus. If I am right in assuming him to be a mime, this is a remarkable indication of the
status which a mime could achieve, since Bassus is described as holding the office of
gymnasiarch. 45 This need not mean the gymnasiarch of the city, since mimes were
supposed to be excluded from public office,46 but of a particular organization, as is
sometimes attested; 47 but it is still a position of some standing. There is evidence,
however, for the wealth and status which could accrue to mimes, as to other stage
entertainers;48 and we know, for example, that in A.D. 169 the archimimus L. Acilius
Eutyches was a decurion at Bovillae.49 The mime honoured as a 'victor in Asian games'
at Tralles, in the late second or early third century, received the typical honours of a victor
-being made a member of the council, or of the gerousia, at various cities; he was also

43
44

45
46
47
48

49

Robert, 'Monnaies hellenistiques', 10-13 (= OMS VI, 172-5); see above, p. 5.
See Robert, ''ApxawMyot;', 248-51 (= OMS I, 684-7).
For this office at Aphrodisias see e.g. MAMA vm, Index B, s.v.
At least according to Tertullian, De Spect. 22; see Reich, Mimus, 157.
See F. Poland, Geschichte des griechischen Vereinswesens (Berlin, 1909), 401-2 for the evidence.
Abundantly lamented by John Chrysostom, whom Reich cites, as well as inscriptions, Mimus, 158.
CIL XIV.2408.
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praised for his 'decorous behaviour', to KOcr1-nov tou ~Souc;. 50 That the wealth of stage
performers might also be followed by public duties is implied by the fact that in the third
century the 'musical synod' was concerned to ensure the immunity of its members from
civic obligations. 51 Choricius points out that in sixth-century Gaza some mimes were on
social terms with families of standing, continuing a tradition which went back to
republican Rome.s 2

THEATRICAL PERFORMERS IN THE LATER ROMAN PERIOD

While there is abundant evidence for the wide range of performances which could be
included in a festival contest in the Roman period, in the late Roman period there is a
certain tension between different kinds of evidence. The honorific inscriptions for victors,
such as those in Appendix 11, disappear, and the bulk of our evidence comes from literary
sources, usually more concerned to make a point than to describe the situation. As a result,
the general impression is that the range of entertainments diminished, and that the theatres
were dominated by the performances of mimes and pantomimes. But there are also some
traces of other forms of entertainment. There are references to 'tragic actors' and 'lyre
players' in the fourth and even in the sixth century. 53 It seems clear that fragments at least
of older tragedies continued to be presented by tragic actors as late as the sixth century,
sung by the actors in a form which was perhaps more like opera. 54 Similarly fragmentary
representations of comedy also seem to have continued,55 although these were probably
affected by the competition of the mimes. A consular diptych of Anastasius, of 517, shows
a group of masked actors, as well as mimes, chariot-horses and a venatio. 56 There were
still mu_sical performances - a choir is portrayed on another diptych of 517 57 - as well
as the choirs which accompanied the pantomime and the mime. The diptychs reflect the
fact that a wide range of entertainments was still seen as desirable, and as something
which high officials or the emperor could appropriately sponsor.
These indications can be said to be clear, but not abundant. The situation, in fact, is
rather similar to that of gladiatorial combats in the fourth and fifth century. These
diminished enormously in number, but did continue, as long as there were people,
eventually only in Rome, who were willing and able to pay (see below, Chapter v). But,
as the occasions for performances diminished, so also must the number of practitioners.
It seems likely, therefore, that we should not discount evidence for, say, performances
described as 'tragedies' as late as the sixth century, but should accept that these no longer
represented a widely-practised art, but rare and special demonstrations by a few
performers, almost entirely restricted to the capital.
It does seem to be the case, however, that the two types of performance which had
been increasing in popularity in the Roman period - the pantomime and the mime dominated the late Roman period. A great deal of our information about the theatre in this
50

J.Tralles 110, cited above, n.42.
So P.Oxy. 2476, of A.D. 288, discussed further below, p. 54.
52 Syn. Mim. 53; for Rome, Jory, 'Publilius Syrus', 78.
53 Joh.Chrys., In Act. Ap.Hom. 30, PG 60.226; Choricius, Syn. Mim. 118 (listed with conjurors); Theocharides,
Beitriige, 50-2.
54
Theocharides, Beitriige, 55-62, citing Choricius in particular.
55
Theocharides, Beitriige, 64-5.
56
R. Delbrtick, Die Consulardiptychen und verwandte Denkmiiler (Berlin, 1929), 21.
57
De1brtick, Consulardiptychen, 19.
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period comes from the frequent attacks of John Chrysostom; the patent hostility of his
account has of course to be borne in mind. 58 There are two favourable texts - Libanius'
speech, written in the fourth century, 'On Dancing' (that is, on pantomime) and Choricius
of Gaza's work ofthe early sixth century 'In Defence of Mimes'; but both of these were
written primarily as literary exercises, with no very strong wish to distinguish current
practice from that of earlier times. 59
One effect of John Chrysostom's approach is that he tends to treat pantomime and
mime as one, when they were still clearly distinct. 60 Pantomime, as was said above, had
had a higher status for longer, as the 'tragic' art. Libanius observes its importance as a
means of teaching ordinary people 'the ancient deeds', naJ.m&v npa~erov, meaning
ancient mythology. 61 This is also indicated in the criticisms of pantomime performances
by Joshua the Stylite in the sixth century: a festival at which a pantomime performed is
one at which 'the heathen tales were sung', 'the wicked festival of the tales of the
Greeks' .62 Precisely similar observations were made by Jacob of Sarug in the first half of
the sixth century. 63 While the dancer himself did not speak, he was normally accompanied
by a choir who would sing the story; the writers of these texts are referred to as 'tragedy
writers' ;64 the songs themselves might be picked up and sung at home by the spectators. 65
The evidence for pantomimes throughout the later period is abundant; it is notable, for
example, that pantomimes are the subject of several epigrams by the sixth-century poets
of the Cycle of Agathias, and that there are abundant and detailed references to pantomime
in Nonnus' Dionysiaca. 66
Mimes had always had a lower status, being concerned chiefly to amuse, with no
possibility of claiming a didactic function. They figure very largely in the attacks of
Chrysostom. 67 A wide variety of kinds of mime had developed, as is illustrated by the
different descriptions in the inscriptions here. These included women, who might appear
virtually naked, as Procopius claims the future empress Theodora used to do, 68 or give
swimming displays, 69 as well as performing more conventionally. The two forms of
entertainment, however, took place on similar occasions in the same theatres, and there
would seem to have been some institutional connections; thus Pelagia, the actress whose
conversion to Christianity gave rise to a long tradition of legends, was described as 'the
58

These texts were extensively used by Reich, in his discussion of the mime, and in the excellent study of
Theocharides, Beitriige. Cf. also the more recent study by 0. Pasquato, G/i spettacoli inS. Giovanni Crisostomo
(Rome, 1976).
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See Theocharides, Beitriige, 1-2. The work of Choricius has recently been re-edited, with a translation into
modem Greek, as Synegoria Mimon, by I. E. Stephanis (Thessaloniki, 1986), who stresses this point (34-7).
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Theocharides, Beitriige, 20-1.
61
Libanius, Pro salt. 112.
62
Josh.Styl. 30, pp. 20-1,46, p.35.
63
C. A. Moss, 'Jacob of Serugh's homilies on the spectacles of the theatre', Le Museon 48 (1935), 87-112; cf.
I. Cramer, JbAC 23 (1980), 96-107.
64
Mark the Deacon, Life of Porphyrius 2, cited by Theocharides, is copied from Theodoret of Cyrrhus (see the
edition by H. Gregoire and M. A. Kugener, (Paris,1930), cv), and seems to be a literary reference without
contemporary significance; there is perhaps more meaning in Procopius' wish (HA 1. 4) not to be classed with the
'tragedy teachers'. Tisamenos, later governor of Syria, wrote songs for the dancers, Libanius, Or. 33.3.
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Libanius, Pro salt. 93.
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0. Weinreich, Epigrammstudien /: Epigramm und Pantomimus (Heidelberg, 1948), 161-72. It is of interest
that Nonnus is an important source for the history of Greek dance, used extensively by G. Prudhommeau, La
danse grecque antique (Paris, 1965).
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Theocharides, Beitriige, 67.
68 HA IX. 20
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Joh. Chrys. Hom. vu in Matth., (PG 57.79-80); see, in general G. Traversari, Gli spettacoli in acqua ne/
teatro tardo-antico (Rome, 1960).
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leading mime-actress of Antioch, who was also the leader of the chorus-girls of the
pantomime perfor'ffier'' ~ 1tpOYCTJ 'tO)V !ll!.HXOrov 'A vnoxeiac;. <XU'tTJ 8€ ~V K<Xt ~ 1tpOO'tTJ 'tiDV
xopempirov 'tOU opxTJcnou. 70 Pantomime performances were normally accompanied by
choral singing; the use of a group of mime performers for the purpose makes obvious
sense, but may also reflect the steady diminution in the numbers of available performers.
As in many other areas of public life in the late Roman period, the imperial
government was subject to two conflicting pressures in the provision of spectacles, which
are at their most acute in the legislation relating to theatrical performers. The Theodosian
Code has thirteen entries under the heading De scaenicis (which includes mimes). On the
one hand, performing was seen as a dishonourable activity, from which Christian souls
should be saved; but performers were very much needed, and were legally bound to their
profession. So scaenici were allowed to take the sacrament at the point of death, but could
not then go back on stage; in order to avoid performers escaping from their obligations,
inspectors were to check first whether they really were in imminent danger of death. 71
There was clearly particular embarrassment over the performances of women, largely
mimes; only the daughters of actors should perform; 72 but 'Only a consistent commitment
to Christianity could free a woman from her obligation to the stage. 73 It is clear that the
concern of the legislation is to ensure an adequate supply of performers, and that
performers did try to escape from a profession which carried such a lowly status.
Moreover, as in other areas, the public interest was threatened by the power of rich
individuals; one ruling provides that anyone should be fined who abducts an actress, so
that she does not serve the pleasure of the public, 'ita ut voluptatibus publicis non
serviat'; 74 a similar regulation simply forbids a private citizen to own a woman with
musical training. 75 These rulings, largely of the 380s, seem to indicate some problems in
recruitment; finally, the last ruling, of413, simply recalled allthose formerly exempted:
We order that female mimes who have been freed by various rulings should
immediately be recalled to their proper function, so that there should be no
adornment lacking to the pleasures of the people and the days of festivities.
Mimas diversis adnotationibus liberatas ad proprium officium summa instantia
revocari decernimus, ut voluptatibus populi ac festis diebus solitis ornatus deesse
non possit. 76
This legislation does suggest that the profession of acting was not very popular, despite
the fulminations of John Chrysostom on how excessively the performers were rewarded.
It seems inevitable that, as the number of shows and contests diminished, the prospects for
performers will have been reduced as well. There were always successful stars, such as
the pantomime dancers whose names are preserved for us, but a far larger number of
people were required in order to put on a satisfactory show. The imperial response to this
was to legislate to control the freedom of performers. There are several references in the
fifth and sixth centuries to performers, both pantomime dancers and charioteers, being
70 P. Petimengin et al., Pelagie la penitente, metamorphoses d' une Jegende (Paris, 1981), Vol.
78, recit 1t. 4.
71 CTh xv.5.1 (A.D. 371).
72
CTh xv.5.2 (A.D. 371).
73 CTh xv.5.4 (A.D. 380), 8 (A.D. 381), 9 (A.D. 381).
74
CTh xv.5.5 (A.D. 380), to the city prefect of Rome.
75 CTh xv.5.10 (A.D. 385).
76
CTh xv.5.13 (A.D. 413).
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'given' to the factions. 77 This suggests that performers were no longer free to move from
city to city in search of better opportunities, but required imperial permission, at least
formally. A similar restriction is implied in a law of the Theodosian code which describes
charioteers as performing a munus, 'civic obligation'; 78 and in Africa, in the early fifth
century, an actor protested his Christian faith in order to be freed of his obligation, to his
local municipality, to perform. 79
In practice some performers probably did still travel freely, especially if they
operated away from the centres of imperial government, such as the pantomime
performer Trimerius who gave performances in Edessa in 495/6. 80 It is also clear from the
legislation cited above that private service came to be increasingly attractive. John
Chrysostom and St Nil us both refer to mimes and musicians performing in private houses,
at dinner parties, and at weddings. 81 It seems possible that the payments made by the
household of the Apions, in sixth-century Oxyrhynchus, to mimes and tight-rope
performers, were payments to dependants, rather than the fulfilment of a fiscal obligation
to pay for public performances; the list in which they appear includes both kinds of
payment. 82 It seems to have been in this form, as a small-scale private entertainment for
the rich, that mimes largely survived into the Byzantine period; the forms of
entertainment that demanded space, scenery, and musical support, such as the
pantomime, appear to have withered away after the end of the sixth century. 83

THE AUDIENCE

Mimes were generally popular, but there is no evidence that they provoked particular
loyalties among the audience. The inclusion of mime performances in contests, referred
to above (p. 23), must have created a competitive situation, but we have no clear evidence
that mimes had their own fans. Choricius of Gaza claims that it is the chariot races which
'madden rather than delight the souls of the viewers', while the mimes provide 'simple
pleasure free of strife and disturbance'; they are unlike 'horse racing and (pantomime)
dancing in that they do not fill people with dissension'. 84
Pantomime performances, on the other hand, with their strong appeal to the emotions
and their focus on a single individual, demanded a response from the audience; a curse on
a pantomime performer includes the wish that the spectators may remain silent. 85 Since
their first introduction to the Roman stage, pantomime dancers had provoked passionate
partisanship among the audience; dancers had on several occasions been expelled from
Rome in order to prevent riots. Long before they were admitted to compete in Gre-ek
festivals, they seem to have competed among themselves, and were well-known to
77

Collected by Alan Cameron, Circus Factions; Blues and Greens at Rome and Byzantium (Oxford, 1976), 19.
CTh xv.5.7 (381 = CJ xi.41.3).
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C. Lepelley, 'Trois documents meconnus sur l'histoire sociale et religieuse de I' Afrique rornaine tardive
parmi les spuria de Sulpice Severe', Ant.Afr. 25 (1989), 258-61.
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Josh. Sty!. 27, p.18.
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Theocharides, Beitriige, 64, 76-7, 82; see also A. Carandini, A. Ricci, M. de Vos, Filosofiana, the Villa of
Piazza Armerina (Palermo, 1982), esp. 287-91.
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P.Oxy. 2482, line 43, with Gascou, 'L'Hippodrome en Egypte', 194-5.
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See C. Mango, 'Daily life in Byzantium' ,JOB 31.1 (1981), 337-53 (=Byzantium and its Image (London,
1984) IV), 349-52.
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Syn.Mim. 114, 118;Alan Cameron discounts these passages as rhetoric, Circus Factions, 161 n.7, but see the
comments of Stephanis, on 114.
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employ a claque, 86 as did orators 87 and bishops. 88 Libanius and John Chrysostom
described a very similar situation in fourth-century Antiocll, where pantomimes also
employed paid claques. 89 It is, however, rash to deduce from the invective of disapproving
authors that any one claque was particularly large; it ·would not have been necessary to
employ a very large number of people to stimulate the appropriate response. Libanius
referred to 'not more than four hundred', making it clear that this was the total of all those
associated with support of different individual performers - some mimes, but chiefly
pantomimes. 90 Many more, if not most, of the audience will have been 'fans', supporters
of one pantomime or another, just as they were supporters of different colours at the
circus, or different kinds of gladiator (below, p. 79). The Paridiani, 'fans of (the
pantomime) Paris', who supported a candidate in the elections at Pompeii would probably
not have advertised themselves if they were known simply to be paid claqueurs; 91 their
intervention in politics seems easier to understand if they are taken as one among many
groups of fans.

THE FACTIONS

As long as each pantomime performer appeared as an individual, his supporters,
however disruptive of public order, had no further loyalty than to the man himself. But the
text published here as 1.1.iii indicates that, by the time this inscription was. scratched on
the plaster, mimes had become part of the organizations called the 'factions' and denoted
by their colours, as had other performers. This process was not all-embracing. In sixthcentury Egypt, there is apparent evidence for an organization of mimes separate from the
factions, 92 and in sixth-century Rome there was at least one pantomime dancer who was
not associated with
either pars. 93 But, once the performers
became associated with a
L
colour, in the process described below (pp. 44ff.), the opportunity was provided for
support for ail individual to be transferred to the larger body. Each colour at Constantinople
(and so most probably at other cities) had their leading pantomime, orchestes, who had an
important role in the administration of the faction (see further Chapter vm, p. 149). This
arrangement must already have been weil established by 490, when the consul Longinus
'gave' new dancers to each of the four factions, 'because the dancers in Constantinople,
although they were famous, were old' .94 Confronted with violent conflicts between the
supporters of the colours early in his reign, Anastasius responded in the traditional way,
by exiling the pantomime performers: 'the four dancers were exiled' .95 After further
fighting between partisans, in 499 and 501, Anastasius again 'banished the four dancers
86

See, most recently, Jory, 'Pantomime riots'.
See e.g. Pliny, Ep. n.14.
88 e.g. Cyril of Alexandria: see Socrates, Hist. Eccl. vn.13.
89 See R. Browning, 'The riot of A.D. 387 in Antioch: the role of theatrical claques in the later Empire', JRS 42
(1952) (idem= Studies on Byzantine History, Literature and Education (London, 1977) m), 13-20; J. H. W. G.
Liebeschuetz, Antioch: City and Imperial Administration in the Later Roman Empire (Oxford, 1972), 278-80.
90 Libanius, Or. 41.7-9.
91 E. Diehl, Pompeianischen Wandinschriften (Berlin, 1930), 1909: 'C. Cuspium Pansam aed. o.v.f. Purpurio
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92 P.Oxy. 2480, line 43, with Gascou, 'L'Hippodrome en Egypte', 194; but see above, p. 28.
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Cassiodorus,Variae 1.32
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Ma1alas 386.
95 Mala1as, Ex.de insid. 36 (Hist. 393), with A1an Cameron, Circus Factions, 226 and n.7.
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of the factions- J!EPTI - ' from Constantinople, 96 and in 502 he banned pantomime
performances throughout the empire. 97 In 520, in response to riots by Blue supporters 'in
all the cities', 'all dancers throughout the east were banished, except from Alexandria'. 98
In sixth-century Rome, Theodoric decreed that, 'in order to remove totally every seed of
discord, we have ordered that pantomimes practise their skills in predetermined places',
'verum ut omne semen discordiae funditus amputetur, praefinitis locis pantomimos artes
suas exercere praecipimus' .99
Alan Cameron, drawing attention to all this material, deduced from it that it was the
incorporation of pantomimes into the factions which brought a new level of partisanship
and violence into the spectacles of the later fifth and sixth centuries. He proceeded further
to suggest that the violence was a characteristic of theatre claques, which was imported
into the hippodrome as a result of that amalgamation. 100 The evidence given above
suggests that the emperors themselves were of a similar opinion, as were other
contemporaries; the comments of Zosimus, criticizing pantomimes and the disturbances
they caused, make it clear that this was recognized as a long-standing problem, going
back to the reign of Augustus. 101 I would argue, however, that, as often, the protagonists
in these events may have been misled by an apparent continuity with the past, and that this
explanation of the significance of the factions at this period is only partly sufficient.
Before considering the implications of this, however, it may be useful to look at the other
performers' inscriptions from the Theatre a~d the Odeon, and at further references to the
factions.
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Malalas, Ex de insid. 39 (Hist. 394) with Cameron, Circus Factions, 226; see also idem, 'Theodore
tptatltCxpxo<;', GRBS 17 (1976), 269-86,285.
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Malalas 417-8.
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Cassiodorus, Variae 1.31.
100
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Factions, 226.
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Zosimus, Historia Nova 1.6.1: under Octavian 'pantomime dance was introduced in those times ... and it has
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CHAPTER Ill. STAGE PERFORMERS AND THE 'FACTIONS'

2-12
The following group of texts (2 - 12) is more mixed, and their functions are less
obvious than those in the preceding chapter; but they were all found in, or closely
associated with, the stage buildings of the Theatre and the Odeon. None of them was
visible except to those on the-stage. It therefore seems extremely likely that most or all of
them were inscribed or painted by, or for, performers.

THE THEATRE

2 and 3: Blocks from the architrave that bore the dedicatory inscription of Gaius
Iulius Zoilus (A&R, Doe. 36a, with a drawing). The texts given here are on the opposite,
inner face of the blocks; they could therefore date from any time after the late first century
B.C.

2. On the southemmost block; painted in red, on a white background, below a simple moulding.
Letters, elegant, l.l: 0.05; 1.2: 0.03; despite the difference in size, both lines seem to be in the same
hand.
Platen

.. ] M OUpavia I [..... ] PT IIA [ ...
. . ] ~~1)81 -c&" ~o~A.ro" cr[ou]
N~~cpopw
.
. ... "

[ ...

... ] Ourania [ ... ] Help [youi-] servant Nicephorus.

See below on 5, and p. 43. There are traces of similar letters on the second block from the
south.

3. On the third block from the south, which bears on the opposite, outer face the last letters of the
Zoilus text (excavation inventory no. 71.172 b); inscribed on the face below the moulding. Letters
0.01-0.02.

Nt K~ fl -cux11
-cfl~ 1tOAEro~
The fortune of the city triumphs !

For this common acclamation see ALA 84 and 183, with 186.ii. NtK~ acclamations
of various kinds are of course common in the auditoria, where the expression originated:
b ~dva VlK~ was the formula in which the herald would announce the victor in a contest.
See further above, pp. 3-4.

4. Two joining fragments of a marble beam with a simple moulding (H. 0.27, W., together, 2.12, D.
0.41) from a series of such beams which spanned the space between the Zoilus architrave and the front
of the stage buildings; it seems likely, although not yet certain, that this block would have run at right
angles to 3. Excavated in the Theatre in 1972, and now in the dighouse yard (excavation inventory no.
70.562). The text is painted in red on a white background within a red frame along the lower edge, and
is now in fairly bad condition. Letters elegant, 0.09, similar to 3; lunate sigma, epsilon.
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.. ] E [ .. ] 8A[ .. ] niicrn VtlCTl tft Jd>p~ OUpa[vi]n
0

•

0

•

•

•

"

... ]All victory to the Lady Ourania !

5. A building block (H. 0. 66, W. 1. 15, D. 0. 30), broken at right; the inscription runs along the centre
of the block. Now lying east of the Theatre. Letters, lightly scratched, but fairly regular; square sigma,
standard alpha, 0.03-0.04.

mxcrn VtlCTl tft KUp~ OUpnvi~ [ .] 0 [ ..
All victory to the Lady Ourania !

The superscript o might well be from the standard abbreviation for tono~.
Apart from this block, which has no provenance, the other three invocations of
Ourania can all now be located close to one another, at the south end of the corridor in
front of the stage buildings. It therefore seems quite probable that there was, at some
period, a place here where performers could invoke Ourania, either in front of an image
or perhaps at a small altar (cf. 9). On the goddess see below, 12 and p. 43.

6. The following texts are all inscribed on the smooth back and sides of Poric half-columns which
run across the stage, and which supported the architrave which has nos 2 and 3 cut on its inner face. The
columns have been numbered 1 to 14, from south to north; the inscriptions are all on the east face,
directly facing the stage buildings, unless otherwise specified.

Column 1
At 1.55 above floor level; the column is broken away at the top of the text. Letters deep-cut, wellaligned and elegant, 0.03-0.04; lunate omega and sigma, and other 'late' forms.

Plate m

[KA.t]ro
Eut£pn11

eaA.ia
MeA1tOJlEV11

5

TeP'IHXOPll
'Epntro
IloAUJlVl<l

OUpnvin
KnA.A.to1tll
Clio, Euterpe, Thalia, Melpomene, Terpsichore, Erato, Polymnia, Ourania, Calliope.

Column 2

a. Bottom line at 1.53 above ground level; there is a square hole, apparently intended to hold a beam,
immediately above the text. The text has been erased, but it is possible to make out all the letters; they
were more thinly cut than Column 1, and less regularly aligned, but still elegant, elegant forms, av.
0.03.
Plate (with b) m
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KA.uo

~u~~Tl

ea.Ai<x
'Epa·uo
5

IlOAUf..lVta

MEA~~

(sic) TEp'lftl~OPfl
~pavia

KaA.A.t07tflleaf
Clio, Euterpe, Thalia, Erato, Polymnia, Melpomene, Terpsichore, Ourania, Calliope.

b. Below a, 1.375 above floor. The first word is deeply and clearly cut, with a square sigma; the
remaining letters were lightly cut, and a shallow cross was later cut over them; av. 0.04.

Plate (with a) m
1taaa vilCil ~ ? vac.
All victory [ ? to ...

Apparently unfinished; immediately below there are traces of red paint.

c. Below b, at 0.48 above floor. Ll. 1 and 2 very lightly cut; 1. 3 deep cut, in a more irregular hand.
0.02 (omicron)-0.03.
N

H

AA

't01t0(~)

Place [ ...

Presumably unfinished.

Column 3
Above, a graffito sketch of the upper part of a face. Below this, starting at the left edge, a few lightly
drawn letters, 0.03.

8EIN
Below this, letters more loosely drawn, 0.04.

N vac. TAK
Column 4
On the south side, a face drawn in profile, at 1.40 above ground.

Columns 5 and 6 show no traces of inscriptions.
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Column 7
There are some traces of lettering on the east face. On the south face, a hole for a beam has been cut,
which may have eliminated part of the following inscription. The surviving letters are irregular and
cursive, 0.02.

5

[ Lightly erased ]
[ Lightly erased ]
ya.ta (.] EUV
[ deeply erased ]
[ deeply erased ]
[deeply erased] O''tpo
0700)

Column 8 has a few isolated letters on the east face and traces of ?sketches on the south.
Column 9
At 0.99 above floor level. Letters clear, irregular, 0.02-0.025.
Z~vrov £yp-

a.cpe
Zeno wrote (this).
On the south side, at 1.33 above ground level, drawings of ?fish.

Column 11
There are traces of letters on the east face, and a cross carefully cut into the fluting on the west. On the
south side, lightly cut letters, 0.02-0.03.

'H~t~?[P( o~?)]
Heliodorus

or (place of) Heliodorus.

There are traces of other letters below.

Column 12
Broken away above. Immediately at and below the break, some letters survive, clearly but roughly cut,
0.035-0.04.

.. . ]
[ .. ]HL[ .... ]
[.]EO[ .. ]
vac at

Column 13

a.

Traces of a text in red paint; letters 0.05-0.06.

Plate (a and b) m
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... ]
[MeA1tOJl ]~11

... ]H

... ]~
OUp[av]ia
~~[A.A.l]6~
... Melpom]ene, [ .... , ... ] , Ourania, Kalliope.
Cut below a large sqare hole. Carefully inscribed and well aligned angular letters (rhomboid
omicron and theta, square-bottomed omega), with serifs; fairly lightly cut, 0.025-0.03; I. 5 is in smaller
letters (0.01), apparently squeezed in after the text had been cut.

b.

Plate (a and b) m
KA.uo E

Eu~~l;'ltTJ

eaA.ia
'Epa'tro
5

IloAUJlVta
MeA~OJlEVTJ

(sic) Tee'lfu~6pTJ
OUpavia
KaA.A.l01tTJleaf
Clio, Euterpe, Thalia, Erato, Polymnia, Melpomene, Terpsichore, Ourania, Calliope.

L. 1: theE suggests that the cutter started to write Eu'tEp1tTJ.
L. 7: the rho was squeezed in, and is barely oeterminable.
The order, and the spelling of Terpsichore, are the same as on Column 2.a. There are
further traces of letters further down, and, just above floor level, a graffito of a longnecked bird.
Column 14 has no significant traces.

7. Texts which were inscribed on the front face of the stage buildings, on the stretch of wall between
the second and third doorways from the north. The blocks were left rough, with a smooth outline along
the edges but there were some smoothed patches, some ofthem at least (as DrTheodorescu has pointed
out to me) prepared to offer guidelines for the architects planning the Theatre fa9ade, on which these
texts were cut.

a.

Large letters, scratched and irregular, with cursive alpha and omega, av. 0.08.

oopa ayaeTJ
Good season!

b.

Below and to the south of a; tiny letters 0.01.

Plate (with c) n
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Theodotus loves Hypsicles.

c.

Below b. Large letters, irregular, av. 0.08.

Published as ALA 135
Plate (with b) n

God, help.

d. Between a and b; very large letters in red paint, 0.17-0.19.
VtlC~

... triumphs ...

e. On the stage front wall between the doorways of Rooms 5 and 6; cut on a small space which has
been smoothed, on an otherwise rough surface, but is not filled by the inscription (0.12 x 0.1 j ). There
are several other such smoothed spaces on the stage front. Small letters, 0.01-0.018; rough, irregular,
and difficult.

IIYPPIXEOA
AYPCYM
7tUpptX(UJt~~) o a', Aup(~AlO~) LUf.![ ...
?The first pyrrhich(istes), Aurelius Sym[ ...

The reading and interpretation of this text is extremely uncertain; but it does seem
likely to be a reference to the Pyrrhiche, a kind of war-dance which was very popular in
the Roman imperial period, and is attested in contests at Aphrodisias (below, 52.rv.i.5,
53.iii.9; see also Robert, Hell. I, 151-2, J. and L. Robert, Claros I, 58-9, W. Slater,
'Orchestopala', ZPE 81 (1990), 215-20). a' can probably be taken as 7tp&to~ 'the
first'. If the phrasing has been interpreted correctly, the performer's name was never
completed.

o

o

8. The following inscriptions are all cut on the surface of the stage, from south to north.

a. On the second block, a design of a gameboard.
b. On the fourth block.
i. A crudely drawn face, with text above in a careless cursive hand, 0.04 - 0.07.
Platen

K vac. ~EM~ ~10~
ii. A sketch of a tight-rope walker.
Plate. n
Spectacles in the Theatre, at Aphrodisias as at many other cities, will have included
a wide variety of acrobats, tight-rope walkers, and other such performers; see L. Robert,
'Epigraphica', REG 42 (1929), 426-38, 433-8 (= OMS I, 201-26, 221-6). Tight-rope
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performers continued to be popular well into the sixth century; they are listed as
performing between chariot-races at Oxyrhynchus, and a group of them received
payment, in wine, from the household of the Apions (P.Oxy. 2707 and 2480, 1.43).

c.

On the fifth block; letters lunate, 0.05-0.06.

't01t0<;
E>EO~OChole

Place of Theodos[(ius) ...

d.

On the ninth block, at right angles to the edge of the stage; letters very worn, 0.03.

't07to<; 'Apoupiou v. ~(at)
[.]KOKA
Place of ?Arourios and [? ...

It is not at all clear what the function of a place inscription on the stage could be,
unless these w~re cut after the Theatre had fallen into disuse, perhaps to mark the location
of a tradesman's stall.

e. On the shallow step from the stage level up to that of the north parodos, close to the north
analemma. The text is partly covered by a fallen block; deeply cut graffito, letters av. 0.03.

Nuc~ ~ 'tU[XT\]

'tOOV Ilpa~
vow
The fortune of the Greens triumphs!

9. At the north end of the stage, between the stage front and the brick wall at the back of the stage,
the walls were, at some point, plastered. This plaster was then painted.

i. On the wall at the south and west sides. Fresco paintings of St Michael, and another archangel,
published by Robin Cormack inAphrodisias Papers 2, 109-22 (with illustration), and dated by him'to
the sixth century.

ii. On the east side of the wall between the stage columns, facing the entrance to Stage Room 1.
Fragments of a painted inscription. These were published as ALA 76; there I suggested that they were
painted on the outer, west face of this wall, facing the audience, but I now believe - after helpful
discussions with Robin Cormack - that the archaeological evidence suggests that they stood on the
inner, east face. Robin Cormack has also pointed out to me that the letters are painted not in black paint
(as I had thought) but in green. Illustrated at ALA plate xix .

.. . ]

a.

[.. .

. .. ] N~ [ . ] ~q
Nucii' ~] rixll
'tll<;. [ .. .
.
border

... ]

b.

. .. ] ~~H~ [ ... -

... ] Nucii [ .. .
. '

[ ...

D
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... ]
. .. ] ~~M~ [ .. .

eucre] ~ou<; <? [ .. .
. . . ] PlC decoration
[ ...

d.

. .. ]
. .. ] \)I~~ [ .. .

.. . ]~[ .. .
[ ...
e.

.. . ]
-ru lxl) [ .. .
... ]~T~[ .. .
[ ...

There are five further fragments with parts of one or two letters.
The wording in a and b suggests that these fragments came from a text of one or more
acclamations. In my previous publication I suggested that they were publicly displayed,
as were other acclamations at Aphrodisias (e.g. ALA 77-78, 83); but it now seems more
likely that these texts were visible only from the stage corridor, and so, if the Theatre was
still in use, only to performers. These texts will have stood just opposite the door to Room
1, where, in the later fifth or sixth century, an acclamation of the Greens and their mimes
was scratched in plaster (above, l.l.iii). It is tempting to associate that inscription with
these, and to argue that this end of the stage corridor was appropriated by Green
performers; and it is, of course, of interest that the texts in 9.ii are in green paint. What
cannot be established with certainty is whether the fresco paintings of the archangels were
associated with this phase of use, but the most economical assumption is that they were.
If so, it seems most probable that this alcove was being used as a place where performers
could pray before the images of archangels, in what was, perhaps, a Christian version of
the use suggested above for the southern alcove (see above on 5).

10. Found in Theatre V, and now lying in area east of the Theatre; excavation inventory no. 67.539.
An inferior text published as ALA 183. Fragment from a doorpost (H. 1.26, W. 0.50, D. 0.28) from one
of the two door frames in the Ionic register of the stage front decoration. Inscribed with a graffito at 0.26
from edge on the inner face. Letters 0.02-0.035-0.015 (o). Square sigma, cursive eta.
Nuc~ ~

-ruxll -rf\<; 1t6A.eo<;

KE -r<?v Ilp~cr{vrov
The fortune of the city and of the Greens triumphs!

There seems to have been an attempt to erase the second line.

THE 0DEON

11. Immediately behind the stage fa~ade of the Odeon ran a backstage corridor, 1.50 m wide, with
three doorways onto the stage; the offstage side of this wall was recessed between the doorways. The
easternmost recess was plastered, and the plaster covered with graffiti - both written and pictorial.
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The plaster is now in the Museum; excavation inventory nos 64.447 (A), 64.448 (B), 64.455 (C),
64.451 (D). The texts alone were published (i-vi) as ALA 218; since then I have been able to examine
photographs of the plaster at the time of its original discovery, and several more designs are described
here. The only indication of the date of these graffiti is provided by several representations of crosses
on Panel A.

Pane/A
This is a section of plaster very heavily covered with graffiti; there are many other indeterminate traces
beyond those described here.

Plates rv-v
i. In the upper register, to the left, a large cross (c. 0. 20) drawn in outline, and filled in
with hatching; it stands on a horizontal, from which a short line depends, perhaps
depicting some kind of access.
Above, a graffito; letters 0.015.
Kap[.]l~hav6c; KAH~N

na8r11c6c; vac. KY~lAC[.]
KaeJ.nOaKtoS
ed.pr.: KaeJ.ttO~KtoS
?Car[m]idianus (is a) queer. [ ... ] Carmidacius.

ii. In the upper register, to the right of i, are three representations of facing figures; each
figure wears a radiate crown with a halo, and faces forward, with his left hand extended
holding an orb surmounted by a cross. The first figure, which is damaged by later
scratches, wears a toga, and stands on a rectangular support; his right hand cannot be
made out. The second is seated on a throne with a back support and a cushioned seat; his
feet are on a foot-rest, and his right arm appears to be across his chest. The third is also
seated, with a foot-rest but no back support; he holds an orb which is marked with
hatching and apparently with his right arm supports ?a sceptre, with a round decorated
top, which leans on his right shoulder; a text runs above the image, in apparent association
with it - perhaps the name of the man who drew it.
Letters 0.015-0.02.

Plate v
Carmiliainus.

o

It is tempting to read the names in i.l and ii as the same, but the in i and the A in ii
seem clear; it seems most likely that this is one man, misspelt in one version. Carmidacius
(i.3) is perhaps a diminutive used for the same man.
iii. In the next register, below and to the left of i, a design of a grille (?), with a hatched
upper edge, above a row of uprights terminating in circles.
iv. To the right of iii, below the first crowned figure in ii, is a sketch of a seated figure
seen from the rear; his right arm and right leg are extended, the left arm is not visible, and
the left leg is drawn up. He is naked, except for a cloak which covers his left shoulder and
left leg. To the left is a text, which need not be associated with the figure.
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Letters 0.05--0.015; abbreviations, o above P, K with scroll.

Plate v
NtK~ ~'tU-

X~ 'tll<; 7tO(Aem<;) K( at) 'tOU
ypa'ljlaV'tO<;
The fortune of the city, and of the writer, triumphs !

For the first part of the acclamation, see ALA 84. Acclamations of 'the writer' (of the
graffito) are not uncommon, cf. e.g. SEG vm.149, Z. Borkowski, Alexandrie //:
Inscriptions des factions (Warsaw, 1981), 34.
v. In the third register, below and to right of iii, a design of ?candles on a support. The
vertical support is carefully hatched; the horizontal resting on it bears a series of up~ghts
of graduated height, sloping upwards from left to right. There is a second virtually
identical image some way below, to the left, and perhaps the sketchy outlines of a third.

Panel B
An area of plaster with several designs and traces of letters.

i. Upper register. Above, outline for a face; below, a face with curly hair and ?a
moustache and beard.
Letters 0.01--0.02; there is perhaps an abbreviation mark over AY.

M. Au(pllAtO<;) KOJll)'tt<; Ka~ 'ta ~~[.]a

a Kecrronoc
There are further letters below and to the left, which have been erased:

? K~()M?~
It is not clear hear how the words divide. Perhaps M. Aurelius Cometis (? for Cometas; a
fairly well-attested name, or Cometes) had the nickname K€0''tpo7to<; '?sharp-faced'.
ii. Lower register. To the left, the upper part of a facing figure, with shaggy hair, and
slanting lines(? wings) rising from his shoulders. To the left, some indecipherable letters;
further left, a squat figure, in a loose tunic, with no hair; perhaps a stupidus - a buffoon
(see further below). There are other faces on this panel.
Plate v
·

Panel C
A graffito; letters 0.01--0.02.

'I' vac.

NuJl<pEp~<; .. .

~ vac. I vac. MY.E<?[ .. .

aot vac.
Nympheros might be an erotic nickname; but it is a suitable name for a performer, even
used by a gladiator (SEG xxxvt599).
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Panel D
A graffito; letters: O.Ol.Illustrated, ALA plate xlv.

sfp:ru.ux
lhvuxov im?[ .. ]OY
... ] ~1:ase't~ .KAAY vac. [...

5

... 1:]~a<; ~acr1:aset v. [...
... ] vac. EYT vac.

vac at

1.5: eu't(uxro<;) ed. pr.
For possible interpretations see below.

Panel E
A relatively clear stretch of plaster, with traces of large letters above.

i. Below the letters, a facing figure in a long robe, trimmed at all edges with a hatched
line. The left hand extends downwards, holding a horizontal object from which two lines,
ending in circles, depend. The right hand holds ?a cornucopia.
Plate (with ii) VI
ii.

To the right of i, a half-profile of a head, crowned.
Plate (with i) VI

iii. Some way below, head and shoulders of a man, with a fringe and straight hair, wearing
?a simple tunic.

Panel F
A stretch of plaster with no traces of lettering, but designs of two horsemen. Above,
a very clumsy sketch of a man on a horse, holding a long pole and advancing left. Below,
very sketchy outline of a similar figure. Below that, a far more careful depiction of a horse,
front legs together, springing to left; the rider, in a long tunic, turns to face the viewer; he
has the reins in his right hand and a long ?pole in his left. His hair forms a fringe and
bunches on either side of his face. Illustrated in Erim, Aphrodisias, 63.
Plate VI
In my first publication of these texts, I took them to be casual graffiti. At that time,
I had not given much thought to the relationship of the texts to the stage, since the corridor
is also easily accessible from outside; but it is easier to imagine them as scratched by
people using the stage. Some sketches on plaster, perhaps showing scenery, have been
found in the corridor behind the stage at the Theatre of Sabratha (G. Caputo, Il teatro di
Sabratha (Rome, 1959), 32-3). The little figure in B.ii looks very like a representation of
the bald stupidus who was a standard figure in mime (see the illustrations in M. Bieber,
History of the Greek and Roman Theatre (Princeton, 1961 ), figs 826, 836); and the draped
figure (E.i) seems to be wearing something like the garments of a tragic actor (Bieber,
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Theatre, figs 834a, 835), or perhaps a pantomime (as Professor Jory suggests). The
images here of kings (A.ii) certainly look like three sketches drawn as alternatives to one
another: the first seems to have been scratched out, and the third is perhaps the final
version, since a name- ?of the eventual performer- was written above it. We kriow that
kings or emperors were represented in mime shows in the Hellenistic and Roman periods
(Philo, In Flaccum 38, with the commentary of H. Box (Oxford, 1939)). This would,
therefore, confirm a continuation of the practice into the Christian empire, as implied in
the comments of John Chrysostom (Theocharides, Beitriige, 91-3). If this interpretation
is correct, these images may be of considerable value as relatively rare representations of
mime or pantomime performances; it may be that the structures illustrated in A.iii and iv
indicate some kind of prop or scenery.
The text in D is particularly obscure; I interpreted it previously as perhaps a prayer,
or as an injunction against theft. A more convincing approach, however, has been
suggested by E. L. Bowie, taking S~'tllf..l<X as 'riddle' or 'trick question', which would help
to explain the obscurity of the following words: ' a lifeless [? ]is carried by [? it] carries
? fortunes'. The term is found in this sense in a graffito at Cyrene, which has been shown
to be a parody of the kinds of question posed by grammarians (R. A. Kaster, 'A schoolboy's
burlesque from Cyrene', Mnemosyne 37 (1984), 457-8).
It is hard to see the sketches of horsemen (F) as depicting something which was to
take place on the very small Odeon stage; this may, therefore, be a·further reminder that
not all these graffiti need be related to performances, but it is also possible that riders were
at least represented in shows there.

12. On a paving block of the Odeon stage. The block (H. 0.24, W. 0.69) may originally have been
rectangular, but the top left corner is now formed by a separate block (0.33 x 0.70), which appears to
be a subsequent insertion, since it was held in place by metal clamps: these have since been lost, but
the grooves for them remain. Since the upper edge of the block forms part of the rim of the stage, it
appears that the repair, and others like it, was necessary to improve the appearance of that rim, which
may have become worn. Subsequent to the repair, the rim was used for an inscription in the middle or
later fifth century (ALA 43).
The text was inscribed, using a metal tool, after the insertion had been made, since the letters in
1.1 allow for interruption by one of the clamps. This part of the surface was later scratched, apparently
in preparation for a plaster or other coating. The letters are thinly cut, and vary in size (av. 0.05); lunate
sigma and epsilon, semi-cursive mu, alpha with dropped bar.
Plate

VI

Au~t OUpavia ~ J.!EyaAll
~11 tou aouA.ou crou.
Au~t

oXp~oJ..taA.A.oc;

o~~ac; to f..lcXPJ..l<Xpov

L. 2: perhaps eux~.
L. 4: the II is roughly cut, and Christopher Jones suggested tfl~ac;, which he took as a
reference to a performer who 'has melted the marble' by his powerful performance (see
footnote to Alan Cameron, BASP 20 (1983), 84); but I think that the second upright is a
deliberate line, rather than a casual scratch, and must eliminate T.
Power to Ourania the great, fortune of your servant! Power to Chrysomallos, who fixed the
marble!
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The interpretation of the first two lines presents some difficulty, since Ourania is
apparently described as the fortune of her servant. This is an unusual formula, but it is
paralleled in one other informal inscription or graffito, found on a paving stone in the
north court of the Hadrianic Baths (C. Roueche, 'Late Roman and Byzantine gameboards
at Aphrodisias', forthcoming in I. Finkel (ed.), Ancient Board Games (London, 1992),
no.l.iii); that reads~ 'tUXT\ OUp( av{a), and is, if correctly resolved, a similar invocation.
It may well be that the text should be read as if au~t was repeated, to give us the standard
formula (au~t ~) 'tUXT\ 'tou oouA.ou crou, 'power to the fortune of your servant';
alternatively, we should perhaps read OUpavia as a vocative 'Power, Ourania, to the great
fortune of your servant'. See further below.

THE PERFORMERS AND THEIR TEXTS

Most of these texts are invocations; they almost all seem to have stood in positions
where they would normally be visible only to those on the stage; and it seems reasonable
to assume that they concern the users of the stage.
The citations of the Muses (6.1, 2, 13a, 13b) make sense in such a context. In the first
century B.c. the association of technitai at Syracuse set up their decrees £]v 'tip Moucreicp:
this is presumably the same as the shrine of the Muses where Dionysius of Syracuse was
said to have commemorated Euripides. 1 This association of Dionysus with the Muses is
also found at Rhodes, where the technitai were described as oi m:pt Lh6vucrov Kat 'tac;
Moucrac; n:xvt'tat. 2 It is therefore quite likely that performers atAphrodisias should have
invoked the Muses. Similarly, the Hours, or Seasons (as in 7.a), are found in association
with Dionysus: they were associated with the development of crops, particularly the
vine. 3 Cults of the Graces, the Seasons, and Dionysus are attested at Athens, 4 and at
Paros; 5 they also appear on the mosaic at Vienne discussed below (p. 55). There is
therefore nothing unexpected in finding performers invoking the Muses and the Hours.
As for the invocations of Ourania in the Theatre (2, 3, 4) and the Odeon (12), it is
tempting to associate them with the Muse; but Ourania, Muse of astrology,. is not
particularly appropriate, whereas Ourania is a standard epithet for Aphrodite, to whom
the Theatre was dedicated. 6 That she should be invoked by performers at Aphrodisias is
hardly surprising; Aphrodite is found in association with performers at Syracuse, where
there was an association of technitai described as 7t£pt 'ti)v iA.apav 'A<ppoOi'tT\v. 7 Since
Ourania is not very frequently used of Aphrodite at Aphrodisias, 8 it is possible that this
was an aspect of the goddess particularly favoured by .performers. The text in the Odeon
is particularly tantalizing, since Chrysomallos, 'golden-haired', is a name very frequently

1

See L. Moretti, 'I technitai di Siracusa', Riv.Fil. 91 (1963), 38-45.
For this, and other references to the cult of Dionysus and the Muses, see D. Morelli, 'I culti in Rodi', St.
Class. e Orient. 8 (Pisa, 1959), 41 and 61.
3 Robert, Hell. 1, 15-17.
4
Athenaeus n.36c-d.
5
See the new fragments of the Monument of Archilochus, published by N. M. Kontoleon, Arch.Eph. ( 1952),
32-95, withBullEp 1955.178.
6
See J. M. Reynolds in Aphrodisias Papers 2, 15.
7 L. Moretti, 'I technitai', with the observations of J. and L. Robert, BullEp 1964.622.
8
MAMA VIII, 413d, 'tfl E1tllj)CXVEt OUpcxv{~ 1tCXVOTU1CP ee~ 'A<ppoohn; ibid. 413e; and one unpublished text,
dedicated to ee~ oupcxv{~ E1tt<pCXVEt.
2
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used by perfonners, especially pantomimes. 9 But, if my reading is correct, the man
concerned appears to have 'fixed the marble'- that is, been responsible for the insertion
of the piece of marble, repairing the lip of the Odeon stage, next to which this text is cut.
If that is so, the text must date from before the cutting of the inscription which runs along
the lip of the stage, in the mid- or late fifth century.
There would seem to be a direct conflict here between the identification of
Chrysomallos as a perfonner, and as the man who 'fixed' the marble. It may be that we
should assume that he was just an 'ordinary' stone-mason, with an elegant name. But it
may be that what we have evidence for here is the responsibility of perfonners for a wider
range of activities. It is clear from the evidence in the Appendices (see especially
Appendix I.x and Appendix m) that the perfonners did take some wider responsibilities
for ensuring perfonnances, not least because the administrative machinery of the ancient
cities was not well suited to dealing with such matters. It was possible to find generous
benefactors to undertake major projects of rebuilding and renewal, as is clear from the
building inscriptions concerning the Theatre, 10 but it is quite likely that it was not always
easy to get minor repairs done; this kind of repair would have been essential for the
performers, but perhaps not of great interest to anyone else. In that case, it is possible that
Chrysomallos was a perfonner, probably a pantomime dancer, who did not 'fix the
marble'' but 'had the marble fixed'' with the extension of tenninology that is used of any
benefactor. It is perhaps also worth observing that it was pantomime perfonners who
apparently came to have a prominent role in the 'administration', 8totKftcrt<;, of the
factions (see below, p. 149).

THE 'FACTIONS'

S.e and 10 are acclamations of the Green faction, as was 1.1.iii which acclaimed 'the
mimes of the Green (faction)', and the acclamations in 9.ii may perhaps also be associated
with the Greens; all except 10 can be located with certainty at the north end of the stage,
suggesting that this was the Green side of the stage and, probably, the auditorium. These
texts all belong to the group of inscriptions found at Aphrodisias referring to the Blue and
Green factions which were responsible for the provision of entertainments in the later
Roman empire. Our understanding of the nature and function of circus factions has been
transfonned by Alan Cameron 's important study. 11 He drew attention to the inscriptions
from Aphrodisias as falling within the category of texts concerned with the factions which
come from sites with no hippodrome. 12 It is, of course, true that chariot -racing is attested
at Aphrodisias, as part of a festival contest; 13 there, as at many other cities, a racecourse
must have been available, but with no pennanent structure. 14 But there is no reason to
believe that chariot-racing took place at Aphrodisias except on an occasional basis, or on
the Roman pattern, which involved the employment of the circus factions.
As Alan Cameron pointed out, this evidence from Aphrodisias and other cities
without institutionalized chariot-racing on Roman lines draws attention to the fact that, by
9
10
11

12
13
14

e.g. Malalas 386.
See J. M. Reynolds, Aphrodisias Papers 2, 22-8.
Circus Factions.
Circus Factions, 196.
See 52 III.iii.1 0-17, IV.iii.3-4, for horse- and chariot-racing events fn festivals at Aphrodisias.
See J. Humphrey, Roman Circuses (London, 1986), 525-6.
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the end of the fifth century, the circus factions - the professional organizations
responsible, initially, for presenting chariot-races at Rome and Constantinople -had
extended their responsibilities to cover not just chariot-racing in the other cities of the
empire where that took place, but also the provision of all other entertainment. This direct
relationship with other kinds of performers is implied by 10, since this is almost certainly
the inscription of theatre performers, and perfectly illustrated by the text at l.i.iii,
referring to the mimes of the Green faction. To the other evidence for such an association
presented by Cameron 15 can now be added a new inscription from Ephesus, referring to
opxunomxA.apirov npacrivrov, 'Green wrestling dancers'- a useful reminder ofthe very
wide range of performances which were in existence, for all of which the factions came
to take responsibility. 16 The link is also strikingly exemplified by the inscriptions recently
published from Alexandria, where a series of texts cut on the seats of a small theatre
acclaim not the actors (who would have performed there) but the charioteers of the
colours, with drawings to accompany the acclamations. 17
The first definite and dateable evidence for the factions as responsible for
entertainments in the theatre is a reference to pantomime dancers of the four colours at
Constantinople in 490. 18 Procopius, writing in the mid-sixth century, described the
division into two colours as affecting 'the peoples in each city ... from old times' .19 There
is no evidence, however, for such an arrangement before the fifth century; Liebeschuetz
has drawn attention to the absence of mentions of factions in the writings of Libanius. 20
There are some indications that a change in the organization of public performances may
have taken place at some time during the long reign ofTheodosius Il, who is said to have
reorganized- and standardized- the seating of the Blue and Green faction supporters
'in each city'. 21 Chrysaphios-Tzoumas, the minister of Theodosius from 443 to 450, was
said to have been the 'patron and protector of the Greens everywhere', mitprov Kat
npocrtatTJ~ navtaxou. 22 Marcian (450-7) was said to have favoured the Blues 'not only
in Constantinople, but everywhere' .23 The references in all these cases might only be to
circus factions in those cities outside Constantinople which had hippodromes; but at
Antioch, which did have a hippodrome, there seems to be no attention paid to these
groupings during the fourth century. This suggests that the major expansion of the
activities of the factions took place during the reign ofTheodosius II, and that by 443 there
were Blues and Greens 'everywhere'- in those cities which had hippodromes, and those
which only had theatres. Thus, when the first definite mention of theatrical performers as
belonging to the factions appears in 490, it describes how the dancers of the four factions,
who were old, were replaced whh new ones: so the organization of performers into
colours was by then well established (above, p. 29).
15

Circus Factions, 194-6.
I.Eph. 2949, elucidated at Bul/Ep 1981.479; for wrestling-dancers, see now the epitaph from the Vatican
necropolis, in which they are associated with pantomimes: W. Eck, 'Inschriften aus der vatikanischen
Nekropole', ZPE 65 (1986), 248-51; W. Slater, 'Orchestopala', ZPE 81 (1990), 215-20.
17 Z. Borkowski, Alexandrie /I: Inscriptions des factions (Warsaw, 1981), with the observations of Alan
Cameron, BASP 20 (1983), 75-84.
18 Malalas 386, as pointed out by Alan Cameron.
19
Bell.Pers. xx1v.2.
20
Antioch, 159-60.
21 Malalas 351; on this passage see G. Dagron, Naissance d'une capitate (Paris, 1974), 345.
22 Mala1as 363: the reading is that of the excerpt in De virtutibus, for which see E. and M. Jeffreys, R. Scott et
al., The Chronicle of John Mala/as, English translation (Melbourne, 1986), p.xxxiii; see also Alan Cameron,
Circus Factions, 21 n.5.
23
Malalas 368; Chron.Pasch. 592.
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After identifying the importance of the absorption by the circus factions of other
forms of entertainment, Cameron explained it as the result of a 'takeover' by the state of
the provision of entertainment; he saw the factions as functioning as the agents of state
control. 24 It seems to me that the evidence presented above (Chapter 1) for the financing
of public entertainments in the late Roman period does not admit of such an
interpretation. The imperial government certainly intervened to legislate on the
organization of public entertainments, and to formalize the provision of finance from
central government funds, as at Alexandria and Caesarea. 25 But it seems clear that there
continued to be some provision from other sources even into the sixth century. If,
therefore, the imperial government 'took over' the circus factions, and broadened their
responsibilities in order to establish full government control of public entertainments, this
does not seem to have worked; nor, I would argue, is such an approach in the spirit of
ancient or mediaeval approaches to government.
On the other hand, there are good reasons why the imperial government should have
permitted and even encouraged the reorganization of performers into larger groups. We
have seen (above, p. 6) that successive emperors were concerned to ensure the
continuation of public entertainment, both at Constantinople and in the provinces. It is
also clear from the correspondence of Libanius and Symmachus how burdensome the
task of presenting shows could be, not only because of the expense, but also because of
the organizational complexities. The situation of an agonothete charged with putting on
a programme of mixed entertainments (as discussed below, p. 58) would have been far
easier if he only had to deal with single organizations which incorporated charioteers,
stage performers and venatores.
The provision of successful public spectacles had always been dependent on the
availability of performers and competitors, and there are traces at all periods of the need
to lure competitors to festivals; thus, there is some evidence that contests with 'sacred'
status did also offer material rewards. 26 In the Roman period, the increasing abundance of
spectacles had sometimes created problems in obtaining suitable performers; thus the
curator responsible for reorganizing the contests at Aphrodisias in the late second century
specified the need, on establishing a contest, to inform the synod of performers, and also
established a timetable for the contest which would enable performers to include it among
their other commitments (51). The organizers of a new contest at Oxyrhynchus, first
celebrated in 273, wrote to the association of athletes urging them to ensure that their
members attended. 27 This helps to explain the enormous importance assumed by the
associations of performers and athletes (see below, pp. 50-3 and Appendix m). It was
necessary to have sufficient performers to ensure, not just a show, but a competition;
when, for example, the performers' association agreed to send members to attend a
contest in honour of Dionysus at Iasos in the Hellenistic period, they arranged to send:
'two flautists, two performers of tragedy, two performers of comedy', as well as 'a singer
to the kithara, and a kithara player, so that they may lead the choral songs to the God'; the
implication is that there would be at least two performers in each competitive category. 28
That the competitive element continued to be seen as central to spectacles in the late
24
25
26

27
28

Circus Factions, 218-21.
Caesarea: Lifschitz, 'Une inscription byzantine'; Alexandria: Gascou, 'L'Hippodrome en Egypte'.
H. W. Pleket, 'Zur Soziologie des antiken Sports', MNIR 36 (1974), 71 and n. 140.
Letter most recently published by Frisch, Zehn agonistische Papyri, no.8.
Most recently published as l.lasos 152, with bibliography of previous publications.
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Roman period is implied by the various criticisms of public performances as a source of
'strife'; thus, in a letter advising that young men be kept away from spectacles, Isidore of
Pelusium describes both chariot-racing and pantomime performances as a source of' civic
strife', 1toA.rnldt 'tt<; Ept<;, and suggests that these competitive activities had been
introduced to distract the idle city populations from turning to sedition. 29
We have seen the evidence of the legislation which suggests that, by the early fourth
century, performers were in short supply. There is every reason to believe that, as the
number of contests diminished, and the status of performers was brought into increasing
disrepute by Christian polemic, both the performing arts and athletics attracted a
decreasing number of people. If this is so, while it would still be easy enough to stage
'shows', it will have been increasingly difficult to put on convincing 'contests', with a
reasonable number of competitors. This problem would have been much reduced, if not
solved, by the introduction of 'colours'. Once the performers had grouped themselves
together in two colours, at least two performers, or ~wo troupes, one representing each
colour, will normally have been available for any contest in the provinces, sufficient to
create a competition. Such a hypothesis also helps to explain the fact that, while the four
traditional colours continued to compete at Constantinople, there is no reliable evidence
from the provinces of any colours other than the two traditionally major colours, the Blue
and the Green. 30 Yet again, as in the case of the survival of gladiatorial combats at Rome
(below, p. 76) we see evidence of the extent to which financial resources were
concentrated in the capital cities by the late Roman period; it is probably only at
Constantinople that there would have been enough money to support and maintain more
than the necessary minimum of two groups of performers. I would argue, therefore, that
the reorganization which took place in the fifth century was probably intended, by all
those concerned, to facilitate the provision of spectacles in a competitive context
throughout the empire, with diminished resources and fewer performers.
It remains to consider exactly what such a reorganization involved and how it might
have taken place. One importance of the new inscriptions from Aphrodisias is that they
remind us that these arrangements chiefly concerned the performers themselves; the
mimes continue to perform in the Theatre at Aphrodisias, and to reserve the stage rooms,
but they are now described in a new way. It therefore seems necessary to consider how
performers had been organized in the preceding periods before returning to consider the
developments in the later empire.
·
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Ep. 5.185 (PG 78.1433-7).
On the relationships between the colours, see Carneron, Circus Factions, eh. 3. There is one very uncertain
reference to the Reds in an inscription from Syria (Circus Factions, 71-2).
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CHAPTER IV. THE ORGANIZATION OF PERFORMERS

HORSE-RACING

Horse-racing, in both East and West, most commonly took the form of chariotracing; but it was organized in different ways in the Greek and Latin worlds. 1 In the
Greek-speaking world, from classical times to the Roman imperial period, race-horses
and chariots were individually entered and raced by their owners or, more commonly, by
riders or drivers whom they owned or engaged. 2 Elizabeth Rawson, in a study of the
development of the Roman system of chariot-racing, gave some evidence for supposing
that chariots were raced at Rome on the same basis from earliest times up to the fifth
century B.c. 3 At some time after this, however, a quite different system emerged, perhaps
influenced by Etruscan practice. A fairly small number of chariots would compete usually, but not always, four- under one of four colours : Green, Blue, Red, or White.
Each of these colours denoted a faction- factio- which was a business organization. 4
The domini factionis, a group of businessmen, owned horses, chariots., and charioteers,
which they rented out to those responsible for putting on public entertainments sometimes the state, and sometimes individual magistrates. Public support was for the
charioteers of different colours, and public enthusiasm for a particular colour could be
very great; but this should not obscure the fact that the prime function of the factions was
to act as businesses, taking up state or private contracts to organize and provide a fairly
complicated, and capital-intensive, form of entertainment; the organizers of a contest at
Rome would pay the factions to supply the competitors, just as the organizer of
gladiatorial combats would pay a lanista to supply gladiators (see below, p. 74).
The provision of chariot-racing continued to be organized by the four factions
throughout the Roman and Byzantine periods, with, apparently, an ever higher level of
state involvement and funding. By the third century, a dominusfactionis, orfactionarius,
could be a charioteer, suggesting that his task was now to organize the racing, rather than
to put up the capita1. 5 During the late Roman period, the costs of putting on chariot races
fell less and less often to private individuals, as increasingly the emperor was the major
provider of such shows; but this is not to say that there was an efficient 'state monopoly'
of chariot-racing, as Alan Cameron tends to imply. Thus, the law of 381, cited by Cameron
as an example of imperial control over the availability of horses, seems to be an attempt
to prevent good horses from being removed from the races and bought for private use; it
is similar in tone to the legislation aimed at preventing performers frombeing lured away
to private service (see above, p. 27), with which it is included. 6 Yet again the legislation
seems to reflect an attempt by the imperial government to encourage the survival of preexisting independent structures, with increasing difficulty.
1

See, in particular, Alan Cameron, Circus Factions, 201-5.
L. Robert, 'Sur les inscriptions de Chios', BCH 59 (1935), 453-70,461-2 (=OMS 1, 512-29, 520-1); cf. the
contract of a driver with an owner, P.Oxy. 3135, of 273/4.
3 'Chariot-racing in the Roman Republic', PBSR 49 (1981), 1-16, reprinted, eadem, Roman Culture and
Society (Oxford, 1991), 389-407.
4
See Cameron, Circus Factions, 6-7. On the organization of the factions, Roman and late Roman, see the
excellent study by A. Maricq, 'Factions du cirque et partis populaires', BARB 136 (1950), 396-421.
5
Cameron, Circus Factions, 9, citing ILS 5296 and 5297.
6 CTh xv.7.6, with Cameron; Circus Factions, 7.
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The crucially important change, identified by Alan Cameron, which took place
apparently at the end of the third century was the displacement of Greek style chariotracing in the cities of the East by the Roman system. The earliest mention of a "circus
faction in the East is a reference to the factionarius of the Blues at Alexandria in 315. 7 At
Alexandria horse-racing had always been popular; 8 but, as Alan Cameron suggests, it
seems that chariot-racing on Roman lines, with professional teams, became really
established in the East only from the third century, and in particular from the time of the
Tetrarchy, when it became standard, at all the capital cities built over the period, for the
imperial palace to be built with a hippodrome. 9 Those hippodromes were intended for the
ruler to put on an entertainment for his people. The system of establishing a contest and
waiting for competitors to arrive was not sufficiently reliable; instead, the Roman system,
of contracting with companies to provide the competitors, would have seemed far more
effective. It appears, therefore, that from the very early fourth century the organization of
horse-racing in the eastern empire was gradually being taken over by factions on the
Roman model. This development seems to precede the further change, mentioned above
(pp. 44-5), whereby, at some time in the fifth century, the factions appear to have become
responsible for the provision of a wide range of other kinds of entertainment (see further
below, p. 57).

THEATRICAL PERFORMERS

Actors and entertainers, whose profession involved the dangers of travel and the
problems of working in communities where they had no rights as citizens, protected
themselves by forming the most well-attested and long-established trade-guilds known to
us from antiquity. We first hear of associations- cruvobm, 'synods'- of actors, under
the patronage of Dionysus, and described as 't£XVt'tat ~wvuoou - 'craftsmen of
Dionysus' - in the third century B.c.; that is, just as the number of festivals of
international standing was starting to increase (see above, p. 4). 10 From the outset, the
structure and the nomenclature of these associations stressed their function as providing
not simply entertainment, but a necessary part of the festivities required to honour the
gods. The proper provision of such festivities was a work of piety; it was also among the
duties of a ruler. The technitai sought, and received, patronage from the HeJlenistic rulers;
they responded by contributing to the proper celebration of festivities in honour of those
rulers. 11 This development was reflected in the titles of the associations; in Egypt and in
Cyprus, in the second century B.c., the local associations named the local rulers, as well
as Dionysus, as their patrons. 12
7

P.Cair.lsid. 57, 58, cited by Cameron, Circus Factions, 9.
Cameron, Circus Factions, 208-9.
9 Cameron, Circus Factions, 180-1, 209-10.
10
The classic work is still that of 0. Liiders, Die dionysische Kiinstler (Berlin, 1873); see also Poland,
Vereinwesens, 129-47, and idem, 'Technitai', RE v.2 (1934), 2473-558. For a very useful summary of the
evidence for the associations see A. Pickard-Cambridge, The Dramatic Festivals ofAthens2 , revised by J. Gould
and D. M. Lewis (Oxford, 1968), chapter 7; for developments at Rome, see E. J. Jory, 'Associations of actors at
Rome', Hermes 98 (1970), 224-53.
11
See Poland, 'Technitai', esp. 2510; for Egypt, see F. Dunand, 'Les associations dionysiaques au service du
pouvoir Lagide', L' association Dionysiaque dans /es societes anciennes, Colloque 1984 (Rome, 1986), 85-104,
esp. 91-3, 101-3; for the Attalids, D. Musti, 'Il dionisismo degli Attalidi', ibid., 105-28, esp.ll7 ff.
12
Pickard-Cambridge, Festivals, 287.
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Augustus and his successors were not slow to acknowledge the importance of the
performers' associations. In the first century A. D. we first have evidence of a world-wide
- oh::m.>J..lEVtKO<;, 'ecumenic' 13 - synod of the technitai; this body seems to have been
established as the international association of a number of local synods, and was granted
privileges by Augustus. 14 Significantly, at the same time we find among the officials of the
synods not just, as before, a priest- iEpEU<;, presumably of Dionysus, but also a highpriest- apxtEpEu<;; it seems very likely that this title, used without relation to a particular
divinity, refers as in many cities to a high-priesthood of the imperial cult. 15 The technitai
continued to receive privileges from successive emperors, which they recorded
scrupulously; 16 these included the right, granted by Claudius, to put up images- El!COVE<;
~of the emperor. 17 From the reign of Trajan we find the name of the ruling emperor
included in the titulature of the synods, just as the names of local rulers had been used in
the second century B.c. 18
Both the central synod and the local synods had a formal structure modelled on that
of the cities. They issued decrees, which by the Roman period were regularly dated (as in
88.iii) by an archon (president), a grammateus (secretary) and nomodeiktes (legal
adviser). They would use their funds, for example, to put up statues in honour of patrons,
or of outstanding performers (see Appendix m). They functioned in parallel with city
organizations; thus, an honorific decree from a synod would be sent formally to a city (as
in 89), and honours from the synod were inscribed next to those from cities (as in 88 and
92). They are also found acting in concert with civic bodies (as in 93).
As the number of festivals increased, and their status was enhanced, during the first
three centuries of the empire, the technitai must have benefited financially, and their
synods appear to have become increasingly prosperous and successful; at least the
inscriptions, which are the main source of our information, become more widespread and
more verbose. As well as privileges from the emperor, the local synods and the
international association received donations, from cities 19 and from private patrons; thus
an inscription of the second century from Nysa records the benefactions of a local citizen,
T. Aelius Alcibiades, who was in imperial service, to the central organization of the
technitai at Rome. 20 These gifts included a bt1to<rtamov - stables - producing a
13
This' term is occasionally assumed by other professional organizations: so of linen-workers at Miletus,
Poland, Vereinswesens, 125. On its later history see H. Chad wick, JThSt 23 (1972), 132.
14
As mentioned by Claudius in P.Oxy. 2476, and in an inscription at Miletus, Milet !.3, 156.
15
So Poland, 'Technitai', 2530; H. Lavagne, 'Rome et les associations dionysiaques en Gaule', L' association
Dionysiaque dans les societes anciennes, Colloque 1984 (Rome, 1986), 129-48, 140-1. On the significance of
unnamed high-priesthoods see L. Robert, 'Inscriptions d' Aphrodisias', Ant.Class. 36 (1966), 337-432 (=OMS
VI, 1-56), 414-5, n.3, Bul/Ep 1977 .459; Price, Rituals and Power, xvii, points out some exceptions to the general
rule.
16 Three third-century A.D. lists of their rights and immunities are preserved in papyri: SB 5225 of 275 (BGU
Jv.l074, discussed by C.Viereck, Klio 8 (1908), 413-26, and re-edited by Frisch, Zehn agonistische Papyri, no.
1, pp. 16-43); P.Oxy. 2476 of 289 (recently re-edited by Frisch, Zehn agonistische Papyri, no. 3, pp. 50-73, and
cf. ZPE 52 (1983), 215); P.Oxy. 2610, undated. On all these see F.G.B.Millar, The Emperor in the Roman World
(London, 1977), 459-60 for a discussion and translation.
17
P.Oxy. 2476.
18 For the suggestion that this development was due to the Empress Plotina, see J. H. Oliver, Historia 24
(1975), 125-8, withBul/Ep 1976.121, Lavagne, 'Associations', 136-7.
,
19 For example at Teos, where, in the Hellenistic period, the city gave the technitai an estate: Robert, Et.Anat.,
39-44.
2 First published by M. Clerc, BCH 9 (1885), 124-31; revisions by Robert, Et. ep. et phi/., 45-53, and at SEG
Iv.418; republished, from all these, Pickard-Cambridge, Festivals 2 , 320, and most recently by H. Wankel, l.Eph.
22.
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substantial income, which suggests that this was an establishment for the most profitable
form of horse-breeding or -rearing, that is, for chariot -race horses. 21 It is interesting to find
this association of entertainers receiving a piece of property which was intimately
connected with another kind of entertainment (see further below, p. 58).
As tastes changed, so did the membership of the synods. The technitai came to
include a very wide range of entertainers - not just actors, but poets and musicians with practitioners of lesser arts incorporated in the synod as 'associate-competitors'cruvayrovu:rrai.22 Full membership of the synods was apparently restricted to those
categories of performer entitled to compete in .international - 'sacred' - contests.
During the first and second centuries pantomime - dramatic dance - became
increasingly popular (see above, p. 17). Pantomime performances at Rome were
competitive from the early years of the empire, 23 but continued for some time to be
considered simply as entertainment in the East, and only gradually to appear in ordinary
(not sacred) contests; thus a pantomime performer, Julius Paris, was honoured by the
ecumenic synod at Syrian Apamea as early as the reign of Hadrian, but apparently only as
an associate-competitor. 24 This distinction does not seem to have been too important,
since Julius Paris had been appointed as the high-priest for life of the synod in his own
city; and when, later in the second century, pantomime was included in the programme of
Greek sacred contests, this allowed the performers to become full members of the
synods. 25
Mime also grew in importance, and came to be included in local contests; but, as has
been said above (p. 23), mime performers are not recorded as having competed in any
festivals of sacred status, and are known to us only as associate-performers. Thus at
Gerasa the synod put up a statue to a generous agonothete which was to be crowned, on
the occasion of performances, by 'the competitors and by those performing from time to
time'. The distinction, as Louis Robert pointed out, was between the regular
competitions, and the shows put on as spectacles by mime actors; both groups were
apparently involved in and bound by the decision of the synod. 26 If it is reasonable to
argue, as above (p. 24), that mimes may eventually have come to compete in the sacred
contests, they will eventually have become full members of the synod.

MINOR PERFORMERS

Although the membership of the synods of entertainers expanded as a wider range of
performing arts became accepted in formal festivals, there continued to be other
performers who remained outside the synods, but still required some kind of organization.
An example is provided by a group of painted texts at Dura-Europus, dated between 250
and 256_27 This is chiefly a list of men and women; some of the latter are certainly
prostitutes, and most ofthe men are clearly 'entertainers' of various kinds. Some groups
21

On racing-stables see Cameron, Circus Factions, 10.
See below, 88.iii, I. 2; cf. Frisch, Zehn agonistische Papyri, 25-7.
23
See Jory, 'Pantomime riots'.
24
J. P. Rey-Coquais, A.Arch.Syr. 23 (1973), 39-84, no.10, with BuUEp 1976.721.
25
Robert, 'Pantomimen', esp. 118-22. See ILS 5186,5193-4 for two other pantomimes acting as high-priests
of the synod.
26
Robert, 'Inscriptions grecques de Phenicie et d'Arabie', 735-8 (= OMS 1, 607-10).
27
Published by H. Immerwahr in M. I. Rostovtzeff et al. (eds), Dura Excavations: Preliminary Report Ix.1
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of this kind functioned as the private troupe of an eminent citizen, who could then offer
their services as a benefaction, such as the groups of actors and other performers who
'belonged' to Valerius Asiaticus in the reign of Claudius ('scaenici asiaticiani et qui in
eodem corpore sunt'),28 or to the dux ripae at Dura-Europus in the early third century; 29
the ultimate example are the troupes belonging to the emperor himself. 30 It was perhaps
an imperial troupe of mimes, described as a 0"1CJ1V~ Awvucrou, that Julian took on his last
campaign to entertain his soldiers. 31
Alternatively, such a group might be owned by a patron us as a business enterprise,
very similar to the early !actiones of charioteers; this is probably the case of the first
troupe at Dura, and of an actor in Gaul described as 'scaenicus ex facti one Eudoxi'. 32
Thirdly, there were independent groupings run by the performers themselves; since
these kinds of entertainment did not require capital investment on the enormous scale
necessary for chariot-racing, this is likely to have been very common, especially for
mimes, who performed in troupes. There is some scattered evidence for such groupings, 33
which may sometimes have been connected- as 'associate-competitors'- with a synod
of more eminent performers. 34

ATHLETES

The best testimony to the success of the synods of entertainers in promoting the
interests of their members is provided by the fact that, under the empire, parallel
associations were formed for athletic performers; these also came to be grouped together
under a single worldwide~ ecumenic- synod in the second century. 35 This athletic'xystic' - association modelled its structure on that of the technitai, and took as its
patrons Hercules and the reigning emperor; it too had a high priest - apxtepeu~. They
passed resolutions in the same way as the performers (see 89, 91). The athletic synod also
acquired headquarters in Rome, granted to them by Antoninus Pius.

THE SACRED VICTORS

The members of the performers' and athletes' associations were all those who
competed in certain kinds of events; but there was a not unnatural discrimination between
those who merely competed and those who won. Moreover, as was pointed out in Chapter
I, there were two sorts of victor; those who won in contests with an immediate financial
28

C/L xn.l929, with Jory, 'Associations', 242, Lavagne, 'Associations', 130-2.
H. Immerwahr, Dura Excavations: Preliminary Report Ix.2, 31-40, nos 945-50.
30
Lavagne, 'Associations', 141-3, with references there.
31
Eunapius xxu.l.
32 CIL xn.737; cf. Lavagne, 'Associations', 148 n.97.
33
Reich, who undertook to discuss the subject, unfortunately never did so. Some useful material is assembled
·
by Wiemken, Griechischen Mimus, 182-3 and no. 52-9.
34 A. Miiller, 'Die Parasiti Apollonis', Philologus 63 (1904), 342. Wiemken, Griechischen Mimus, 249 n.52
suggests that mimes could never have been incorporated with the technitai, not least because of the presence of
women among them; but he refers in this assertion only to a general statement by Reich relating to the Hellenistic
period.
35 For a very clear account, see C. A. Forbes, 'Ancient athletic guilds', C.Phil. 50 (1955), 238-52; see also
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reward, and those who won in 'sacred', 'crowned' contests, whose reward came from
their home cities. From the late first century s.c., we find another grouping, often closely
associated with those of the performers and athletes: 'the synod of the sacred and crowned
victors,, cruvooo~ 'tO>V U1t0 til~ OllCOUjlEVT)~ i£povmi>V lC<Xt <J't£<pavtt&v. 36 These victors
had a part to play in the life of the city; they would sit together at entertainments (see
below, p. 96), and appear as a group in civic processions (see below, pp. 144-5). They also
had a common interest in ensuring the maintenance of their particular rights as victors. It
is not clear that they ever formed a permanent and distinct association, with the formal
structure of the associations described above. But throughout the Roman period on
particular occasions groups of victors would sometimes still act together, for example to
honour a benefactor. 37

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ORGANIZATION

Both the principal synods, that of the technitai and that of the athletes, had the same
basic structure; they were empire-wide associations which brought together local groups
and associations which were themselves based in cities; thus an inscription at Miletus was
put up by the 'local synod'- tomril cruvooo~- of performers. 38 As such, they could
serve as instruments of a certain measure of imperial control, and they were also well
placed to acquire privileges for their members from the emperors. 39 They also made
representations to local authorities in relevant cases; thus, at Aphrodisias in the late
second century a synod, probably that of the technitai, pressed for the problems with
various festivals and their endowments to be sorted out. 40 It is perhaps of particular
interest that the kinds of personal privileges and immunities that the athletic synod
obtained for its members were more or less the same as those obtained by the entertainers'
synod; by the third century the issue of immunity from civic obligations in a competitor's
home community was of paramount importance. In the archives at Oxyrhynchus the
application for immunity by an athlete - a pancratiast, who was an official of the
association of 'sacred victors' (P.Oxy. 2477)- was kept physically fastened to a similar
application from the high-priest of the 'musical synod', who lists the imperial
recognitions of the status of his association (P.Oxy. 2476); both documents are dated to
288/9, and the implication is that in the minds ofthe administration they were viewed as
parallel. 41 It is, therefore, worth remembering, in discussions about the relative social
status of performers of various kinds, that, at least by the late third century, both
entertainers and athletes seem to have found it useful to be exempted from the obligations
that affected the curial class. Similarly, for both kinds of performer, at least by the second
century A.D., the status of ~ouA.£ut~~- 'councillor'- in various cities was considered
an appropriate honour. 42 This suggests that, at least by the second or third century, eminent
36
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practitioners of a range of performing skills were seen as having more or less similar
social status; 43 even mimes could achieve curial status (see above, p. 24 ), and a variety of
acrobats and conjurors were honoured with statues and with citizenship. 44
There is also an increasing body of evidence for co-operation between the two kinds
of synod. 45 Local branches must have been in constant contact at local festivals, and they
sometimes acted together, for example in honouring a generous agonothete. 46 M. Le Glay
drew attention to the mosaic decoration of a large building excavated at Vienne, which
combines scenes of athletes with theatre masks; the centre is occupied by Hercules
(patron of the athletic synod), and there are representations of the Four Seasons (often
associated with Dionysus); 47 the date is probably early third century. The building in
which the mosaic was found appears to have been a public one; H. Lavagne has
suggested convincingly that the best explanation of the choice of themes is that it was the
shared headquarters of the synods of athletes and entertainers. 48 Individuals will have met
regularly; thus an athlete could come to make friends with an actor, and put up his
epitaph. 49
There is considerable evidence that during the third century the two associations
came increasingly to be considered as very similar (as in the example from Oxyrhynchus
cited above), or as one single group. A third-century inscription from Alexandria records
honours to a gymnasiarch and agonothete as from one single organization- 'from the
sacred theatrical and athletic synod'' U1t0 'tllc; iepiic; eu!l€Allcflc; Kat ~ucrnKflc; cruv6~ou. 50
Similarly, a rescript of the Tetrarchs, dateable between 293 and 305, is addressed 'ad
synodum xysticorum et thymelicorum et ividem'. 51 It is impossible to be certain whether
this reflects occasional co-operation between the two associations, or their formal
unification; but the official nature of the document might suggest the latter.

THE SYNODS IN THE LATER EMPIRE.

This rescript provides one of the latest mentions of the synods. Most of our
information about them comes from inscriptions; with the dramatic decrease il). the
number of inscribed texts from the middle of the third century mentions of the synods
soon disappear. The latest dateable mentions of the technitai are in papyri: in 275 'the
sacred Aurelianic synod', 1) iepa ... AupTJAtav~ ... cruvo~oc;, was recording its
privileges,52 and it reappears with the titulature 'Diocletianic Maximianic ', ~lOKATJ'tlav~
Ma~t!ltav~, in 288. 53 There is one further reference, to an unspecified 'sacred synod',
which might be that of the technitai, in 291. 54
43
For the aristocratic origins of athletes in the Roman period see L. Robert, RA 35 (1934), 54-61 (= OMS 11,
1016-25), and more generally Pleket, 'Zur Soziologie'.
44 /LS847, with Robert, 'Epigraphica', 436-7 (= OMS 1, 224-5).
45
cf. Frisch, Zehn agonistische Papyri, 108.
46
See Forbes, 'Ancient Athletic Guilds', 242, and Poland, Vereinswesens, 145***.
47
'Hercule et la luventus viennoise(, Mosai"que, Recueil d' hommages aH. Stern (Paris, 1983), 265-71; as Le
Glay points out (266), images of athletes are relatively uncommon in mosaics.
48
'Associations', 130-5.
49
'[A]thenodorus xysti[c]us Paridi thymelico bene merenti fecit': /LS 5166, probably from Rome.
50
OG/S 713.
51
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We know more of the later history of the athletic, xystic, synod, because in the late
nineteenth century the headquarters of the worldwide synod at Rome, granted to them by
Antoninus Pius, was discovered during the redevelopment of the Esquiline. In the
building was found a series of inscriptions. 55 These included a long document dated in the
reign of Constantine, between 313 and 334, 56 regulating a foundation made in favour of
the synod; it includes a reference to the celebration of the Greek festival established in
honour of Athena Promachos by Gordian Ill. 57 The latest of the inscriptions is an epigram
in praise of a wrestler, John, from Smyma, put up between 384 and 392. 58 Slightly earlier
is an inscription which describes the honouring of a pancratiast, Filumenus, by the placing
of his statue in the athletes' place of deliberation: 'locatione statuae in acletarum curia'. 59
This text does not include a specific reference to the organization of the synod; but that it
continued, at least in some respects, to be organized as before is implied by a law of 370
in the Theodosian code. This orders the appointment of public doctors- archiatri- for
all the regions of Rome, except those of the xystus, and of the Vestal Virgins: 'exceptis
totius xysti virginumque vestalium' .6°Forbes interpreted this exception as a 'withdrawal
of support', presaging the end of the guild. 61 But it seems easier to assume that these two
areas were omitted because the organizations themselves provided their own doctors; we
know that the athletic synods regularly did so. 62 This would be further evidence that the
association was continuing to function as before. Finally, the privileges granted to the
synod of athletes and actors in the tetrarchic rescript cited above (see n. 51) are still
recorded, but for athletes only, in the Justinianic code. 63
This last piece of evidence points to a significant difference between stage
performers and athletes in the eyes of the late Roman authorities. Under the Christian
emperors stage performers were, officially, disapproved of. The legislation, however, in
insisting on the obligation of actors to remain in their profession (discussed above, p. 27),
makes it clear that such performers were much in demand. There is plenty of evidence for
the continued popularity of stage entertainments from the fourth to the sixth centuries.
There is, however, no unambiguous evidence for the existence of any associations of
stage performers after the end of the third century, although some hints of such
organizations were collected by M tiller. 64 One such indication is the inclusion of the entry
De Scaenicis in Book xv of the Theodosian Code, in parallel with the entries controlling
other collegia, 65 Perhaps the strongest suggestion of the continued existence of
organizations protecting the interests of stage performers is provided by their evident
success in promoting those interests; thus Liebeschuetz has deduced the existence of an
association of actors at Antioch in the fourth century from the fact that they could
maintain a permanent 'claque' - with a separate one for dancers - and could demand
and obtain an increase in the apparently regular wages which they received from the city
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council, financed by a new local tax. 66 It could, of course, be argued that this is only
evidence for the development of new, successor organizations replacing the synods of the
previous centuries; but, in the absence of any evidence for the dissolution of the synods,
such an explanation appears uneconomical.
Our evidence for the continued existence of the athletic guild, apparently still in
possession of some at least of its property and endowments in the last decades of the
fourth century, is largely fortuitous. I can see no reason why the synod of stage
performers, with similar possessions and endowments, should have ceased to exist. If, as
an institution under the patronage of a pagan god, it had been subject to the appropriation
of its possessions under Cons tantine, we should expect the same ruling to have applied to
the athletic synod, dedicated to Hercules, and closely associated with the synod of
entertainers. Although stage performances, unlike athletic contests, were subject to
official Christian disapproval, it has been shown that in practice theatrical entertainments
flourished. It is entirely Jikely that, under the Christian empire, both kinds of synod
altered their titulature, and adopted a less prominent role; but such organizations were no
less necessary than before, and it is easier to assume that the entertainers' synod, like that
of the athletes, survived in some form into the later empire, than that it was suppressed and
replaced by some less offensive body.
I would contend, therefore, that in the absence of any specific evidence to the
contrary, it is most likely that the international synods of entertainers and of athletes,
either united, or else in close association, and serving as the central associations of local
synods throughout the empire, continued to function throughout the fourth century- for
which, in the case of the athletic synod, we have evidence- and into the fifth. While they
will have modified their specifically pagan attributes, there seems to be no reason why
they should have lost their property and endowments, except insofar as these had been
undermined by the third-century inflation.

THE CREATION OF THE LATER 'FACTIONS'

If this hypothesis is correct, it then makes it far easier to understand the phenomenon
identified by Alan Cameron - that is, the expansion, in the fifth century, of the circus
factions to incorporate practitioners of other forms of entertainment. As has been said
some of the most striking evidence for that development is not only the references to other
kinds of performers as belonging to a faction, as with the mimes of the Green faction in
l.l.iii, but also the appearance of such performers, and other inscriptions concerned with
the factions, in cities, such as Aphrodisias, with no hippodrome (above, p. 44). That the
factions should become responsible for entertainments at places where they were already
putting on chariot-races is less surprising; but their appearance in cities where they had no
such responsibilities is much easier to explain if they absorbed, not random groups of
performers, but the pre-existing, empire-wide synods of athletes and entertainers, which
already had affiliated associations in every important city of the eastern empire.
Such a development may well reflect the diminished influence and importance of the
synods; but it may largely have been the logical continuation of an established trend, and
a response to the realities of professional <entertainment. As has been said above, the
66
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membership of the entertainers' association appears to have expanded steadily during the
second and third centuries to incorporate more categories of performers (p. 52). It has also
been shown that, during the third century, there was a tendency for the entertainers' and
athletes' synods to combine, or be associated (p. 55). These developments must have
grown from the practical circumstances in which the performers found themselves. 67
There had always been some contacts between other performers and those responsible for
chariot-racing. Dio Cassius refers to a special festival put on at Rome in A.D. 12 by 'the
dancers (pantomimes) and the horse breeders', Jtav~yupt<; £~eo 't'O>V vevoJ..ncrJ..LEVrov im6 't'E
't'OOV opxT)cr't'OOV Kat U1t0 't'OOV l1t1tO't'po<prov E1t0t~8T). 68 Dio also groups persons involved in
pantomime and in horse-racing together as sources of disturbance. 69 Another possible
indication of a link between the different kinds of entertainer is implied by the inscription,
cited above, which mentions the donation by T. Aelius Alcibiades of a stables to the
ecumenic synod of the technitai (seep. 51). At an individual level, the tombstone at Rome
of a charioteer of the Greens was put up by M. Ulpius Apolaustianus, almost certainly,
from his name, a pantomime performer; 70 and two inscriptions from Rome, of the imperial
period, seem to describe theatrical performers who also found employment with circus
factions. 71 Mixed programmes of theatrical and athletic entertainment were well
established; 72 and both would come to be associated with gladiatorial shows or
venationes. 73 Similarly, the programmes of chariot races could be interspersed with other
kinds of entertainment. Alan Cameron drew attention to a sixth-century circus
programme from Oxyrhynchus listing six races interspersed with other spectacles: an
animal-hunt, singing rope-dancers, mimes, and a group of athletes- ~ucrt6<;. 74 A similar
arrangement is implied by the presence of a lyre-player, accompanied by an unsuitably
dressed girl, who had spent all day at the horse-races in Damascus when accosted by St
Theodoulos the Stylite (late fourth century). 75
There would therefore have been some basis in past tradition, and strong practical
arguments, for an amalgamation of the circus factions, which from the third century had
been run by professional practitioners (see above, p. 49) and from the fourth century had
started to function outside Rome (see above, p. 50), with the other international
associations of performers. Such an amalgamation does not, however, have to be seen as
the result of an imperial policy of taking over the provision of public entertainment,
which, as we have seen, does not fit the facts (above, p. 46); it is far easier to understand
it as an arrangement originating with the organizations of performers themselves,
continuing an existing trend of amalgamation, and responding to the situation of
diminishing employment and reward which confronted performers, particularly in the
67
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provinces. On the other hand, the emperors, who had always acte"d as patrons of the
synods, and supervised their activities, will have had to give their approval. The fact that
the reorganization extended, apparently quite quickly, throughout the empire, suggests
that it was the result of some formal and centralized agreement, presumably between the
organizers of the circus factions and of the international synods. The procedure would
presumably have involved the synods -perhaps by now a single synod of athletes and
performers - in sending instructions to the local synods in each city, grouping
performers (including pantomimes and, as I have argued above, mimes) and athletes of
various kinds. They will have been instructed to divide into two groups, of Greens and
Blues, with performers of each kind divided, as far as possible, equally between each
group. Some provision must also have been made for the division, between the groups, of
any assets which the local synod might have owned (see below, pp. 147-9). There must
also have been similar negotiations with organizations of venatores (see below, p. 75).
Such a complex operation was probably not left to the performers to carry out on
their own; given the role of the cities as purchasers of their services, it seems likely that
the city authorities will have supervised the local reorganizations. The conduct of
performances and the supervision of the factions seems to have been seen as a civic
responsibility. In what it has been suggested was a reference to this reform, Theodosius
II is said to have reorganized the seating of faction supporters 'in each city' (p. 45). In 520
Blues rioted 'in all the cities'; 76 in 527 Justinian had to send 'rescripts to every city' that
people should not riot but 'watch peaceably', 8EwpEtV drtaK-rro~. 77 A law of 426 specifies
that the appointment of supervisory officials, actuarii and cornicularii, 'of the stage and
of chariot horses in various cities' should not be confirmed without the approval of the
Praetorian Prefect. 78 Alan Cameron took this as a sign of imperial control; but these
officials are listed with irenarchs ('custodians of the peace'- a sort of blend between
policemen and a local militia), who we know were chosen by the local council, but whose
appointment was approved by imperial authority. 79 This reorganization should therefore
be seen as yet another element in the constant effort by the imperial authorities to
encourage theoretically independent bodies - the organizations of performers and the
civic authorities - to provide services which they found it increasingly difficult to
supply.
I would, therefore, argue that this was a major reorganization which cannot have
been carried out without imperial. support; but it involved not so much a takeover of the
provision of public entertainments (such as Alan Cameron implies) as an attempt to
streamline the organizations of performers, who now existed in far smaller numbers than
before. Several groups will have benefited. The performers, by forming an association
between performers of every kind, will have put themselves in a stronger position to
negotiate with those responsible for spectacles. They will also have been able to compete
in contests in the confidence that there was at least a fifty per cent chance of winning a
prize, and in many cases a certainty of a prize for both performers (for second prizes
prescribed in contests, see below, 52.II.2, III.i.4, 6, 8, 11, iii.14, 17, IV.i.4, 53.i.8,.12, ii.4,
7, 12, iii.7, 10, 12; third prizes are relatively rare- 52.III.i.9, 12, 53.ii.10, 13). The
reorganization will have facilitated the tasks of those putting on entertainments, whether
76
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imperial authorities, municipal authorities, or individual benefactors, by enabling them to
negotiate with no more than two bodies. It has also been argued above that an essential
element in ancient entertainments was that they be presented in the framework of an agon,
a contest. The division of all competitors into two groups- or four at Constantinoplewill have ensured that entertainments could continue to be presented within such a
framework, with a built-in element of competition, even in cities which had far smaller
resources, and far fewer benefactors, than in the past. The principal concern will have
been to ensure the provision of 'public pleasure' by the staging of entertainments. It is
also likely that the imperial authorities envisaged such a reorganization as helping to
increase government control over the conduct of public entertainment; this had been a
concern both of Hellenistic kings and, even more, of Roman emperors (as in the
appointment of xystarchs: see 91.i.21).
In practice, as Alan Cameron has pointed out, this regrouping of performers
coincided with, and apparently caused, new levels of public disturbances all over the
eastern empire, associated with the supporters of the two factions. It seems to me that the
merging of the different groups responsible for entertainments helps to explain many
characteristics of the later 'factions' (see below, Chapter vm). In order to consider the
conduct of the partisans, we will need to turn from the organization of the performers
themselves to that of the audience (see below, Chapters VI and vn). But, before doing so,
it will be necessary to look at the evidence for one other area of ent~rtainment which also
provoked a partisan response - gladiatorial combats and wild-beast hunts.

CHAPTER V: GLADIATORS AND WILD-BEAST FIGHTERS

13-44
The auditoria at Aphrodisias were used for a wide range of performances and
contests, both sporting and cultural; but they were also used for spectacles of a more
blood-thirsty kind. There is a substantial body of evidence for gladiatorial and wild-beast
shows at Aphrodisias, which was used by L. Robert in his fundamental studies
demonstrating and describing the extent of such displays in the eastern part of the Roman
empire.' There are also representations of gladiators in the Stadium (45.X.2) and the
Theatre (46.H.3, 4.i and 9), indicating that both auditoria were used for contests of this
kind, as at many other sites. 2 A gladiator whose inscription was found at Gortyn, in Crete,
lists, among other victories, one at Aphrodisias, over an opponent called Trypheros. 3
Troupes- familiae- of gladiators and wild-beast fighters were maintained by the
high-priests of the imperial cult, in order to mount gladiatorial contests which were a
characteristic element of festivals of the cult. 4 At Aphrodisias these were civic festivals
only, since the imperial cult festivals of the province of Asia were not held in a free and
autonomous city; 5 this makes even more remarkable the scale of investment in gladiators
which these inscriptions suggest, but it is a further reminder of the importance of the
imperial cult at Aphrodisias, as witnessed by the major temple complex of the
Sebasteion. 6 The importance and popularity of such entertainments is also reflected in
some of the themes of decorative sculpture, in particular the reliefs copied by Texier (but
not found again) which depict Erotes and dogs hunting lions, leopards, deer; bears, and
oxen- clearly not just the local fauna, but the creatures which were 'hunted' in the
venationes. 7

13 - 15 are all three 'memorials' of a familia of combatants belonging to a highpriest. Documents of this kind were analysed by L. Robert. 8 Earlier commentators had
1
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Hell. m, 112-50, v, 77-99, vn, 126-51, viii, 39-72, 'Une vision de Perpetue' (= OMS v, 791-839). For the most
recent discussions of the western material see G. Ville, 'Gladiateurs dans I'empire chretien ',and La Gladiature
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make?', Historia 35 (1986), 322-43; P. Sabbatini Tumolesi, Gladiatorum paria: Annunci di spettacoli gladiatorii
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abundant photographs published by Robert.
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'New evidence for the imperial cult in Julio-Ciaudian Aphrodisias', ZPE 43 (1981), 317-27; eadem, 'Further
information on imperial cult at Aphrodisias', in Festschrift D.M.Pippidi = StClass 24 (1986), 109-17; R. R. R.
Smith, 'The imperial reliefs from the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias', JRS 77 ( 1987), 88-138; idem, 'Simulacra
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8 Gladiateurs 56-64, with discussion of 14 and (in particular) 15; see also idem, A travers I' Asie Mineure
(Paris, 1980), 250-2.
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13

assumed that all such monuments were funerary; but Robert demonstrated that
intoJlVT]Jla, as in 15, has the sense of 'monument, commemoration', and that their
function was to commemorate the familia of a high-priest, and the munera which he had
given during his term of office. These memorials, therefore, formed the focus for a series
of reliefs commemorating individual gladiators of that familia, such as nos 16 - 37,
which, as it will be seen, form a series of groups. 9 They may also have been accompanied
by reliefs depicting combats and fights, such as 38-41. There is no indication as to where
any of these monuments stood; Robert has suggested that they might sometimes be placed
near the tomb of the high-priest (which would explain some of the surface finds) or
sometimes in or near the place used for combats (thus 25 - 28, found in or near the
Stadium). 15, with its depiction of Nemesis, probably stood in a shrine of Nemesis,
traditionally the goddess associated with gladiators, 10 which might itself have been in or
near the Theatre; a fragmentary dedication to Nemesis has been found inscribed on a
cornice from the Theatre (unpublished).

13. FAMILIA OF TIBERIUS
? First century A.D.

CLAUDIUS PAULINUS

Found in the west Portico ofTiberius in 1974. Now in the Museum (excavation inventory no. 74.292).
Part of a stele broken away above and below (H. 0.30, W. 0.41, D. 0.18). Inscribed on one face within
a plain raised border (panel 0.33 x 0.21); letters 0.02, perhaps first century A.o.; square sigma; there is
a stop after every word, except 1ca.i. There are traces of a decorated panel above.

Plate vm

5

<l>aJllAta~ JlOVOJlaXOOV Kat Ka'taOtKOOV TtBEpiou KA.auoiou IlauA.dvou
cXPXlEpEro~ uou Tt[B]Epiou KA.auoiou

(sic)

[...
(Memorial of) the familia of single-combatants and convicts belonging to Tiberius Claudius
Pauleinus, high-priest, son of Tiberius Claudius [ ...

The wife of the owner of this troupe is honoured in an unpublished inscription
(excavation inventory no. 63.434); the script suggests a date in the first century.
The familia is composed of gladiators- for whom JlOVOJ.Laxot, 'single-combatants',
is the standard Greek term- and convicts: these are persons condemned ad bestias, to
meet their deaths confronting animals in the arena. Much of our information on this form
of execution comes from the accounts of the martyrdoms of Christians so condemned; the
detailed account of the martyrdom of St Perpetua at Carthage in 203 has been vividly
analysed, in all its repellent details, by Robert ('Une vision de Perpetue').

9

A more modest form of monument would be a single inscription listing all the combatants; this is perhaps
the function of an inscription recently published by D. French, 'Two gladiatorial texts from Claudiopolis in
Bithynia', Ep.Anat. 13 (1989), 91-7, no. I, with the introductory sentence 6ftKe JlE JlO'IlVOJ.lclXOt<; tepeu<; 'tOOE
criiJ.la reKouvoo<;, where afjJ.la perhaps has the same force as JlVflJ.la in these examples.
10
See e.g. Ville, 'Giadiateurs dans I' empire chrcWen', 288 and references there.
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FAMILIA OF ZENO HYPSICLES

?Late first/early second century
Copied by Fellows 'on the north side of the city' in 1840 and published by him, no. 20, whence C/G
27 59b, Liermann, Analecta 5, Robert, Gladiateurs no. 157; discussed by Baunack, RM 38 ( 1883 ), 299,
Robert, 'ITuKtEUEtv', RA 30 (1929), 24-41, 28 (= OMS 1, 691-708, 695). A stray find in 1976; now in
the Museum (excavation inventory no. 76.192)
A block with a decoration of three simple acroteria above a recessed panel within a simple
moulding; inscribed on panel, and on lower moulding (1.8). Letters standard first-/second-century
forms, c. 0.02; ligature, HN 1.1.

<l>a1-uA.ia Zftvrov[ o~]
'tOU 'Y 'lfllCAEou~
'tOU ·y'lfl KAEOU~
'tOU qn'>O'n Zftvro-

5

vo~ 'Y'IflKAEou~
apxu:pero~ J..lOVOJ..LUXffiV Kat Ka'ta-

oiKrov Kat 'taUpOKa(8a1t'tOOV ? ..

It is not clear where the last line would have been inscribed.
Of Zeno Hypsicles, son of Hypsicles, son of Hypsicles the natural son of Zeno, high-priest, the
familia of single combatants and convicts and bull-catchers [ ...

The owner of this troupe is perhaps mentioned in one other text (MAMA vnL500,
found again by the current expedition, and now in the Museum); his sister, Ammia
Hypsiclis, occurs in another, put up by her grandson (Reinach 29, not found again). He
was identified by Liermann with a Zeno son of Hypsicles active in the mid first century
(LBW 1611, not found again), but both names are very common atAphrodisias; the text
put up by his sister's grandson should perhaps be dated to the late second century, since
the next generation of his family was apparently active after 212 (MAMA vm.559, with a
similar, unpublished, text). This therefore suggests a date for this inscription in the late
first or early second century.
The familia includes the same elements as that in 13, together with 'bull-catchers',
whose special skill was to pursue the bulls, initially on horseback, and then to mount the
bulls themselves (Robert, Gladiateurs, 318-9).

15.

FAMILIA OF

M. ANTONIUS APELLAS SEVERINUS

Late second/early third century
Copied by W. H. Buckler, and published from his copy by Robert, Gladiateurs, no. 156, with
discussion 56-9, 64; copied by the MAMA expedition 'in the city wall', and published by Cormack,
MAMA vm.507, on which see Robert, Hell. xm, 154-5. Found again by the current expedition; now in
front of the Museum.
A large stele (H. 1.46, W. 0.87, D. 0.28) with a central panel, within simple moulding, topped by
a decorated pediment and acroteria and flanked by scrolls. The panel is supported by two winged
victories, holding palms; between them is a smaller figure, with a wheel, identified by Robert as
Nemesis. Inscribed within the panel; letters 0.03-0.04, clear but irregular; lunate sigmll and epsilon.

Illustrated, MAMA vm, pl. 29
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'Araen Tuxn
imof.LVT)fltl cpafltAia~
Kat Kuvme.crirov M. 'Av'troviou 'ArtEA'J...iJ. LEOUT)pdvou apxtEpero~ inou
M. 'Av'troviou 'Y\j/tKAEou~ apxtEpero~. leaf

To Good Fortune. Memorial of the familia, and of the venationes of M. Antonius Apeilas
Severinus, son of M. Antonius Hypsicles, high-priest.

The owner also appears as agonothete of the Fifth Philemoneian contest, dateable in
or near 196 (below, 81).
L. Robert used this inscription in his discussion of the function of memorial
monuments. As he points out, aya8tl 'tUXU in 1.1 (also found on similar monuments
elsewhere) would be quite inappropriate for a funerary inscription; it is more appropriate
to a memorial. Furthermore, the monument is described as commemorating thefamilia of
the gladiators, and also the wild-beast shows; this therefore confirms that it is a memorial,
not of a group of people as such, but of an event - the munus put on by Severinus.
Kuvmemov, used generally, as here, covers every kind of show involving wild
animals; these came in several categories. There could be combats of animals with one
another (as shown in 40 and 42); animals attacking and killing convicts (40 and 41);
armed men fighting and killing animals (probably 36 and 37, certainly 40a); and men
performing feints and tricks with the animals (as in the case of the bull-catchers in 14)
before killing them (Robert, Gladiateurs, 310-12). See further below, pp. 77-8.

16-37 are a series of simple monuments- a stele in panel or altar form- each with
a relief portraying a gladiator, usually with nothing more than his name in the nominative;
such monuments are very widely found. As Robert pointed out, they are not easily
understood as funerary; he proposed that they represent the reliefs which would be
assembled round a familia inscription, commemorating individual members of that
familia (Gladiateurs, 59-63). This explanation makes sense of our material, where the
monuments appear to form a series of groups, roughly similar in design: thus 19 - 23,
25-28, 29-32, 35-37. Among these, there are some variants. 21 depicts'a gladiator who
is dead, shown, as traditionally, 'in his glory'. It may be, therefore, that this should be seen
as a funerary monument, and separated from the rest. But it so closely resembles the
monuments with which it was found (20 and 22) that I think that it should probably be
associated with them; among the gladiators of this particular familia, at least one has died,
and is so represented.
16- 24 all (except for 22, where any inscription is lost) refer to gladiators in terms
of their 'brigade' ,palus. The term miA.o~ was elucidated by L. Robert, in commenting on
the previous publication of 16 ('lluK't£unv', 40 (= OMS 1, 691); Gladiateurs, 28-31).
From the Latin palus, a stake, which was used of the stake set up in the ground against
which sword-fighters used to practise their feints, it came to mean, first in Latin and then
in Greek, a group of gladiators; Robert suggests that the intermediate sense was probably
that of the ground in which each set of gladiators exercised. 'First' and 'second' pali are
widely attested, but 16 was the first to provide unambiguous evidence for the existence of
a 'third' (as also in 18 and 20) and 'fourth'. The new texts add yet higher numbers. The
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reading 'palus 6' in 23 is absolutely certain. In 24 the surface is broken away, and it is less
certain whether we should read eta, giving us 'pal us 8'. These high numbers suggest that
a very large number of gladiators were employed at Aphrodisias. They also raise a
problem, if we accept Robert 's interpretation that there was a hierarchy of pali ; if this is
correct, the gladiators of palus 6 and perhaps 8 must have been very inferior fighters
indeed. Furthermore, if our interpretation of nos 16-19 is correct, we have several
examples of gladiators from different pali fighting one another; in 16 and 19 the victor
appears to come from a palus with a higher number than that of the vanquished. Some of
these objections may be met by Robert's observation that the lower numbers predominate
in inscriptions, precisely because they indicated excellence; but it seems more likely that
a system which was at first hierarchical came to be used, at least at Aphrodisias, simply
for the purposes of organization, and that the higher numbers lost their inferior reputation.

16, 17 and 18 are in the form of simple altar-shaped stelai. They all use a formula for
which I have found no parallel: one gladiator is named in the nominative, and a second in
the genitive with u1t6, 'by'. In the two of the three where the entire text can be read, the
gladiators belong to different pali. While it is just possible that these are epitaphs set up
by colleagues (as e.g. ILS 5113, 5118), the iconography of the monuments is not funerary,
nor is this formula paralleled in such a sense; the monuments are in all other respects
similar to the 'memorials' which follow. In the language of gladiatorial combats, the
sense of u1t6 is most easily taken as ' (defeated) by'. If this interpretation is correct, these
texts are a variant on the inscriptions which list pairs of gladiators (e.g. Robert,
Gladiateurs nos 52, 178, 180, 257), or the reliefs which depict them (ibid., nos 46, 150,
184, 209). With them should probably be associated 19, which has a different layout, but
presents a similar problem; it is inscribed with the name of a man belonging to palus 1, but
the gladiator in the relief has the number 3 on his shield. The bottom of that relief is lost;
it perhaps bore the legend 'by so-and-so, of palus 3 '. It seems reasonable to assume that
the reliefs show the victors, rather than the vanquished.
16. Found outside the south-east gate in 1904 by Gaudin's expedition, and published from a squeeze
by Reinach, no. 190, whence Robert, 'TitHC'tEUElv', 40 (=()MS I, 707), Gladiateurs no. 162. Found by
the current expedition in 1976, in the same area, but below ground level. Now in the dighouse garden;
excavation inventory no. 76.85.
An altar-stele, with very "simple moulding above and below on three sides (H. 0.84, W. 0.395, D.
0.32). Letters standard forms: 1.1 0.015--0.02; 1.2, 0.02; HN in ligature. Inscribed on the upper
moulding (1.1) and at the top of the face (1.2). There is no trace of carving on the face, which probably
carried a painted image.
noollveJ.Lo~ 1t(xA.ou r'

u1t[o]

'EpJ.Lii ·vac 1t(lAOU o'
Podenemus of brigade 3 by Hermas of brigade 4

The name is a conjecture by Reinach, and not certain.

17.

Found in 1978 in the Turkish cemetery north east of the village; now in the Museum garden.
An altar-stele, with moulding above and below on three sides, badly worn (H. 0.71, W. 0.37, D.
0.42). Letters standard forms, 0.02. Inscribed on the face above relief of a heavily armed gladiator with
shield, advancing right.

Plate vm
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1tai\.OU
u1to I1ap8a'A&
mi'Aou a'
N(

vuVHOV

pA'

Unio of brigade 2 by Pardalas of brigade 1.

For the name Unio, see Robert, Gladiateurs, 232 and 301, with OMS IV, 175. For
Pardalas as the name of a mime see 1.1.ii, and of a gladiator, Gladiateurs no. 269, and 300.

18.

Stray find; now in the Museum garden.
An altar-stele with very simple moulding above and below on three sides (H. 0.83, W. 0.42, D.
0.395). The upper right corner is broken, and the entire face has been pitted to take plaster. Letters 0.02.
Inscribed on the upper moulding (ll.l-2) and on the face (1.3) above the very damaged relief of a
gladiator, facing right.

Plate vm
NapKtcrcro~

[? 1ta'Aou ?]

u1to Xpucro[ ..... 1ta]A.ou head· y'
Narcissus [? of brigade so-and-so] by Chryso[-] of brigade 3.

For the name Narcissus see Robert, Gladiateurs, 79 nos 12 and 301, Sabbatini, Roma
no.111; there are several possible resolutions of Chryso-.

19-23 are panel-stelae, with a simple flat moulding surrounding a recessed panel,
in which is a figure in relief; 24 is a panel-stele, but without a raised edge.
19. Found in 1972, in the topsoil of the Tetrastoon; now in the Museum (excavation inventory no.
72.140).
Upper part of a panel-stele (H. 0.45, W. 0.46, D. 0.16) broken below and chipped on all edges.
Inscribed on the upper moulding, which is broken; letters standard forms, 0.02. The relief, which is
broken at the waist, is of a facing figure, with his head turned slightly to his right. He wears a highly
decorated cuirass, with a rose and other designs on it in relief, and a decorated belt. On his left arm he
holds a long shield with a decorated rim and the letter r in the top right corner. His right arm has an arm
guard on the upper arm, which is all that survives. In the field on either side of the head are two wreaths,
each decorated with a ribbon.
Plate vn
[ ..... -]evt~ stop 1ta(A.ou) a'
[..... ]enis of brigade 1.

The figure on the shield of the gladiator in the relief makes it clear that he belonged
to the third brigade. See commentary above, p. 65.

20, 21, and 22 were found during roadworks near Kara~asu in 1968; 23 was found near Kara~asu in
1983. 20, 21, and 22 are now in the Museum garden, 23 is in the Museum.

20.

Stele (H. 0.895, W. 0.50, D. 0.24), inscribed on upper moulding. Letters standard forms, 0.03.
The relief is of a gladiator advancing to his left. He wears body armour, which stretches down to his
wrists, leg-guards, and a helmet with a crest; on his left arm he has a long shield, and in his right hand
a short sword.
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VII

EU1tAOU~ 1t<XAOU y'

Euplous of brigade 3.

Euplous, although not specifically attested of gladiators, is a very common name.

21.

A panel-stele (H. 0.88, W. 0.64, D. 0.21) inscribed on upper (1.1) and lower (1.2) mouldings;
letters standard forms, 0.03. The relief is of a nude facing figure, who still wears arm-protectors on his
right upper arm, and shin-guards. He holds a palm with his right arm, which is partly lost; his left arm
is stretched out horizontally, and the hand rests on a helmet placed on what is either a smooth column
or a tall shield. Below are two small figures: that on the man's right has shin-guards and a long shield,
and looks up at him; that on his left is winged and naked, and holds his right arm down, and left arm
raised, while regarding the central figure.

Plate

VII

[?

E]Um8avo~ miA.ou a'

[ . . . ]qnA.u~ vac.
Eupithanus of brigade 1; [ ? ]philus.

For the nominative, cf. Robert, Gladiateurs nos 253,291,300. The word below, with
c. three letters missing, could also be read as[ ... ]rilus. It is probably a name, perhaps that
of the person responsible for putting up the monument, who might be a colleague, as e.g.

ILS 5113, 5118; but it could be a further term describing Eupithanus.
Eupithanus is shown in the pose described as 'the gladiator in his glory' by Robert,
which is typical of posthumous monuments, such as the epitaph below (43, where see
references); but I have argued above (pp. 64-5) that this monument should be seen as a
'memorial' rather than a simple epitaph.

22. A panel-stele, broken away above (H. 0.55, W. 0.595, D. 0.21), with a simple moulding. On the
central panel the relief figure of a gladiator advancing to his left survives up to the shoulders. He has
a long shield on his left arm and a short sword (broken away) in his right hand; he seems to be wearing
leg-guards.
23.

Stele, broken below (H. 0.705, W. 0.575, D. 0.17), inscribed on upper moulding. Letters
standard forms, 0.03-0.035. The relief is of a gladiator (a retiarius) with very light armour, and bare
legs, carrying a short sword in his right hand and advancing right; behind him lies a long implement,
perhaps a trident.

Plate

VII

KaA.av8irov 1t<iA.ou (
Calandio of brigade 6.

For the name Calandio of a gladiator, see Sabbatini, Roma no. 114.ii, with pl. xxi; for
the number of his palus see above, pp. 64-5.
24. Stray find in 1968; now in the Museum (excavation inventory no. 68.721).
The right side and lower edge of a panel-stele without raised moulding (H. 0.44, W. 0.325, D. 0.165)
inscribed on the lower edge; letters standard forms, but simple, and irregular in height, 0.02-0.028. A
within IT as abbreviation. The relief shows the lower part, from the chest downwards, of a gladiator (a
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retiarius) wearing body armour, with bare legs, advancing to his left; he holds a short sword in his right
hand and the staff of a trident(whose head is lost) in his left.

Plate vm
[ ..... ] <P£po1tE~ 1t<i(/..ou) 1)'
[ ..... ] Pheropes of brigade 8 (?).

The number might possibly be a gamma, but is far more easily read as eta. See above,
p. 65.
Although there is room for a longer name, this is probably a version of the attested
<P£pmv (Robert, Gladiateurs, 300; see also Bul/Ep 1966.256, from A. Balkanska,
Archeologia 7 (1965), 32-5).

25-37 are all in the form of small altar-stelae, with the image of a gladiator in relief,
and, normally, a name, but no mention of the palus.
25, 26, and 27 were seen in 1892, to the north of the north wall of the Stadium, and copied by Reichel;
mentioned by Kubitschek and.Reichel, no.2, whence Robert, Gladiateurs, nos 158, 159, and 160;
published from Reichel's notes by Robert, Hell. v, 93-5. With these should probably be associated 28,
seen by Gaudin in 1904, 'in the Stadium'. 25 and 26 have been found again by the current expedition
(no provenance) and are now in the Museum garden; 27 and 28 have not been found.

25. An altar-stele, with simple moulding above on three sides, and below on face only (H. 0.85, W.
0.36, D. 0.40). Letters standard forms, c. 0.03. Inscribed on the upper moulding; on the face Is a relief
(damaged) of a retiarius; he has body armour and ?a helmet; he holds the trident in both hands, across
his body, facing left.
Plate

IX

Xanthus.

For this name used by a gladiator, Robert, Gladiateurs, 299, cites ILS 5133.

26.

An altar-stele, with simple moulding above on three sides, and below on face (H. 0.88, W. 0.36,
D. 0.34). Letters standard forms, c. 0.025. Inscribed on the face, above a relief (damaged) of a gladiator
advancing to his left. He has body armour, boots, and a helmet with a crest, and holds a long shield in
front of him; his sword arm is lost.

Plate

IX

Patroclus.

For an Achilles, see Robert, Gladiateurs, 300, Sabbatini, Roma 108. For another
Homeric name, see 27.

27.

An altar-stele, with moulding above and below (H. 0.88, W. 0.43, D. 0.38); inscribed on the
upper moulding, which is broken; lunate sigma and ?epsilon. The relief is of a heavily armed gladiator,
with a short sword in his right hand, a long shield in the left, and a crested helmet, advancing to the
right.

Facsimile drawing, from Reichel's notebook, Robert, Hell. v, 95

[ ... ]<;JTHC
[?Ther]sites.
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Reichel 's copy showed the first letter as a lunate epsilon; Robert conjectured
Thersites.
28. Found 'in the stadium' by Gaudin, but not published; cited from Gaudin's notebooks by K. T.
Erim, 'De Aphrodisiade', AJA 71 (1967), 243, whence BullEp 1968.507. 'An altar with a figure of a
gladiator'.
Ka.icrnA.A.o~

Caestillus.

For the name, from the Latin, see BulFEp 1968.507, and two gladiator reliefs from
Smyma (published most recently as I.Smyrna 419 and 843).
29, 30, and 31 were all found during excavation of a central stretch of the southern city wall in 1975
and 1976; all are now in the Museum garden (excavation inventory nos 75.90, 75.280, 76.20). With
these should probably be associated 32 (where see commentary).
29. An altar-stele with moulding above and below on three sides (H. 0.89, W. 0.41, D. 0.385).
Inscribed on face; letters 0.03, lunate sigma. The relief is of a retiarius, inclined to his left. His right
arm is bent and his hand rests on his right hip, with the net hanging over it. In his left hand he holds
upright his trident, with two prongs, and a small square object resting on it.
Plate IX

Fortis.

The representation of the net is unusual (Gladiateurs, 67), but not unknown (ibid.,
101 no.40). Again, the name is drawn from Latin, and provides a simple physical attribute.
30.

An altar-stele with moulding above and below on three sides (H. 0.90, W. 0.40, D. 0.38).
Inscribed on face; letters irregular, 0.03, lunate sigma. The relief is of a gladiator advancing to his left.
He wears body armour and a helmet which covers his face. On his left arm he holds a long shield in
front of his body; in his right hand he holds a short sword.

Plate IX
'AvtlCll'tO~

An'icetus.

For this name used by a gladiator see Sabbatini, Roma no.59; the sense of
'unbeatable' is obviously appropriate.

-------31. An altar-stele, with ·moulding above and below on three sides (H. 0.90. W. 0.40, D. 0.38).
Inscribed on the face; letters standard forms, 0.03. The relief is of a gladiator, a retiarius, wearing only
a loin-guard, and a strap over his left shoulder, advancing to his left; he has a bare head and hair down
to his shoulders. In his left hand he holds a tall ?trident, whose head is lost; in his right hand he holds
a short sword.
'Plate x
:l:Ktp'to~ leaf

Scirtus.
F
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For the name see Gladiateurs, 300, 104, no.44; R. Vulpe, Apulum 5 (1965), 51-66,
with Bul!Ep 1968.361; D. French, 'Two gladiatorial texts', no.l. The sense of 'nimble' is
particularly appropriate to a retiarius.

32.

Copied by G. Doublet and G. Deschamps in 1887, and published by them, BCH (1890), 613,
no.l2. Copied by Reichel in 1892 'im Felde vor der Siidmauer' and cited by Kubitschek and Reichel,
no.2, whence Robert, Gladiateurs no.l61; published from Reichel's notebook by Robert, Hell. v, 935, no.161. Not found again.
An altar-stele with moulding above and below (H. 0.84, W. 0.37, D. 0.28). Inscribed on the face;
letters standard forms. The relief is of a heavily armed gladiator, with short sword in right hand, long
shield in left, and a helmet which obscures his face, advancing right.

Facsimile drawing, Robert, Hell. v, 97
Ma.pya.petTJ~

Margaretes.

Robert assumed that this altar-stele was found with the others seen by Reichel- 25,
26, and 27, all of which were found near the Stadium. But the location given by Reichel
suggests that it was seen south of the southern city wall, and should probably therefore be
associated with 29, 30, and 31, all found reused in that part of the city wall.
For the name, 'Pearl', see Sabbatini, Roma no. 54, and D. French, 'Two gladiatorial
texts', no.l.

33. A stray find, now in the Museum garden.
An altar-stele (H. 0.79, W. 0.43, D. 0.41) with moulding above and below on three sides; the upper
moulding, which may have been inscribed, is worn away. On the face a gladiator, of the Thracian type,
advancing to his left. He wears a helmet, and has a round shield on his left arm and a ?sword in his right
hand. He is dressed in a belted tunic, and has ?boots.

Plate x

34:

A stray find, now in the Museum garden.
An altar-stele (H. 0.87, W. 0.305, D. 0.25) with moulding above and below on the front face only.
The moulding is broken away, as is the figure in relief on the face; but enough can be made out to
determine that this is of a gladiator, ?with a long shield, advancing to his left.

35, 36, and 37 were found grouped together at the edge of a field between the west stretch of the city
walls and the Hadrianic Baths. All are now in the Museum garden.

35.

An altar-stele with moulding above and below on three sides (H. 0.865, W. 0.43, D. 0.37).
Inscribed on the face; letters standard forms, 0.02. The relief, worn, is of a gladiator with a long shield,
advancing to his left; his right arm is bent, but whatever it held is lost. On the face in front of the figure
is the outline of ?a palm branch.

Plate x

[1:eK]ouv3o~
Secundus.

For the name see Robert, Gladiateurs no.85.
36 and 37 are both apparently of bestiarii, not gladiators.
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36.

An altarcstele with moulding above and below on three sides (H. 0.81, W. 0.43, D. 0:355).
Inscribed on the face; letters standard forms, 0.02. The relief, very worn, is of a man facing towards his
left, from where a beast - ?a bear- is springing up at l)im.
M£vavopo[~]

Menander.

This is one of the commonest names at Aphrodisias.

37.

An altar-stele with moulding above and below on three sides (H. 0.80, W. 0.37, D. 0.37).
Inscribed on the face; letters standard forms, 0.025. The relief, which is largely lost, is of a man
standing, facing to his right; one arm can be made out, held behind his back. He confronts a creature,
which is jumping up at him. Above the man's head is a triangular area in relief, from which all features
have been lost; probably a net.
-

Plate x

-]IIHL
-]pes.

Perhaps E1mp£]7tTJ~, a name attested of gladiators (Gladiateurs nos 107, 291, and
_;
p. 301).

38, 39, 40, and 41 are all fragments from panels, illustrating gladiatorial combats or
wild-beast fights; they may have decorated buildings- the Stadium or the Theatre- in
which such activities took place, or have accompanied .'memorials' such as those
discussed above, 13 - 15 (so Robert, Gladiateurs, 58-9). Such panels are frequently
found, as far afield as Rome ( Sabbatini, Roma, 101, pl. xxi; 110, pl. xxiv; 112, pl. xxii),
or as near as Nysa (Robert, 'Une vision de Perpetue', 252, = OMS v, 815).
38.

A stray find, now in the Museum.
A panel, with a simple moulding at the edge, which survives above, below, and to the right. On
the face, in relief, two heavily armed and helmeted gladiators confront one another. The figure on the
left has a long shield on his left arm, and is extending his right arm, with a short sword, threatening his
opponent;_ the other has a casque over his face, and something hanging down to the ground from his left
hand. His right arm is extended to grip the shoulder of his opponent.

Plate XI

39.

Excavated in the Water Channel area, at foundation level, in 1984; now in the Museum
(excavation inventory no. 84.9).
A fragment (H. 0.26, W. 0.38, D. 0.13) with part of the left edge surviving, from a panel with a
simple raised edge. In relief, two figures of gladiators confront one another. That on the right has a long
shield, and leg-guards; that on the right has a casque and body armour, and is holding a short sword in
his right hand (his left is lost).

Plate XI

40.

Stray finds, now in the Museum (museum inventory no. 82/2/1183).
Two fragments from a panel (0.10 deep) decorated with crude relief sculpture within a series of
rectangular areas enclosed within a simple flat moulding. These two both come from the upper edge
of the stone; traces survive below of a second register of decoration.
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a.

(H. 0.49, W. 0.50) has a border surviving above and below, but both sides are lost. In the upper
tier are running animals- ?an ox pursued by a dog or wolf. Below, a man with a spear fights off a bear;
to his left, a humped animal (probably another bear) springs away, and below it a creature bends its
head to the ground.

b. (H. 0.48, W. 0.56) has border surviving above, below and to the right. In the top right corner an
ox flees. Below it, to the left a man (largely lost) confronts ?a bear, which is ?pursued by two running
dogs. Below, in the lower right corner a ?boar is seated, facing two reclining creatures. That to the left
is lost; in the centre a creature whose head is elongated like that of a bear holds in an uplifted hand a
rope which appears to be fastened to its neck, and to that of the creature behind. In fact the parallels all
suggest that this figure must be human, illustrating a person condemned ad bestias; they are several
times shown on such reliefs with a rope attached at the neck (so Robert, Gladiateurs, 320 and, more
fully, Hell. VII, 141-7).
Plate xi
While other, similar, panels are found elsewhere, the most closely similar is one of
a series found at Kibyra (Robert, Hell. VII, 57 and pl.xx.).
41.

A stray find from near the Hadrianic Baths in 1967; now in the Museum (excavation inventory
no. 67.7).
Fragment of relief panel (H. 0;35, W. 0.34, D. 0.22) with bottom edge surviving. To the right, a
man (broken away from shoulders upwards) is kneeling, supported by his left hand; he is naked except
for a loin-guard, and perhaps a strap on his upper chest. With his right hand he is pulling at the harness
worn by a creature - either a bear or a very heavy dog - which is \liting his right thigh.

Plate XI
The man depicted here is definitely a person condemned ad bestias; see Robert
(above, on 40) and compare in particular a relief from Hierapolis (T. Ritti, Hierapolis:
Fonti letterarie ed epigrafiche (Rome, 1985), 102 no.10).
42.

On Column 67, from the east, of the northern colonnade of the Portico of Tiberius.
A lightly cut graffito of a bull fighting a lion.

43 and 44 are both private epitaphs.
43.

Found in the Theatre Baths in 1974; now in the Museum (excavation inventory no. 74.227).
A small stele (H. 0.42, W. 0.35, D. 0.16) with a triangular pediment above, broken away, and a
recessed central panel. Inscribed in the central panel, below the relief; letters irregular, with lunate
epsilon, sigma, omega, and cursive alpha. The relief is of a facing figure with a loin guard and greaves.
In his right hand he holds a palm, and the left rests on a shield, which has a helmet above it.

Plate XII

Tpa<ptJlll Eipllv{[q>]vt £crcre8a.piq> ~[vei]
[a.<;] ~~f?~~ [ ? vac. ]
Trophime (put up this monument) to ?Eirenion, essedarius, in memory.

This is clearly an epitaph, in the form described by Robert as 'the gladiator in his
glory' ( Gladiateurs, 47-9); the gladiator is presented holding a palm, with his helmet and
shield beside him, as in very similar reliefs illustrated by Robert (Gladiateurs, 301, pl. xx;
119, pl. xxiii).
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Trophime, who put up this epitaph, was presumably the wife of the man
commemorated (for many other examples of such epitaphs see Gladiateurs, 43--4, with
another Trophime, 227 no. 292). The essedarius. fought from a chariot (Lafaye,
'Gladiator', 1588, no.8).

44.

A stray find in 1989; now in the Museum garden.
A panel (H. 0.46, W. 0.34, D. 0.13) with worn edges; only the right side survives intact. A groove has
been cut in the back. Letters lunate, irregular, but carefully cut, probably fifth/sixth century; av. 0.03.

Plate xn
cross 'Ev9aoe Ka.'tcXKl'te 'Em<pcXVl~ 'tO.UpOO'tpO<pO~ cross
Here lies Epiphani(o)s, bull-rearer.

The funerary formula here is a standard one, particularly in the late Roman period
(see ALA p.213), and the form Epiphanis for the name Epiphanios is again typical ofthis
period (cf. e.g. ALA 98). The man's occupation, however, is a hitherto unattested word,
'ta.upro'tpo<po<;, which can only mean 'breeder or rearer of bulls'. This cannot mean simply
a cattle farmer; cattle are described by the word ~ou~, giving ~ou'tpo<po~ or ~ouKoA.o~. The
unusual term makes it clear that this man was raising bulls in particular; and if so, the inost
obvious reason for doing so would be to provide the bulls which were extensively used for
bull fights and bull chases (Robert, Gladiateurs, 315-9). A similar term, 9-npw'tpo<po<;, is
attested in the Roman period for a man responsible for the beasts for a venatio
(Gladiateurs, 320) and is also found in the late fifth century: Mentzou, .EvJ1f3oA,a{, 148,
cites the life of St Auxentius, in Bithynia, who was approached for help by the wives of
both a charioteer (PG 114, 1401a) and a 9-npw'tpo<po~ (ibid., 1432a). One specific term,
apKO'tpo<po~. 'bear-rearer'' is first attested in the sixth century, when Procopius uses it,
with some disdain, to describe Acacius, the father of the future empress Theodora:
'AKa Kw~ ~v n~ ev Bul;a.v'tlcp 9-npwKojlo~ 'trov ev KVVTI'Yecricp 9-npirov jlOtpa.~ Ilpa.crivrov,
OV1tep apKO'tpo<pov Ka.AOU<JlV (HA IX.2; for the spelling see Cameron, Circus Factions,
194, n.2). Bears were very frequently used in wild-beast fights, as is clear from the
consular diptychs; see below, p. 78; see also Robert, 'Une vision de Perpetue', 246-8 (=
OMS v, 809-11). This evidence therefore confirms what we would in any case assume,
that venationes continued at Aphrodisias well into the late Roman period. Epiphanios
does not describe himself as associated with the Blues or the Greens, but it is not
necessarily safe to argue from this that no such association existed.

THE ORGANIZATION

Both the quantity ofthese monuments and the large numbers ofbrigades,pa/i, which
are attested (see above, on 16- 24) suggest that very considerable numbers of gladiators
were maintained atAphrodisias in the imperial period. A high-priest might simply pass on
the familia which he had deployed to his successor in office; this arrangement at
Pergamum is described by Galen, but it will only have made sense at a city where
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gladiatorial shows were relatively frequent." For perhaps only one show in a year it
would presumably have been cheaper to obtain gladiators for the occasion. We know that
familiae of gladiators would be built up by speculators, lanistae, as a business venture, to
be hired out to those wishing to put on spectacles. 12
This is not to say, however, that all gladiators were slaves; we know that they
included considerable numbers of free men, 13 who could build up a reputation, and record
their victories, as_ in the case of the gladiator who listed a victory at Aphrodisias (above,
p. 61). At Ancyra the epitaph of a successful retired gladiator (summa rudis) listed his
achievements, including a list of the cities who had granted him citizenship, in a manner
very similar to that of the victors in other forms of contest (cf. below, 91.i.46-54). 14 It was
often a retired gladiator who would set up as a lanista. It is not surprising to find that
gladiators, like other performers, formed associations; 15 the gladiator at Ancyra belonged
to a 'collegium in Rome of retired gladiators'. An inscription from Beroia lists a group of
gladiators who buried a colleague- the typical responsibility of an association. 16 In this,
as in other ways, gladiators resembled other performers. 17 They were spoken of in the
same breath, and with much of the same terminology, as heavy athletes such as boxers or
wrestlers. 18
The wild-beast fighters, venatores, were even more likely to be free men- some
even of good family- and to form associations. One group at Mylasa honoured their
patron -7tpocr'tcX'tTJ<;. 19 But the most detailed information about such groupings comes
from North Africa. Over the last twenty years, A. Beschaouch has published an important
series of articles presenting the evidence for associations, sodalites, in Roman Africa. In
1966 he published an astonishingly informative mosaic, dated to 240-50, from Smirata site whose Roman name is not known. 20 This illustrates a venatio, showing four
venatores (who are named) fighting four leopards (also named). The show was presented
by a certain Magerius, whose particular generosity consisted in paying for the leopards
killed in the spectacle. The mosaic records a dialogue which took place on this occasion.
A herald addresses a request for payment to the crowd, and they then use acclamations
first to ask Magerius to pay, and then to praise him for having done so. The request is on
behalf of a group called the Telegenii, and they are to receive the payment; it is clear that
the venatores themselves are members of the Telegenii.
The Telegenii are also known from several other sites in Africa. 21 They were
members of an association, denoted (as is standard for such groups) by their name, and/
or by a number (3), and/or by a symbol (a pitchfork); the association was apparently under
the protection of Dionysus. They were - or included - venatores, and also took
11

Robert, Gladiateurs, 284--5, Ville, Gladiature, 301-2.
Robert, Gladiateurs, 285, Ville, Gladiature, 270-2.
13
Robert, Gladiateurs, 287-93, Ville, Gladiature, 246-55.
14
Robert, Gladiateurs, 263 and no. 90.
15
Sabbatini, Roma nos 45-7; Robert, Gladiateurs no.90; J.-P. Waltzing, Etude historique sur les corporations
professionelles chez les romains (Louvain, 1895-1900) 11, 133f.
16
V. Allamani-Sourin, Ametos: Studies for M. Andronicos (Thessaloniki, 1987), 36-7 whence BullEp
1988.834, SEG XXXVI.595.
17
Robert, Gladiateurs, 263.
18
Robert, Gladiateurs, 250-3.
19
Robert, Gladiateurs no 175; cf. Ville, Gladiature, 255.
20
'La mosalque de chasse a l'amphiteatre decouverte a Smirat en Tunisie', CRA/1966, 134--57, 134--50; see
also K. M. D. Dunbabin, Mosaics of Roman North Africa (Oxford, 1978), 67-9.
21
'La mosa"ique de chasse', 150-7.
12
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responsibility for putting on venationes, apparently as entrepreneurs, providing beasts as
well as fighters. Beschaouch has published evidence for several other such associations
from other sites in North Africa. 22 Some seem to have been local groups, but some are
found all over the region; and their symbols have even been found in Sicily, in the mosaics
of the Constantinian villa at Piazza Armerina. 23 The evidence is from the inscriptions of
members- chiefly funerary; from mosaics, where they are sometimes referred to just by
their symbols; and from small jars with their emblems. These jars frequently depict scenes
from venationes, sometimes also with an acclamatory inscription: thus Telegenii nika, 24

Perexi nika. 25
This evidence suggests that, by the mid-third century, there were associations of

venatores who called themselves sodalicii and took on the organization of munera,
apparently by contracting out their services to people who wished to put on a show. In this
way, they seem to have been similar to the circus factions of the same period, which were
apparently run by the charioteers themselves, and contracted out their services (above,
p. 49). Like other professional associations, the sodalitates also seem to have taken
responsibility for the burial of members, 26 and to have owned property. 27 It is even
possible that they were involved in building activities; the amphitheatre at Tebessa has a
series of inscriptions with four names- otherwise unknown- in the nominative plural,
apparently describing four groups who had been responsible for building work on the
amphitheatre. 28 What is not certain is whether every member of such an association was
actively involved in putting on venationes, or whether they had a wider membership. The
existence of the little jars described above does strongly suggest that they had supporters,
since this kind of item is best understood as a supporter's memento. This is also suggested
simply by the large number of attestations. It certainly appears that a supporter of the
Telegenii could join the association himself, and so 'become' a Telegenius, which is of
considerable interest in view of later, Byzantine, developments.
Apart from this last point, all of the evidence shows considerable parallels with the
evidence for the organization of other performers (considered in Chapter rv), which is
quite unsurprising. Gladiatorial shows might be put on as special shows, JlOVO!.Hixrov
8EaJ.HX'ta as Plutarch calls them,29 but they were soon appended to Greek festivals, 30 and
came to be associated with athletic contests, 31 or theatrical displays, as at Hispellum in the
fourth century: there 'a priest of the Constantinian house was praised as 'provider of a
lavish gladiatorial show, but also of the particular delight of the theatre', 'abundantissimi
muneris, sed et pracipuae laetitiae theatralis editori'. 32 There was sometimes a brutal
22
'La mosalque de chasse', 157; 'Nouvelles recherches sur les sodalites de I' Afrique romaine', CRA/1977,
486-503; 'Une sodalite africaine meconnue: les Perexii', CRAI1979, 410-20; 'Nouvelles observations sur les
sodalites africaines', CRA/1985, 469-74; see also Dunbabin, MRNA, 78-84.
23
See Carandini, Ricci, de Vos, Filosofiana, 136-8; C. Ampolo; A. Carandini, G. Pucci, P. Pensabene, MEFRA
83 (1971), 250-1.
24
Beschaouch, 'La mosalque de chasse', 150-1.
25 Beschaouch, 'Une sodalite africaine', 410-18; on this kind of pottery see also Salomonson in BABesch 44
(1969), 95, pL 133.
26
Beschaouch, 'Nouvelles recherches', 496-8.
27
Beschaouch, 'Nouvelles recherches', 499-500.
28 R. Lequement, BAA 2 (1965-6), 117, cf. 122 and fig. 6: the groups are Honoratianii, Victorinianii, Venerii,
and Ambibulianii, followed in each case by fecerunt. But none of these are attested as sodalitates.
29
Plutarch, Praecepta, 802d, cited by Robert, Gladiateurs, 245.
30
Ville, Gladiature, 214-5.
31
See Dunbabin, MRNA, 74.
32
Gregori, Regiones ltaliae VI-XI, no. 21; for the celebrations at Hispellum see further below, and n.45.
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overlap between theatrical presentations and wild-beast shows, when condemned
prisoners were used to illustrate the sufferings of mythological characters. 33 Venationes
might be presented between chariot races; 34 both kinds of sho;might be included in a
wider mixed programme. 35
Christians were urged to avoid attending gladiatorial combats, together with other
public entertainments. 36 Like other displays, they were demonically inspired; they were
also seen as an extreme example of extravagance. 37 It is clear that extravagant expenditure
was in fact a central part of the ideology of such munera. In the Roman period, they are
listed as examples of the proper extravagance ofbenefactors; 38 and the idea continues into
the late empire. 39 Thus, in the mosaic at Smirat, in honour of the munerarius Magerius, his
generosity, llEY<XAO'JfUXta, is indicated by the image of a servant holding a tray with four
sacks of money, each marked as containing 1,000 denarii. 40 Similar suggestions of
generosity are to be found on the consular diptychs, where scenes of venationes include
representations of sacks of money. 41 Beschaouch also refers to the hunting mosaic found
at Antioch, where, in a mosaic dated to the middle of the fifth century, a central medallion
depicting a personification of MEyaAO'Jfuxia is surrounded by hunting scenes. 42
MeyaAo'Jfuxia, magnanimitas, was a virtue of great men from the time of Aristotle, which
came increasingly to be expressed by muni.ficentia -lavish expenditure; 43 thus, the figure
of Megalopsychia holds coins in the fold of her mantle. In the consular diptychs of the
later empire images of venationes alternate with images representing plenty and largesse.

THE LATER EMPIRE

Gladiatorial shows were forbidden by Constantine, in a law of 325, but without any
immediate effect. 44 In the 330s Constantine himself gave permission for a regular munus,
including both theatrical performances and gladiatorial combats, to be given at Hispellum
in Umbria, as part of the cult of the imperial house, 45 and there is considerable evidence
for their continuation at Rome into the fifth century; 46 the latest evidence is probably a
contomiate, showing gladiators, of the reign of Valentinian III. 47 In the provinces,
however, by the mid-fifth century the Christian writers were criticizing other spectacles,

33
SeeK. M. Coleman, 'Fatal charades: Roman executions staged as mythological enactments' ,JRS 80 ( 1990),
44-73.
34
As at Oxyrhynchus in the sixth century: see P.Oxy. 2707, discussed above, Chapter IV, p. 58.
35 Ville, Gladiature, 175-6.
36
Ville, 'Gladiateurs dans !'empire chn!tien', 291-2, 294-5.
37 Ville, 'Gladiateurs dans !'empire chretien', 293, Robert, Gladiateurs, 245 ff.
38
Robert, Gladiateurs, 257-8.
39
Ville, 'Gladiateurs dans !'empire chretien', 308-9.
40
On these sacks see also CRA/1985, 454-8.
41 e.g. Delbriick, Consulardiptychen, 10 (Areobindus, A.D. 506).
42
D. Levi, Antioch Mosaic Pavements (Princeton, 1947), 1, 326-45, esp. 337 ff.;· the text is also published as
IGLS 3 (1953), 998a.
43
Levi, Mosaic Pavements, 343.
44
Eusebius, Vit. Const. Jv.25; CTh. xv.12.1 with Ville, 'Gladiateurs dans !'empire chretien', 314-16.
45
'Spectaculum tarn scenicorum ludorum quam gladiatoris muneris', CIL XI.5265, (whence ILS 705, Gregori,
Regiones Italiae VI-XI, no.19) with Ville, 'Gladiateurs dans !'empire chretien', 297; see above, and n.32.
46
Ville, 'Gladiateurs dans !'empire chretien', 317-8.
47
A. Alfi:ildi, Die Kontorniat-Medaillons (Berlin, 1976), 204, with Ville, 'Gladiateurs dans I' empire chretien',
331.
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including venationes, without mentioning gladiators; there gladiatorial shows seem to
have become less and less frequent, and are not mentioned after the reign of Arcadius in
the East. 48 This suggests that Ville is right to see the chief reason for the disappearance of
gladiatorial combats as being the expense. 49 He also points out that such combats will
have become extremely rare, and this must be a very important point; there was no longer
an attractive career open to gladiators, if they could not proceed from city to city
throughout the year, selling their skills. In this way, again, the development of gladiatorial
combats will have mirrored that of other kinds of entertainment.
While gladiatorial combats diminished, venationes continued to be held; in the view
of Malalas, they had been introduced as a more humane replacement for gladiatorial
combats (under Nerva). 50 They continued to be a characteristic feature of the festivals
celebrated by the provincial councils in honour of the emperors. Thus Libanius frequently
refers to the venationes given by various Syriarchs- that is, presidents of the provincial
assembly of Syria.s' That evidence suggests that there was a venatio every year, at the
provincial festival, but that some were more lavish than others; on the other hand, there
is only one mention of gladiators, in Libanius' description of his youthful career, in about
330. 52 As Liebeschuetz points out, the survival of venationes is a reflection of the
continued, and even enhanced, importance of provincial assemblies in the later empire. 53
It is clear from the correspondence of Libanius, as also from the letters of Symmachus,
that, at least in the later fourth century, the practical problems of obtaining wild beasts and
venatores for the venationes were considerable, as was the expense. It looks as if these
arrangements may have been reorganized during the fifth century, when the other
reorganizations of performers took place. The.description of Theodora's father as bearrearer of the Green faction (above, on 44) makes it clear that responsibility for the
presentation of venationes now fell to the factions; it is therefore probable that some kind
of competitive element had also been introduced.
Theophanes states that Anastasius 'removed the chrysargyron (the hated tax
abolished in 498) and the venationes' .54 According to Priscian, in his panegyric of c. 503,
Anastasius forbade ludos nefandos, in which human beings were destroyed by beasts. 55
Procopius of Gaza, shortly after 501, describes Anastasius as having stopped certain
spectacles in which 'in the full view of the people unfortunate men were delivered up to
wild-beasts', &v8pe~ yap Bua-ruxd~ £v llEacp B~!lql1ta.pe8{8ov-ro 'tOt~ Gt,piot~. 56 Joshua
the Sty lite, writing at Edessa, places in August 499 'an edict from the emperor Anastasius
that the fights of wild beasts in the amphitheatre (Kuv~ytov) should be suppressed in all
the cities of the Greek empire'. 57
On the other hand, as Chastagnol observed, it is quite clear that venationes did
continue. 58 The most striking evidence is that provided by the consular diptychs. On those
48

Ville, 'Gladiateurs dans I' empire chretien', 319.
'Giadiateurs dans I' empire chretien', 332-3.
50
Malalas 268.
51 See Liebeschuetz, 'Syriarchy'.
52 Liebeschuetz, 'Syriarchy', 116-7, 124; Libanius, Or.I.5.
53
Liebeschuetz, 'Syriarchy', 126.
54
Theophanes 143.17; so Theodore Lector, PG 86.209.
55 Priscian, Pan. 223-7.
56 xv (ed. Chauvot, p. 17, 21-8).
57 Josh. Sty!. 23.
58 A. Chastagnol,Le senat romain sous le regne d' Odoacre (Bonn, 1966), 60-2; see also Cameron, Porphyrius,
228 ff.
49
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of Areobindus, consul in 506, 59 and of Anastasius himself, consul in 517, 60 venationes are
clearly illustrated; and several kinds of venationes are listed among the entertainments to
be presented by a consul in Justinian's Novel105, of 537. The occupation ofTheodora's
father as a bear-rearer is another indication. Chastagnol argued that this can be explained
if we assume that Anastasius banned the more dangerous venationes, and permitted a
milder kind of sport, chiefly involving acrobatics, such as the bull-catching described
above (on 14). This is one possible explanation, although it seems to involve interference
in unusual detail, and of a kind which would have been unlikely to succeed. Wild:..beast
fighting, however, was not the only dangerous entertainment presented as a spectacle; the
lives of acrobats and other 'marvel-makers' or 'stunt-men', 8auJ.U.X't07totoi, were well
known to be at risk. 61 Moreover, it is clear that the danger of the venationes continued to
be a characteristic element after the ruling of Anastasius. In one of the diptychs of
Areobindus, for example, we see a scene of men jumping over animals, while armed
bestiarii stand at the side, but one of the men is being bitten by a bear; on the verso, armed
men are spearing lions. 62 Similarly, on one diptych of Anastasius, men with lassoes are
manoeuvring among lions and panthers; but one is being bitten, in a manner very
reminiscent of 41. 63 Justinian describes such shows, where 'men fight wild beasts and
gain glory by their daring' .64
Another possible explanation is that the ban of Anastasius was no more effective than
that of Constantine on gladiatorial combat, and was perhaps actually intended as a
temporary measure. Thus in 501, after riots in Constantinople, Anastasius 'banished the
dancers of the four factions' 65 (as Roman emperors had several times done with
pantomime performers in the past) and also apparently banned pantomime performances
in the provinces. 66 If the parallel with the actions of earlier Roman emperors is correct,
then this was probably a temporary ban, imposed as a punishment, rather than a long-term
policy; and venationes might, arguably, have been banned in the same way.
But one final possibility is that what was outlawed by Anastasius was that part of the
venationes which could accurately be described in the terms used by Procopius of Gaza,
as 'men being delivered up to wild-beasts'- that is, condemnatio ad bestias. This is still
attested in the sixth century, but it seems to be remarked on by the chroniclers as an
unusual punishment for particularly grave crimes and perhaps only imposed by the
emperors themselves: thus it was used under Tiberius; 67 rebels under Maurice were
condemned to be delivered to the beasts, but were let off. 68 On all these occasions the
imposition of the punishment implies the availability of wild beasts, and so serves as
further evidence for the survival of venationes for much of the sixth century. It seems to
me that Anastasius may well have forbidden the general use of condemnatio ad bestias as
a punishment outside Constantinople, and that it is the forbidding of this part of what were
known as venationes that is celebrated by the chroniclers.
59
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Delbriick, Consulardiptychen, 9, 11, 12.
Delbriick, Consulardiptychen, 20, 21.
Robert, Et. ep. et phi/., 102-5.
Delbriick, Consulardiptychen, 9.
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It seems more likely that venationes also dwindled, but far more slowly than
gladiatorial combats. Although lions and panthers were expensive and difficult to
procure, bulls could be bred, and bears were native toAnatolia; Joshua the Stylite, having
reported the ban on venationes, also mentions on two occasions (in504/5 and 505/6) how
wild beasts which had been captured were sent alive to Edessa - perhaps simply for
display, but, far more probably, to be hunted and killed in a show. 69 But, as the cities
dwindled, there will have been fewer and fewer people willing or able to put on such a
show. Perhaps even more importantly, the ethic of expenditure - the belief that lavish
expenditure was intrinsically virtuous- was dying. The virtue of Megalopsychia was
now restricted to a single benefactor, 'the wealth-giving emperor', 1tAOU'tOOO'tT\~
cru-roKpa-rrop. 70 The giving of this form of entertainment, as of others, was eventually no
longer the task of the rich man, but became a commercial venture - the man with his
dancing bear, shuffling through the streets of a middle eastern town, in search of an
audience.

o

THE SUPPORTERS

We know that gladiatorial combats, from at least the first century A. D., were followed
by two groups of supporters; the parmularii, who supported the heavy-armed Thracian
gladiators, and the scutularii, who supported the myrmillones. 71 It seems likely that the
graffito of a Thracian in the Theatre at Aphrodisias (46.H.9) would have been inscribed
by a parmularius. These allegiances were very similar to those which divided the
supporters of different colours in the Circus; an epitaph at Rome commemorates an oildealer who was a supporter of the Blues and the Thracians, Crescens, 'olear(ius) de
portic(u) Pallantian(a) Venetian(us), parmular(ius)' .72 Marcus Aurelius was grateful to
the tutor who had taught him 'not to be a Green supporter or a Blue supporter, nor a
parmularius or a scutarius', -ro Jl~'t£ llpa.cna.vo~ Jl~'t£ B£v£na.vo~ Jl~'t£ 1ta.AJ.LouA.6.pto~ ~
crKou-r&pw~ y£v£cr8a.t. 73
This terminology is also found at least as far east as Bulgaria; an inscription from
Augusta Traiana was recognized by J. and L. Robert as referring to scutularii. 74 In the
eastern part of the empire there were also other expressions to indicate supporters. Two
inscriptions from the agora at Ephesus record honours to patrons by the philoploi ('lovers
of arms') philovedii ('lovers of the Vedii '); the names of both patrons are lost, but one has
been restored as that of an Asiarch known in the first half of the third century. 75 The
philoploi philovedii were apparently a group of'e.p.thusiasts for gladiatorial shows who
were also supporters ofthe Vedii, an important family at Ephesus, who are known to have
put on gladiatorial combats. 76 They seem to have functioned as a typical association, with
69

Chapters 85, p.67; 90, p.70.
Acclamation recorded in Const. Porph., De Cer. 626.11.
71
Ville, Gladiature, 443-5.
72
ILS 7492.
73
M. Aurelius, Commentarii J.5.
74
BullEp 1971.423 and (more fully) 1972.294, commenting on the publication by H. Bujukliev, Archeologie
(Sofia, 1971) rr, 30-6, no.3.
75
Robert, Gladiateurs no.200, now republished as l.Eph. 3070, with the restoration suggested by J. Nolle; the
anonymous is in Gladiateurs no. 201, now l.Eph. 3055.
76
Robert, Gladiateurs, 25-7; for another fragment perhaps referring to philovedii, cf.l.Eph. 2905.
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patrons; one of the men honoured had put on splendid shows, the other was their 'own
patron', 18wc; 7tpocr'ta:t11<;. That they functioned ih the same way as other associations is
indicated by another inscription from Ephesus, the epitaph of a baker, which has a penalty
payable to 'the philoplia of the philovedii, . . . and to the philoplia of the sacred
macellum'; 77 this inscription indicates that such a group might have a wide range of
responsibilities towards its members. Moreover, it shows the existence of at least two
such groups at Ephesus; the baker apparently was associated with both. Another group of
philoploi buried a member at Termessos. 78 At Miletus, an area of the city was apparently
designated as the place of the philoploi, iep07tAa'tt1l 'trov cptA07tAroV ,79 and at Philippi there
is also evidence for groups of cptAOJcuvmot, 'lovers of venationes' .80

The material presented above illustrates the importance of gladiatorial combats in
the eastern provinces, and the survival, even after such combats had become too
expensive, of the cheaper alternative of wild-beast hunts. Here, as with other forms of
entertainment, we find the performers forming associations to protect their interests.
Moreover, we can see how pervasive the spirit of partisanship was, and how it coincided
with the strong tendency in ancient society to form groups and associations, particularly
in the circumstances of a reunion of the whole population, such as on the occasion of a
spectacle in the auditoria. This can be further illustrated by the material which follows,
from the seats of the auditoria at Aphrodisias.

77

Robert, Gladiateurs no. 202, now republished as l.Eph. 2226.

78

TAM m.400.

79

Milet n,3 ( 1935) no.403.
Robert, Gladiateurs, 323.
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The allocation of seating in ancient auditoria was not random. The very front seats
were reserved for civic officials, and proedria, 'preferential seating', was a privilege
regularly awarded by cities. But the distribution of seats in the rest of the cavea was also
regulated. The rules laid down to regulate seating at Rome were most recently examined
in an article by Elizabeth Rawson, and similar regulations existed in provincial cities. 1
These general rulings were intended chiefly to organize the seating of different classes of
citizen, for example providing for the seating of Roman senators and equites; but local
regulations also ensured seating for humbler groups. Inscriptions survive in which the
local council allocates ~&Spa, 'seats' or 'blocks of seating', in various public places,
including auditoria, to groups and associations; 2 in some auditoria the inscription
reserving a seat is accompanied by the indication that the seating had been officially
awarded. 3
Seat inscriptions survive at a large number of ancient sites, but, taken together, the
three auditoria atAphrodisias offer one of the largest collections of seat inscriptions so far
published from any one city. 4 I have included mentions of all but the most hopelessly
obscure, in order to give an idea of the quantity of the inscriptions; and there must have
been many more texts which were painted, and did not survive. The texts vary from casual
graffiti, cut in tiny letters on a single seat, to what look like very official inscriptions, some
cut with one letter on each seat along a row of seats. Hardly any of them offers good
grounds for dating on the basis of script. But, while there are many deficiencies and
uncertainties in the information which they provide, they do make it possible to draw
some conclusions about the organization of audiences, and its development over the
Roman and late Roman period. In what follows, I have also described gameboards and
similar designs using the new British Museum typology (BMT): illustrations of the
examples cited here can be found in Appendix v.
The inscriptions on the seats of the Stadium (45; plan, Fig. 1) have never been
covered, and are extremely weathered; on each visit to the Stadium I have detected new
texts, or seen new aspects of earlier readings, depending on the accident of light and
position. The majority of the very large number of seats (forty blocks, with up to thirty
surviving rows of seats in each) do not show any sign of inscriptions, which is perhaps
why almost none were noted by earlier visitors to the site. 5 I have not observed traces of
reworking, although this could be the result of the condition of the stone, and only two
1
E. Rawson, 'Discrimina ordinum : the Lex Julia Theatralis', PBSR 55 (1987), 83-114, reprinted, eadem,
Roman Culture and Society (Oxford, 1991), 508-45. On the importance of the evidence from seating in
auditoria see also J. Kolendo, 'La repartition des places aux spectacles et la stratification sociale dans
!'Empire romain', Ktema 6 (1981), 301-15; D. B. Small, 'Social correlations to the Greek cavea in the
Roman Period', in S. Macready and F. H. Thompson (eds ), Roman Architecture in the Greek World (London,
1987), 85-93. The model for what such a study can provide is the work of A. Chastagnol, Le senat romain
sous le regne d' Odoacre (Bonn, 1966).
2
See for example-l.Smyrna 713, with L. Robert, REA 65 (1963), 328-9 (=OMS m, 1523-4).
3
e.g. at Nemausus, ILS 5656: 'd.d.d.n.' ='data decreto decurionum Nemausi'.
4
For useful bibliographies see B. Saria, 'Die Inschriften des Theaters von Stobi', JOA/32 (1940), Beibl.
23, 5-34, n.14; M. Maass, Die Prohedrie des Dionysostheaters in Athen (Munich, 1972), 32, n.1; J.-C.
Golvin, L' amphithh1tre romain (Paris, 1988), 351.
5 The sole exception is 45.X.6, read 'on a seat in the Stadium' by Charles Fellows.
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texts require a date later than the Roman imperial period. I am inclined to think, therefore,
that most of the Stadium texts date from that period.
The Theatre seats (46; plan, Fig. 2) were protected from the weather until the
excavation of the Theatre in the late 1960s, and are in excellent condition. They reveal
extensive evidence of use and re-use. Almost every seat in the Theatre shows some sign
of having had at least a single letter cut on it, but inscriptions seem to have been erased or
simply cut over by later users. The bulk of the texts which can be made out, if they offer
any indication of date, seem to be of the late Roman period, but it is clear that many earlier
texts have been obscured by re-use; in several cases it is possible to detect elements ofthe
term Katexetat, 'it is reserved' .6 The earlier, underlying texts seem often, as in the case
of the Stadium, to have been spread across a large number of seats, which makes them all
the more difficult to read.
The Odeon (47; plan, Fig. 3), by contrast, has inscriptions surviving on only six
seats, although groups ofletters survive on the rims of several more (see below); of these
six, four are clearly from the late Roman period, and it seems economical to assume that
all six were contemporary. It is hard to believe that they existed in isolation, and easier to
assume that other such texts were painted on the other seats. What is not certain is whether
there were always texts of some kind on the seats, or whether there was some change in
the use of the Odeon in the late Roman period which led to these texts being inscribed.

45.

THE STADIUM

Plan, Fig. 1
There are forty blocks of seating in the Stadium, which I have numbered 1 to 40; 1
is the block over the eastern entrance to the arena, and the numbering then proceeds anticlockwise, along the north side to Block 21 at the opposite end, and back along the south.
Not all blocks have the same number of surviving rows, but the lowest row can usually be
determined, and I have designated this as A, going up alphabetically, and omitting the
letter I. The most favoured position would seem to have been in the centre blocks along
either side; in the two central blocks, 11 on the north side and 31 on the south, there are
the remains of two built-up podia, perhaps for presiding magistrates. There are also a
larger number of inscriptions at the east end than at the west; this may be because there
was a preference for seats where the spectators would not have the sun in their eyes at
morning performances, but it may also be related to the fact that it was at the eastern end
that a small arena was constructed, apparently after the rest of the Stadium had fallen out
of use (see above, p. 1). A high proportion of the gameboards and designs in the Stadium
are in the top rows, especially at the west end; many of these are likely to have been cut
in later centuries, since until very recently this was a favourite position for shepherds to
sit, with a good view of their flocks.
It must be emphasized that in this enormous structure, with its very weathered
surfaces, there may well be further texts which I have not observed, and that some of the
readings here are very uncertain. I have, however, tried to report all that I have discovered,
even in the many cases where I have been able to make no good sense of my readings.
6

This is frequently found on theatre seats, e.g. at Cadyanda, TAM 11, 653; l.Ephesos 598; E. Peterson and
11 (Vienna, 1889), 29, no.2, as well as for reserving other
kinds of topoi, e.g. I.Magn. 250 (funerary); I.Pergamum 11, 381, 616; I.Didyma, 50 (on steps of temple).
npoKa'tEXE'tat is found several times on theatre seats at Termessos: TAM m.872.1, 9, 11, 21, 23, 29, 32.

F. von Luschan, Reisen in siidwestlichen Kilikien
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Block I
There are designs as follows: Row V, 1 3Rows.4, in a frame (0.78 x 0.38, incomplete); Row X, 1
3Rows.2, very worn (0.55 x 0.42); Row Y, 1 H.2 (0.21 x 0.10).

Row Y.

On a single seat, the letter A (0.09).

Block 2
There are designs as follows: Row U, 1 H.4 (0.24 x 0.11), ?1 3Rows.1 (worn and incomplete); Row W,
1 3Rows.4, with central dividers not cut, and rows not properly aligned (c. 0.56 x 0.29).

Row M.

Starting at the north end. Letters 0.14-0.23; square sigma.

1:ohtlo~l[.]l[.

]<I>[. ]1~101~[. ]I~[. ]I~IN I ~~lvacat

The first~ might be IC; the second might be B, P or <I>; the empty square brackets indicate
spaces which may or may not have contained letters.
Place of [-

Apparently reserved for a group, expressed by a genitive plural; perhaps for a tribe,
<p[u]A.(Tt), <p[u]A(Tt~) or a group of supporters, <p[t]AoK[- ?; a possible interpretation
suggested by Stephen Mitchell, might be <p[t]A.oK[uv]ft['Y]rov, 'lovers ofvenationes' (for
whom see above, p. 80), but it is hard to accommodate this reading to the surviving traces.
Compare 2.T, lO.P.
Row N.

On one seat, traces of an indecipherable two-line inscription.

Row T.

Starting at the north end. Letters 0.16-0.20.

1:ol[1t]lol[~]l ~~~IQIP [~might be

B, ~might be I; perhaps either <puA(Tt~), or supporters, <p~~<;>p-; cf. 2.M, lO.P.

Place of [-

Row U.

Starting from north end. Letters 0.11 (omicron)--0.39 (phi).
<p~ouiJ.L(Ev'tapirov?

~might

) 1:ol1to(~)l vacat

be I.

Place of (the)frum(entarii).

The obvious interpretation would seem to be frumentarii, in the primary sense of
'corn-dealers', rather than in the derived sense of a military officer; but I know of no other
examples of the word in this sense being used in Greek.
G
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Block 3
There are designs as follows: Row A, 2 3Rows.1; Row P, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.46); Row T, 1 H.4, very rough
(0.24 x 0.15); Row U, 1 3Rows.4 (0.55, incomplete, x 0.53); Row V, 2 3Rows.4: one divided by central
circle with a central dot (0.55, incomplete, x 0.46), one unfinished (0.53, incomplete, x 0.60); Row X,
1 S.3 (0.21 X 0.15).

Row J.

On a seat in the middle of the row. Letters 0.08.

vac. I NT vac.
Row K.

In the middle of the row. Letters 0.08--0.15; different hands in l.l-2, and 1.3.

Published, ALA 179.
I
1111 Bev£ I
vacat I
I tolV
I vacat
I Aup.[ .. ]~~0 I~~ ENIQN I
(Place of) Blues. (Place of) Aurelius or of the Aurelii [... ] nii.

Row P.

Starting at west end. No measurements.

steps I t I 6 I ~ (o<;) I [ Place of [-

The third letter may be a monogram, serving as an abbreviation, either of the last
letters of topos, or of the following word.
Row V.1. Starting on second seat from west end. Letters av. 0.08, phi 0.18; ?diacritical dots on the
last I of last word.
t61to<; I 'Av<5povtKou I [t]ou ~at I <l>ot~~l?iou
Place of Andronicus, also called Phoeberius.

Andronicus is a reasonably common name at Aphrodisias. Phoiberius is also found
as a soubriquet at Hierapolis: M. Aup. rA.uKrovo<;XaplltO<; E1ttKA11V <1>., L. A. Pennachietti,
AAT 101 (1966-7), 301, no. 15, whence Bul/Ep 1971.646.
Row V.2. On one seat, at right angles to front edge. Letters rough and shallow, av. 0.02.
NtK~ tuXll ~ vacat
(The) fortune wins.

Presumably left incomplete.
Row V.3. On one seat, at east end. Letters 0.06--0.08; design 0.17 x 0.15.
t61t( o<;)[ .. ? c. 6 .. ]
design S.3
Place ...

This text, which was left incomplete, seems to have been cut informally by a
spectator.
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Block4

Row A.

On a loose block lying between Blocks 3 and 4. Letters av. 0.05.

Published, ALA 179.
[ .. ]OI~P~<?N llpa.criv[rov]
-] of(the) Greens.

Row 0.

Starting on seventh seat west of east end. Letters clear, 0.13-0.15.

Plate xm
vacatl t611to~l Ma.lcrta.u ~~I [1t&v]
Place of (the) Mastaure[itans].

These must be the citizens of Mastaura, in Lydia; for seats reserved for people from
another city, compare 34.S. At Rome, seats at spectacles were assigned to foreigners as a
special privilege (Rawsqn, 'Discrimina ordinum', 92-3). Between Greek cities, there was
a reciprocal system by which a city would invite another to be represented at a festival,
and would be honoured by the presence of the representatives of that city. Six inscriptions
survive from the mid-third century commemorating cities of the area on the occasion of
their joining in the celebration of an important contest at Aphrodisias (59 - 64, where see
discussion). While private citizens from various places may have attended festivals at
other cities, it seems likely that a block of seats reserved in this way will have been for the
official delegation from the city named. Thus seats are reserved for inhabitants of a nearby
settlement at Didyma (/.Didyma 50a), and for various civitates in the amphitheatre at
Lyons (A. Audon and J. Guey, 'L'amphitheatre des Trois-Gaules a Lyon', Gallia 23
(1964), 37-58, 46, nos 6-8); see further below, p. 121.
Block 6

Row W.

1 3Rows.2, with central circles never cut (c. 0.65 x 0.39).

Block 7
There are designs as follows: Row E, 1 3Rows.l; Row U, 1 R.6 (0.48 x 0.20); one H.4, within an outline
(0.41 X 0.16).

Row M.

On four seats at west end. Letters 0.12-0.18.

steps I [ .. JI~IOCTPAITOYI vacat
The mu, if correctly read, is cursive. Perhaps a name, e.g. [~11]f.!ocrtp6.tou (not,
however, otherwise attested at Aphrodisias )?
Row V.

On two seats at west end. Letters 0.07-0.10; square sigma, cursive omega. Above, a
design, S.3 (0.20 x 0.19).

steps I [.]~~<?~~ I <JlEf?VI vacat

B could be P.
Apparently another group.
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Row X.

45.7

Along the edge, which is broken, of two seats at east end. Letters shallow, 0.10--0.12.

Published by K. T. Erim and J. M. Reynolds, 'Sculptors of Aphrodisias in the
inscriptions of the city', FestschriftJ. Inan (Istanbul, 1989, appeared 1991), 517-38,535,
no. 24.
[ 'AnoiAA]C?VlO'! (a]y~I(A.]J.uxtoyA.uq>o'!
(Place of) Apollonius, sculptor.

Block 8

Row J.

Large letters, cut in outline, 0.24-0.31. The rho is reversed.

-]1\)1 vac. I vac. ITI vac. I vac.
Row Q.

steps

Letters 0.14.
-]IEITI~IEI

Row R.

I~ ~ITI

vac.

1~1

steps

Letters 0.09-0.12.

-]I ~IQINI steps
Block 9
There are traces of letters in RowS.

Block 10
There are two designs, a C.2 (Diam. 0.41) and an S.3 (0.28 x 0.23) on a seat at the west end of Row C.

Row P.

On five seats at west end. Letters, very worn, 0.14-0.17.

tonlo~l ct>~l~\)~1[.]~1[ ...
Place of philo[-...

Perhaps a group of supporters (cf. 2. M and T); it is of course tempting to conjecture
qnA.o~[e]v[etot, which would be a new term for describing a supporter ofthe Blues, on a
parallel with other· supporter terminology. Alternatively, since ~ might be read as K, we
should perhaps (as Stephen Mitchell suggests) read cp~~~[ u ]~~ [yrov]; see above on ·2.M.
Row X.
a.

On one seat. Letters 0.04-0.05; the second row is in a larger and fainter hand than the first.

vac. OYE vac. I
steps

b.

TAYIN

Row Y. i. At west end. Letters faint but well cut, 0.13-0.20.
1[ ... ]1 KA.(auB{a~)l ~eA.euKetla~ to( no~)I[.J~J~I~~I[ ...
TO is underlined, probably indicating an abbreviation for tono~; the following letters are
more widely spaced, and may belong to a different inscription.
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Place of Claudia Seleuceia [... ] ? Chrys[-...

For a Claudia Seleuceia see Reinach 28, perhaps late first or early second century; a
Claudia Seleuceia Tibereina is mentioned in an unpublished inscription of the third
century (inventory no. 77.124). For seats reserved for women see below, pp. 120-1. In the
Theatre, too, these seem to have been at the back of the auditorium, as at Rome; the
women could not be overlooked by men (Rawson, 'Discrimina ordinum', 89). Although
this might be read as the name of the city of Claudia Seleuceia, in Pisidia, the reservations
for cities use the ethnic, in the genitive plural (4.0, 34.S).
Chrys- might be from a name, or be a description of a group of tradesmen,;___ perhaps
:x,pucro:x,oot, 'goldworkers'. The letters suggest that this inscription is separate from that
for Claudia Seleuceia; but it is perhaps easier to assume another individual's name in such
close juxtaposition.
Row Y. ii. On the rims of the seats, starting on the third from the west end. Letters well cut, with
serifs; av. 0.07.

[ 't01to~]l :11~ crul~:e:x.l[v{a~N~O[ .. ]AI[... ]~~I[- ,
[?Place of] ?the association [ of -

For another syntechnia, see 34.Z. This inscription is cut on some of the same seats
as Y. i, which reserved them for Claudia Seleuceia; if we assume that a text cut on the rim
reserved the seats upon which it was cut, rather than those below, the two texts must date
from different periods.

Block 11
This block contains a built-up 'seat of honour' in Rows E and F. There is a gameboard in Row S,
3Rows.l in a frame (0.55 JS. 0.48).

Row F.

At west end. Letters av. 0.06, very faint.

[ .. ]AYq~l[ ... ]<;>~~<;>lvo~tou vac. I vacat I seat of honour
(Place of) ?Au(relius) P[ ... ], oeconomus.

Row G.

At west end. Letters 0.06--0.07.
't01t[o~]l[ ..... ]~ oh::oVOJ.;L( ou)l vacat

Place of[ ..... ], oeconomus.

Row H.

At west end. Le-tters 0.07-0.09.

[ .... ] vac. MIOY vac.

~~MOY

vac. I

Although it is tempting, in the light of 1l.F and G, to restore oecono]mus in H, the
surviving traces of an upright before M do not permit this. For oeconomi see also 30.R and
S, and for the oeconomus of the Council, below, 84.
Row N.

On one seat. Letters 0.08-0.13.

steps I [ ... ]~~~AC I[. ]I vac. ~~I[. ]I vac. cl>~AI[-
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Row P.

On one seat, Y (0.14).

Row U.

At west end. Letters very irregular, 0.07-0.15.

45.11

stepsl( .... ]IIOY TEIIII(.]IEHfl tou lvac. 'lyva-r(? vac. ]ltTJKEI 'YIJitKA.w; (.. ]IOKIIN
[ .. p~avoul [ - · · · · · · · ·
·
· ··
· ·· ·
· ··
It is possible that a second text begins after -rou.
-] Ignatia and Hypsicleis [ -

The name Ignatia is not otherwise attested at Aphrodisias, but Hypsiclis, the
feminine form of the very common Hypsicles, does occur (Reinach 29, 107, and an
unpublished text). Here again women appear to be allocated the higher seats, as at
10.Y.i.

Block12
Row A.

On rim of seat above an entrance to the arena. Letters cursive, 0.05.

lvacat AIIOI[Row D.

At west end. Letters av. 0.08.

Y ~lul~l vac. I crlelrolvl ~l'?l[v-rexvia]
[?Association of] tanners.

A professional association of tanners is frequently attested; 'after the dyers, no other
corporation is so widely mentioned' (Poland, Vereinswesens, 117); so e.g. at Thyateira,
TAM v.2.986, Philippopolis, IGR t717, and Kibyra, OGIS 495.
Row H.

Along entire row. Letters 0.05-0.06. There is apparently an abbreviation scroll after

lambda.

stepsi[?]II Y I[.] T E I [?] lrovlfive seatsl J.l vac. etiA.s -r1[6]~1[o~] I steps
-] Place of Mil(esians?) or of Mil(etos), Mil(on).

Perhaps a reservation for people from Miletus: but there may be two reservations
here, for a group on the left, and on the right for an individual, ?Miletos.
Row J.

At west end. Letters av. 0.06.

1[.. ]IKYI~[.]I[.]EIQ~I~I[Row L.

At west end. Letters av. 0.07.

AiiA.tlalvoul vac.
(Place of) Aelianus.

For this name at Aphrodisias see ALA 7, and Reynolds-Tannenbaum, Jews and
Godfearers 1, b.29, 30 and ?42, with p. 97.
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From the west end. Letters 0.06--0.10.

steps 1[.]~1[ .. ] I [.]El~ laplacrl'tou l't6(?7to~)INHCI four seats to end
?Place of Euarastus ....

There may have been letters either side of the first upsilon; if not, this might be a
misspelling of the attested name Euarestus (ALA 147). Perhaps the following T is for
't(o7to~), followed by the further name Ones(imus)?
Row R.

Starting on fourth seat from west end. Letters neat, with serifs; 0.05-0.07.

vac. I 't07t(o~)l ['A]vny61vo[u]l-vac.
Place of Antigonus.

The name, although not uncommon, is not otherwise attested at Aphrodisias.

Block 13
Row D.

Repeated on five separate seats along the row, including the seats at either end. Letters
av. 0.05; the two westemmost examples are at right angles to the edge of the seat.

Au
This is clearly an abbreviation, repeated to reserve the whole row, apparently in a
manner similar to 28.B and C, or the abbreviations on the rims of the Odeon seats (47.1 ).
If this stands for an individual, Ly(simachus ), a name well attested at Aphrodisias (CIG
2741, Reinach 63, MAMA vm.408, 501), would be a likely resolution; other possibilities
are Ly(sander) or Ly(sippus). But it is perhaps more likely that such a plain abbreviation,
with no further explanation, stands for a group, who perhaps took their name from that of
an individual. This might represent a foreign group, e.g. Ly(cians), Ly(dians), etc.,
although such an abbreviation suggests a term in common use. It could be a civic tribe, or
a private grouping; see further below, pp, 122-3.
Row 0.

Across the row. Letters 0.11-0.12.

steps IE~I[.]I~IYI[.]I[ .. ]MI[ .. ]IEITI~IIOIYI steps
Probably the name of an individual, -metrios.
Row R.

On one seat at east end. Letters 0.06--0.07 .

... ]I[... ]~~OYv. IIP vac. I steps

Block 14
Row J.

On seats at west end. Letters 0.13.

steps I ~ I A I C I [ Row V.

Cut on the front rim of one seat. Letters 0.07.

-]I vac. AA vac. [... ]I -
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Row W.

On the front rims of seats, starting on second from west end. Letters carefully cut, standard
forms with serifs, 0.08.

steps I vac. I vac. Q vac. I vac. I vac. P vac. I [ Row X.

On the front rims of seats, starting at west end. Letters well-cut, rounded forms, 0.06.

steps! v. 0~ vac. I AB() 'HproOta vac.l~[ou ... ]I[? ]I[. ]P vac.l[3 seats]! vac.~ [The letter after the first 0 (which is certain) might be e. After the B there is what appears
to be an apostrophe, presumably as an abbreviation mark.
-of] Herodian[us-

For this name at Aphrodisias see ALA 66.
Block 15
There are two well-cut gameboards, Type 3Rows.4, with plain central circles, on seats in Row Y.

Row Z.

On the rims of seats at east end. Letters 0.02-0.06.

vacat I lA I lA I [... ] I AI I AI I [.. ]1 steps
These are perhaps most easily understood as the number eleven, arranged in varying
order.
Block 16
There are designs in Row Y, as follows: 2 3Rows.2, one 0.65 x 0.47, one in a frame, 0.61 x 0.46; the
letters POC, (0.06-0.23) followed, on the next seat, by 1 S.3 (0.27 x 0.17).

Block 17
In Row Y, a board, Type 3Rows.4, partly broken away; plain circles for dividers (0.63 x 0.49); also
patterns based on C.2.

Block 18
In Row W, 1 3Rows.4, plain circles for dividers (0.86 x c. 0.54).

Row F.

On one seat a monogram in a circle, c. 0.30.

The determinable letters would seem to be P (or O)TXANE.
Block 20
On a loose block at Row Y, 1 CCC.l, with the spokes meeting at the centre (Diam. 0.59); Row Z, 1 C.4
(Diam. 0.48), 1 S.3 (0.19 x 0.11 ).

Block 21

(over east entrance to arena)

There are designs as follows: Row K, 1 H.4 (0.34 x 0.21), cut over a sketch of two running
animals; Row L, on the flat surface over the entrance, 1 C.2 (0.31 ); Row X, 1 C.l with one line across
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(Diam. 0.41 ); Row Z, 1 C.8, variant (Diam. 0.34 ), 1 C.3 (Diam. 0.27), one sketch of a deer confronting
a tall object in outline, perhaps a net (0.31), one sketch of? a bird (0.27), 1 C.l (0.21), 2 C.2, (Diams
0.38 and 0.34); Row AA, 1 C.l, with one line across (0.33). On a loose block in Row AA, 1 H.lO
variant, with twelve holes in outer ring, and three within the circumference (Diam. 0.48); on the same
block, 1 SSS.l (0.23 x 0.22) and the corner of a second.

Row M.

Letters 0.08.

steps lt6htl [ o~ -

Block 22
There are designs as follows: Row B, 1 C.2; Row W, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.23); Row Y, 1 3Rows.l, in a frame
(0.57 x 0.47), 1 CC.2 (Diam. 0.21); Row Z, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.32), one cross cut in outline, 0.31; Row AA,
1 C.2 (Diam. 0.66), 3 C.l, one with a single small arc (Diam. 0.29), one cut with a broad flat trench
(Diam. 0.70), one plain (Diam. 0.45), traces of 1 3Rows.l (0.31 x 0.55).

Block 23
In Row X, 1 C.7 (Diam. 0.28).

Block 24
In Row X, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.44).

Block 25
In Row W, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.61); Row X, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.30).

Block 26
There are designs as follows: Row B, 1 S.3; Row Q, 1 3Rows.3- only half the board, with six circles,
has been cut; Row U, 1 S.3 (0.33 x 0.36); Row X, 1 C.3 (Diam. 0.33); Row Y, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.27); Row
Z, 1 H.4 (0.32 X 0.13).

Block 27
There are designs as follows: Row X, 1 C.l, with a central dot (Diam. 0.67); Row Z, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.46).

Block 28
In Row Z, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.45).

Row B.

On seat at west end. Letters 0.12--0.19.

I vac. 'Y'Ift vac. I steps
Row C.

On one seat. Letters 0.10--0.14.

I 'Y'Ift vac. I
These should probably be associated with the name Hypsi(cles), which is extremely
common at Aphrodisias; but, as in the case of the abbreviation at 13.D, it is impossible to
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be certain whether this is the name of an individual, or of a group called after that name.
The abbreviation is perhaps slightly more likely to be of the name of a group; see further
below, pp. 122-3.
Row L.

Twice, on the two seats at either end of the row. Letters 0.08.

AP
Row R.

Twice, on the two seats at either end of the row. Letters 0.08.

AI
These might be numbers (101 and 11, unless R is also to be readAP), but they seem
more likely to be abbreviations for the names of individuals or groups. AP is also found
in the Theatre (46.F (repeated) and L.13) and perhaps on a seat-lip in the Odeon (47.1).

Block 29
There are traces of letters in Rows U and X.

Row AA. At east end. Letters large, 0.42 and 0.32, and very carefully cut, with serifs.
steps I B I A I [ -

Block 30
There are traces of a design, ?3Rows.3, in Row Z.

This block seems to have been reserved for civic groups, including the organizations
of young men- the neoteroi and the ephebes- and for their officials. The ephebes were
the young men aged eighteen to nineteen. The neoteroi (also known as neoi) are the next
group in age, from nineteen; they also had seats in the Odeon (47.B.5). A fundamental
discussion of this institution in the East is still that of C.A.Forbes, Neoi (Middletown,
1933); for neoteroi see 60-1. For seating provision at spectacles for these groups see
further below, p. 123_.
Row R.

Across entire row. Letters cursive, 0.07-0.15.

steps liel vac. l[p]li.?lvl olihclolvloiJ.uovl steps
(Place of the) sacred oeconomi.

These are perhaps the oeconomoi of the goddess; cf. T below.
Row S.

Across entire row. Letters cursive and very large, 0.33-0.46, av. 0.40.

steps ltolno~l oihcovloJ..llrolvl vlecoltelpcolvl vac. I steps
The M and Q of the second word are cut across two seats.
Place of (the) oeconomi of the neoteroi.

This seems the only probable translation. We know that organizations of neoil
neoteroi did have funds, and officials to administer them, described elsewhere as stewards
(ta.Jliat, Forbes, Neoi, 35; Jones, The Greek City, 353 n.30), or overseers (Otot1CTJta.i,
l.Iasos 1.248; cf. perhaps also Ephesus, oilcovoJ..l.Ot t&v iep&v [ ... , /.Eph 541).
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Row T. At east end. Letters 0.08-0.13.
steps I t£1plrolvl <:>liiKI[vac.]lol[fl]C?Ivl[(Place of the) sacred oeconomi. [? ...

For other oeconomi see Block 11 (almost immediately opposite), Rows F and G, and
below, p. 121.
Row U.

Across entire row. Letters 0.10-0.19.

steps lll£1prolvl vac. I el[<p]~l vac.

I~IC?I

vac.lv lvac. I vac. I steps

(Place) of the sacred ephebes.

Row V.

Across entire row. Letters 0.18-0.24.

steps I t£provl e<p~l~rol~l vac. I £1 vac. l<pl vac.

1~1

vac. I vac. I vac.

1~1

vac. lrovlsteps

(Place) of the sacred ephebes, ephebes.

I have not found a clear parallel for the description of ephebes as sacred. This epithet
may perhaps only apply to one group among them, perhaps associated in some way with
the cult of Aphrodite.

Block 31 has the seat of honour, but no inscriptions.
Block 32
There are traces of letters on ·seats in Rows W and X.

Row S.

At east end.

steps I three seats I

'Apt[a]tlirovlo~l

vac.

(Place of) Ari[s]tion.

Row Y.

From east end, cut at the front edge of the seats. Letters 0.07-0.09.

steps I'tO vac.l1to~ vac. I <pu vac. IA.rov vac.l 'A v.l<p~o vac.l~£l<!~[£]rovl vacat
Place of (the) Aphrodisian tribes.

It is difficult to know how to interpret this text, since clearly one row cannot have
accommodated all the tribes of Aphrodisias. It may be that the seats are reserved for
particular officials of the tribes -perhaps oeconomi, as in 30. R, S, and T; see further
below, pp. 121-2.

Block 33
There are traces of letters in Rows V and X.

Row H.

Across entire row. Letters 0.30.

Steps I['A]I:I'tla~lolul <!lul[v]l~l~llJ'ti~K(ou)l steps
(Place) of Attalus, senator.
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Three Claudii Attali, all senators, are attested at Aphrodisias from the mid-second
century (H. Halfmann, from material collected by J. M. Reynolds, in Epigra.fia e ordine
senatorio, Tituli 5 (Rome, 1985), ii, 633-4).; see further below, on 56.
Row P.

At west end. No measurements.

-]I I A I vac. I AHI I steps
.
I ·p I
Row R.

At west end. Letters 0.04-0.05.

-]I<? I[.]I[.]I'EI':Ityl6vl[ou]l[ .. ]I steps
(Place of) Epigonus.

This name is attested three or four times at Aphrodisias, in texts of the second and
third centuries.
Row S.

Across row. Letters 0.055-0.075.

steps I vac. I 'AI7toiA.A.Irolvilou I Ell[ 5 seats]l ~palm I steps
(Place) of Apollonius El[ ...

Apollonius is a common name at all periods at Aphrodisias. For the palm,
symbolizing victory, compare inscriptions on the theatre seats at Termessos; the symbol
appears after one fragmentary name, and at either end of the inscription reserving seats,
in the front row, for the iep6vetKOl (TAM m.872.6, 8). It is therefore very likely that
Apollonius was a victor; we should perhaps restore ei[ epovdKou. Compare AA, below.
Row T.

On one seat. Letters 0.1 0-0.16.

I ZBI I two seats I steps
Row AA. Across row. Letters 0.06-0.07.
steps l[ .. ]l[.]!':l l[.]l't [o]lviiKT~I<; 1t palm u(K'tou)l [.]~lvloul[4 seats]l step
For the palm, see above, on S. The lunate sign in front of ll is slightly raised, looking
like an abbreviation mark; this is probably the seat of another victor, probably a boxer.
Block 34
There is a design C.2 in Row 0.

RowS.

Across entire row. Letters 0.15-0.20.

steps 1[.]1[.]1[.]1[ 'A]I~I'thl<;>lxl~l[i]lrolvl steps
[?Place] of? the people of Antiocheia.

If this has been correctly read- some of the letters are very faint and uncertainit presumably reserves a place for the people of Antioch on the Maeander; compare 4.0,
and see commentary there.

Row Z.
0.18.

Across entire row. Letters carefully cut, with serifs, lunate; scroll for abbreviation; 0.12-
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steps lclulvl'tlelxlvlila !vac. I Kl1117tlolulp(rov)lvac. I steps
Association of gardeners.

For syntechnia as a term for a craft association see above, lO.Y.ii, and Poland,
Verweinswesens, 122; the term is found in two other texts at Aphrodisias (unpublished).
For gardeners, that is market-gardeners, and their associations, see most recently the
bibliography at MAMA Ix.49, and T. Drew-Bear, publishing a new inscription from
Phrygia, ANRW n.18.3 (1990), 1984-5. The association of gardeners (crucr'tllfl<X
Kll~oup&v) at Constantinople continued and even grew in importance in the late Roman
period; they had to be restrained by imperial legislation under Justinian (Nov. 64 of 538,
with Jones, LRE 845).

Block 35
There is a design C.2 (Diam. 0.36) in Row W; Row AA, 1 3Rows.3 (0.79 x 0.52), very weathered.

Row L.

On one seat. Letters tall, 0.13-0.17.

steps I vac. I vac. I KIB I vac. ? ~ I [ Perhaps a reservation for people from Kibyra ?

Block 36
Row Y.i. At the west end, a cross standing on a semi-circle (0.24).
Row Y.ii. On one seat, a gameboard (3Rows.4, with plain central circles, 0.64 x 0.48), untidily but
deeply cut; some of the lines have been chipped away. Inscribed across the centre, just below the
central circle. Letters 0.02-0.03.
Plate xn
NtKq_ ~ 'tUXll 'tOV vac.
The fortune triumphs of the [ ...

The last three letters are very lightly cut. It may be that this and the similar
inscriptions (46.E.2, L.4, perhaps B.1) were left unfinished; but it is also possible that 'tOV
here stands for au'tit>v, in a usage which was developing in the late antique period; see
F. T. Gignac, A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the Roman and Byzantine Periods 11
(Milan, 1981), 165, and references there. This would then be a wish on behalf of an
anonymous group: 'Their fortune triumphs'.

Block 37
In Row X, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.47); Row Y, preliminary cutting for a 3Rows.3.

Row E.

On two seats. Letters simple, 0.08-0.10; preceded on the first seat by 1 H.4 (0.08 x 0.20).
'AO~acrl'tou 't[o]7t(o~)l vac.

Place of Adrastus.
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Adrastus is among the commonest names at Aphrodisias in the Hellenistic and
Roman periods.

Block 38
There are traces of letters on a seat in Row G.

Row C (the lowest row now exposed). On one seat. Letters 0.15.
vac. KA.I vac.
~might hex:

Block 39
There is a design, C.1, in Row Y; 1 C.4 in Row Z.

Row P.

At the west end. Letters 0.06--0.15, thin, lunate.

vac. I 't<?7tloc; vac. I aupapilrov vac. I steps
Place of gold-workers.

Aprotaurarius, 'chief aurarius', appears on a seat in the Theatre (46.1.8). Aurarii
are also attested at Laodicea Combusta (MAMA 1. 281 fprotaurarius], 214,215, 281a), at
Corycus (MAMA m.335, 351, 428, 607 fprotaurarii], 254, 348b, 413 [aurarii]), at Patara
(protaurarius, TAM 11.457), as well as perhaps at Perinthus (/GR I.832, a gift to veo'ic;
[?a]U[pa]pi01c;; but the reading is very uncertain). The editors of these texts assumed
these to be gold-workers, from the Latin aurarius, which is found in this sense in
inscriptions from Italy (C/L vi.196, and 9209, both from Rome, xi.3821, Veii), and is also
given this meaning in two related glossaries (Corpus Glossariorum Latinorum, 11, 27 and
11, 569). The term also appears in a series of inscriptions on the seats in the theatre at
Miletus; these refer to 't07tOc; aupapiro(v) (l.b ), 't07toc; emvudrov aupapirov (l.c ), 't07tOc;
qnA<X(u )yOUO''t(l)V aupapirov (I. d), 't07tOc; aupapirov BEVE't(l)V (I. a); references are to the
forthcoming publication by Professor Herrmann and colleagues). Alan Cameron, Circus
Factions, 248, interpreted these as meaning 'supporters, cheer-leaders' from another
sense given to the Latin aurarius by Servius, on Aeneid VI. 81, and Priscian, Gramm. Lat.
m.509.33. The weight of the evidence, however, for the use of this term does seem to
suggest that it was most commonly used for people working with gold; see my
forthcoming discussion of these terms in ZPE. For associations of precious-metalworkers see Poland, Vereinswesens, 118, and see further below, p. 124.
Block40
In Row T, 1 H.4.

RowS.

At the northern end. Letters rounded, 0.09.

steps I vac. 1Ilal7tirol [v] loc;l : (61toc; ) I 4vac. I vac. [(Place) of Papion.

An Artemidorus Papion is attested in LBW 1611, the only other example of this
name at Aphrodisias, although Papias is quite common.
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X. Loose Stadium seats.
X.l.

On a loose seat lying in the arena. Letters lunate, 0.06--0.07; there is a line over ITO.

lto7to~l
Place [?of-

X.2.

On a loose block (H. 0.67, W. 1.16, D. 0.42) lying in the arena. Letters shallow, 0.03, square
sigma. Marks of many graffiti, including the figure of a retiarius in a tunic, holding his trident in his
left hand.

Plate xn
t01t0~
Place [?ofX.3.

On a loose seat in the arena; inscribed on rim; letters 0.05.

vac. Ell vac.
Apparently another abbreviation.
X.4.

In the tunnel at the east end: a loose seat inscribed along the rim. Letters 0.04.

vac. EPZH vac·.
X.5.

In the tunnel at the east end: a loose seat with a back, inscribed on the seat. Large letters with
serifs, 0.07-0.11.

vac. AAPICTNI
.
.. vac.
X.6. Copied by Fellows, 'on a seat in the Stadium', and published, no.64, whence C/G 2809c. No
further description; not found again.
'h7ta.tp{~

The fatherland [ ?-

It is possible that this is an optimistic reading of X.5.

46. THE THEATRE
Plan, Fig. 2
The eleven blocks of seats have been lettered from north to south, A to L (omitting
the letter I). The rows are numbered from the lowest row to the highest, not including the
seats with backs which stand in front of the front row. These seats are free-standing, and
may well be out of place; it is important to rememberialso that the seating in the Theatre
was extensively plundered in the middle Byzantine period, so that many seats are not in
their original position. With this proviso, it seems possible to deduce that the preferred
seats were in and around the central block (F)~ since a large number of inscriptions are
concentrated in the central blocks. It is also noticeable that the inscriptions mentioning
Greens are in the blocks to the north (B.l, C.18), at the same end of the stage as the
inscription mentioning the Green mimes (l.l.iii) and at least one other text acclaiming
Greens (8.e), while those mentioning the Blues are in those to the south (G.12, J.13); this
would reflect a known, and natural, tendency to seat Blues and Greens at opposite sides
of an auditorium.
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As was said above, most of the Theatre seats show traces of several layers of
inscriptions. A large number oflonger inscriptions, which ran across several seats, cannot
now be resolved, not only because of wear, but also because of the collapse and
replacement of the Theatre seating on several occasions, which have clearly displaced
many of the blocks. I have not attempted to reproduce here every cluster of letters found
on the seats, but have limited myself to those which can be deciphered fairly easily; these
tend to be the later texts, not obscured by further overcutting, and probably also include
a disproportionate number of inscriptions cut by individuals, being on a small scale, and
so not affected by the reorganization of the seats.

Block A
There is a cross at floor level in front of this block. There are further designs as follows: Row 2, 1 C.2
(Diam. 0.46); Row 3, 1 C.l (Diam. 0.42), 1 R.l (0.29 x 0.11); Row 4, 1 R.l (0.425 x 0.17); Row 6, 1
R.6 (0.41 x 0.18); Row 7, 1 R.6 (0.36 x 0.17); Row 9, 1 R.6 (0.42 x 0.22); Row 16, 1 H.4 (0.19 x 0.08);
Row 19, 1 H.4 (0.31 x 0.13), 2 C.2 on one seat (Diams 0.12 and 0.27); Row 21, 1 R.1 (0.29 x 0.19).
There are traces of writing in Row 1 and on several seats in Row 25. In Row 3, on the lip of the seat
at the east end, there is an A (0.05).

Row 3.

On one seat, at right angles to edge. On the adjacent seat to the east, 1 C.1 (Diam. 0.42) and
to the west two cross designs (H. c. 0.22). Careful letters, av. 0.05, with serifs; o overT, and apostrophe
after !J. as abbreviations.

Plate xm
to( 7tO<;) J.UlVO( a:topoc; )
Place of (the) mand(ator? ).

This is a standard abbreviation of to7toc;; see M. Avi-Yonah, Abbreviations in Greek
Inscriptions, QDAP 9, supplement (Jerusalem/Oxford, 1940, reprinted 1974). MAN~
seems most easily interpreted as J.uxvo(atrop), mandator, 'herald'. The term is frequently
used of the herald used by the emperor to convey his views, or his orders, mandata, to the
audience; the man here presumably perfollhed a similar function for local officials or for
the governor.
Row 6.

On one seat. Letters very thin and worn, 0.05-0.07.

[5-6 letters erased]Y~~Z~

OllYoAATNIPOY
NIA TOYN~ [.. ]~E~a<;:
For 1.1, Professor Herrmann suggests 7t]uyi~t; compare below, K.9.
Row 8.

On one seat. Letters 0.04.

I

nz
A

FIZ is found again in a graffito in the southern Agora, and in the first line of A.5.
Row 9.

On the seat at the west end there is a figure, holding a ?stick, with a forked end, in his right
hand, and a shorter object in his left.

Plate XIV

46.B
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On one seat. Large letters, 0.09-0.10.

QE
K vac. A I ['tEX,£'tat ?]

Row 18.

On one seat, a well-cut letter H (0.10).

Row 20.

On one seat rim, very worn, the letters AK (0.04).

Row 24.

On edge of seat at west end. Letters 0.015-0.025.

Aivdou 'to7toc;
Place of Aeneas.

The name Aeneas is fairly frequent at Aphrodisias, and recalls the city's traditional
connection with the founder of Rome.
Row 26.

On one seat; the text probably once continued on the next. Letters 0.06.

I vac. 'to7tl [oc;
Place [?of-

Block B
There are designs as follows: Row 1, I S.3 (O.I5 x 0.15); Row 2, I 3Rows.2, within a frame (0.66 x
0.50) and 1 R.6 (0.36 x 0.215); Row 6, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.27); Row 14, 1 C.2; Row 25, I C.2 (Diam. 0.20),
I HA (0.37 x 0.11). There are further traces of letters in Rows 14, I6, 2I, 22, and 26.

Row 1.

On one seat at east end of row, at right angles to edge. Letters cursive, 11.1-2, 0.025, 11.34, 0.03-0.055. The end of 1.1, all of 1.2, and much of 1.4 seem to have been deliberately erased.

Arather more cautious transcription published as ALA 181.i.
Nudx ~ 'tUXll 'trov

NOYOY[ .. ]Y[.llYI

Nu~a ~ 't~Xll . . .
:·0~ '[rrpacrllivrov

The fortune of the [ -] triumphs ! The fortune of the Greens triumphs!

Enough ofl.2 can be made out to establish that it is not an acclamation ofthe Greens.
It, therefore, seems that this should be interpreted as another example of a group, whose
name is probably irremediably lost, associating itself with a faction (compare 46.J.13,
47.D.6, and see below, p. 130).
Row 2.

On one seat whose surface is partially lost, at right angles to edge. Letters very worn, 0.040.06; perhaps from different texts.

. •• ] f.! [ .. ] vac. H
roe;:~~[
crou

.. ]<;

~CJ?~

KUp

These seem to be remnants of some kind of prayer; but, although one might expect
the formula 0 oouA.oc; cr6u in 1.2, the surviving traces do not seem to permit this.
H
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Row 13.

On one seat a cross, carefully cut, with triangular ends to each arm (0.255 x 0.17); on the
adjacent seat traces of letters, 0.06-0.11.

Row 15.

Letters av. 0.13; rho, 0.19.
K

P a.l ['tEXE'tat ...

Reserved.

The inscription was superimposed on the rho remaining from an earlier text.
Row 16.

Letters 0.18-0.22.

vac. KK vac.
Clearly an abbreviation.
Row 19.

At the front edge of the seat, with the letters broken off below, 0.11; there is a design S.1
above (0.15 x 0.17).
Reserved.

Row 23.

There is a well-cut picture of a scorpion.

BlockC
There are designs on seats as follows: Row 2, 1 H.4 (0.20 x 0.08); Row 5, 1 R.6 with vertical divide
omitted (0.28 x0.185); Row 6, 1 S.l with a dividing line (0.175 x0.13); Row 20, 1 SSS.l, uncompleted
(no cross lines), (0.22 x 0.15); Row 26, 1 ?H.5 (0.41 x 0.13). There are scattered letters in Rows 3, 11,
12, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, and 23.
·

Row 4.

There is a well-cut cross, with triangular ends to each arm, 0.345 x 0.20.

Row 12.

On one seat, which is broken at both sides, a monogram, 0.29.

Component letters are HT AA~ (or Y)<;>; perhaps 'tO( 1to~) Row 18.

On one seat, which is broken at both sides; letters 0.06-0.14. L.1 has been partially erased.

Cited, Alan Cameron, Circus Factions, 315; published, ALA 181. ii.
Plate XIII
KaKa 'ta E'tll

'trov IIpacrivrov
Bad years for the Greens!

This phrase, which turns the normal acclamation 1tof..f..a 'tU E'tll into an ill wish, is
recorded in the Book of Ceremonies, 318.17. It is found in factional inscriptions at
Magnesia (/GC 1156), and in the Theatre at Alexandria (Borkowski, Alexandrie 11, 87,
no.4 7. ). If this seat is in its original position on what may be the Green side of the Theatre,
it may be that it was put there surreptitiously, to annoy the Greens; some attempt was later
made to erase the offensive first line.
Row 21.
I.

On several seats; letters av. 0.10.

46.D
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I vac. I~~ I Kalt~[xetm]l HTA I [(The place) is taken.

Kate[xetm must have been completed on other seats, now lost.
11.

At east end; letters 0.08-0.11.

vac. I KllK I vac.
Row 22.

A scatter of varied letters across entire row. Letters 0.16-0.21. On the first seat, a design

H.4.

steps I gameboard I two seats I AT I K(at) I AI!:. I
Row 26.

c;:xq I vac. I X I vac. I steps

On one seat at east end. Letters 0.07-0.08; TO in ligature.

t6(7toc;) B~v'l!cr~v( ou)
Place of Venusinus.

This name is found m two unpublished inscriptions of the third century at
Aphrodisias.
BlockD
There are designs on seats as follows: Row 6, outlines for H.4 (0.32 x 0.11); Row 7, 1 S.3 (0.195 x
0.14), 1 H.l (0.14 x 0.10), 1 H.4, within a frame, but with only one row completed (0.215 x 0.125).
There are scattered letters in Rows 1, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26.

Row 12. Letters 0.08-0.14.
IKYat le

1-]

l[xetm
I<;:A~I[ -

Reserved.

Again, one inscription clearly overlies another.
Row 13. Letters 0.04.
Published ALA 137. i.
I Kupte ~011~ vac.
The second word was never completed.
Lord, help ...

Row 15.

i.
There is a crudely drawn face, overcut by designs, including 1 S.3 (0.16 x 0.13), 1 R.l (0.32 x
0.15).
ii.

A very well-cut cross in outline, with triangular ends to each arm, 0.15. At front edge of seat
letters, 0.06-0.08.

. .. ]I ~<I>~ vac.
Row 16. Total height 0.36.
Published ALA 137. ii.
A chi-rho Q
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Row 19. On one seat there is an abundance of letters, cut over one another, O, 10-0.20.

AI
K] IAa:t€1 [XE'ta.t
CT
Reserved.

In this case it is possible to identify by their forms which letters go together; but the
whole shows a striking disregard for appearance.
Row 20. At west end. Letters neat, 0.12--0.14.
steps I vac. I vac. I qY I [.. ] I <I> I 0 NI cross I cross I vacat

Block E
There are designs on seats as follows: Row 5, at south end, 1 C.l (Diam. 0.29), followed by a blank seat,
then 1 C.2 (Diam.0.325); Row 13, 1 C.l (Diam. 0.38); Row 17, 1 S.3 (0.18 x 0.13); Row 20, 1 S.3 (0.18
x 0.12). There are scattered letters in Rows 2, 3, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26.

Row 2.

Two texts on one seat; a at right angles to the edge, letters av. 0.45 (phi 0.13); b parallel
to edge, letters 0.025.

Published ALA 137. iii.

a.

Eux~

L'tE-

q>avfx

b

NtKi;t ll 'tUXT\ 'tOOV vac.
vac.

a. Prayer of Stephanas.
b. The fortune triumphs of the [ ...

The second text was either left unfinished or continued on an adjoining seat; while
it very probably acclaimed one of the factions, it could have been for some other group
(but see also on 45.36.Y.ii).
Row 8.

At front edge of seat at east end, which has a damaged surface. The last two lines are
written at right angles to the rest, at the left; but they seem to be by the same hand, and to belong. Letters
cursive, 0.035-0.04; there are two dots, ?for abbreviation, over X in 1.3.

ZQ vac.
KOTN vac.

X()iJ
Ell
(at right angles to the rest)
5

TY
EY

It is hard to make any sense of this text, or even to be sure in what order to read the
letters; but it seems possible that there are the initial letters of several names: Zro(nKoc;),
Tu(XtKoc;), 'En:( ), Eu( ).
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Row 9.

On two separate seats there are box-monograms; i (to the east) is deeply cut, 0.11 high; ii
is shallower, 0.08 high. i is virtually identical with that published as ALA 185, and that in Row 11; ii
is similar, except that it lacks the letters K and A.

Plate (i)

XIV

i. (Nuc~ 1, tUXT\ t&v llpacr{vrov)
ii. ('H tUXT\ t&v llpacr{vrov)
i. (The fortune of the Greens triumphs !)
ii. (The fortune of the Greens.)

The resolution of monograms can never be absolutely certain; but the monogram at
the Tetrapylon (ALA 185) which is large, and very carefully cut, was found near another
inscription with NtK~ 1, tUXT\ t&v llpacrivrov written out in full (ALA 184), which
suggests that this is the correct resolution of that inscription and of these. The names of
the factions in monogram fomi were also found in the Portico ofTiberius (ALA 186.i and
iii). The omission of the A and the Kin ii makes it impossible to read vtK~, but all the other
letters are there; it seems more likely to be a mistake than a deliberate omission.
Row 10. On the seat at the west end there is a drawing, at right angles to the edge, of the head and
shoulders of a figure with a complex hairdo, or head-dress, turning slightly to the right.

Plate XIV
Row 11. On one seat there is a shallowly cut monogram· identical with that at E.9.i.
(NtK~ 1, tUXT\ t&v llpacrivrov)
(The fortune ofthe Greens triumphs!)

Row 15. On seats at east end; letters av. 0.12, cursive delta.
vac. I Y K E A I vac. I ~ X I ~ I steps
Row 16.

On one seat there is a sketch, ?a phallus.

Row 20. At east end, cut at an angle, at the right side of the block; letters rough, with broad flat
trenches, 0.08-0.13. Preceded by a design, S.3 (0.18 x 0.22) and a pattern based on a X.
VtKn

'
1, tuxl
[11 The fortune triumphs [-

Row 21. On the seat at the east end, carefully cut, a tau with a superscript upsilon (total height 0.08).
Row 24. On seats at west end; letters 0.26.
steps I vac. I vac. I K~'t I [EXE't<Xt
Reserved.

Row 26. On a seat which is broken away above; letters 0.03 (o)-0.05 (X).
Published ALA 137. iv.
... ]01
YAHXH ~o~(0t) to c [ ... ]
aou.A.o cr(ou) rero(pyto) vac.
-] help your servant George.

The reading is very uncertain; but the text appears to have been left unfinished.
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BlockF
This is the central block, into which a raised seat was rather roughly inserted, almost certainly for the
provincial governor in the third or early fourth century (see above, p. 2); on a block behind it is a design
of a peacock. Rows 1-3 and most of Row 4 have been lost. There are designs on seats as follows: Row
5, 1 C.2, with a small arc at the end of one arm (Diam. 0.40); Row 9, 1 S.3 (0.19 x 0.20); Row 16, 1 C.2
(Diam. 0.31). There are scattered letters in Rows 9, 12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26.
The lips and risers of a large number of seats in this block are inscribed, largely with the letters
AP, (av. 0.04), as follows: Row 5, AP five times on the lips. On the lip of the northernmost seat, E vac.
AP vac. A, and on the riser, X; Row 6, AP on one lip; Row 7, AP on one riser, two lips; Row'S, AP on
three risers, one lip; Row 9, AP on one lip (twice), one riser; Row 10, AP on two lips, one riser; Row
12, AP on one riser; Row 15, AP on one lip; Row 16, AP on three risers; Row 17, AP on one lip; Row
18, AP on two lips, one riser; Row 20, 0 on one riser; Row 21, AP on three risers; Row 26, on one lip,
ATTI (larger letters, 0.06)- this is almost certainly out of place, and probably formed part of a name,
?Atticus. The repetition of AP suggests that this block was reserved for a particular group, although the
abbreviation, AP( ) seems very ambiguous- perhaps for archons? For the same abbreviation compare
45.28, I and P.

Row 5.

At north end. Letters large and deep, cursive, 0.12-0.17.

KU'tE] I vac. x vac. £'tat I steps
I Y IOC
Reserved.

The letters below are from another text, and there are further traces on the stone.
Row6.
l.

Towards south end. Letters scratched and worn; av. 0.05.

-] l[.]~pxrov ~(at) i}E vac. I[1 vac. ATA
vac.
I
The kappa in the first line appears to be added, and probably belongs to another text.

ii.

On second seat from north end; letters 0.06-0.08 (A).

-]lvac. A I vac. IB vac. I[The lambda must be from another text, but IBis very probably the number 12.
iii.

On seat at north end. Letters 0.05-0.12 (beta); eta in lower case.

-]I 11
-]1 A:ia~ ~A.ap(ia~) I steps

Apparently from a woman's name, or that of a tribe. The letter in the upper row need
not be associated with those below.
Row 10.

Across the row; on the first seat, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.13); letters av. 0.08, second A 0.30.

steps I design I KaA'tl vac. I vac. AI I vac. I KT lvac. All steps
Row 11.

Letters on first seat 0.15 in upper row, 0.08 in lower row; on second seat, 0.09-0.12.

vac.

I OPOC vac. lvac. I two seats I steps
I 9£~
I qnac I

46.G
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One seat with several superimposed texts, letters ranging from 0.05-0.020.

steps I vac.
1 A
IAE YT A

1.

11.
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IY A 0 C I
no1
OA I

In much larger letters.
Ka'tEXE] I'tat

ii. Reserved.

Row 17.

On one seat at south end; the central group of letters 0.11. A theta has been cut over the

alpha.

I Ill vac. Nlf MA I
The letters Nlf seem to belong together- perhaps an abbreviation for, e.g., Niger,
Nigrinus?
Row 18.

On one seat towards north end. Letters 0.023-0.04. ?Deliberately ambiguous design of a
phallus, highly stylised in such a way that it could be read as a building with a pointed roof, supported
by two spiral columns. To the right, a bird; to the left, parallel with the columns, a text.

Plate xm
't01t0~
"Epro'to~

Place of Eros.

This may simply be a joke, but it could also be a pun on the name Eros (not otherwise
so far attested among the inhabitants of Aphrodisias, but for a governor seeALA 19).
Row 22.

At north end, next to steps; letters 0.16. The second pi has an alpha within it. There are
traces of other letters.

In (OA) A I steps
A text, letters 0.02, superimposed on traces of much larger letters, 0.18.

Place of Na[ -

The text was apparently left unfinished. Above it is a horizontal line, with verticals
at either end and in the centre; this could be the remnants of another letter associated with
the T, but it may be a design connected with the lower text.
Row 26.

Letters 0.18.

vac. I T T I vac.
On the steps between F and G, on the ninth step an eta (0.09), on the tenth step,
apparently a square sigma; on the eleventh step, a gamma.

Block G
There are scattered letters in Rows 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 26; there
are also letters on the risers in Rows 22 and 26. There are designs as follows: Row 3, 1 S.3 (0.105 x
0.12), followed by ?a figure; Row 4, a roughly drawn bird; Row 5, rough designs, including one ?of
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male genitals; Row 6, I C.2 (Diam. 0.1 0); Row 7, I C.2 (Diam. 0.165), and a cross, 0.06; Row 8, I S.3
(0.15 x 0.21); Row 9, I S.3 (0.255 x 0.24); Row 10, 2 C.2 (Diams 0.11 and 0.20); Row 22, 1 SSS.l,
very worn (0.14 x 0.15).
On the lips and risers of the seats there are several letters: Row 5, X (0.03) on lip of the seat at
south end; Row 12, X ( 0.03) on risers of three seats, lip of one at north end; Row 17, E> (0.11) on lip
of seat at north end; Row 21, on risers, (letters 0.05-0.06; E>PXH 0.09) IE>KPXH I ITY (in monogram)!
vac. AK I. There are traces of further red-painted letters; Row 22, OA (0.07) and HA (0.09, in ligature)
on riser of one seat; E> (0.05) on riser of seat at north end; Row 23, <I>A (0.08) on riser of seat at north
end; Row 26, A (0.02) on one riser.

Row 4.

On one seat; letters 0.015, cross 0.03.

Published ALA 137. v.
<l>pov-rivou cross
Nl K~ ~ 'tUXll 'tOU
The fortune of Frontinus triumphs !
(Place of) Frontinus. The fortune of the cross triumphs !

or

The first translation would apply if the cross is a later addition; but if it is original,
the second translation provides a standard Christian acclamation (compare ALA 143 for
a similar formula).
Row 8.

On one seat at south end; several strata·of letters, 0.07-0.30.

Below, in another hand:
Below, in another hand:

-]I OT ~ [If
-]I ~AC [-1-

The middle line is very probably the number ty', 13; compare F.6.ii.
Row 11. On seats at north end, varying letter sizes.
I vac. I M [ .. ] XHN I [ . ] I vac. IB vac.l steps
I

KAT

I

On the northernmost seat, the letters IB (0.07) may well be a number, 12: compare
F.6.ii, and G.8. The letters below are much larger (0.15-0.20) and probably from
Ka-r[ exe-r at].
Row 12.
1.

On third seat from east end; letters neat, 0.02-0.05, cursive, beta with two bowls.

Cited, Cameron, Porphyrius, 276; published ALA 181. iii.
cross NtK~ ~ 'tUXll -rrov Beve-rrov.
The fortune of the Blues triumphs!
ll.

On second seat from west end; letters deeply cut, 0.045-0.07; square sig~a, cursive delta.

A more cautious version published as ALA 181. iv.
cross -r61to<;
L1t<XVOl vac.
0

Place of Spandios(?).
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BlockH
There are designs as follows: Row 3, two crosses (0.10 and 0.085); Row 12, 1 S.3 (0.15 x 0.16), 1 R.1
(0.21 x 0.095); Row 13, 1 C.1 with a single line across (Diam. 0.32); Row 15, 1 S.1 (0.14 x 0.10), 1
SSS.1 (0.18 x 0.16), one cross with serifs, 0.20. There are scattered letters in Rows 11, 12, 13, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25 and a small figure of ?a man in Row 26.
There are letters on the risers, as follows: Row 2, on seat at south end, Z (0.04), at north end ITO
(0.075); Row 21, on seat at south end ZQ vac. AI (first pair, 0.03-0.05; second pair, 0.07); Row 22, M
( 0.05) on seat at south end, EY (in ligature, 0.07); Row 26, E, EYAK (0.025-0.04).

Row 3.
On one seat there is a rough and incomplete drawing (0.36 x 0.41) of a figure with what
seems to be a net; presumably a retiarius.
Row4.

i. A graffito figure, apparently holding a spear and a shield, probably another gladiator (0.59 x
0.40).
Plate xv
ii.

On next block, parallel to edge, head and shouders of a figure ?with hat or large hairdo, 0.28.

Row6.
1.

On one seat, the letters AIT, 0.035. There are other scattered letters.

n.

On next seat, the outline for a human head and shoulders (0.27).

iii. On third seat. Letters broad and shallow, 0.06, cross 0.36.
Published ALA 181. v.
't07t( o<;) cross
Place ?(of the cross).

If this text is complete, the translation must be 'place of the cross'; but it may have
been intended to reserve a place for an individual whose name was never cut,
accompanied by a cross (as in G.4, G.12).
Row8.

i.

On one seat, which is broken to left; lightly cut letters, lunate, 0.04.

Plate (with 9.i) XIV
... ] 'Aya8ro1to<; vac.
?Place] of Agathops.
11.

On seat to right of 8.i, broken at right. Letters clearly cut, 0.04-0.05.

Plate (with iiia) xv
'E7t't<XJ.LTI~[ i]-

(ou)
(Place) of Heptamenius.

For this name see ALA 207.
iii. On the two seats to the right of 8.ii there are three monograms.
a.

On first seat, 0.08, clearly cut. Based on E; other letters 0, K, A and A or I!J..

Plate (with ii) xv
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On first seat, less clearly cut; 0.13. Based on K; other letters 0, Y, P.
Kour [...

c.
On second seat, clearly cut, 0.12; the upper left corner is lost. Based onE; other letters 0, IJ. or A,
N. Almost certainly the same as a.

Row9.

i.

On one seat, crudely but clearly cut, a head and shoulders, with a circular ?shield in front of the
torso; c. 0.30. Inscribed above the shield, letters 0.04-0.07.

Plate xrv

Thracian (gladiator).

Cut later, above the left shoulder, is a rough design ?of a figure, with the letters YE
above, ?(OY) below.
This graffito may well have been cut by a supporter of the Thracian type of gladiator,
a parmularius (see above, p. 79).
ii.

On seat to right of 9.i; clearly cut, square letters, 0.035-0.06.

Published ALA 18l.vi.
Plate xv
'A8avacri( ou)

Eucre~i( ou)

(Place) of Athanasius. (Place) ofEusebius.

iii. On seat to right of 9.ii; a monogram, 0.08, worn away below. Based onE; other letters T, 0, Y,
B or P, perhaps ?A.

A shorter reading published ALA 181.vi.
Plate xv
? 'to(1to~) Eu[crem[iou].
?Place of ?Eusebius.

Row 19.
i.

On seat at south end; letters 0.18-0.19. There are other scattered letters on the following seats.

steps I[Ka'tE]Xe'tat ~l[1toReserved ?by [-.
11.

On seat at north end, broken at both sides; letters 0.06-0.09 .

... ] I AIIO'I'OY vac .
... ] I ~a'tEXe't[at]
Perhaps from U7tO\jf(Xffi, 'wipe off, wipe clean'. Superimposed over the right end are
?larger letters, perhaps EL
?Wipe (the seat) clean. Reserved.
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Row 20.
1.

On seats at south end.

steps I two seats I ~Tialtexl [Et m
Reserved.

ii

On seat at north end. Large letters with broad flat trenches, 0.16; there are many letters on
preceding seats.

vac.

t61t(?o~)l

steps

Place [-

Row 22. Letters 0.06-0.13.
steps I three seats I u1to I ~a In vac. A I three seats I V I K I T I [ . I . ] steps
Row 23. Letters 0.06-0.15.
I K~IPO

lE

INOPOY

1-

I 8 I two seats I steps
I [K]~tEXE'tat

I

Row 25. No measurements.

Row 26. There are faces on two seats.
Block]
There are designs on seats as follows: Row 6, 1 R.l (0.165 x 0.375); Row 7, ?1 R.l, uncompleted, 2
x 3 squares (0.15 x 0.19); Row 9, 1 R.l, central vertical line omitted (0.24 x 0.14 ); Row 24, ? 1 SSS.l,
very roughly cut (0.20 x 0.28); there are scattered letters in Rows 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and
26.
There are letters cut on the seat risers, as follows (av. 0.04): Row 2, AY in ligature, AA; Row 3,
Z on seat at south end( 0.03), AA (0.06); Row 16, ZAI, on seat at north end; Row 17, IAN (letters written
upside down); Row 20, X; Row 21, M (0.02).

Row 2.

On one block; letters 0.05-0.07.

vac. 'HA.worop( ou) vac.
(Place of) Heliodorus.

Row 3.

On one block a drawing of a standing figure, dressed in a loin-cloth; his arms, which are
raised, appear to be clothed in ?straps. ?A wrestler.

Plate XVIII
Row4.
i.
On one block there is a sketch of a phallus, and an unfinished sketch of ?a face with long hair on
either side.
ii.
On another seat, a drawing (H. 0.39) of two busts, facing outwards, each with radiate headdresses.

Plate xv
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Row 8.

On one block. A head and shoulders clearly cut with a fine tool; the hair-cut is short, and
looks masculine, but what appear to be breasts are marked by two circles. Letters 0.03--0.09 (the final
Y of 1.4).

Plate xvi
'tOU KE
KoAmpo-

bust

vo~

VlKq. ~ 't'UXTJ
8eo06'tou
1tpO'tO.Upa.ptOU

The fortune triumphs of Theodotus, first goldsmith.
-]also (called) Kolotron.

It is possible that these texts should be read as one, and that Kolotron (for which I
have found no parallel) was the alternative name of Theodotus. But it is perhaps more
likely that the text on the left is in fact all that it is left of a text which started on an adjacent
seat, now lost.
Theodore, npo'ta.upapto~ 'chief aurarius', is presumably the president of the guild
of aurarii, which I take to mean 'gold-workers'; the term is also found at Laodicea
Combusta (MAMA I.281), on several tombs at Corycus (npo'ta.upapto~/npro'ta.upapto~
MAMA m.335, 351, 428, 607), and on a tomb at Patara (TAM n.457). For further
references and discussion see above, on 45.39.P, and my forthcoming note in ZPE.
Row 13. On one block. Letters, 1.1;0.03, 1.2, 0.04--0.05, faint.
L. 2 cited, Cameron, Porphyrius, 276 (part); published, ALA 18l.vii.

Plate XVI
'tono 'trov jla.KeA.A.hrov
N'ticq_ ~ 't'DXTJ 1&v Beve1rov

(sic)

Place of the butchers. The fortune of the Blues triumphs!
jlO.KeA.A.hTJ~

is cited by the Glossaries as a term for butcher; the more standard term
is jlO.KeA.A.apto~, which is found elsewhere at Aphrodisias (ALA 117.i). Seats were
reserved for butchers, macellarii, in the amphitheatre at Lyons (A. Audon and J. Guey,
BSNAF 1976, 202.) On the acclamation of the Blues see further below, p. 130.
Row23
i.

On one block, broken to left, at the north end of row. Letters av. 0.1 0~

-] MOY [-] <I>OY [ii.

Among several scattered letters, a monogram, 0.33, based on K and E, with perhaps T and I. Very
similar to that at K. 22.

Row 26.
i. On one block, along edge. Letters av. 0.05.

vac. IJ:Lviou AY lvac.
[(Place of) ?Poly]mnius ?Ly[-
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Along edge of a seat, carefully cut, 0.09.

-]IITII[iii. Letters av. 0.13.

-] ~41TI[-

BlockK
There are designs as follows: Row 3, 1 S.3 (0.27 x 0.17); Row 4, 1 C. I (Diam. 0.29); Row 5, at east end,
1 C.1 (Diam. 0.165); Row 18, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.16); Row 19, 1 S.l, deeply cut (16 x 0.16); Row 24, 1 C.2
(Diam. 0.33); Row 25, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.20); there are scattered letters in Rows 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17,
19, 21, 22, 23, 26; there are designs, Type C.2, in Rows 17, 24, and 25.

Row 1.

There is an incomplete drawing of a face (0.15).

Row 6.

On one block at west end of row; letters 0.05-0.015 (at end).

vac. IKEATYIIQN
.
.
Row 8.

On one-riser; letters 0.05. The His written as a reversed N.

NHAI
Row 9.

On one block, at right angles to front edge; letters 0.02-0.04.

'Eyro 1tUytO"'tT] ~
d!l£ .. ·
I am a bugger.

Row 21.

Across row; letters 0.17-0.18, 0 0.12.

steps I vac. I T I vac. I 0 I vac. I vac. I ~ I I "';' I vac. I steps
Perhaps 't0(1to~) followed by the name of a group or an individual.
Row 22. Scattered letters, and a monogram 0.29, based on K and E, with A and perhaps T. Very
similar to that at J.23.

Blocks K/L
In the steps leading upwards between the blocks, on the fourteenth step there is a
letter A, very carefully cut (0.08); on the seventeenth step perhaps D, very worn (0.09).
If these are numbers, they are at the right distance from one another, but it is strange that
they should start so far up; they perhaps number rows above the level of officially
allocated seats.

BlockL
There are designs as follows: Row 2, 1 H.8, modified, 5 x 4 holes (0.17 x 0.14); Row 3, 1 H.4 (0.24 x
0.125); Row 4, 1 3Rows.l (0.64 x 0.35); Row 6, 2 C.2, one with extra spoke (Diam. 0.29), one with
curved spokes (Diam. 0.30); Row 9, at west end, 1 C.2 (Diam. 0.30). There are scattered letters in rows
5, 6, 8, 13, 15, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24.
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There are letters on lips and risers: Row 19, on two adjacent risers, NHAI NHAK; Row 23, on one riser,
EEE; Row 24, on one riser, A ( 0.02); Row 25, on lip, A (0.03); Row 26, on lip, lA (0.05).

Row 4.

On seat at east end; letters 0.04. To the left, 1 R.l (0.45 x 0.17).

Published, ALA 18l.viii.

NtK~ ~ 'tUXll
1:rov vac. A 0
The fortune triumphs of the [-

Perhaps unfinished; the last letters may not be associated with the preceding text.
Row 6.

At west end; letters 0.04.

vac.
Row 7.

Er vac.

At east end: on first seat, I C.4 (Diam. 0.27); on next seat, letters 0.03.

steps I 1:01toc BevE'trov I
Place ?of Blues.

Row 9.

There is a graffito of a head and shoulders (0.44).

Row 18.

At west end; letters 0.08.

vac. I vac. n vac. I vac. nAe [ .. ]I vac. I steps
Row 19.

On one block at east end; letters 0.07.

steps I three seats I T:I XPYc;:(o';l) [.]
Row 21.

At east end; letters 0.09-0.06.

steps I X I vac. I [ . ] I vac. I Q I vac.

X.

Loose theatre seats

X.1-14 were all found during excavation of the Theatre. X.1-3 are all seats with
backs, now standing in front of the front row, in the prohedrion position.
X.1.

Seat with back in prohedrion of theatre. Inscribed i on the seat, letters 0.10-0.17; ii on the rim,
which has had a hole made in it subsequently; letters 0.07.

i.

AK
<1> A

ii.

n

- ] 1<1> ~ [ • ] NTEI~I [ -

In ii, A might be A, T might ben, and X might be A.
X.2.

Seat with back, to the south of X.l; very worn.

vacat EIC<I>OOIN
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Seat with back, to the south of X.2; letters 0.13-0,18.

I HAIAN I

Perhaps part of a name, ... ]elian[us.
X.4 to X.14 are now lying to the east of the Theatre.
X.4.

A loose seat with back; inscribed on the seat at right angles to edge, letters 0.02-0.025.

Published, ALA 181. ix.
NtKu ~ 'tUXTI 1:[&]v
Tipa,o{~·(rov)
·
Possibly 1:(ou) Tipacri~(ou).
The fortune of the Greens triumphs!

X.5.

Seat from the summa cavea; letters 0.07, poorly cut.

vac. KU'tEXE'tal[t
Reserved[-

The inscription continues to the right edge, and was/presumably completed on the
next seat.
X.6.

Seat inscribed along front rim.Letters, 0.05-0.07; scroll for abbreviation.

? 'A7t]l vac. <pia K(a1) <DA.(a~w~) "EpJ..Lu~[7to~ ?? Ap]phia and Flavius Hermip[pus?

The first name is well attested at Aphrodisias; Hermippus is not otherwise attested,
but it is not possible to read the much more common Hermias.

X. 7. Seat with a back, broken away above, with a deliberate hole created either for awning support,
or for subsequent re-use; it bears traces of cement from later use; letters 0.025-0.05.
H

Perhaps the final word was

VlK~

vac. ~ 'tUX[TI]

'tll~

vac. hole A

[7t6]A.(ero~).

The fortune of the [?city] triumphs!

X.8. A long seat with back, broken at the right and with the front part of the seat lost (H. 0.66, W.
0.68, D. 0.30). Inscribed on back (1.1) and on seat (1.2); letters 0.1 0.
I KU't[ EXE'tal ?]
I IOY [ ...
? Reserved [X. 9.
0.24.

A long seat (H. 0.86, W. 1.80, D. 0.39) with several sets of letters; the most readable are 0.021-
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-]IXIOY *
Probably the end of a name in the genitive; it is not clear what the asterisk (usually
a denarius sign) represents.

X.1 0. A long seat with a back (H. 0.68, W. 0.78, D. 0.24); the front seat is broken away and the top
is broken. Letters clear and deep, av. 0.05.

-]1[ ... ]1[-]1[.] OYAAAQ [-

X.11. A seat with the lip broken away (H. 0.40, W. 1.02, D. 0.68). Inscribed in the centre of the riser;
letters clear, 0.05.

vac. EYAT vac.
For a similar text, also on a riser, compare H.26.

X.l2. A seat with the lip broken away (H. 0.39, W. 1.32, D. 0.58). Inscribed on the riser; letters
0.05-0.09.
vac.

ro

vac. AI vac.

X.l3. A seat with the lip broken away (H. 0.36, W. 1.28, D. 0.65). Inscribed on the riser; letters
0.035.

vac. ZQ vac.
Compare H.21, on the riser.

X.14. A seat with rim partially broken away. Inscribed on the rim; letters 0.04.
-] ~ H vac.

A might be a cursive alpha.

X.l5. Seat reused in the fortifications on the Acropolis; surface weathered away to right. Letters
0.02-0.025.
Published, ALA 138.
NtKn ~ tuX[TI-

Kup~e-~v[~aOTitt ?-

MA~[-"
vac.
L. 3 y or r.

The fortune triumphs [ - ] Lord re[member -

There are other Theatre seats reused in the Acropolis fortifications which bear letters,
but no determinable syllables.
X.16. Block (H. 0.32, W. 0.725, D. 0.11) apparently formed by cutting down a theatre seat and
reused in a late partition wall in the complex east of the Theatre Baths. The surface has been hacked,
presumably in preparation for the subsequent plastering. Clear, crude lettering,l.1, 0.09, 1.2, 0.03-0.06.
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KCX'tEXE'ta.t

!.!~

!laxn H

Reserved. ?Don't quarrel.

While the first line is standard, I have not found parallels for the second; it appears
to be an order, instructing the reader not to contest the occupancy of the seat; but this
leaves the second eta unaccounted for.
X.17 and 18 were found, with several other Theatre seats, in the southern portico of
the Southern Agora (Portico of Tiberius ). Seats from the upper part of the cavea seem to
have fallen here, and some were re-used in the fifth-century repair work in this area.
X.17. Seat (0.645 x 0.35 x 0.85) inscribed on the riser, in rough large letters, 0.05-0.06.
vac. dHMH vac.
X.18. Broken in two halves (H. 0.37, total W. c. 1.30, D. 0.69). Inscribed, ion the seat, in a large
sprawling hand, 0.18; ii on the riser, regular formal lettering, 0.03; NH in ligature.

M

1.

ii.

Cut over a cursive E.

Plate

XVI

vac. Kapjltvia~ KA.auo[t]avil~ vac.
(Seat of) Carminia Claudiana.

Carminia Claudiana must be a member of the family of Carminii, who were
prominent atAphrodisias from the mid-second century; M. Ulpius Carminius Claudianus
spent 10,000 denarii on the auditorium of the Theatre (C/G 2782, with Reynolds,
Aphrodisias Papers 2, 20). This could well explain why this lady's seat bears particularly
elegant formal lettering. The find-spot makes it likely that it originally came from the
upper cavea, suggesting that in the Theatre, as in the Stadium, women were seated at the
back (compare 45.10.Y.l, and references there, and 45.ll.U).

47.

THE 0DEON

Plan, Fig. 3
The lower part of the Odeon, with nine rows of seats, has been preserved in fairly
good condition, although here too it cannot be assumed that the seats are all in their
original positions; there was almost certainly an upper tier of seats, which has been lost.
The five blocks of seats are indicated here by the letters A-E, starting from the west; the
rows have been numbered from bottom to top, Row 1 being the front row.
1. There are a series of groups of letters cut on the front lips of the seats; their height is
0.05-0.07. Some of the groups reappear several times. I have set out the letters, and their
location; their concentration in one part of the auditorium is chiefly because in the rest of
the auditorium the edges of the seats have been lost.
AdP
AAE

B.4, B.5, B.6 (four times), B.7, loose fragments
B.7
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AN
AfAP

ro

EP
ZH
HPA
HPI
OAA

47.B

E.7 and 8, loose fragment
B.4
B.1
B.5
B.4 (twice), B.5, C.4
B.7
B.6 (twice)
loose fragment

It seems most likely that these are the abbreviations of names of individuals or of
organizations for whom these seats were reserved. Several of these abbreviations could
be resolved into personal names well-attested at Aphrodisias: Z~(vrov), "Aop(a.crto~),
'AM(~a.vopo~), 'Hpa(KA.ew~), 'Ep(j.tia.~), 'Av(tioxo~) or 'Av(op6vetKo~). But others
(A~AP, ro, and nAA, perhaps also HPI) cannot be taken as a certain indication of any
name well-attested at the site (there is one Gortynios, one Goneus, and one Gorgonius, but
no name beginning Pal- or Arar-); and these abbreviations seem an inadequate way of
reserving a seat for particular individuals, especially with names as common at
Aphrodisias as Zeno or Adrastus. AP is also found in the Stadium (45.28.L) and extensively on seat lips in the Theatre (see 46.F); ro is found on a seat lip from the Theatre
(46.X.12). It seems easier to take these as the names of tribes, or some other kind of
groups, as was also suggested for AY in the Stadium (45.13.D); compare the inscriptions
on benches found in the Theatre area, ALA 212. We should perhaps associate these
inscriptions with the use of the Odeon for some kind of deliberative assembly, in which
the participants were divided into tribes. But it is also possible that we should associate
nAA with the 'elder Jews' for whom seating was reserved in the Odeon (below, D.6).

2.

The seat inscriptions.

BlockB
Row5.

Across two seats. Letters well cut, 0.075-0.09, square.

Cited, Alan Cameron, Circus Factions, 79; published, ALA 180.i.
Plate xvr
t6nol~ veotepro[v]

The final letter was never cut.
Place of younger men (neoteroi).

For the neoteroi see above, on 45.30.S (apparently reserved for their officials) and
below, p. 123.
Row 8.

On one seat. Letters irregular, O.OS(o)-0.07; lunate.

Cited, Circus Factions, 79; published, Reynolds-Tannenbaum, Jews and Godfearers,
Appendix 1b; ALA 180.ii. Illustrated in Reynolds-Tannenbaum, plate 8.
t6no~ ·~~~erov

The first letters of the second word are very worn, perhaps deliberately erased.
Place of ?Jews.

47.E
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BlockD
Row 6.
On one seat, whose surface has subsequently been chipped, as if for plastering. Letters,
1.1, 0.002-0.045; 1.2, 0.02-0.035; irregular, square.
Cited, Circus Factions, 79, 135; published, Reynolds-Tannenbaum, Jews and
Godfearers, Appendix la; ALA lSO.iii. Illustrated, Reynolds-Tannenbaum, plate 8.
't07to~ Beve'trov
'Epp~rov 1:&v ~~Ae&v

Place of Blues, of the elder Jews.

This term is used in one other inscription of Jewish elders (published most recently
as I.Chalcedon 75; see also D. Feissel, T&MByz 10 (1987), 411). For the association with
the Blues see below, p. 130.

Block E
Row 1.

A cross, 0.055 high.

Row 5.

On one seat. Letters very worn, square, 0.035-0.045; OY in ligature.

Cited, Circus Factions, 315; published, ALA lSO.iv.
Plate XVII
[.. ] BeVE't( <;>';>)
The traces before the B may be without significance.
[.?.]of (the) Blue (faction).

See below, p. 131
Row 7.
On two seats. Letters 0.04 (o )-0.07, well cut, lunate; apostrophe for abbreviation. All the
letters after TO have been erased, but remain legible.
Cited, Circus Factions, 315; published ALA lSO.v.
Plate xvii
1:ol1to~

Beve('trov)

Place of Blues.

The abbreviation could also be resolved Beve('tou), to give 'place of (the) Blue
(faction)', as in Row 5; but the plural is more common. See further below, p. 131.

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE AUDIENCE

Despite the abundance of the evidence presented here, there are serious limits to the
way in which it can be exploited. Above all, there is very little evidence for the date of
these inscriptions except that which is provided internally by the texts themselves. I have
suggested above that I believe most of the inscriptions in the Stadium to date from the
Roman imperial period; most of those in the Odeon belong definitely to the later Roman
period, since the references to the factions are likely to be no earlier than the later fifth
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century. The situation in the Theatre is more complex, since it is clear that several layers
of inscriptions survive on some of the seats; on the whole, those which are legible tend to
be so because they were the latest to be inscribed, and so belong to the later Roman period.
But within these broad indications of date, we cannot establish the relative chronology of
the various inscriptions; and it is very important to remember that two adjacent texts
might in fact have been inscribed at very different dates.
Another major uncertainty is the status of the inscriptions. It is clear that we have a
large number of completely private graffiti, such as gameboards, prayers, jokes, and
pictures, in both the Stadium and the Theatre. It also seems evident that some at least of
the Stadium texts have an 'official' character- particularly, for example, those spread
over a whole row, reserving it for some official body (e.g. 45.30.R, S, T, and U). But it
remains difficult to determine the exact status of a wide range of texts which fall between
these two extremes. This problem is not unique to this site. The editor of the seat
inscriptions from the Theatre at Delphi argues that there the inscriptions on the rims or
risers of the seats represent formal allocations of seats, while those on the flat surface are
graffiti. 7 The situation is certainly far less obvious atAphrodisias. In particular, the large
number of texts reserving seats for individuals presents a problem. They can only have
had a limited period of usefulness, during that individual's active life-time; in the Theatre,
at least, it seems likely that many such texts were overcut with later inscriptions. 8 But in
any one case it is difficult to know whether the text was simply cut privately, or whether,
as must have been the case with some of the larger texts in the Stadium (e. g. 45.33.H), the
man concerned had obtained an official allocation of those seats, together with the right
to inscribe on them.
For this reason, it seems to me that these texts can only be of limited use in helping
us to understand how seating at public spectacles was organized. Elizabeth Rawson drew
attention to the concern shown by the Roman authorities, and above all by Augustus, for
the proper and seemly organization of audiences; in doing so, she was able to draw on a
large amount of historical and literary evidence. 9 I feel certain, both that there was a
similar concern at Aphrodisias, and also that these inscriptions can only give us very
slight evidence as to what 'public policy' may have been. To my mind, their chief value
lies simply in showing us various ways in which people described themselves, or were
described, when they attended public spectacles; from this, I think, some cautious
conclusions can be drawn.
Firstly, there are the seats reserved for individuals in the Theatre, 10 and the Stadium. 11
As has been said, it is not easy to be sure which of these texts reflect the formal allocation
of a seat, and which are simply privately inscribed. 12 Several of these texts, especially in
the Stadium, reserved more than a single seat; the persons named must in fact have been
reserving space for themselves and members of their households. Some women's names
survive. Apphia (if this name is correctly restored in 46.X.6) is named with her husband
Fl. Herm[-; two further women are found together in the Stadium (45.ll.U). There are
7

P. Collart, Fouilles de Delphes m.6.1, 377.
Seats in the Colosseum at Rome which were inscribed with the names of individuals in the fifth century
A.D. had to have new marble inset in some cases: Chastagnol, Le senat romain, 43.
9
Rawson, 'Discrimina ordinum'.
10
46.?A.5, 24, C.26, ?F.6.iii; 23, G.12.ii, H.8.i, ii, 9.ii, ?iii, J.2, ?23, ?26, X.6, 18.
11
45. 3.V.l, ?7.M, lO.Y.i, ll.U, 12.L, M, R, ?13.0, 14.X, 33.R, S, 37.E, 40.S.
12
As observed in the case of the inscriptions on the seats of the Stadium at Didyma by Rehm, l.Didyma,
p.102.
8

/
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also seats for at least two women who can be identified as coming from important
families: Claudia Seleuceia appears to have had her own topos in the Stadium (45.10.P),
as does Carminia Claudiana in the Theatre (46.X.18)- perhaps in a section set aside for
women, as at Rome. 13
A second group reserves seats for individuals who give their status: Apollonius the
sculptor (45.7 .X); perhaps a named oeco11omus (45.11.F); Attalus the senator (45.33.H);
Theodotus the leader of the aurarii (46.J.8). Two seats in the Stadium are apparently
reserved for victorious athletes (45.33.R and AA). In each case, it may be that their seats
were within an area set aside for that particular category of person. It is very likely that
local members of the Roman Senate such as Attalus were given special positions at civic
festivals. 14 It certainly suggests that it was as a Roman senator that Attalus chose to be
identified; presumably he wore his senatorial toga.
After the individuals, the largest number of identifiable texts refer to groups and
associations.
Firstly, there are some references to external bodies: there are seats in the Stadium
for the citizens of Mastaura and of Antioch, presumably that on the Maeander (45.4.0,
34.S). This reflects the importance attached to the attendance at festivals by delegations
from other cities. 15 Similarly, at Rome special arrangements were made for official
foreign visitors, 16 and at Lyons seats were reserved for the delegations of different cities
of the province. 17 At Ephesus an inscription reserves a place for the people of Keramos,
which had been requested by a citizen of Keramos who was serving as provincial highpriest.18
The majority, however, of the groups referred to appear to be local. These can be
considered in two categories. First come the groups which can be seen as integral to the
structure of the city. There are very few surviving inscriptions at Aphrodisias reserving
seats for civic officials, who are very fully represented at some other sites. For some
reason, those who can be identified are a series of oeconomoi in the Stadium: unqualified
(45.11.F and G); sacred oeconomoi (45.30.R and T); and oeconomoi ofthe young men
(45.30.S). Perhaps an archon can be detected in 46.F.6. The ?mandator in the Theatre
(46.A.3) is most probably a civic employee, but one who was in the Theatre in order to
perform his function of making announcemen~s.
At many cities, there was clearly special seating for 'tribes'- qn>A.ai. 19 The situation
at Aphrodisias is less clear. There are rows in the Stadium which may be reserved for
qmA.ai (45.2.M, T), but the one clear reference is hard to interpret: Row Y, in Block 32, is
apparently reserved for 'the tribes of the Aphrodisians'. The difficulty is that, if we
13 Rawson, 'Discrimina ordinum', 89-90. Seats were reserved for women in the Stadium at Didyma,
l.Didyma 50; the theatre at Mitylene, Arch.Delt. 22 (1967), 452-7; and the theatre at Termessos, TAM
m.872.6; but in all these cases they are also described as holding offices. (I am grateful to Riet van Bremen
for these references.)
14
For this in the West, see Rawson, 'Discrimina ordinum', 107-8.
15 See commentary on 45.4.0, and below on 58 to 64.
16
Rawson, 'Discrimina ordinum', 92.
17
Audon and Guey, 'L'amphitheatre ... a Lyon', 37-58.
18
JOA/55 (1984), 126-7 (whence SEG xxxiv.l168).
19
At Saittai rows of stadium seats were reserved for tribes: <pl>(AT\~) ~wvucrui.oo~, <pu(A-T\~)
'AcrKATptui.oo~ F. Kolb, 'Sitzstufeninschriften aus dem Stadion von Saittai (Lydia)', Ep.Anat. 15 (1990),
107-19; seats were similarly reserved in the Theatre at Stobi, Saria, 'Die lnschriften ... von Stobi', nos 9,
10, 11, 79, and 81; for Hierapolis, see the important article by F. Kolb, 'Zur Geschichte der Stadt Hierapolis
in Phrygien: die Phyleninschriften im Theater', ZPE 15 (1974), 255-70; for other examples, Rawson.
'Discrimina ordinum', 94-5.
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assume that the citizen body was divided into 'tribes', one row, or even one block, of the
Stadium seating would not be sufficient to accommodate one of them, let alone all of
them. The explanation is perhaps that this seat was for certain officials of the <puA.ai.
There are only a few other references to tribes at Aphrodisias. A second-century
benefactor, Attalus Adrastus, described himself by his tribe, Romais ;20 he also apparently
arranged for the citizens to be feasted 'by tribes', [Kata <p ]uA.a~, apparently civic tribes,
between which the citizen body was divided. 21 Another inscription, of the late second or
early third century, mentioning a foundation for the citizens, refers to benefits going to
'the Council and the People and the tribes and the procleri', til ~ouA.n [Kat tip O~!lql Kat
tat]~ <puAat~ Kat npoKA~pm~; in this latter case the position of the 'tribes' is less clear,
and not made easier by the word npoKAll po~ attested only here. 22 There is also a reference
to aphylarch, 23 and one to a 'cursor ofthe most revered tribes', probably ofthe late third
or fourth century. 24 Tribes, therefore, existed at Aphrodisias over a long period, but were
not particularly prominent; nor can we be certain of their nature. It is clear that in some
cities <puA~ could denote an institution which could be joined by outsiders, rather than a
body of people who belonged to it by birth; thus a third-century A.D. inscription from
Nicomedia commemorates a man from Apamea, in Syria, who was phylarch of a phyle at
Nicomedia. 25 At Philadelphia the term is used to describe associations of craftsmen; 26 and
the closest parallel that I could find for the cursor of the tribes at Aphrodisias came from
examples of trade associations in and around Rome who had 'messengers', viatoresY It
must remain uncertain, therefore, what kind of bodies the phylai were at Aphrodisias; and
it is probably wise to envisage the possibility that the nature and importance of these
groupings may have changed over time. In this connection it is worth observing that in
1937 A. H. M. Jones could suggest that at Hierapolis, with its abundant references to craft
organizations, and none to civic tribes, the associations might have taken the place of the
tribes. 28 Since then it has been discovered that the theatre seats at Hierapolis were divided
between civic tribes, whose names we have now learned, almost certainly for the purpose
of organizing public meetings. 29 But it remains true that these groupings, while they
clearly had a role in the public organization of the city, do not seem to have impinged on
the private lives of their members, who looked to other kinds of organization for services
such as the protection of their tombs. I would suggest that the situation atAphrodisias may
well have been similar.
There are some abbreviations which may refer to tribes, or to other kinds of groups:
so Au and 'Y'Ifl in the Stadium; 30 AP in the Stadium, the Theatre, and on the rim of an
Odeon seat; 31 and perhaps othersY Several such abbreviations appear on the rims of the
Odeon seats ('A<ip, 'AA.e, 'Av, 'Ap, ro, Ep, Z11, 'Hp, 'Hpa, Hpt, TiaA.), where they should
20

Reinach 142, MAMA vm.413.
MAMA vm.413.
22
MAMA vm.447.
23
ALA 201.
24
ALA 150.
25 S. Sahiri, Neufiinde von antiken lnschriften in Nikomedia (MUnster, 1974), no.32, whence BullEp
1974.573.
26
D. Magie, Ifoman Rule in Asia Minor (Princeton, 1950), 135-6 and n. 49.
27
Waltzing, Etude historique, 1, 416.
28
Cities of the East Roman Provinces' (Oxford, 1937), 73.
29
F. Kolb, 'Zur Geschichte der Stadt Hierapolis'.
3o 45.13.D, 45.28.B, C.
31
45.28.L, 46.F.16.ii, L.13, 47.1.
32
In the Stadium, ZBI, 45.33.T; KIB, 45.35.L; KAI, 45.39.A; in the Theatre, fiZ, 46.A. 7, KMK, 46.C.2l.ii.
21
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perhaps be seen as dividing the auditorium for meetings of the Council. 33 A further group
of abbreviations was found on a series of benches from the area of the Theatre: 'Hpax,
Eut, 8eo0. 34 These three groups of abbreviations have in common the fact that many of
them might be abbreviations of names found frequently at Aphrodisias. This may suggest
that they are civic tribes; but they could also be groupings around a prominent individual,
like the Pytheanitae, 'supporters ofPytheas', who are found atAphrodisias in the late fifth
century. 35
It is no surprise that the civic groups which are most prominently represented in
these inscriptions are the organizations of young men: the 'sacred ephebes' (45.30.U and
V), and the neoteroi (47.B.5), and their officials (45.30.S). Neoteroi is used apparently
interchangeably with the commoner neoi to describe the organization of young men in the
age group senior to the ephebes; but in some circumstances neoi is used to indicate both
groups as one: all the 'young men' of a city. 36 Both ephebes and neoi were grouped in
associations based on the gymnasium; in a city with more than one gymnasium, there
were sometimes separate gymnasia assigned to the boys, the ephebes, and the neoi, while
in other cities separate groups of 'young men' were based at each gymnasium. It was the
skills taught at the gymnasium, both athletic and cultural, which were displayed in the
festivals of the city. In the early third century groups of this kind could be expected to
attend public spectacles, and sometimes to behave riotously at them; 37 at Melos seats were
reserved for veavtcrKoi, 38 at Trier for iuvenes. 39 There are several references to special
seats for ephebes. 40 The prominence ofthese groups at public spectacles is clear from the
provisions of the document which details the foundation set up in A.D. 104 by Vibius
Salutaris for the city of Ephesus. 41 Salutaris gave a series of portable images, which
represented Artemis and various public groups (see further below, Chapter vm, p. 145);
these were to be escorted to public events, and placed on bases near where the y~ious
bodies sat. There are references to the sections 'where the boys sit' 42 and 'where the
sacred victors sit' .43 We also possess some of the bases on which the statues were placed:
they depicted, and were presumably located near the seating for, various qmA.ai, the
ephebes (together with the equestrian order), and the gerousia.
There may well have been several reasons for seating the young men together. They
were clearly a body in which the city took pride, the representatives of its own future. It
was also particularly appropriate that they should be assured of special seating to watch
the practitioners of those arts and skills in which they were themselves being trained. But,
at another level, there was perhaps also an element of control. The organizations of
adolescents and young men in the ancient city, focused on the gymnasium and the training
which it offered, could provide some element of control over a potentially disruptive
33
34
35

36

47.1.
ALA 212.
ALA 59.

See Forbes, Neoi.
Callistratus, Dig. xLvm.19.28.3.
38
/G xn.3.1243.
39
C/L xm.3708.
40 See Rawson, 'Discrimina ordinum', 91 and n.49.
41
Forschungen in Ephesos n, 27, republished as l.Eph. 27; see now the full discussion in G. Rogers, The
Sacred Identity of Ephesos (London, 1991), passim. I am very grateful to Dr Rogers for letting me see his
manuscript in advance of publication.
42
ibid., 1.469: o£ [o]i 1ta'ioe~ Ka8£C[o]vtat.
43
ibid., 1.477: o.O oi iepove'iKat Ka9£~ovtat.
37
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group; it seems likely that this formed part of Augustus' thinking when he set up his
collegia iuvenum. 44 On all this, see further below (pp. 134ff.).
The second category of group is represented by the 'associations', of which the
easiest for us to identify are 'craft associations'. These are frequently found seated
together in auditoria; and at Aphrodisias we now have evidence for the practitioners of
several crafts reserving seating: an anonymous syntechnia (45.10.Y); the tanners
(45.12.D); the syntechnia of the gardeners (45.34.Z); the gold-workers (45.39.P), and a
chief gold-worker (46.1.8); perhaps corn-merchants (45.2.0). The appearance of such
references in such a context is a useful indication of the possible functions of tradeassociations. Their members would meet for religious and social purposes; they sat
together at public festivals; they would ensure that the grave of a former member was
respected. 45 These activities must have been the most regular and recurrent concerns of
the associations; while they might occasionally co-operate to bring pressure on the
authorities in or_der to improve their position, as in the case of the silver-workers46 or the
bakers47 at Ephesus, their essential coherence must have depended on these regular
activities. These bodies were named for a craft, but the practice of that craft may have
been only one of the things which held them together.
It may, therefore, not be easy, or even realistic, to distinguish between associations
of people with the same craft, and associations of people who lived in the same area.
Trade-associations often have a double definition: both by trade and by location in the
city, such as the 'porters in the corn-market' at Tarsus. 48 There is also abundant evidence
of groups defined by location; examples of groups described by their plateia, or avenue,
were assembled by Louis Robert. 49 Several plateiai would be grouped together in a
'section', amphodon or a 'neighbourhood', geitonia; both can have a 'chief' platearches, amphodarches, or geitoniarches. This was a system which lasted well into
the late Roman period. 50
Finally, there are cult-associations; we have not identified any of these so far at
Aphrodisias, but that could well be because we do not recognize their names. But we can
recognize the Jews, for whom seats are are reserved in the Odeon atAphrodisias (47.B.8,
D.6), as in the Theatre at Miletus; 51 it is worth considering whether the outside viewer
would have seen any significant difference between the Jews, as a group who worshipped
and attended spectacles together, and other cult-associations. Their presence at spectacles
which were all founded upon pagan cult is a clear indication of how important it was for
all citizens to appear at such events.52
H. Marrou, H istoire de l' education dans I' antiquite 6 (Paris, 1965), 431-4.
So in one unpublished funerary inscription at Aphrodisias, but frequently elsewhere, particularly at
Phrygian Hierapolis; cf. a recently published text from Ephesus, charging the silver-smiths with care of the
tomb (SEG XXXIV.1094).
46
Acts 19.23-41.
47
I. Eph. 215, and bibliography there, especially W. H. Buckler, Anatolian Studies Ramsay (Manchester,
1923), 30-3.
.
48
L. Robert, BCH 101 (1977), 91 (=Documents de I' Asie Mineure (Paris, 1987), 49).
49
A travers l'Asie Mineure, 150-7.
50
See the liturgy published by J. van Haelst, 'Une ancienne priere d'intercession de la liturgie de St.
Marc', Ancient Society 1 (1970), 95-114, with prayers for 'the emperors, the army, the magistrates, the
Council, the people, our neighbourhoods', with the observations of L. Robert at 110-11.
51 For this well-known inscription see most recently H. Hommel, lst.Mitt. 25 (1975), 167-95, and
Reynolds and Tannenbaum, Jews and Godfearers, 54.
52
For the implications for the Jews themselves see T. Rajak, 'Jews and Christians as groups in a pagan
world', in J. Neusner and E. S. Frerichs (eds), 'To See Ourselves as Others See Us': Christians, Jews,
'Others' in Late Antiquity (Chico, 1985), 247-62.
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It seems certain that the trade-associations, local associations, cult-associations and
groupings such as the Jews are best understood as groups among a wide range of
associations, all of which had similar duties and responsibilities. That they were seen as
comparable is suggested, for example, by an inscription from Istros, in which a lady gives
money to a series of groups including the hymnodoi, the tektones, the hieroplateitai, and
the Heracleiastai- one group associated for a particular activity, one 'professional'
group, one group of inhabitants of an area, one religious association. 53
According to the jurists, these associations had two kinds of responsibility: to their
members, and to the wider community- munera municipalia. 54 In the majority of cases,
the members of associations lived in a specific area, and had responsibilities for that area.
Most famously, the trade-associations of Rome functioned as fire-brigades well into the
late Roman period; 55 collegiati helped deal with fires in Rome in 384/5, 56 and this system
persisted in sixth-century ConstantinopleY
They could also be called upon for public works; thus at Antioch on the Orontes in
the first century A.D. various sections of the city - amphoda - were called on to assist,
section by section, in the cutting of a canal. 58 In the inscription describing that
arrangement, the areas themselves are described in various ways: some are called after
individuals, or local landmarks, but some are called after cult- or trade-associations. 59 In
the sixth century the association of butchers at Tomis was given responsibility for
repairing a section of the city wall; it seems very likely that the butchers' quarter of the
city would have been adjacent to that particular stretch ofwall. 60 G. Dagron compares this
to the account in the Patria of the two factions having helped rebuild the walls of
Constantinople in 448. 61 Such responsibilities were not limited to trade- or
neighbourhood-associations; on at least one occasion an association of 'young men' was
responsible for work on a stretch of fortification wall at Camuntum, and such associations
were used in road-building under Maximinus. 62 As well as general public works, areaassociations could be given responsibility for aspects of the defence of a city; in the third
century s.c. Philo mechanicus advised that each amphodon should be given, at public
expense, a lithobolos (stone-thrower) and two catapults. 63 In 502/3 the Jews at Tella in
northern Syria were responsible during a siege for the defence of the section of city wall
near their synagogue. 64 Constantine Porphyrogenitus advises that the emperor, when he
is leaving the city on campaign, should order his ek prosopou to reckon up the population
and determine ev 1toicp JlEP£l EKacr'tov 'tOU'tffiV 'tiDY crucr'tT\JlU'trov q>UAa~n 't~V 1tOAlV ev
53
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E. Popescu, Dacia (1960), 273, whence Bul/Ep 1962.239; Robert, A travers l'Asie Mineure, 156-7.
Callistratus,Dig. xxvl1.1.17.3.
F. M. Ausbtittel, Untersuchungen zu den Vereinen im Westen des romischen Reiches (Frankfurt, 1982),

71-8.
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Syrnrnachus, Rei. 14.3, with J.-P. Waltzing, Revue de /'instruction publique en belgique 35 (1892), 217-37.
John Lydus, De mag. t50; cf. Not. Urb. Const. 2.25.
58 D. Feissel, 'Deux listes de quartiers d' Antioche astreints au creusement d'un canal (73-74 apres J.-C.)',
Syria 62 (1985), 77-103.
59
Feissel, 'Deux listes', 101-2.
60 Published most recently by E. Popescu, Inscriptiones intra fines Dacoromaniae repertae (Bucharest,
1976), 8.
61 Constantinople imaginaire, 183-4, referring to Preger, Script. Orig. Const. 11, Patria 11, 58.
62
M. Jaczynowska, Les associations de la jeunesse romaine sous le haut-empire (Warsaw, 1978), 60-1
with appendix of inscriptions, nos 208, 157-159a.
63 v.iii.26, ed. and trans. in Y. Garlan, Recherches de poliorcetique grecque (Paris, 1974 ), whence cited by
L. Robert, A travers l'Asie Mineure, 153.
64 Josh. Styl. eh. 58, pp.47-8.
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Katpcp £m8ru.tia~ ex8prov, 'in which section each of these associations will guard the city
in the event of an enemy attack' .65
In general, the use of the collegia by the central authorities seems to have increased
in the late Roman period when they were used to collect taxes, in particular the
chrysargyron; 66 in Oxyrhynchus in the sixth century trade-associations appear to have
been considered as bodies with fiscal responsibilities. 67 In the West membership of
collegia came to be seen as burdensome, so that it had to be maintained by imperial
legislation; but it is clear that in the eastern cities of the empire such organizations
continued to flourish well into the sixth century. 68 They still apparently provided a
convenient way of organizing the population; both collegiati and vicomagistri are
enumerated regularly for each area of the city in the Notitia of Constantinople, which
dates from the first half of the fifth century. 69 In 559, when Justinian entered Constantinople in triumph, he was met by a series of court officials (all in white), the prefect
of the city, 'the bankers and all the businessmen, and every association', apyupo7tpfttm
K<Xt 1t(XVt£~ 1tP<XYJ.l<Xt£Ut<Xt K<Xt 1tftv crucrtTJJ.l<X. 70 Similarly, at the inauguration of the first
consulate of Justin 11 the people stood 'divided into groups and their associations',
'divisum in turmas et in sua corpora vulgus'. 71 Their continuing importance in the
management of Constantinople is of course illustrated in the ninth-century Book of the
Prefect, which is devoted to the regulations governing trade-associations. 72
The association was far more than just a club: a man's membership drew his family
into the orbit of the association, and the responsibilities of the association echoed those
of a family. 73 Among those responsibilities, one of the most important was the duty to
ensure that members were buried, and their tombs protected - a standard obligation in
East and West. 74 Such a responsibility was undertaken by associations of every kind,
including trade-associations. Burial itself would normally be a family responsibility, but
a text from Thessalonica, where purple-workers buried a member who came from
Thyateira, demonstrates why such services might be required; 75 similarly, the synod of
victors carried out the obsequies of a fellow-athlete from Elaia (near Pergamum) who
died during a contest at Naples. 76 The body of funerary inscriptions in which the care of
the tomb is assigned to a trade-associati~n, as in many epitaphs found in the necropolis at
Phrygian Hierapolis, provides one of the most important sources of our information about
associations. Similar responsibilities were assumed by the Jewish community, 77 or by
area-associations. 78
65
Const. Porph., De Exped. B, 58-62 (ed. Reiske, 449). This account is presented as a description of the
arrangements made by Constantine the Great, but describes the situation in the tenth century.
66
Jones, LRE, 858.
67
P.Goth.9, with the comments of R. Remondon, Chronique d' Egypte 81 (1966), 173-8.
68
On these developments see Jones, LRE, 430-1 (arrangements for the chrysargyron), 860-1.
69
Notitia Urbis Constantinopolitanae, ed. 0. Seeck, Notitia Dignitatum (Berlin, 1876); Jones, LRE, 689.
7
Const. Porph., De Exped. C, 715-6 (ed. Reiske, 498).
71
Corippus, In laudem lustini 1v.68, cf. Iv.2, with the comments of Averil Cameron ad loc.
72
See in particularS. Vryonis, Jr., 'Byzantine OTU.tOKpa:da and the guilds in the eleventh century', DOP
17 (1963 = S. Vryonis, Jr., Byzantium: Its Internal History and Relations with the Muslim World (London,
1971), m), 289-314.
73
See G. R. Horsley, 'A fishing cartel in first-century Ephesus', New Documents illustrating early
Christianity 5 (North Ryde, 1989), 95-114, especially 107-8.
74
For the West see Ausbiittel, Untersuchungen zu den Vereinen, 59-71.
75
IG.x.II.l, 291, with L. Robert, R.Ph. 48 (1974), 225, (= OMS v, 312).
76
L. Robert, Ant.Class. 37 (1968), 406-17 (= OMS VI, 82-93).
77
Hell. m,l05-7; Hell. XI-XII, 387, 391-2.
78
Robert, A travers l'Asie Mineure, 150.
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Another of their functions was to meet regularly, often for the purpose of
celebrations in honour of a divinity whom they had chosen to be their patron; for 'cultassociations' this was the principal source of their identity, but it seems likely that all
associations had a religious commitment of some kind to a patron deity. As well as the
divine, many associations also had human patrons; the other major source of our
information on these groups is the body of inscriptions in which associations honour their
patrons - 7tpocr'ta:mi. Thanks to such patrons, associations frequently received
endowments, and came to own property, such as the large building given to the fullers at
Pompeii by Eumachia, or the oiKo~ ofthe corn-dealers at Tarsus. 79
Another important function which has not, until now, received much attention was
the provision of seats for members at public spectacles. J. Kolendo has pointed out that for
many ordinary citizens the membership of such a group would be the best assurance of
obtaining a good seat. 80 Moreover, it is on these occasions that they will have been most
visible, as constituent members of the citizen body. For an 'ordinary' citizen, therefore,
his association will have provided him with an identity within the city, to balance that of
the councillors or the Roman senators sitting in their own special seats. The principal
evidence for the importance of this function comes from the reserved seating; but there
are some other indications. At Sagalassus, the syntechnia of the dyers honoured a patron,
with an account of the games and gladiatorial combats which he had sponsored. 81 Built
into the amphitheatre of Puteoli are a series of little chambers - sacella - of which at
least three were used by collegia: the scabilarii (an organization of performers, who
played the instrument called the scabellum); a religious organization, the orgiophantae;
and a trade organization of ship-owners, navicularii. 82 It is perhaps also significant that
such associations adopted the terminology of competition and victory, with appropriate
acclamations; at Aphrodisias an acclamation proclaims the victory of the sedan-chair
bearers, NtKfl. i) 'tUXT\ 'trov creA.A.oq>6prov, 83 just as that of the porters is proclaimedat
Caesarea in Palestine; 84 both inscriptions are from the late Roman period. The use of
acclamations by associations goes back to the silver-smiths at Ephesus, who met as an
association to complain about the activities of the Apostle Paul, and then proceeded to the
Theatre, where they presented their protest to the citizens; on that occasion, however, the
only recorded acclamation was one from the cult of the goddess, rather than from the
formulae of contests. 85
A further indication of the importance for such groups of acting together as
spectators is perhaps provided by the evidence, discussed above (pp. 79-80), for
associations of 'lovers of arms', philoploi. The evidence suggests that these associations,
for whom attendance at gladiatorial combats and venationes was presumably the primary
objective, also functioned just like other associations, protecting the tombs of their
members and honouring benefactors. They could be designated by a title (the philovedii,
presumably called after their patron) or by an area (the philoplia of the macellum, meatmarket), and an area ofthe city could be called after them (as at Miletus). In all these ways
they resemble a craft- or a neighbourhood-association.
79

Robert, BCH 101 (1977), 88-96 (=Documents, 46-54).

° Kolendo, 'La n!partition des places', 315.
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Robert, Gladiateurs no. 97.
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It is in their relationship to patrons, such as the Vedii, and in their appearance as a
group within the assembled citizen body that such associations can be seen as having a
'political' significance. There is no reason to believe that any such groups were set up for
'political' purposes, that is with the intention of influencing the government of the city;
but it also seems clear that they did, simply by virtue of their existence, have a certain
weight. It was a commonplace of Roman government policy that 'associations' needed to
be kept under careful supervision, and that they were frequently responsible for outbreaks
of violence. A standard response of the imperial authorities to rioting was to abolish
collegia in the area, as after the riot in the amphitheatre at Pompeii in 59,86 or in Bithynia
in 111. 87 Trajan also saw the creation of collegia fabrum as something likely to lead to
unrest, because they were so likely to become politicized; 88 the advantages of organizing
the lower classes into groups had to be weighed against the possibilities for sedition. 89
It was, therefore, generally understood that such groupings had political importance;
and that importance is likely to have increased as the political systems of the ancient city
withered, in the Roman and late Roman period. As the role of the ordinary, non-curial,
citizens diminished, and the function of the demos in public policy became less and less
important, so associations will have offered a more attractive focus, and source of
identity, to citizens not in the curial class, and even to those who did rank as councillors,
but did not belong to the dominating elite of a city. In this regard, it is perhaps useful to
consider the changing use of nomenclature in the Roman and late Roman period. One of
the major changes in the inscriptions of the late Roman period, after the middle of the third
century, is that people named in them stopped giving their patronymics, which had
located them within the society of the city. Instead, there is an increasing use, in the East,
of trade or craft descriptions, the most striking examples, of course, being provided by the
cemeteries of Corycus and Tyre. 90 It may be that these references to trades and crafts
indicate that some at least of the tombs were in the care of the various trade-associations,
although this is not stated; it may simply be that by this period membership of a tradegrouping was a major source of identity within the community for the persons concerned.
This is certainly not to say that the associations acquired greater political significance; but
they may have had increasing importance for their members, and so have had a political
potential. 91
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CHAPTER VII. THE PARTISANS
It is only after considering the use made of the auditorium, on the basis of the
information considered above, that we can usefully consider the development and role of
partisanship. The audience, or, as they are described in Greek, the spectators, in a Greek
auditorium were not a group of passive recipients, but participants, by their presence, in
an event. This is particularly true of the religious festivals which were the most important
occasions for spectacles, when the audience attended with the prime purpose of
honouring the god, or the emperor, by their presence. Moreover, the most important of
such events were all constructed as contests. In response, one characteristic of ancient
audiences is that they regularly viewed as partisans - supporting a colour at the circus,
a kind of gladiator (p. 79), or a group of venatores (p. 75), or a particular pantomime
performer (p. 28); even athletes had their supporters. 1 Such partisanship was so traditional
that it was even expected of emperors; thus not only Roman authors but also Malalas
regularly record which circus colour different Roman emperors favoured, and we also
know which kind of gladiator they supported, while the favour of different emperors for
particular pantomimes is well known. 2 The evidence of the Paridiani, canvassing for a
candidate in Pompeii (above, p. 29), or of the philoplia of Ephesus, honouring patrons,
and protecting tombs of members (above, p. 80), shows that this kind of partisanship in
itself was enough to bring people together in an association which had more functions
than simply uniting fans. The effect of the amalgamation of all kinds of performer into
two associations of performers - the Blues and the Greens - was also to amalgamate
these partisanships into a single loyalty simply to a colour, all over the empire (above, p. 60).
In his formal account of the increase in factional violence under Justinian, Procopius
wrote:
The peoples in each city were divided into the Blues and the Greens from old times;
but it is only recently that, for the sake of these names and the seats (~aSpa.) on which
they are positioned when they are watching (ot~ ()~ S£m)l£Vot e<p£cr-rftKa.crt), they
spend money and deliver their bodies to bitter torments and are not unprepared to die
the most shameful death. 3
This passage is important because it locates the origin of partisanship firmly in the
auditorium, in the places, the ~&Spa., occupied by the different groups. Theodosius II is
described as reallocating the ~&Spa. of the Hippodrome occupied by the Blue and Green
partisans and soldiers of the city garrison. 4 In a hippodrome riot under Justinian, in 561,
the situation became more serious when the Blues rushed 'into the seats of the Greens',
d~ ta ~aSpa.t&v Ilpa.crivrov. 5 We have seen, from the evidence presented above, that the
auditoria of ancient cities were the places where the citizens presented themselves in their
due order; their location in the auditorium was a statement of their particular identity,
whether as a Roman senator, a councillor, a tanrier, or a Jew, and was acknowledged by
1

Thus Perpetua, when dreaming that she was engaging as an athlete (Robert, 'Une vision de Perpetue', 253ff.
= OMS v, 816 ff.) heard the shouts of the crowd and the chants of her supporters: 'coepit populus clamare et
favisores mei (Greek ;version oi anouoaatai !lOU) psallere'. (Passio S. Perpetua 10.12.)
2 L. Friedliinder, Darstellung aus der Sittengeschichte Roms9 (Leipzig, 1919-21) 11, 34-5 (circus colours), 756 (gladiators), 141-2 (pantomimes). See also Millar, ERW, 370-1; Alan Cameron, Circus Factions, 178-9.
3 Bell.Pers. XXIV.2.
4
Malalas 351, with Dagron, Naissance, 345.
5 Theophanes 235-6; probably from a missing passage of Malalas, and translated as such by Jeffreys-Scott.
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the allocation of seating by the civic authorities (above, p. 83). It was on this pre-existing
pattern, which already reflected the political structure of the city, that the new
partisanship was overlaid; and it was that combination that proved dangerous.
The inscriptions here give ample evidence that, as the colours took .over the
presentation of spectacles, so supporters of the colours appeared among the audience, just
as the inscription of a 'Thracian' gladiator in the Theatre suggests that there may have
been gladiatorial partisans at Aphrodisias. There are acclamations or place inscriptions
for the Greens and Blues from the Stadium (45.3.K, 4.A), the Theatre (46.B.1, C.18, E.9,
11, G.12, J.13, ?L.7, X.4), and the Odeon (47.D.6, E.7).
It is of considerable importance that two of these inscriptions associate support for
the colours with a group. In the Theatre, the place-inscription of the butchers- makellitai
-is accompanied by an acclamation for the Blues (45.1.13). This kind of link between
a trade-association and a colour is paralleled at Miletus. A series of inscriptions from the
Theatre reserve seats for aurarii, whom I take to be 'gold-workers' .6 They are described
just by their trade (as atAphrodisias, 45.39.P), or with several epithets: £mv{Kw~ (which
I do not understand as an epithet of people: it usually means 'on the occasion of a victory',
and often describes a contest); cp1A.a:uyoucr'to~ 'loving Augustus', presumably a variant
on cplAocre~acr'to~, which is a standard epithet for associations; 7 and BEVE'tOl, 'Blue'. This
suggests that at some period the gold-workers, or some of them, supported the Blues.
When Jacob the Jew came to Rhodes, in 609/10, '(?posing) as a Green, he joined the sailmakers in attacking the Blues who were fleeing from the east'; the implication is that
being, or pretending to be, a Green automatically associated him with a trade-group, here
that of the sail-makers of Rhodes. 8
At Alexandria in 412, Socrates states that two groups, the Jews and the Christians,
who were in any case hostile to one another, were stirred to more active hostility 'on
account of the dancers'; apparently each group supported different performers, although
probably not yet within the framework of the colours. 9 Once the colours had taken over
the provision of performances, such divisions can only have become clearer. In the Odeon
at Aphrodisias there is a place-inscription of 'Blues, the Jewish elders' (47. D.6). There
is other evidence for Jews supporting Blues: in the Hippodrome at Tyre an inscription
indicating that the seat was used by Jews has been found in the sector customarily
occupied by the Blues. 1 Furthermore, there is some indication of such a connection jn the
literary sources: in the reign of Zeno, the Greens at Antioch started a riot, and burned
down a synagogue 'because the Jews were seated as spectators in the Blue section', ro~
'trov 'Iou~aioov 0Eoopouv'toov Ei~ 'tO BevE'tov Jl.Epo~. 11
In the riot of 561 at Constantinople, when the Blues invaded the seats of the Greens,
the Greens went 'into the neighbourhoods of the Blues', d~ 'ta~ YEl'tov{a~ 'trov BEve'toov,
and plundered them. 12 Alan Cameron, rightly objecting to earlier attempts to identify Blue
and Green support with particular classes in-society, suggested that this was an area which
simply took its name from a Blue establishment in the area (as in the cases cited below,

°
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Cited, with the permission of the excavators, by Cameron, Circus Factions, 248, and soon to be published
by P. Hernnann and others. See above on 45.39.P. I discuss these texts, and the problems they present, more fully
in a forthcoming note in ZPE.
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See Poland, Vereinswesens, 170.
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Doctrina Jacobi nuper baptizati v.20.14-6.
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Socrates, Hist. Eccl. vn.l3.
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J.-P. Rey-Coquais, RA (1979), 166-7.
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Malalas, Ex.de insid. 167.
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p. 148). I would suggest that the word 'neighbourhoods' here is more likely to suggest the
areas of 'neighbourhood-associations' (as described above, p. 124) who sat as Blue
supporters in the Hippodrome. This would perhaps explain how the title 'neighbourhoodleader', yet'tovuxpx~~. survived as a title among the officials of the colours into the ninth
century. 13 Similarly, in 561-2 a fight between Blues and Greens began after the Greens
had been insulted by people from 'the House of Apion', which the translators take to be
the name of an area. 14
It seems to me that in all these cases we have examples of pre-existing groups (the
butchers, the gold-workers, the Jews, the residents of a particular area) who already had
a tradition of sitting together at spectacles, becoming supporters of one colour or the other.
For centuries the residents of cities all over the empire had assembled in the theatres and
stadia of their cities, and had been seated according to their place in society. During those
centuries, riots of one kind and another had often broken out; and it was a commonplace
of Roman government policy that 'associations' of one kind or another were to blame for
such oubreaks. 15
These points help to explain in part why the factions 'mattered': that is, why our
sources, from the later fifth century and fo~ .most of the sixth, devote so much space to
describing riots between the supporters of the different colours. Ifloyalty to the Blues and
the Greens absorbed earlier forms of partisanship, and if such loyalties were adopted by
pre-existing groups within the cities, this helps to explain why such partisanship,
especially when it was suddenly empire-wide, came to seem so important and so
threatening. It certainly helps to explain how earlier commentators have, from time to
time, appeared to detect 'political' affiliations to one colour or the other, and yet have
never been able to construct a coherent or convincing account on that basis. The colours
were associated with other groups in society, such as the butchers, the Jews or the sailmakers; but those groups themselves were not 'political' in the sense of having come
together to pursue a policy of any kind. It seems likely that every auditorium became
divided between Greens and Blues, and that to sit in a particular position, which may well
have been the traditional seat of some particular association for centuries, was
automatically to become a supporter of one colour or the other. Indeed, if this
reconstruction of events is correct, it may have interesting consequences for the analysis
of material from the earlier period. If we find, for example, Jews associated with Blues,
or sail-makers associated with Greens, at more than one place in the empire, this might
mean that such groups had traditionally sat in similar positions in different cities since the
Roman period; such a hypothesis can only be proved or disproved as more inscriptions
from auditoria are published. 16
But this cannot provide a full explanation of what happened. There are also seats in
the Odeon and the Theatre reserved simply for 'the Blues' and another, apparently, for
'the Blue' (party- f.!Epo~- understood)Y As well as groups with sympathies for one
colour or another, there were also groups in the auditorium who were simply called
13
N. Oikonomides, Les listes de preseance byzantines des lXe et Xe siecles (Paris, 1972), 124-5, 326; for the
earlier use of the term see above, p. 124.
14
Ma1alas 490-1, with Jeffreys-Scott ad loc.
15 See above, Chapter VI, p. 128.
16
I am grateful to Dr J. Beaucamp for raising this point.
17
46.L.7, 47.E.7, E.5. An apparently similar text on the seats at Miletus (n1.h; cited by Cameron, Circus
Factions, 15) has now been shown, by Professor Herrmann, to be accompanied by another word, partly lost, but
probably a reference to Jews.
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'Greens' or 'Blues'; as Alan Cameron rightly pointed out, the authors of the period
distinguish between these groups, and the trade- or other associations. 18
These 'Blues' and 'Greens' could simply be seen as further clubs, groups of people
drawn to sit together solely by their enthusiasm for one side or the other. 19 But if so, this
is apparently an innovation in the Hippodrome; there is no clear evidence from the Roman
period for the allocation of places to 'fans' of the colours as such. Cameron cited one
possible reference, in the description of Elagabalus' performance as a Green charioteer in
his private hippodrome, but even this is very unclear. Nor is this sufficient to explain their
relationship to the 'professional' part of the colours, the performers themselves. It is
remarkable that there is no consistent attempt in the sources to distinguish Blue or Green
performers from Blue or Green partisans. In this regard it seems to me that there is some
significance in the change in usage from Prasinianus, Venetianus, meaning a supporter of
Greens or Blues, to the simple Prasinus, Venetus- Green or Blue- to describe the
partisans. This blurs the distinction between,performer and partisan, which is also blurred
by the use of the term meros - J.Lepo<; - not just of the supporters of the colour, but
indistinguishably of performers and partisans. 20
By the fifth century, therefore, there seem to have been two kinds of partisans: those
who supported Blues and Greens from their own position in society, while continuing to
be identified primarily as butchers or whatever else; and those who were simply
identified, and seated, as Blues and Greens. These presumably chose to be identified and
seated as partisans rather than by any other classification. This could perhaps be because
their place in society seemed to them unrewarding or lacking in prestige; but partisans
seem to have been connected with the organizations of the performers more closely than
simply by their enthusiasm. Thus, when the Greens in Rome needed to choose a new
pantomime performer (in 507/9), they were to gather the spectators, presumably those
belonging to the faction, in order to choose who was most suitable. 21
Alan Cameron, seeing this, suggested one possible link; he identified these partisans
with the 'claque', the people who were paid by performers, particularly pantomime
dancers, to lead and control applause. 22 There is solid evidence for the existence of such
people (see above, p. 29), although much of it is drawn from invective; from antiquity
until today, it is standard practice for the author who wishes to denigrate a popular outcry
to ascribe it to the machinations of a paid claque. In this connection, it is instructive to
compare the criticisms made of the claque in fourth-century Antioch in several speeches
by Libanius with the allegations made against Flaccus by Philo in first-century
Alexandria. 23 The problem in seeing the partisans as an enlarged 'claque' is one of status;
in a society where acclamations were a regular occurrence, and the existence of paid
claqueurs was well-known and regularly criticized, it is hard to see how their influence
should have increased so greatly as not just to win applause for one performer, and gain
occasional political concessions, but to become absorbed into official ceremonial.
It is difficult for us not to see acclamations as unusual and particular, usually
subversive, responses to authoritarian government, such as were seen throughout Eastern
Europe in autumn 1989. It is, of course, the unusual and disruptive acclamations which
18
19

°

2
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Circus Factions, 80-6.
So Cameron, Circus Factions, 74-80.
Circus Factions, 14, 19.
Cassiodorus, Variae 1.20, 'convocatis ergo spectatoribus'.
Circus Factions, 234-49.
Philo, In Flaccum, passim.
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are more frequently recorded in our sources. But this is again to see the audience at
spectacles as passive recipients, rather than active participants. At public spectacles, it
was the whole city who came together,. and who were expected to express their devotion
to a divinity or to a ruler; this was a duty which became increasingly important in the later
empire. Constantine ruled that records of acclamations, praising or blaming imperial
officials, by a provincial·assembly should be sent straight to the Praetorian Prefect. 24 It is
clear from the letters of Libanius that similar importance soon came to be attached to the
acclamations of other public gatherings, and that the most common occasion for such
acclamations to take place was when the people were assembled in the Theatre or the
Stadium. Libanius rightly saw this as disruptive to the very fabric of the city. He criticized
imperial officials for going to excessive lengths in attempting to win the acclamations of
the crowd; 25 similarly, Philo had earlier criticized Flaccus for having been 'bought' by the
crowd. 26 But it does seems clear that these developments further increased the 'political'
significance of gatherings for the purpose of entertainment, which were, by the end of the
fourth century, apparently the only gatherings of the citizen body. It was for this reason
that a governor such as Tisamenos in fourth-century Antioch would be quick to abandon
his formal duties in order to attend the spectacles; 27 in response, the laws attempt to
restrain governors from making extravagant outlays on shows in order to obtain 'popular
applause', 'popularis plausus',28 'inconsulta plausorum ins ani a'. 29 These developments
gave an increased importance to the people seated in the audience. Libanius criticized
Tisamenos for giving the populace an excessive sense of their importance by 'teaching
them that it is a great thing for the governor if he is acclaimed favourably by them'; 30 yet
Tisamenos was simply acknowledging a reality which had always existed, but had been
given greater importance by Constantine.
Moreover, it is important to remember that when Tisamenos.allowed himself to be
over-awed by the claque, it was not_because of any outcry, but because they had made the
crowd keep silent.3' After other civic institutions had withered, it was increasingly by
public acclamations that authority was validated. 32 This effectively imposed a duty on all
communities to see that such acclamations did take place. They were expected of a wellbehaved audience; Cassiodorus made Theodoric urge the spectators to avoid insults, and
to produce musical acclamations:
You are accustomed to fill the air with melodious shouts, ... You convey voices sweeter
than an organ, and thus the hollow theatre may resound, thanks to you, with, as it were,
the music of a cithara, so that one might believe them to be melodies rather than shouts.
soletis enim aera ipsa mellifluis implere clamoribus . . . profertis voces organo
dulciores, et ita sub quadam harmonia citharae concavum theatrum per vos resonat,
ut tonos possit quilibet credere quam clamores. 33
Such an essential activity cannot have been left to chance, or to the manipulation of
theatre claqueurs. It must have been partly the responsibility of the performers, who had
24
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26
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31
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33
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CTh. 1.16.6, of 331 (= CJ. t40.3), with Roueche, 'Acclamations', 186 ff.
Or. XLV.22.
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Libanius, Or. xxxm.8.
CTh. xv.5.1(372), CTh. xv.5.3 (409) =CJ.XI.41.5.
CTh. xv.9.2 (409).
Or. xxxm.11.
Libanius, Or. XLI.1-2.
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always been important in ensuring the proper performance of the honours due to rulers
(see above, p. 50). At the beginning of every festival contest, the first competition was to
choose a herald (see below, 52.III.i.5, III.i.2, 53.i.3) who, for the rest of the festival, would
announce the results; the heralds were carefully-trained professionals, and themselves
members of the synod of performers. 34 It was a herald who would proclaim each victory,
in the traditional formula, 'So-and-so is victorious', vue~ oetvo~ which was one of the
most fundamental of all acclamations (see above, pp. 3-4). The functions of such an
'announcer' were not limited to such august occasions. Even a familia of gladiators or
wild beast-hunters would include a herald. 35 On the occasion of the venatio recorded in
the Smirat mosaic (above, p. 74), it was a herald, belonging to the group of venatores, who
put forward their request for further payment; the audience then took up this request in a
series of acclamations to the presiding magistrate. The situation closely parallels that in
520, when the partisans in the Hippodrome 'shouted out requests for (particular)
pantomime performers'' lCIXt ta JlEPll ElCpasov slltOUVtec; touc; OPXll<mic;: that is
presumably to have those dancers released from obligations elsewhere, and transferred to
perform in Constantinople (see above, pp. 27-8). 36
There was, therefore, an established tradition of communication between performers
and audience. But this is not sufficient to explain the existence of the partisans in the sense
that we have described above; nor is it likely that a city, even in an era of civic decline,
would have left such a responsibility- for example, the proper acclamation of the emperor
on his birthday, or when his image was being displayed - solely to the performers.
At the height of their prosperity, some cities had supported 'hymn-singers' to fulfil
such responsibilities towards the gods and the emperors (see further Chapter VIII, pp. 144-5).
At Ephesus, in c. A.D. 44, the proconsul Paullus Fabius Persicus issued an edict regulating
the financial situation of foundations at Ephesus, and, in particular, money for the conduct
of festivals. 37 One section was given over to the matter of 'hymn-singers', UJlV<pOoi. 38 The
city had been spending a great deal on 'hymn-singers'; they were to be dismissed, and the
ephebes were to provide this service without payment - being best suited by their age,
their status (a~ia), and their readiness for learning (ll. 4-9). His ruling was not to apply
everywhere; he excepted 'the hymnodoi who sing the god Augustus himself' at
Pergamum, who were paid from the revenues of the whole of Asia (11. 9-19). At Ephesus
the ephebes were to be trained so that they could hymn the divine house fittingly (ll. 1924). In fact, the hymnodoi continued to be employed at Ephesus, apparently to an increasing
extent, but the ephebes also continued to sing in honour of the emperors. 39
In making this ruling the proconsul was not being radical or innovatory. Since at least
Hellenistic times the young people of Greek cities had participated regularly in festivals,
taking part in processions and singing at celebrations.40 The importance of the
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involvement of the boys and ephebes at Ephesus in the celebrations funded by Vibius
Salutaris has been emphasized in a recent study; it can be shown to be a vital part of their
preparation as citizens. 41 As we have seen, at Aphrodisias, as in many other cities, the
ephebes, and their elders, the neoi, had special seating in the Stadium. Between them,
these groups will have included all the young men of the city, that is those aged between
about seventeen and twenty-two, and particularly those who belonged to the curial class,
the future members of the Council. These were the young men whose life centred on the
gymnasium, or probably more than one gymnasium in a city as prosperous as
Aphrodisias. They will have had their own contests,42 and from their ranks will have come
the victors whose successes at various contests were recorded in inscriptions (see
Appendix n).
The gymnasium, and its culture, were inextricably intertwined with the culture-of
contests. 43 No gymnasium has not yet been excavated at Aphrodisias, 44 but in such a
building we would expect to find honours to victorious athletes and performers; it is
highly likely that the group of inscriptions honouring boy victors (77 - 86, all found in
roughly the same area) came from a gymnasium assigned to the boys of the city, as
elsewhere. The original purpose of the Greek gymnasium was to train the youth of the
cities for military service; even in its earliest form this training was associated with
contests. 45 As the need for such training diminished, it was replaced by the need to train
the upper classes of the cities to excel in physical sports and also intellectually, in music,
philosophy, rhetoric, and the other arts. 46 It was in the library of the gymnasium at
Halicarnassus that the bust of theAphrodisian poet, C. Julius Longianus, was to be placed,
in acknowledgement of the benefit which his poetry had given to the young (88.ii). Every
subject taught in the gymnasium was one in which there were competitions at contests.
The agonistic ethos of the gymnasium is manifested, among other ways, by the regular
acclamations of victory- NilCil or NtKq.- which are found inscribed in gymnasia.
The associations based on the gymnasium were the ephebes and the neoi. The
ephebes were still young men in training, and under authority, but the neoi were young
men who formed an association with a formal place among the institutions of the city.
They had considerable standing within their society; atAphrodisias there is widespread
evidence for this body, apart from the inscriptions in the Stadium and the Odeon. There
is an office of 'secretary (grammateus) of the neoi',47 and the association acted with the
council, the people and the gerousia in decreeing honours on several occasions, including
honours to victors (66, 70). The importance of these institutions is also indicated by the
benefactions which they received; in particular the Hellenistic rulers thought it
appropriate to make donations in favour of the gymnasia, or the young men's
associations, of the cities.48
The Roman equivalent to the neoi, the iuvenes, were also closely associated with
shows and contests, including their own contests, Juvenalia, which were still flourishing
41
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under Gordian Ill; the latest mention of them is in an inscription of 325.49 The closeness
of the association between competitors and young men is perhaps even clearer in the case
of the iuvenes, since it was considered appropriate on at least two occasions for a
pantomime performer to be admitted to the young men's association, 'allectus inter
iuvenes'. 50 In both cases the performers concerned were imperial freedmen: M. Aurelius
Agilius Septentrio, first pantomime of his age, 'pantomimus sui temporis prim us', who
was honoured in 187 at Lanuvium; 51 and M. Septimius Aurelius Agrippa, a freedman of
Caracalla, also 'pantomimus temporis sui prim us', who was 'inter iuvenes receptus' at
Milan. 52 This honour was unusual, although not unparalleled, for freedmen. 53 At Rome,
Aurelius Agrippa was also 'a fellow-trainee with young men who performed', if this is the
correct translation of 'adulescentium productorum condiscipulus'. Morel interprets this
as a reference to a continuing tradition of young men of good family, such as composed
the iuvenes, giving stage performances; thus iuvenes could even perform as gladiators. 54
A similar connection with pantomimes can perhaps be traced in the career of a fourthcentury official; Tisamenos the governor of Syria, a man of good family, had in his youth
been 'involved with the stage', E1tt til~ 0"1CT\V11~ and written songs for pantomime
performers. 55 As early as the first century A.D., it was assumed that the sort of people who
'wrote mimes and taught jokes', 1tOt11't<Xt f..ltf..lOJV K<Xt yeA.oirov otoacrKaA.ot, were to be
found in the gymnasium at Alexandria; 56 some of these might have been more formally
involved in educational activities, like the man criticized by Lucian for starting as a
supporting actor in pantomime performances, becoming a grammaticus, and ending as a
sophist. 57 A late second- or third-century epitaph from Rome describes Sextus Vetulenus
Lavicanus as 'darling of the people, announcer of the great circus', 'delicium populi circi
nuntius ampli'; that is he was either a praeco, 'herald', or perhaps a cursor, 'messagerunner'. From his dress on the accompanying relief he was almost certainly working for
a chariot faction; the cliche delicium populi strongly suggests that he had also had a career
on the stage (see above, p. 58). The epitaph had been put up by his 'fellow young men',
coniuvenes, here defined as the members of a young mens' association of one particular
section, regio, of the city of Rome. 58 ,
There was, therefore, a particularly close bond between performers of various kinds
and the associations of young men, ephebes, neoi and iuvenes. All the skills and arts that
were presented in contests and spectacles, with the possible exceptions of mime and
acrobatics, were ones which young men of these associations could aspire to, if only in
moderation. Moreover, the young men's associations had a traditional function in the
festivals and public celebrations of the city. That the young men did become involved in
acclamations, and not always in a well-ordered fashion, is also indicated by a passage of
the jurist Callistratus, writing in the third century:
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There are certain people, generally calling themselves 'young men' who in certain
cities associate themselves with disruptive acclamations by the populace.
sunt quidam qui volgo se iuvenes appellant, in quibusdam civitatibus turbulentis se
adclamationibus popularium accommodare. 59
At the end of the third century the evidence for agonistic life is dramatically
diminished by the reduction in inscriptions, and it is clear that the number and scale of
contests was much reduced. I have suggested that this reduction was in large part caused
by the collapse of endowments in the inflation of the third century (above, pp. 7-8). At the
same time, the gymnasium, as an institution, disappeared. As Forbes pointed out, this
came just after a period of apparent growth; the latest ephebic document from Athens, an
inscription of 255/6, lists at least 313 ephebes. 60 As with contests, the decline of the
gymnasia appears to have proceeded at varying speeds in different places. There are
references to gymnasia in late papyri- ephebes are mentioned in 323, and agymnasiarch
in 370 61 - but no mention of the institution in the correspondence of Libanius. 62 Basil
suggests that the gymnasia at Caesarea closed only because of the weakening of the city
by the division of Cappadocia into two provinces in 371. 63
In looking for the causes of this disappearance of an institution which had been
established in most Greek cities from Hellenistic times, it is necessary to consider first the
one third-century phenomenon which seems to have affected all cities - the great
inflation. Gymnasia were expensive to run; the office of gymnasiarch was particularly
burdensome, especially as during the Roman period the number and quality of services
provided by the gymnasium had increased. One of the major expenses was the provision
of oil; at Aphrodisias at least one benefactor in the second century left funds for meeting
the costs of the gymnasiarchy, in particular the provision of oil; 64 but, despite that bequest,
in the late second century money·was being diverted from funds intended to finance
contests in order to pay for oil. 65 The maintenance of gymnasia is, therefore, likely to have
been seriously affected by the financial disasters of the later third century; endowments
vanished, and even greater demands were placed on gymnasiarchs who had less money
to spend, and cities whose income had been drastically reduced.
But that in itself is not sufficient to explain why the gymnasia did not survive in a
reduced form, as did other institutions of the ancient cities, including contests. There was
apparently no longer the will to maintain them in their previous condition. As was said
above, the function of the gymnasia had been to educate the ruling classes of the cities in
a manner appropriate to citizens; but, from the third century, the purpose of education was
increasingly to produce, not the ruling elite ()f the cities, but the governing class of the
empire. 66 For that, the expensive installations of the gymnasium, intended to provide
physical as well as intellectual education, were not necessary.
What survived was the intellectual, and less expensive, part of that education; as well
59 Dig. XLvm.l9.28.3, with the observations ofF. Jacques, 'Humbles et notables. La place des humiliores dans
les colleges de jeunes et leur rOle dans la revolte africaine de 238', Ant.Afr. 15 (1980), 217-30.
60
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as the major centres of education, some provincial cities did continue to pay teachers to
offer higher education. 67 Teaching was particularly likely to continue at provincial
capitals, such as Caesarea (as mentioned by Basil) and Aphrodisias, where teaching of
philosophy continued until at leastthe end of the fifth century. 68 In the second century
Antoninus Pius had used a three-tier ranking system for cities- 'greatest, greater, and
others' - to determine how many doctors and teachers cities in each category might
exempt from curial duties; in the early third century the jurist Modestinus, in commenting
on this hierarchy of cities, defined the three categories as metropoleis, those which had
assizes, and the rest. 69 That legislation itself indicates that cities were keen to encourage
teachers. Against this background, the withering away of the gymnasium as an institution
may well have been a slow and relatively painless process.
The young men, the customers of the gymnasium, were still there, and still being
taught those subjects which were perceived to be useful. There is therefore no reason why
they should have ceased to belong to their former associations; the existence of such
associations in Africa, for example, can be traced well into the fourth century. 70 Since in
several cities the associations owned endowments, there may have been every reason for
them to continue at least in legal existence. It is remarkable, for example, that the
students' associations of Alexandria called themselves 'zealous', philoponoi, which was
also the name of a class in the Gymnasium at Pergamum. 71 Above all, they were still
perceived in the same way by the civic authorities - as an identifiable group within
society, and one which presented problems. One of the functions of a gymnasiarch had
been to maintain good order- EUKOcrflia; in a gymnasium contest, 'good conduct' prizes
could be awarded for EUE~ia, EU'ta~ia, and qnA.o1tovia. 72 The gymnasium had offered a
framework within which to harness the energies of the young men for a whole day and to
keep them under discipline; it would not be entirely inappropriate to compare the
institution with the various organizations of young people which have been a
characteristic feature of all the totalitarian regimes of this century (cf. the observations of
Henri Marrou and Herbert Hunger, above, n. 40). It was no less true then than now that
young men were seen as a body in whom society could take pride, but who needed to be
kept under control, and offered 'positive' activities, if they were not to become
subversive. Again, as in modem societies, a looser, and cheaper, educational system,
centred largely on classes and lectures, does not perform the same function of occupying
and controlling the participants; that there was a problem with students at Rome is
indicated by a law of 370 aimed at controlling their conduct, including restricting 'too
frequent attendance at spectacles'. 73 It was clearly far from easy to control the pupils of
the rhetors and lecturers of Rome, Antioch, Alexandria, or smaller cities, and the reports
which we have of their turbulent activities prefigure the conduct of students in the
mediaeval and modem worlds. 74
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The most clearly identifiable members of the young men's organizations in our
sources are, as so often, members of the elite; and earlier analyses of these institutions
tended to assume that these were the only members. More recently, however, it has
become clear that over the Roman period they came to have a wider membership,
including young men from the lower strata of society; and indeed it is difficult to see how
the many gymnasia of the Roman imperial period could have been filled solely by
members of an upper class. 75 In the disorders in Africa in the year 238 an important part
was played by the local iuvenes, and Fran~ois Jacques has demonstrated convincingly
that this term encompassed both the young men of the urban elite, who functioned as the
leaders, and their humbler dependants. 76 In this way the institution of the iuventus could,
in normal times, reinforce existing civic relationships, but could also, in abnormal times,
serve as a potentially subversive body.
There is a regular tendency in the later sources to use the term 'young men'- neoi,
neaniai, neoteroi - in referring to the partisans; this is particularly clear in Procopius,
who uses this terminology interchangeably with 'trouble-makers' - stasiotai - to
describe the partisans. 77 Such language might be expected, since the young men were
always most likely to attend spectacles and to become involved in rioting; but the same
equation is also found in Corippus, referring to the respectable role of the partisans in
imperial ceremoniai.7 8 Alan Cameron suggested a similarity between the partisans and the
neoi, but he did not develop this argument more fully. The connection was noted by
Evelyne Patlagean, who went on to develop the similarities and apparent continuity
between the earlier vem/iuvenes and the later factional partisans.79 Since then, a series of
factional acclamations from the small theatre at Alexandria has been published, including
one for the 'young men, Greens': NtK~ ~ tUXT\ trov [v]£rov Ilpacr{vrov. 80 In my view, the
simplest interpretation of this text, as of the other references to 'young men' as partisans,
is that they were young men's associations, such as had always sat together at spectacles, 81
who had now become part of the organization of each of the two 'factions'. I would
suggest that, instead of assuming that the young men's organizations dissolved, and then
reformed as groups of partisans, we should assume actual institutional continuity.
Moreover, some of the penalties imposed on the 'factions', meaning chiefly the
partisans, are only comprehensible if their leading members at least did have a reasonably
high position in society. When Marcian wished to punish the Greens after a disturbance,
'he ordered them not to serve as councillors, or in the imperial service, for three years',
Jln noA.tteuecr8at Ilpacrivou~ eKeA.eue JlTJtE crtpateuecr8at enl. EtT\ tpia. 82 In 608/9
Phocas similarly ordered the Greens, 'no longer to serve as councillors', JlT\KEtt
noA.tteuecr8at, although by that date, and in Constantinople the term is probably better
translated a,s 'hold public office' .83 What is clear is that the people concerned must have
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Associations, esp. 30--2.
76 'Humbles et notables'..
77
Circus Factions, 75 ff.
78 In laud. Just. m.68, with the comments of Averil Cameron ad loc.
79
E. Patlagean, Pauvrete economique et pauvrete sociale a Byzance (Paris, 1977), and 'Les "jeunes" dans les
villes byzantines: emeutiers et miliciens', in J. Le Goff and J-C. Schmitt (eds), Le charivari (Paris, 1981),123-9.
80 Borkowski, Alexandrie 11, 86, no.24; see also the remarks of Alan Cameron in the review by R. Bagnall and
A. Cameron of Borkowski, BASP 20 (1983), 75-84.
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See 45.30.S. (with commentary there), 47.B.5.
82
Malalas 368, Chron. Pasch. 592; for this standard sense of 7tOAt'tE'IlOJ.L£VO~ see ALA 30 and 151, with
references there.
83
Theophanes, 297.5.
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been of such a class that this was a relevant punishment; this would not seem appropriate
to the homeless wretches conjured up in the standard invectives, but would be a real
penalty for young men of the curial class, such as the leading members of 'young mens'
associations' would be. Such status is also implied by Procopius' criticisms; Justinian set
himself up as a 'patron', npocrta'tT)<;, to the Blue partisans (see Chapter vm, pp. 150-1):
'he lavished a great deal of money on these young men; he had many of them about him,
and considered it appropriate to summon some of them to magistracies and other
dignities'. 84 Another indication that the partisans had a certain status is the fact th;;~.t, also
under Justinian, the Praetorian Prefect John the Cappadocian could think it appropriate to
demonstrate his sympathy for the Green faction by wearing green garments. 85
It seems to me that such a development can be envisaged as arising naturally from the
needs of provincial cities to maintain traditional rituals in increasingly difficult
circumstances. The best explanation of. the amalgamation of the performers'
organizations (as described above, Chapter rv) is that it facilitated the task of continuing
to present appropriate public spectacles in cities whose resources were much reduced. At
such spectacles, it was necessary to ensure the lively and loyal participation of the
audience, chiefly expressed in shouting, or singing, the praises of the imperial power. As
has been said, this was a task which fell traditionally to the organizations of boys and
young men. As has also been said, the organizations of young men had for centuries been
closely linked with the competitors, even if the nature of the spectacles by the fourth
century had diverged considerably from the curriculum which the young men would be
following. I would envisage that groups of neoi had increasingly been entrusted with this
responsibility in cities in the provinces, and had been associated with the performers who
were to rehearse and lead their songs and acclamations; well into the fourth century, at
least, many of those performers and competitors must themselves have been local citizens
who had trained in the gymnasium (see below, Appendix n, introduction). When, in the
fifth century, the performers came to be divided into two colours - not least, I have
argued above, in order to ensure the continuation of a competitive structure for public
spectacles- the young men, their associates, will also have been enrolled as members of
each of the two colours, as in any kind of association; they would belong to the 'people',
populus, of that association, which I am sure Alan Cameron was right to see as the origin of
the use of the term demos, 'people', of the ordinary members of a faction (see below, p. 150).
This seems most likely to have developed in the provinces, because it is provincial
cities which will have found increasing difficulty in staging adequate contests, and
ensuring proper acclamations; in Rome and Constantinople there would always have
been sufficient resources and sufficient supervision, without any need to reorganize the
existing structures. But, because the local synods of performers formed part of an
'ecumenic' institution, the amalgamation with the factions took place all over the empire,
and produced a uniform structure everywhere; at Constantinople organized groups of
young men, belonging to the two colours, appeared, and had to be appropriately
accommodated in the Hippodrome (above, p. 129). This is a good example of how the
institutions of Constantinople grew both from Roman tradition and from the traditions of
the Greek cities of Asia Minor; it may be that both are equally important as sources for the
interpretation of Byzantine ceremonial.
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CHAPTER VIII. THE 'FACTIONS' OF THE LATER EMPIRE
Perhaps the greatest difficulty in understanding the nature of the 'factions' of the
later empire lies in the contrast between their conduct and their status. They are regularly
described as trouble~makers and spurces of dissent, and it would have been quite in
keeping with earlier Roman practice for such organizations to be banned; and yet they
continued not merely to exist, but to play a prominent part in public ceremonial, in which
the partisans are frequently depicted as conducting direct negotiations with the emperor.
It seems to me that the inherent contradiction can best be understood in terms of the
functions which they had inherited from pre-existing bodies.
The chariot factions of the empire were business organizations, with a specific and
limited function. Even though by the third century they had already developed into
something more like other performers' organizations, apparently managed by the
charioteers themselves, they were not organizations of high standing. It is only after the
amalgamation of circus and theatre performers that the factions appear prominently in our
sources, involved in the highest levels of ceremonial. 1 Their first, and most dramatic
appearance, is in the deliberations after the death of Anastasius in'518; confronted with a
situation for which no-one had been prepared, various interested parties put forward
names; first the excubitores, and then the Blues. Finally Justin was nominated by the
Senate, and subsequently acclaimed by Blues and Greens. 2 In this account, the Blues
seem simply to be one among various groups of palace officials or hangers-on. Such a role
(would be hard to imagine for the factiones, but is not inappropriate to the technitai of
Dionysus, or successor organizations; and the eventual acclamations would come very
appropriately from an association of young men of the city.
The status of the ilew factions is perhaps even clearer if we look at the evidence from
the provinces. Much of this is in the form of inscribed acclamations, often published
without illustrations, which have tended to be considered as graffiti; but by the fifth
century acclamations were frequently formally inscribed, 3 and some of these texts seem
to have been well cut, at least by the standards of the period. At Aphrodisias, several
factional acclamations have been found inscribed outside the Theatre. In the southern
Agor-a, a group of three inscriptions, lightly but elaborately cut, places acclamations of the
two colours on either side of an acclamation of the city. 4 The area is still under
investigation, but it appears that it was used both as a gymnasium (in the Roman period)
and as a place for public gatherings. At the Tetrapylon, where four roads meet east of the
Temple of Aphrodite, two well-cut acclamations of the Greens have been found. 5 At
Ephesus, several carefully cut acclamations of the ~olours survive. Two acclamations,
one of orthodox emperors, and one of Christian emperors and the Greens, are in strikingly
large letters. 6 On the columns of the Marble Street, two inscriptions acclaim the Blues
with the emperor Phocas, 7 and one acclaims the Greens with Heraclius and his son. 8 An
1

Circus Factions, eh. 9.
Const. Porph., De Cer. 426-7, from Peter the Patrician; see J. B. Bury, History of the Later Roman Empire
(London, 1923), n, 16-17.
3 Roueche, 'Acclamations', 185-6.
4
ALA 186.
5 ALA 184, 185.
6 /GC 114quater, now I.Eph. 1192.2 (letters 0.105); /GC 1145 , now I.Eph. 1192.3 (letters 0.08).
7 /GC 113bis and ter, now I.Eph. 1191 a and b (letters 0.03--0.045).
8 /GC 113, now I.Eph. 1195 (letters 0.025).
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acclamation of the Greens, in a monogram, is incorporated in a column capital from the
Street of the Curetes. 9 Another acclamation of the Greens and the Christian emperors is
carefully cut on the gate in the Byzantine wall below the Theatre. 10 These texts are
evidence, not of political passion, as Gregoire claimed, 11 but of the involvement of the
Blues and Greens in civic ceremonies, at which emperors were acclaimed (as at Ephesus),
arriving dignitaries greeted (as at the Tetrapylon at Aphrodisias and in the streets in
Ephesus). Similarly at Didyma a pair of acclamations of the Blues, together with two
officials, were inscribed on columns in letters which the first editor described as 'not
inelegant'; 12 of three other acclamations, at least one was written in particularly large
letters. 13 These inscriptions, therefore, should be seen as formal and official texts, rather
than the casual graffiti of partisans.
When the factions in the cities took part in civic ceremonial, they were merely
continuing the functions of the synods on the one hand, and of the young men on the other.
Such roles for these bodies can be traced back to Hellenistic times; thus an inscription
from Pergamum describes a triumphal entry into the city by Attalus Ill, who was to be
formally met by civic representatives, including 'the hieronikai (the victors at sacred
contests), wearing their crowns from the contests, and the gymnasiarch with the ephebes
and the young men (neoi), and· the boys' teacher with the boys' .14 In the early seventh
century A.D. the factions at Constantinople apparently had an already well-established
role in greeting imperial processions on state occasions; when the new emperor Phocas
was organizing the coronation of his wife, Leontia, 'there was a quarrel among the
partisans about their position'' ytVE't<Xl ... 'tOt<; O'J1J.LO't1KOt<; 1tEpt 'tll<; crtcicrero<; nJ.LlAAa..
The Greens wanted to stand in the Ampelion and 'sing', UJ.LVEtV, the empress with 'the
usual applause', tot<; eiro96m Kpotot<;; the Blues objected that this was 'against custom',
&118e<; .15
Spectacles and contests had always provided some of the chief occasions for public
ceremonial. Since Hellenistic times, it had been normal for public honours to benefactors
to be proclaimed in public at contests, when the largest possible audience, both of local
citizens and of visitors, was assured. 16 It seems dear that by the Roman period public
gatherings for purposes of entertainment would normally include some expression of
respect for the imperial authorities. Some performers actually specialized in reciting or
singing the praises of the emperor, and these recitals came to be included in contests. 17 T.
Aelius Alcibiades, mentioned above (p. 51) for his gift of a stable to the international
synod, was honoured at Nysa with the inscription of two texts: a decree of the
international synod (largely lost) and a resolution of the technitai and their eocompetitors (cf. above, Chapter IV, p. 52) assembled for the Epheseia at Ephesus. The
9

/GC 114bis, now I.Eph. 1192.1.
I.Eph. 2090, also published as /GC 114ter, illustrated by C. Foss, Ephesus after Antiquity (Cambridge,
I 979), 18 (letters 0.0~5-0.04 ).
11 /GC p.41.
12 /. Didyma 603 and 604 (letters 0.045), elucidated by Robert, Hell. XI-XII, 490-2.
13
/. Didyma 609 (0.025), 610 (0.03'5) and 611 (0.095).
14 See the full analysis by L. Robert, BCH 108 (1984), 472-89, esp. 482 (=Documents, 460-77).
15 Theophylact Simocatta, Hist. vm.1 0.10. In the section of Cons tan tine Porphyrogenitus' De Expeditionibus
devoted to imperial arrivals, there is no mention of their function in greeting Justinian, when he entered the city
in 559, but they are listed as greeting Theophilus in 831, De Exped. C 758 ff. (ed. Reiske, 500.16 ff.), and Basil
I in 879, De Exped. C 849 ff., (ed. Reiske, 506.5 ff.).
16 See for example J. and L. Robert, Claros I, 57-8.
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See the examples assembled by Robert, Et. ep. et phi!., 21-30 and, at Aphrodisias, 52.1.i.5.
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proposer of this resolution, who was also charged with conveying it to the city of Nysa,
was a poet, P. Aelius Paion, 'hymn-composer and poet of the divine Hadrian, theologos
of the temples at Pergamum', J.u:A.o7towu Kat pa'ljfcpoou 8eou 'Aop1avou, 8eoA6you va&v
t&v £v Ilepy6.Jlcp. 18 Paion, therefore, both composed and performed hymns in praise of
Hadrian. 19 This made him a theologos, 'a reciter of divine deeds', a term used to describe
performers who recited or sang the deeds of gods and of the divine emperors. Separate
organizations of theologoi or 'hymn-singers', hymnodoi, are also attested (above,
Chapter vn, p. 134), but this text demonstrates that they could also belong to the
performers' synod. 20 At Melos the hymn-singers had reserved seats in the auditorium. 21
As was described above, their function could also be fulfilled by the 'young men'. After
the coming of Christianity the singing of the deeds of the gods will have dwindled away,
but those of the emperors presumably continued to be sung. This kind of activity must
underlie the function of the later factions in honouring the emperor with formal chants and
acclamations. The composition of such material must have fallen to the 1tOlllt~<;. 'poet';
a poet of the Blues is mentioned in the early seventh century, 22 and by the ninth century
a poet and a 'composer'- JlEAlcrt~<;- are listed as officials of the factions. 23 It is clear
that records of such acclamations were kept (below, pp. 149-50)
At public spectacles in the provinces, the emperors had been represented by their
images from the early days of the empire. Tertullian mentions the presence of images at
the opening of proceedings in the circus: 'de simulacrum serie', 'de imaginum serie' .24
This probably refers to images both of the divinities being honoured, and of the reigning
emperors. 25 The necessary arrangements for the celebration of a festival at Gytheion in
honour of Augustus included the provision of 'painted images', ypa7tta<; eiK6va<;. of
Augustus, Livia, and Tiberius, which were set up in the Theatre. 26 The endowment of
Vibius Salutaris established at Ephesus in 104 arranged for a procession to take place on
a series of important occasions, including all gymnastic contests, conveying twenty-nine
silver images (one, that of Artemis, gilded), including those of several deities, of the
reigning emperor, and his empress, of the Senate and the equestrian order, and of
constituent bodies of the city of EphesusY An inscription of 256 from Termessus Minor
describes how the image of the new Caesar, Valerian (son of the emperor Gallienus) was
displayed for the first tiine at a local festivaF 8 When Claudius Demosthenes was setting
up his contest at Oenoanda, in the reign of Hadrian, he included specific provision for
sebastophoroi who were to carry the 'imperial images', cre~acrnKat EiK6ve<;. 29 In this
18
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20
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(BHG 3 173).
23
Oikonomides, Listes, 122 and 326.
24 De Spectaculis vn.2.
25 For portable images of emperors see Price, Rituals and Power, 188-90, and MAMA Ix.l31, with references
there.
26 See Robert, ''Apx.a.t6A.oyo<;', 248 (= OMS 1, 684).
27
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Worrle, Stadt und Fest, 216--7.
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case, and in many others, the responsibility for providing and conveying the images fell
to the civic authorities; at Ephesus, the benefactor Vibius Salutaris arranged for the
'images' which he had dedicated to be carried in procession on many occasions by the
ephebes, together with the sacred victors, hieronikai. 30
Since public entertainments provided an occasion for the display of loyalty to the
ruler, it is understandable that, from the earliest period of their history, the synods had
some responsibilities for maintaining the cult of the rulers (see above, Chapter IV, pp. 50--1 );
in view of the use of images on such occasions, it is possible that this lies behind the right
of the technitai to 'establish images' which was confirmed by Claudius in A.D. 43, and that
the images so 'established' were those which they were to display at public ceremonies. 31
That such practices continued in the later empire is clear from a law of Theodosius
11, restraining excessive adulation of the imperial 'images displayed at contests', 'ludis
quoque simulacra proposita'. 32 Images of the emperors also continued to be despatched to
the provinces, where they would be greeted with the formal ritual of an imperial adventus.
In 467 wreathed images -laurata- of Anthemius were brought to Constantinople, after
he had been made western emperor; the images were presented by ambassadors to Leo,
who then proclaimed that they should accompany his own to all the cities. 33 A poem of
Dioscorus of Aphrodito celebrates the arrival in Antinoe of the image of Justin 11, in
566. 34 The celebrations inaugurated by Constantine to celebrate the foundation of
Constantinople are said to have included the escorting of a statue of Constantine himself
into the Hippodrome, by soldiers holding candles. 35 Although on this occasion the
responsibility fell to the army, by 607 the factions are described as displaying laurata of
the imperial family in the Hippodrome at Constantinople as a matter of course. 36 In 610
the new emperor, Heraclius, burned publicly in the Hippodrome the image (eiKrov) of the
previous emperor, Phocas, 'which, during his lifetime, unimportant men (oi J.Ul'tlltOt 'trov
&.v9pro7trov), dressed in white, used to bring into the Hippodrome accompanied with
candles. The banner (~av8ov) ofthe Blues was also burned with ie .37 The description of
the bearers as 'vain, unimportant' suggests strongly that they were performers of some
kind, for whom this is a common epithet. The Blues may have been being punished simply
for their active support of Phocas, but the reference to their banner at this point may
indicate that they had played a formal part in these ceremonies; banners were used by
associations of many kinds, presumably as a mark of their official participation in public
events. 38 If displaying imperial images had been one of the functions of the synods, this
would help to explain such activities by the factions.
This association with imperial images may not have been limited to the portable
images displayed on public occasions. When the infamous statue of Eudoxia, wife of
Arcadius, was erected in Constantinople in 403, it was dedicated with a ceremony
involving 'noise and public spectacles of dancers and mimes, as was then customary atthe
30
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dedication of imperial images'; 39 it was these celebrations to which John Chrysostom
objected, leading to his final quarrel with the empress, and exile. Such ceremonies are also
referred to in the panegyric which was delivered by Procopius of Gaza on the occasion of
the dedication of eikones- ?statues- of Anastasius by the city of Gaza. Procopius takes
pains to point out, apparently as something unusual, that the city is not celebrating this
with 9ecxtpcx, 'spectacles', of the kind which Anastasius had recently outlawed- that is,
apparently, performances by mimes or pantomimes. 40 Significantly, there are references in
the Parastaseis to the factions as participating in the dedication of imperial statues- of
Arcadius and Theodosius II, 41 of Verina, 42 and of Justinian and Theodora. 43 That the
dedication of a statue involved a public celebration is probably implied by the dated
references to such dedications in the Chronicon Paschale, 44 and Marcellinus Comes.45 The
factions were also involved in acclaiming the restoration of a city gate in the eighth century.46
I would, therefore, argue that the status and duties of the late Roman and Byzantine
factions are best understood if the factions had inherited the duties and responsibilities
both of the synods of performers and of the 'young men' to see that public ceremonies
were appropriately carried out. Moreover, the roles attributed to them in such ceremonies,
which are comprehensible only if the organizations had a certain standing within their
communities, are recognizably tasks which had fallen to the earlier bodies.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE LATER FACTIONS

If the factions took over the pre-existing synods of performers and athletes, they will
have come into possession of the property and endowments belonging to the synods. The
old-style factions, combinations of businessmen who came together to invest in
undertaking a contract, are unlikely to have had much in the way of endowments; the
domini will have taken their profits with them. But the twelfth-century commentator
Theodore Balsamon states that the factions of the earlier empire - that is, for him, the
early Byzantine period- did own property from which they derived an income:
For then the demes were all-powerful in the horse-races and put them on when and
as they liked from their own funds, since they also had houses and horses and stables
which have even survived to our own day, and incomes for the sake of the horseraces.
'ton: J.l.Ev yap 'tOOV O~J.l.(l)V K<l'tE~OUO"l<l~OV't(l)V ev 't<lts t1t1t00pOJ.l.l<lls K<lt1tOtOUV't(l)V
't<lU't<ls O'tE K<lt 01t00s TJ~OUAOV'tO EK 0CX1t<lV1lJ.l.a'tOOV oiKdrov ffis K<lt EXOV't(l)V OtKOUs
K<lt t1t1t0Us K<lt t1t1tOOV<ls 'tOUs K<lt J.l.EXPt K<lt VUV 1tEptcrro~OJ.l.EVOUs K<lt1tp00'000Us
xaptv 'tOOV t1t1t00pOJ.l.lOOV. 47
39 KpOtOt 'tE K<Xt 01Ulc00Et~ Seat OPXTJ<J'tOOV 'tE K<Xt jltjl<OV eveaoe E1tE'tEAoUV'tO, ro~ Eeo~ ~V tOtE E1tt tft
avaKMaet trov ~aatAtKrov etKovrov, Sozomen, Historia Ecclesiastica vm.20. OT]jlcOOEt~ is, of course, a word
sometimes associated with the factions, but not exclusively, so that their involvement here might be guessed at,
but cannot be proved.
40 Procop. Gaz., Pan. 24.11-14.
41
Parastaseis 35a: the Greens acclaiming.
42
Parastaseis 29: the Greens acclaiming.
43 Parastaseis 81: the Greens acclaiming.
44
e.g. 573, 579.
45
e.g. under 421.
46 Parastaseis 3: the Greens acclaiming. On all these see Dagron, Constantinople imaginaire, 173--4.
47 Commentary on Canon 24 of the Council of 691-2, PG 137.592.
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Balsamon's purpose was to emphasize the contrast between the uncontrolled and rowdy
chariot-races of the earlier centuries, which the Canon on which he was commenting
forbade the clergy to attend, and the well-regulated events of the twelfth century. Alan
Cameron, therefore, treats this passage with well-justified suspicion. 48 But, while it would
be rash to rely too firmly on this account, it seems difficult to dismiss completely the
specific statement that the factions had property - some of which was still to be seen and some income of their own, since this seems improbable as an invention. Whether or
not such property went directly to the financing of races is uncertain, but there is evidence,
from several places including Aphrodisias, that the income of the synods had been used
for financing contests; 49 in more cases the purpose of such endowments may have been to
improve the provision of entertainment indirectly, by helping the synods to put on better
shows. It is possible that the factions might have had some property, but it is certain that
the synods had; therefore, after the amalgamation the factions would have had both
property and income. It is noticeable also that it is after the expansion of the factions, and
the suggested amalgamation, that we hear of notable men acting as their patrons, which
probably included making donations of money or property (see below, p. 150).
That the later factions owned property is also perhaps suggested by the existence,
attested at Constantinople and in Egypt, of areas in cities named after the colours.
Cameron rightly dismissed the attempts to explain this as evidence of the social
allegiances ofthe Blues and the Greens. 50 In his account, he listed three definite descriptions
of neighbourhoods in this way: the yettoviat t&v Bevetrov of Constantinople, in 561
(Theophanes 236); a 1tpOUCJ'tE10V to ev 'tOt~ Bevetot~ at Constantinople, in the sixth
century (Just., Nov. 159, of 555); and a A.aupa t&v Bevetrov at Heracleopolis, in papyri of.
the sixth to the eighth centuries. 51 There is also Ta Prasina, where the Greens had a
stable. 52 The first passage, mentioning 'neighbourhoods', is different in kind, and is
discussed above (Chapter VII, pp. 130-1) but the other descriptions seem precisely
comparable to cases in which areas were named after the synods; thus at Amastris an area
is described as iepoveuc&v to upooov, the quarter of victors in the sacred festivals, 53 and
at Antioch, in the first century A.D., there is a reference to the quarter -1tAtv9e1ov -of
the crowned victors- I:teq>avttai.54 There is also a description of a house 'in the area
called of the technitai of Dionysus'' ev t6mp lC<XAoUjlEVcp iltOVU<JOU 'tEXVEl'tOOV I at
Oxyrhynchus in the second century.55 In the case of Antioch, there are references to other
areas designated by the names of associations. 56 It is probable that such designations often
indicate the presence of such an association, or its headquarters, in the area; 57 but it is also
possible that, as in the cases where areas are designated by the names of individuals, the
reference may be to past or present proprietors. 58 Whichever explanation is correct, there
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is a striking similarity in the way in which these institutions are used as points of
reference.
This is not to claim, however, that the property of the amalgamated 'factions' would
ever have been enough to make them 'independent' institutions. They must still have been
dependent for their livelihood on the institutions and individuals who paid for spectacles
and contests. An increasing proportion of such expenditure fell to the emperor (Chapter
r, p. 9); by the end of the fifth century he must already have been virtually their only
employer in Constantinople apart from the consuls, the latter office being abolished in
542. By the seventh century, after the loss of Alexandria, and the collapse of smaller cities,
the imperial government must have been their major public employer in the entire empire.
Their situation was therefore one of nominal independence, based on the existence of
endowments that had decreased dramatically in value, and had increasingly been
supplemented by central government expenditure.
The resultant organizations will have been associations whose structure was,
typically, modelled on that of the city. 59 They were, as the city was, normally divided
between a 'curial' class, of office-holders, and the rest, the bulk ofthe membership. 60 We
know the titles of several factional officials, partly from the historical sources of the fifth,
sixth, and seventh centuries, and partly from the accounts in the Book of Ceremonies and
the ninth- and tenth-century taktika, lists of court officials. 61 The second group of sources
describes, the 'factions' once they had become entirely incorporated into the personnel of
the imperial court, but may still reflect an earlier structure. Some of the terminology is
new, while other terms are familiar. The officers of the new factions were performers, just
as the officials of the synods had been (comp&re, for example, 88.iii); according to
Procopius the pantomime dancer of each faction was normally the 'administrator',
OtotlCTlt~~ a word paralleled in the organization of many associations, particularly in the
Roman period, and usually implying financial responsibility. 62 The pantomime dancer of
the Greens at Rome, in the early sixth century, is described as receiving 'the customary
monthly payment of the Green association', 'solitum menstruum partis Prasini', which
sounds like a payment for the whole association, to be administered by the dancer. 63
Another instruction, however, provides that a monthly payment is also to be made to an
independent dancer, who did not belong. to either colour; he is 'to have equality of
monthly payment with the other pantomimes of the parties' 'habiturus aequalitatem
menstrui cum caeteris partium pantomimis'; this perhaps suggests that these payments
were simply to each of the dancers as individual performers. 64 By the seventh century
these officials came to be called demarchs, a new term, coined in a traditional way from
the word demos'which came to be used for the factions. 65
There are also traces of a secretariat, as had been standard in most associations, and
particularly in the synods. 66 Notarii and cartularii are listed among the officials of the
later factions in the ninth century. 67 They must have been responsible for the recording of
59
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factional acclamations, which clearly took place on a regular basis, and must be the source
of many of our accounts; such records, aKtcx, can be deduced at several points in the
Parastaseis, and must lie behind extended accounts of acclamations and exchanges, such
as the famous dialogue over Calopodios. 68 At the beginning of the seventh century, there
is a mention of faction officials called ypcxj.lj.ltcrtcxL On the occasion of the marriage of
Domentzia, daughter of the emperor Phocas, to Priscus, in 607, Phocas held a chariotrace. The two colours displayed images (laurata) of the young couple beside the imperial
images. Phocas was furious, and summoned the demarchs to complain; they stated that
the grammistai had done this 'according to custom'. 69 It is normally assumed that the
word simply means 'artists, the men who drew the pictures', and this may well be right;
but it seems surprising that imperial punishment would be directed at people so low in the
administrative hierarchy of the faction, and it may be that the grammistai are to be equated
with the secretaries, grammateis, of earlier associations, and became the later notarii.
As in other associations, these officials formed the 'curial class' of the faction, and
are sometimes described in general terms as 'the leaders, the foremost men', tou~
1tp0rcou~ trov j..ltprov/0 tO. 1tpcote'icx tou B~!lou, 71 tou~ Kopucpmotepou~ tou B~!lou, 72
using terminology exactly parallel to that used for describing the ruling class of a city. The
other members of the association would form the 'people', plebs, populus or Bn!lo~; but
populus could also be used to describe the entire membership of an association. 73 The late
'factions' were not described as 'factions', but as 'parties, sections', j.ltpTJ, or as 'demes',
Bn!lot; Alan Cameron argues that the term 'deme' developed as a translation of the Latin
populus, as used to describe the ordinary members of an association, and in this I think
that he is entirely right. 74 In times of crisis, the leaders of the 'faction', who were
professional performers, would direct the partisans: thus in 507 the charioteer Calliopas
Porphyrius led the partisans in an anti-Jewish riot at Antioch, and in 610 another
charioteer, Calliopas Trimolaimes, took command of the Green partisans during the
fighting in Constantinople. 75
The colours also had another characteristic of other associations; they had prominent
men as 'patrons, protectors', 1tpocncxtcxL The relationship, expressed with this
characteristic term, was widespread in both East and West; 76 thus the philoplia at Ephesus
honoured a prostates (Chapter v, pp. 79-80). In some cases the relationship is expressed
as an office within the organization (used, for example, as a dating formula), but it is used
for men of standing, who could protect and provide benefits for an association. 77 The
'young men' also had patrons. 78 The earliest mention of a patron for a faction is the
statement that Chrysaphios-Tzoumas, minister of Theodosius 11 between 443 and 450,
was the 'patron and protector of the Greens', 1tCltprov KCXt1tpoo-tatT)<; 79 In 498 Plato,
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'patron of the Green party', mi'tprov 'tOU Tipacrivou JlEpou~, was made city prefect of
Constantinople. 80 Similarly, the organizations in the provincial cities needed patrons; at
Tarsus, Damianus, a member of the local council, was 'patron of the Blues there', 'tOW
Tftae Beve'trov npocr'ta'tn~. 81 At Rome, Theodoric invited two nobles to take up the
patronage of the Greens; their father had already been a patron, and he asked them to
undertake this task in order to re-establish good order in the faction, by presiding over the
choice of a pantomime performer for them. 82 In that case, as in the case of Plato in 498,
it is clear that the ruler was encouraging the system of patronage; the duty of the patron
was to protect the interests of the association, and to arbitrate over internal disputes so that
the members would not feel the need to express their discontent and disturb public order.
Yet another characteristic of an association in the Roman world, which has already
been discussed, was that it could take responsibility for the burial of members. That the
later factions took such responsibility for their members is suggested by the recent
discovery at Ephesus of the tombstone of the Green wrestling-dancers, erected in their
life-time without naming the individuals who were to be buried there. 83 Some such
arrangement may also be implied by Procopius, when in describing the plague, he says
that the 'rioters', <J'tacrtonm (his customary term for the partisans), even buried 'the dead
who did not belong to them', 'tOU~ ou npocrftKov'ta~ crq>icrt veKpou~; this suggests that it
would not be unusual for them to bury those who did belong to them. 84
In a properly ordered association the officials kept a list - an album - of the
members, and in the West some inscribed examples survive. 85 It is therefore of great
interest that when in 601 the emperor Maurice learnt of the revolt of Phocas, he
summoned the demarchs 'who were commonly called dioiketai' and asked for the
number of their members- 'trov OTlJ..lO'tEUOV'trov; the Greens gave a list of 1,500, the Blues
900. 86 Numbers for associations are very hard to come by, but some very large collegia in
the West, in the imperial period, had 1,200 or 1,300 membersY Procopius says that when
Justinian closed down the spectacles in Byzantium 'innumerable people' were put out of
work; 88 and a recently-published group of ostraca illustrates the very large number of
different kinds of activities involved simply in chariot-racing. 89 Each of the two factions
will have incorporated the personnel necessary for putting on the chariot teams both of
their own and of their minor colour, as well as a wide range of entertainers, including
mimes, who performed in groups, and pantomimes, who were often backed by a choir.
But despite all this, it does not seems likely that the numbers given by the demarchs
represent only the people professionally involved in performing at Constantinople in the
early seventh century. The album of each colour must have included the 'young men'
associated with each colour. If these were 400 for each colour, or perhaps 600 for the
80
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Greens, this would give a number comparable with the 400 people who 'lived for nothing
but the dancers', mentioned by Libanius in fourth-century Antioch. Both performers and
partisans were on the list, because they were all 'Greens' or 'Blues'.
It seems, therefore, that the late factions had the recognizable structures of earlier
associations; their role and functions were inherited from the pre-existing organizations
of performers on the one hand and of 'young men' on the other. What seems unique and
new is the formal association, in one organization, of performers and members of the
audience in each faction. It may well be that a similar kind of association, embracing both
performers and audience as members, is to be found in the 'sodalites' of North Africa,
which could apparently include both venatores and ordinary members (Chapter v, p. 74);
this may become clearer as more information emerges about those bodies.
If this analysis of their composition and their nature is correct, it should also help to
explain many of the unexpected functions. of the later factions. The tradition which
suggests that they helped with construction work at Constantinople is paralleled by the
tasks allotted to other associations and also to the 'young men' (Chapter vi, p. 125).
Similarly, when the factions are said to have manned the defences in time of attack at
Constantinople and at other cities, 90 this was a function of associations of all kinds at all
periods (Chapter VI, p. 125). It was, however, particularly a function, as might be
expected, of the 'young men' both in the Roman West91 and in the East; for example, at
Apollonia Salbake, near Aphrodisias, in the late second or third century the 'young men',
vw.vicrKot, served as a 'mountain guard' patrol, opoqmA.a.Jd)cra.vn:c;, under a 'chief of
police', 1ta.pa.q>'6A.a.~. 92 In the light of this evidence, the energetic discussions which have
gone on over the 'military role of the factions' seem otiose.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE fACTIONS

The constituent elements of the new factions were, therefore, all well-established
entities, and there was no apparent reason why their combination should cause problems.
The young men, of course, had always - as in all societies - been a potentially
disruptive element, and I have suggested that keeping them in good order was an
important function ofthe gymnasia (Chapter vn, p. 138). When Philo described troublemakers at Alexandria, in the first century A.D., getting up a protest against Agrippa I, he
9epicted them going to the gymnasium, developing insults against the king, and even
using men who wrote mimes to help them. It was only after a day spent building up crowd
feeling, and presumably a series of spicy acclamations, in the gymnasium that the crowd
rushed to the Theatre, with a specific request for the authorities. 93 The implication would
seem to be that the sort of people who went to the gymnasium were easily led into
disruptive acclamations and, potentially, rioting. The same assumption lies behind the
third-century legislation dealing with 'those commonly known as young men', 'qui volgo
se iuvenes appellant', who misbehave at spectacles. 94 Libanius, in his great attack on the
claqueurs of Antioch, accused them of looking out for 'young men', neoi, to corrupt; they
made them waste their substance and neglect their studies. 95 The characteristic of such
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people was that they were free to spend their time at the theatre, and were without
responsibilities, including being unmarried, ayaJ.Lot. 96 An inscription at Didyma is an
acclamation pethaps for such people: 'up with the unmarried!', VlK~ ~ 'tUXTI 'tOOV
ayaJ.Lrov. 97 The misbehaviour of the young man who ought to be studying is a literary
topos in all periods, neatly used of himself by Menander Protector. 98
The subversive potential of young men had therefore long been recognized; and the
organizations of young men can be seen as having been designed to harness their energies
in safe ways. Guy Rogers has pointed out the importance of participation in public
ceremonial as a means of preparing the young for responsible citizenship. 99 But the
situation in the later empire had in fact changed more than contemporaries perhaps
realized, surrounded as they were by what appeared to be traditional institutions. To begin
with, the collapse of the gymnasia meant that the 'young men' were less fully occupied,
and less supervised, than before (Chapter VII, p. 138). It may be that involving them more
formally in public ceremonial and acclamations was seen as counteracting this, by giving
them an occupation. But the second and crucial change lay in the increasing importance
accorded by the imperial government to acclamations (Chapter VII, p. 133). This approach,
formalized by Constantine and continued by his successors, gave a new political power
to those who provided them. The most startling effects of this are to be seen in the
accounts of various occasions in the sixth and early seventh centuries when the factions
at Constantinople apparently felt themselves free to make remarkably frank remarks to
· various emperors. Such a situation can derive only from the fact that factional acclamations had become privileged, as an essential element in validating the authority of rulers,
including the emperors; their status is implicit in the fact that they were regularly recorded
(above, p. 150). 100
Moreover, the function of the partisans was apparently not only to acclaim the rulers
themselves, but to lead the whole audience in acclamation. This is what seems to be
happening, for example, in Corippus' description of the acclamation of Jus tin and Sophia
in the Hippodrome at his coronation. 101 Such a function relied upon, and reinforced, the
role of the young men's associations as essential constituents of their own societies in all
the cities. At Rome, certainly, and probably at Constantinople also, there were separate
associations of 'young men' for different areas of the city. 102 The 'young men' were not
an intrinsically different group from others in the audience; they were simply a particular
age group, who would presumably, as they grew older, move to sit with the other persons
of their status or from their district. Furthermore, the analysis by Franr;ois Jacques
(Chapter VII, p. 139) has demonstrated that, at least by the third century A.D., the young
men's associations, incorporating both members of the elite and humbler young men,
could function as a means by which groups in the civic elite could mobilize support; the
events of 238 showed that in a revolutionary situation t:Qis relationship could acquire
wider political significance. 103
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Over this structure was laid the division into 'colours'. The sense of identity with one
colour was not limited to the 'young men'; like the official supporters, the Jews at
Aphrodisias and the gold-workers at Miletus describe themselves as 'Blues', Veneti,
rather than 'supporters of Blues', Venetiani. Support for the Blues and the Greens,
therefore, went far beyond the people listed on the chartae of the two associations; and,
by virtue of that support, there was an ostensible link between the 'young men' of the
factions and many other groups seated in the auditoria. It must have been in this way that,
once the new structure had come into being, a 'faction riot' could easily turn into
something far larger than just a fight between rival supporters; such a fight quickly
involved other groups, with their own commitments and rivalries. In the provinces, this
probably normally meant 'associations', such as the sail-makers at Rhodes (Chapter vn,
p. 130); in Constantinople, perhaps neighbourhoods. But, in either case, the result was
that a feud which might start between rival groups of 'young men' could spread rapidly
to involve far larger numbers of people, as, most clearly, in the case of the Nika revolt,
which grew from a 'faction riot' into a major political upheaval.
The origins of many riots, therefore, lay in rowdy disputes between partisans over
internal matters; but the new structures ensured that these could easily assume political
significance. Contemporaries clearly saw the factions as having a political role, without
attributing to them fixed 'party' commitments. In his description of the origin of the circus
factions, as instituted by Romus (Romulus), Malalas takes it for granted that they had a
political function; they were introduced with the express purpose of dividing the people,
and thereby reducing the possibility of resistance to Romus. If a particular faction chose
to support a group or an individual opposed to him, he would give his support to the
opposing faction. 104 This is not unlike the suggestion by Isidore ofPelusium that theatrical
and other spectacles had been introduced in order to keep the populace divided by their
enthusiasms (Chapter m, p. 47); and it seems to represent a contemporary reality.
Describing the situation in Alexandria in 412, the historian Socrates had already indicated
how support for rival performers might combine with other kinds of hostility between
different groups to provide an explosive mixture. 105
There was one further element which contributed to the dangers of this situation. The
reform of Constantine, which gave new authority to popular acclamations, was just one
part of the process which steadily weakened the powers of the cities during the late
Roman period. Their own political life was rendered increasingly marginal both by
imperial intervention and by the increasing power of individuals who looked to
Constantinople, rather than to their local cities, for advancement. The auditoria in ancient
cities had always been used for political gatherings, and the assembly of the people at a
spectacle had always had a political function. Gradually, public spectacles came to be the
only surviving occasions which brought the community together; and, as has been said,
those spectacles normally took the form of contests. In the events in Alexandria in 412
described by Socrates, the situation was exacerbated when the prefect, as was his custom,
assembled the population in the theatre to announce his decrees: this public pronouncement of decrees was called an 'assembly', 1toA.rn:ia. The opposing parties, who had
already quarreled over theatrical matters, found themselves facing one another in the
theatre, gathered there now for a 'political' purpose. Libanius complained that governors
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spent too much time in the theatre, but he saw clearly that it was for political reasons
(Chapter vn, p. 133). It must therefore have become increasingly difficult to distinguish
between partisanship for different contestants, and support for different political groups
or leaders. The most striking and well-documented example of the processes at work is
again the Nika revolt of 532, which began simply with protests at the execution of
criminals from the Blue and Green factions; it grew to involve a far wider range of the
population than simply the partisans, and then became associated with support for
imperial candidates.
The first and most important political use made of the colours was their manipulation
to provide acclamations for particular policies, and for the proclamation of emperors, as
at the accession of Justin I in 518, and, even more clearly, the coup ofPhocas in 602. But
they could also provide physical support; thus at the peak of the Nika revolt 250 armed
Green 'young men' appeared to support Hypatius. In the unrest at the end of the reign of
Phocas, the traditional support shown by emperors for one colour or another was
transformed into active, and violent, support by one colour or another of different
candidates for the throne. As Alan Cameron has pointed out, it is in the reigns of Phocas
and Heraclius that we first find inscribed acclamations linking individual emperors and
colours. 106 But it is far less easy to show any 'policy' behind such activities, such as
consistent support for 'the popular party' or for Chalcedonian or Monophysite
Christianity. There was merely an institutionalized structure tending to create stasis,
violent division within society, which had grown up from arrangements which had
evolved for quite different reasons.
Finally, I would argue, the weakening of the cities had deprived individuals of a
source of their identity. When the cities were strong, loyalty to a professional group or an
association had been only one aspect of the identity of an individual; his primary identity
would still be as a citizen of his community. During the late Roman period, however, the
real and economic power of the cities was steadily diminishing, and other loyalties
became of relatively greater importance. One striking indication of this is the increasing
tendency to designate prominent individuals by their provincial origin, rather than by
their citizenship, such as 'John the Lydian' or 'John the Cappadocian'. At the other end
of the scale, membership of an association may have been of increasing importance; I
have suggested above that there is an increasing tendency to identify individuals by craft
designations (Chapter VI, p. 128). Affiliation to the colours, which were to be found
empire-wide, must have seemed to provide a very clear and recognizable form of identity.
This became even more important to people who were actually forced to leave their home
cities, by economic circumstances, or by war. In particular, it is clear that by the early
seventh century, in the chaotic conditions in the East at the end of the reign of Phocas
when there was a situation of virtual civil war, and substantial movements of population,
affiliation to a colour was more important than ever. Thus groups designated simply as
Greens and Blues are said to have arrived in Jerusalem at sometime between 609 and
614; 107 Jacob the Jew found 'Blues fleeing from the East' in Rhodes; 108 all of which
suggests that these groups of people identified themselves by their association to a colour
rather than by their place of origin.
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The factions, therefore, functioned as a focus for political and social disruption when
the political systems of the empire were in a process of transition and collapse. As the fully
'Byzantine' empire emerged and achieved a stable form, from the seventh century, they
returned to their essential role, that of articulating acclamations, and validating imperial
power. Their ceremonial activities, as described in the Book of Ceremonies, were not new
accretions, but primary functions, inherited from the ceremonial of the Greek cities which
had themselves disappeared.
I believe, therefore, that in order to understand the evolution of the later 'factions' an
essential element must be an understanding of the structure and vocabulary of public
entertainments in the provincial cities of the eastern empire, for which Aphrodisias has
now provided uniquely rich evidence. When Constantine founded his new city at
Byzantium, perhaps the most remarkable phenomenon was the speed with which his idea
caught on, and his city grew. The men who came to be the senators of the new eastern
Senate were the leading citizens of the cities of the eastern half of the Empire, and their
departure must have profoundly altered the political realities in the cities which they left.
Constantinople then grew as a city with emperors drawn from the West- until450- but
a ruling class drawn in large part from the cities of the East. 109 For this reason, in order to
understand the resultant culture both of public spectacles and of other activities, it must
be as important to study the traditions and ideology of the Greek cities as to consider those
of Rome.
As for the development of the factions into subversive groups, this seems to me to
have been the product of changed political circumstances, which were not perceived as
such by their contemporaries. The complex situation of the fifth to seventh centuries
which I have outlined above was masked from contemporaries by the language of
continuity overlying the reality of change a truly 'distorting mirror' for
contemporaries as well as for later historians. 110 The resultant uncertainty was profoundly
disturbing, but those living through it were ill-equipped to understand their own situation;
the problem is exemplified by the attempts of Procopius to do so. 111 The explanations were
drawn from tradition: the capture of Jerusalem by the Persians was attributed to the
wickedness of the factions; 112 the collapse of the empire seen as hastened by an obsession
with pantomime performers. 113 It is hardly surprising, therefore, that modem
commentators have found it possible to place such widely divergent interpretations upon
the nature and function of the factions; now, as then, they have tended to act as conduits
for attitudes and principles with which they had no institutional relationship.
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APPENDICES

I-III. AGONISTIC TEXTS FROM APHRODISIAS

It has long been clear that the inscriptions of Aphrodisias provid~ a particularly wide
range of information about agonistic life in the Roman imperial period. In 1889 Otto
Liermann published all the evidence on the contests of Aphrodisias available to him, with
a full discussion, and that study continues to be used extensively in modem studies of the
topic. In the hundred years since that publication a considerable number of new texts have
emerged, although it is perhaps worth noting that the large majority of the texts presented
here were seen by earlier visitors, largely in or near the city walls; this may suggest that
many of these texts came from one or more buildings, very possibly gymnasia, which
were used as sources of materials when the walls were built in the fourth century.
The following three appendices set out all the inscriptions from Aphrodisias so far
found which describe the contests, and the contestants, of the city. As well as presenting
several new texts, I have been able to check, and in some cases improve, the readings of
many which were already published. It is not my purpose to provide as full a commentary
on wider questions of agonistic life as that of Liermann, but to present an important
dossier illustrating the agonistic life of one particular city, which is essential to many of
the arguments in the preceding chapters; I hope that this material will be exploited more
widely by others writing on agonistic matters.
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APPENDIX I. CONTESTS AND SHOWS AT APHRODISIAS

48-65
The evidence for contests at Aphrodisias is drawn chiefly from inscriptions found at
the site. It is worth noting that several of the contests listed here are attested only in one
source, which is a useful indication of how fragile our knowledge is. While some major
contests in the Roman world are attested frequently in victors' inscriptions, many more
are known from one or two references. The only contests at Aphrodisias mentioned in
victors' lists from other sites are the Aphrodeisia Isolympia (ii) and the Attalea Capitolia
(xii). This reflects the fact, firstly, that very few contests atAphrodisias had 'international'
status; until the third century, apparently only the Aphrodeisia Isolympia. It may perhaps
also indicate thatAphrodisias was always a little remote, set back from the major routes.
Much of the evidence for contests at Aphrodisias comes from the inscriptions in honour
of victors at those contests, which are published in Appendix n.
What this material also illustrates is that a very large number of contests at
Aphrodisias were established by individuals; and the correspondence with the imperial
curator (50 and 51) demonstrates how insecure such arrangements might be. Given the
very limited administrative resources of a Greek city, it is very easy to understand how
money intended for a contest might be diverted to other purposes (cf. Reynolds, A&R 62),
or even simply lost. The only people with a direct interest in maintaining the proper
administration of such funds might be, firstly, the descendants of the original benefactor,
and, secondly, the performers who would benefit if a contest was held (cf. 50). At
Aphrodisias and probably at other cities, many contests may have had a precarious
fi~ancial footing, very dependent on the generosity of the contest-president (which is
how, with many reservations, I propose to translate agonothetes) to supplement
inadequate provisions. It is in this way that the term developed, from its original sense of
'one who presides over and organizes a contest' to have the sense, in the later period, of
'one who puts on a contest' (cf. 65, and Roueche, Aphrodisias Papers 2, 101-12).

i. CoNTEST OF THE Auausn
48.

HONOURS FOR ?PAPULOS, CONTEST-PPRESIDENT

First century A.D.
Two joining fragments found by the current expedition: one in 1978 in the area of the new Museum,
one a stray find in 1979. Now in the Museum; excavation inventory no. 79.25.
Two adjoining blocks from a composite monument, complete above and below, but damaged at
edges (H. 0.195, W. 0.81, D. 0.34). The inscription must have begun on the upper blocks of the monument from which these blocks came. Letters first century A.o.; ll. 1-14,0.025, omicron 0.018; 1.5, 0.015.

Plate xvn

-]

5

[c:rmpav ]Tl<popflc:mvta oic; stop Kat a:y[ rovo ]Set-.1[cravta ? e.g. otc; touc;]
[trov LE)~acrtroV a:yrovac; stop Kat f.crtuicravta -t[~v ~OUA~V Kat)
[tOV Oll)JlOV Kat ~V yEpOU<JtaV EyOEUtE[pOV StOp Kat? ayopa)[VOJ.Lflcr)avta 1tOAUOamiv[ro]c; stop t~V OE avacr'ta[crtv ?tile; 'telJlTlc; e][1totflcra]to stop 'Iepa~ Kata t~v Ila1t'\)A.ou [ota]Sfl[KTlv ?vac.]
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[e.g. The Council, the People, and the Gerousia honoured ?Papulos] who was twice
stephanephorus, and contest-president of the contests of the Augusti, and feasted the [Council
and the] People, and the Gerousia a second time [and ?who was agoranomos] lavishly. The
setting up [?of the statue was undertaken] by Hierax, according to the testament of Papulos.

The only evidence for dating this inscription, within the imperial period, is provided
by the script, which suggests a date in the first century A. D. The text presumably recorded
honours for Papulos, now deceased; the principal honour- a statue- was paid for from
his own bequest, and this text was very probably inscribed beneath it. The name is attested
several times at Aphrodisias; in particular, a Papulos son of Jason son of Kastor is
honoured by Gerousia, Council and People in another inscription which is similar in design
and script (MAMA vm.488, without a photograph; found again by the current expedition,
excavation inventory no.70.212). Hierax might be a son or a more distant connection.
The restoration at the end of 1.3 is not certain, but echoes the phrasing in the
following text (49.7-18); conversely, 1.2 supports Reinach's restoration in 49ll. 3-14.

49.

HONOURS FOR AN ANONYMOUS CONTEST-ORGANIZER

A fragment seen by Kubitschek and Reichel, but not published (K III.11a); found by the French
expedition of 1904, and published from a squeeze by Reinach, 106. Published here from that squeeze
(kindly made available by Professor A. Laronde), and from the Kubitschek copy (with the help ofDr
U. Outschar).
Found by the north wall of the Stadium. H. 0.86, W. 0.17, D. at least 0.15; the right side apparently
survived (K and R) but the alignment on the squeeze and the drawing suggests that the right ends of the
lines are not all complete; letters 0.021 (R).

[-

5

10

[ ... c. 20 ... ]AN
[ ... c. 18.. . ] ETE[.]
[ . . . cJ4 ... V't]a. lC<lt apx[?u:pa.'tEU<J<lV't<l ] 'tOOV I:ep:
[a.crtrov .. c.6 ... Ka.t a]'yrovo8e[t~cra.vta. ?touc; t& ]v I:ePa.[crt&v ayrova.c; ..... y]eVOJlE[vov ... c. 11 ... ] KA stop ayopa.[voJ.L~cra.vta.? 1tOAuOa.7t<x]vooc; Ka.t
[ ... c.15 ... K]a.tpoic; vac.
·
[ ... c.17 . . . ] Ali\EI ?vac.
[ ....... ]E ....
[...
.

1.1: Only inK.
1.3, at end: AP K, R; but traces of X on squeeze.
1.4, at end: I:E, K, R; but traces of B on squeeze.
1.9, at end: KA, K, R; but traces of~ on squeeze.
1.11: AIAET K.
1.12: Only K shows traces of upper parts ofletters; E might be I: or r; the following traces
are of slanting serifs.
[e.g. The Council, the People and the Gerousia honoured?] who has been[ ... ] and has been highpriest [ ... ]of the Augusti [ .. , and] contest-organizer [of the contests of] the Augusti, and
[... ] and [ ... ] and has been agoranomos [?lavishly ... ?in difficult] times, and [ ....
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There is no indication of date for this inscription, within the imperial period, and the
restorations are very uncertain; but the apparent similarities of expression make it seem
likely to be contemporary with 48, and so of the first century A.D.
The reference to 'times' (1.9) suggests activities in times of difficulty, as in A&R 28
and 30; but the difficulties here might be no more than a corn shortage.
It is entirely unsurprising to find thatAphrodisias, with its strong_commitment to the
cult of the imperial house, as expressed in the Sebasteion, held contests in honour of the
emperors as early as the first century. Such a contest may have been purely Greek in form,
or it may, even at this date, have included 'Roman' features such as gladiatorial combats
or wild-beast hunts (see above, p. 61).

ii.

THE

[? APHRODEISIA] !SOLYMPIA
First century A.D

A contest at Aphrodisias is mentioned in a fragmentary inscription from Rhodes,
which, when it was published by C. Pugliese Carratelli, was dated on the basis of the script
to the first century A.D., between the reigns of Augustus and the Flavians (ASAA NS 1416 (1952-4), 292); the text was revised and restored by L. Robert (Arch.Eph.1966, 10819, especially 113-4, and 118). It records the victories of a runner in a series of contests
of 'sacred' status including one at the [?'Acppooei<na icroA:uJl]ma £v 'AcppoOtcruiot (side
B, 1. 1). The restoration 'isolympic', 'equal to Olympics' seems unavoidable. The name
of the contest, Aphrodeisia, is perhaps suggested by a further mention, on the third face
of the same stone of a victory in 'Acppooei<na icroAUJlma at a city whose name is lost,
which might be Aphrodisias or Cnidos. As Robert observed, this is therefore by far the
earliest mention of a 'sacred' contest at Aphrodisias; the other such contests can all be
dated to the third century (below, nos xii, xiii); if the name is correctly restored, it
presumably formed part of the main festival of Aphrodite.

iii.

EPINIKIA

ln the reign of Marcus Aurelius, a series of coins of Aphrodisias bears the legend
TKZHAOCIEPEYCEIIINIKIONANE, or a variant: that is T(t~epto~) K(A.auow~) Z1)A.o~
iepeu~ E1tlVt1ClOV ave(Eh,Ke), 'Tiberius Claudius Zelos dedicated an Epinikion' (see most
recently D. Macdonald, Coins from Aphrodisias (Oxford, 1976), 20, no.136, and
Aphrodisias Papers 2, 172; for the donor, see also J. Reynolds, Aphrodisias Papers 2, 26).
Although this legend could be taken to refer to his 'dedication' of the coin issue, David
Macdonald pointed out that it could well refer to a wider range of benefactions, and
Moretti argued convincingly that it refers to a contest, ay&va £mv{Kwv, held on a single
occasion to celebrate an imperial victory, presumably in the Parthian wars. Epinikia were
celebrated at Ephesus and Athens for the victory of Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus in
165-6 (L. Moretti, Iscrizioni agonistiche greche (Rome, 1953), 188; L. Robert, 'Etudes
d'epigraphie grecque, xxi-xxxi', RPh NS 4 (1930), 25-60, 40--1 (= OMS n, 1125-60,
1140--1 ). The coins may be those used for prizes and distributions on that occasion.
Several inscriptions of the first, second and third centuries which honour benefactors
refer to them as having been contest-organizers, but without any specific mentions of
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particular contests, and so they are not republished here: CIG 2766, 2789; LBW
160la; MAMA vm.410, 474, 475, 484, 498; two unpublished texts (Temple 101,
71.175a).
The bulk of the information which we have about contests at Aphrodisias can be
dated in or after the reign of Commodus.

50 - 53.

THE EuRYCLES DossiER

We know that under Commodus the Aphrodisians received help from at least one
imperial curator- that is, an official appointed by the emperor, when he perceived it as
necessary, to oversee local finances; on the office see most recently F. Jacques, Le
privilege de la liberte (Paris, 1984). In 189 the Aphrodisians wrote to Commodus
requesting that decisions which had already been made by such a curator should be
reaffirmed and extended (A&R 16). Texts survive of three letters written apparently by
one or more curatores to the city; it is most economical to assume that all three were
written by the man whom we know to have served as curator at this period, M. Ulpius
Appuleius Eurycles. One, perhaps written in 181, refers to various civic funds, including
funds for contests; it has recently been republished and is not included here (A&R 62). The
other two, one certainly by Eurycles, are entirely concerned with the disposition of funds
set up for the financing of specific contests. Neither inscription has been found again, but
both were recently republished, from earlier copies, in the context of Aphrodisias'
relationship with the imperial power (A&R 57 and 59); the texts are reprinted here largely
from that publication (50 and 51). The second letter ends with the opening of a list of
prizes, established for one contest, that of Claudius Adrastus, and refers to the creation of
a schedule - ~ha.ypa.q>Tj - of prizes. Parts of this schedule are almost certainly
represented in two texts, which are printed below as 52 and 53.

50. LETTER OF M. ULPIUS APPULEIUS EURYCLES
Between 180 and 189, probably early 180s

TO THE APHRODISIANS

Copied by Sherard in 1705 on the southern stretch of the city walls; published from his copy by
Boeckh, C/G 2741, whence Liermann, Analecta 20, OGJS 509, B. Laum, Stiftungen in der
griechischen und romischen Antike (Leipzig/Berlin, 1914), 103 (ll.l3-23), Pickard-Cambridge,
Festivals 2 , 320, no.16a. Republished from Sherard's notebook (BM Add. 10101 35-6) by J. M.
Reynolds, A&R 57, from which the present text is taken.

'Ara.en r<>xn
MaplCO~ OUA.mo~ 'A1t1tOUATJtO~ EupuKAll~ &.pxtepEU~ 'Acria.~ a1tOOE0Et[Y]I!EVO[~]

w

va.&v {KAI} 'tOOV EV LI!UPVn 't(O) 'AcppoOtcr[ t]erov iipxoucrt ~ouA.ft OTJI!C!l xa.ipe[ t]v.
BouA.118£v'trov UI!IDV 1tp6vma.v 1totljcra.cr9a.i I!E Kat 'tOOV Ka.'ta 'tOU~ &.y&va.~
5 ou:i 'tE TI)v 1tp0~ 'tOV I!EYtO"'tOV AU'tOKp<i'topa. EUO"E~Eia.v MapKOV AupftA.wv
K611o0ov 'Av'trov'ivov l:e~a.cr't6v, Kat Ota 't~v 1tpo~ 'tOU~ Ota.9el!£vou~
I!VTti!TlV l((lt Ota 't~V 'tll~ 1t0AEO>~ OO(~)a.v, ~OllKO.t 'tOOV a1to 'tll~ cruv6oou 1t[oA.]A.6.Kt~ EV'tUXOV'tO>V I!Ot, ouo£ iOU'tO 'tO I!EPO~ 1CO.'tEAt1tOV &.ouxKpt'tOV'
E1tOI!Evo~ 'tft Ka.'ta 't~v A.oytcr'teia.v 'ta(~)E[ t] Ka.l. 1tpo8u11i~ I!E;(pt vuv 'tll~ 1tepl.
10 'tou~ &.y&va.~ Ka.'ta.cr'tacrero~ £vA.EmouO"'Tl~ Ota TI)v 'trov XP'Tll!a'trov 1ta.-
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pacrJCeu~v ocpetA6v'tcov cru [vau~]TJSllva.t Ka'ta 'tE 'tu~ 'trov 'tEAEU'tTJcrav'tcov yvroJ.Lac; lCCX.t lCCX.'tU 'tO a~t(CO)J.La 'tOU 7tOpou acp'ot <x>P~ wuc; ayffiva[c;] E1tt'tEAEtcr8at.
ayrov J.LEV ~~ 0 ElC 'tCOV <I>A.a~iou AucrtJ.LUxOU ~ta8TJKCOV 7tpoeMA.ueev de; apxdou 7tOpou J.!Upta~a~ S(ro)~ElCCX. roe; ouvacr8at U1t0 'tOU15 'tCOV 1tapu lhTJ 'tEO'O'apa 1tATJpoucr8at 'tOV J.L(O)UO'tlCOV ayffiva Kaeu 'tij)
~ta8EJ.LEV(q:J) E~O~EV. ai ~£ J.LE'tU 'tU~ ~(ro)~ElCCX. J.!Upta~ac; (o)i>crat EV E1C~aVEtO'J.L0 Kat o1tpocryq(o)v(ro)~ 'tOU'totc; 'tOKoc; J.LEXPt apxi\c; [e]wuc;
[1totEt] KE<paA.dou ~TJVap{cov J.!Upta~ac; 'tpetc; ~TJvapta XetAta OlC't(co)KOO'ta
'tptaKov'ta evvea· ~(u)vacree {I} oi>v apxoJ.Levou 'tou e'touc; wu'tov
20 'tov ay&va e1tt'teA.etv ayaen 'tuxn e1tl. &SA.ot~ 'ta.Aa.vnaimc; lC(lt aycovtO'J.LCX.O'tV lCCX.'tU 'tU &eA.a. 1tp08EO'J.LtCX. ~£de; 'tOV E~ilc; xp6vov lCCX.t 't~V E1ttOUO'CX.V 'tE'tpCX.E'tTJpt~a {~} EO''tat XP( 6)[voc;]
0 U1t0 [Bap ](~)tA.A.llcov 'tCOV 'E<pEO'ql [ayOJ.LEVCOV] 1tpoc; [ Kotvu] 'Acr{ac; [? eppcocree] leaf

For detailed commentary on the textual variants, see Reynolds, op.cit.
With good fortune. Marcus Ulpius Appuleius Eurycles, designated high-priest of Asia, of the
temples of Smyma, for the second time, greets the Magistrates, Council and People of the
Aphrodisians.
Since it was your wish that I make provision also for the (funds) relating to the contests,(5)
because of your piety towards the very great emperor Marcus Aurelius Commodus Antoninus
Augustus, and because of the memory of those who bequeathed them, and because of the
reputation of the city, and since those from the Synod had also already approached me several
times, I have not failed to examine this sector as well, applying the same order and zeal as (I
observed) in my curatorship. So far (10) the competitions have not taken place because the
provision of money needed to be increased in accordance both with the directions of the deceased
(founders) and with the reckoning ofthe funds from which the contests are due to be carried out.
However, the contest from the will of Flavius Lysimachus has reached a total endowment of
120,000 denarii, so that it is possible from this sum (15) for the musical contest to be held every
four years, as the testator wished. The funds over and above the 120,000 denarii, which are on
loan, and the interest accruing to this up to the beginning of the year, makes a total of 31,839
.denarii. You can therefore, when the year begins, carry out this (20) contest, with good fortune,
for prizes amounting to a talent, and with competitions according to the prizes (available). The
appointed time for the following period and the next four-yearly celebration will be the time
between the Barbilleia at Ephesus and [?the provincial contest] of Asia. [? Farewell].

The historical setting has been given by Reynolds. The date is between 180 and 190.
M. Ulpius Appuleius Eurycles, a citizen of Aezani, had also acted as a curator for the

gerousia at Ephesus, in the 160s. What we know of his career makes it most likely that he
was curator atAphrodisias fairly early in the 180s, perhaps 181, the probable date ofthe
third curatorial letter at Aphrodisias (A&R 62, and p.188). On the career of Eurycles see
most recently R. A. Kearsley, Antichthon 21 (1987), 49-56.
After examining other financial questions at Aphrodisias, he has now been asked to
look at the state of the funds for contests; this letter is in response to a request from the city,
but he has already been approached on several occasions by representatives of the synod.
Here probably this means just the synod of performers, and the contest which he goes on
to discuss is a 'musical' one. He points out that in several funds the capital has not yet
accumulated sufficiently to finance a contest from the interest; but he proceeds to
authorize the inauguration of one contest for which sufficient funds have accumulatedthe Lysimachea. The list of prizes for that contest survives (53); on the contest, see further
below, p. 174.
M
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ULPIUS APPULEIUS EURYCLES, TO THE

APHRODISIANS

Between 180 and 189, probably early 180s
Copied by Deering, and published from his copy by Leake, no.21, whence LBW 1620c, Liermann,
Analecta 21, Laum, Stiftungen 101. Not found again, but republished from Leake's publication and
Waddington's supplements and observation by Reynolds, A&R 59. Published here from Deering's
copy, generously made available to us by Mme. Jeanne Robert.
There is no indication of sizes, but the letters in 11. 26-8 are shown as smaller than those
preceding. Ligatures: MHN, 1.5 (twice); MM, 1.6; MM, 1.8; MM, 1.10; NH, 1.11; NH, 1.13; MHN, 1.14;
NM, 1.16; HN, 1.17; HN, 1.20 (twice).

-]
'tfl 'tOU a:y&vot; XPEl<;x £l>'tpE1tt~EtV Kat8TJ[Vapta
c.24
... ]
Kat 'ta &.eA.a Kat 'ta a:yrovtcrjla'ta UKOAou9rot; [ 'tfl 'tOU 'tEAEU't~<JaV'tOt; yYc01.111' ayro]vo9e't~<JEt 8bov 1tpiD'tOV ay&va <I>Aci~tOt; Eu[- ... c.l8
... EK 'tOU]'t(I)V 8£ oa1to 't&v KaA.A.tKpa'tou 'tou ~w'td~.tou [ayrov E1tt'teA.ecr9~cre'tat 'tOu e1ti](5) -OV'tOt; E'tOUt; (1t)Eptjlilva EK'tOV 1tp0 'tllt; dt; 'PcOjlTJV [a1t08TJjl~<JE(I)t; ayrovt<J't(I)V. EXEt 8£
ot]'tOt; 0 ayrov 'ta &.9A.a 8tayeypajljlEVa EV 'tfl 'tOU K[ aAAtKpa'tOU 8ta%1Ctl 'tO <JUjl1taV
(811vapirov)]
jlUpirov 8tcrxetA.irov E~aKocrirov, 1tpOVOOUjlEVOO[v 'tiDV EV 'tatt; au'tOU 8ta9~]
Ka[t]t; £vyeypajljlevrov 'tOU 'tE ieperot; 'tllt; 'A<ppo8hTJ[t; Kat ?'t&v veo1tot&v· 8e'i 8£]
im£p 'tOU'tOU 'tfl cruv68cp £mcr'teA.A.etv M11. KatKa~a[?yyeA.A.etv 'tOU'tOV 'tov]
(10) ay&va im£p 'tllt; 'tOU jlEytcr'tOU Au'tOKpa'tOpot; KOjljl0[8ou ~E~a<J'tOU (J(I)'tTJpiat;]
Kat dt; ai&va 8tajlOVllt; E1tl'tEAEcr9TJcr6jlEVOV 'tfl roptcrjl[EV111tp09E<Jjlt<;x.? 'tpt't]ov 8£ KA.au8iou 'A8pacr'tOU ay&va rot; 8tE'tE'taK'tat x[p~ E1tl'tEAEtV ou8Ejltat; 1tE]pt au'tOV ytVOjlEVTJt; ~ OAtyropiat; ~ £v8dat;, E1tljl[EAEtcr9at 8£ 01t(l)t; 'tEAecr9fl]
EV 'tip EVE<J'tiD'tljlTJVt EVa'tcp 8ta 'tO 'tOUt; ayrovtcr'tat; [xpilvat U<J'tEpov U1t08TJjlll<Jat]
(15) [dt;] 'HpaKA.dav' ae\8£ EK 1tEpt68ou OU't(l)t; rot; H~In[ ... c. 20
... 0]
8£ 1tOAEt'tlKOt; ayrov EXEt 'tOV 18tov Katpov jlE'ta 'tOU['tOV? ... c.9
... 't~V 8£ 8t]aypa<p~V 1tE1tOt~llE9a 'trov &9/...rov Kat1tpo'tepov 0[...
c.20
... ]
... )
[ .. ? c. 9... ] <JUV'tE'tayjlEVOUt; [ ? . . . c. 34
["E]1tE'ta[ t 'tOU hott; Kat 0 'Ocrcrt8iou'IouA.tavou ayrov 0 jlE'ta 'tOV [ ... c.17
... ]
(20) [ ... 't~v 1tpo]8ecr1.1iav £xrov Kat 8taypa<p~v 't~v £v 'ta'it; 8ta%Ka[ tt;? 'tOu 'IouA.tavou]
[? ropt<JjlEVTJV. 'tO ]v 8£ xp6vov E~El jlE'ta NtlCTJpa'tEta 'ta EV Tpa[AAEcrtV ? . . . c.lO
... ]
[.. o8£ <l>tM~.tov ]ot; 'tE'tpaKt Ta'ttavou oU8e1tro 'trov XPTJila't[rov... c.l2
... ]
[ ..... Eit; 'tat;? 8ro]8eKa jlUpta8at; 1tpOEATJAU90't(I)V E1tl'tEAecr9[~<JE'tat . . . c.9 ... ]
[ ... O'taV 'tO KE<p]aA~tOV cruveA.Sn rot; 'tOKO<pope'iv Aol1t[ov... c.16
... ]
(25)[ ... c.ll ... ?~]acr9at 'tllt; 'JITl'<pou UjlEtV eu9ut; 8TJA.ro9TJcr[-? ... c. 11
... ]
[9e~.ta'ta 'tpa]ycp8&v 1.16vrov
'tpaycp8ip 1tpc~l'tdou
*,wp
[ay&vot; KA.au8i]ou 'A8pacr'tOU
8eu'tepeiou
*x
'tpt'tEtOU
[ ...
The major difference between this version and earlier publications is that re-examination
of Deering 's drawing has given a different idea of the space lost at the right, which varies
more than Leake 's publication indicated.
1.3: 1.1£'ta 'tou]'trov W., EK 'touhrov Reynolds.
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1.5: W. supplied [Ka.t L£~a.<nov eop'til<;, which Robert replaced by [a7to<5llf..l~Gero~
ayrovia'trov; this seems two or three letters longer than we might expect, but can probably
be accommodated, since the surviving line already contains two ligatures.
1.6: 'tou K['tiaa.v'to~ <5ux8~Ktl 'to GUfl7tUV <5llva.pirov] cj. W., Reynolds.
1.7: 'ta.t~ Ka.A.A.tKpa'tou cj. W., Reynolds.
1.8: 'A<ppo<5i'tll[~ Ka.t 'tOU 7tpcll'tOU apxov'to~] cj. W., Reynolds.
1.9: Ka.['t]a.[aKeua.aa.t o1tro~ 'tOU'tov 'tov] cj. W., Reynolds.
1.11: roptaf..l[evn 1t-po8eaflt!:f 't£Aearoatv· 't]- cj. W., Reynolds, but this makes a very
unsatisfactory word division.
1.15: 'h [<5h[ a.ypa.<p~ Gllf..la.ivet· o] cj. W., Reynolds.
1.18: The spaces on either side of auv't£'tUYflEVou~ in D.'s copy were left blank, perhaps
indicating that there was nothing there; but examination of his notebook shows that it was
his practice to leave blanks also where he had failed to read letters.
1.19: "E]7te[G'tt W., "E]7t£'ta.[t Reynolds.
11.20-5: W. and Reynolds deduced from L. 's publication that there were no letters missing
on the right; but D.'s drawing shows a ragged edge, apparently indicating a break. The
supp1erpents here are largely those suggested by W. and Reynolds, but in a different
position .
. . . to prepare them for the requirements of the contest and ?denarii [ ... ] and the prizes and the
competitions in accordance with [?the intention of the deceased;] the president of the first contest
will be Flavius Eti[- ? ... ? after ] these the contest from the (bequest) of Callicrates son of
Diotimus [will be celebrated in the coming] (5) year, in the sixth month, before the [departure of
the synod] for Rome. [This] contest [has] its prizes described in the [will of Callicrates, in all]
12,600 [denarii] under the care [of the persons] listed [in his will], the priest of Aphrodite [and
?the neopoioi; it is necessary] to send now on this matter to the synod, and to [announce this] (10)
contest, on behalf of [the safety] and eternal rule of the great Imperator Commodus [Augustus],
as due to be celebrated at the appointed [time. ?Third] contest, of Claudius Adrastus it is
necessary [to celebrate] as has been prescribed [with no] reduction or omission concerning it, and
to [take care that it is celebrated] in the ninth month, as appointed, because the competitors [must
leave afterwards for] ( 15) Heraclea, and always hereafter in a cycle, just as [ .... The] city contest
has its own time after this [one ... ; ] we have drawn up [the] description of the prizes already
[ ... ] ?put in order [ ... ]. Following these is the contest of Hossidius Julianus which has its due
date after [ ... ], (20) and a schedule which is [established] in the will [?of Julianus]; it will have
a date after the Nicerateia in Tra[lles? ... The contest of Philem]on son of [Philem]on, son of
[Philem]on, son of [Philem]on son of Tatianus, since the money has not yet reached [ ...]
?120,000 denarii, will be celebrated [ ... ?when the] capital has accumulated to bring in interest,
for the future [ ?of so much ... ] (25) the vote ... ?will immediately be made clear ?to you.
[Prizes] for tragedians only, in the contest of Claudius Adrastus:
Tragedian:
First prize
1,500 denarii
Second prize
600 denarii
Third prize
250 denarii
[ ...

The first three lines refer to a contest which Waddington, followed by later
commentators, suggested was very likely to be the Lysimachea. There is no particular
reason to accept Waddington 's very tentative supplement of the name of the agonothete
as Flavius Eu[machos]. The only name found in the imperial period atAphrodisias so far
which combines the elements Flavius and Eu[- is in an unpublished inscription of the midthird century, for a Septimius Aurelius Flavius Venidius Hypsicles Euphron.
It was Robert who restored 1.5 so as to refer to the departure of the competitors for
the celebration ofthe Capitolia in Rome ('Etudes d'epigraphie grecque', 30-1 (= OMS n,
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1130-1). The Capitolia, established by Domitian in 86, were penteteric- that is, they
took place every four years - and were held in early summer; under Commodus they
were celebrated in 178, 182, 186, and 190; on the Capitolia see Robert, 'Deux concours',
7-9 (= OMS v, 648-50). If it is right to argue, on the basis of what we know of the career
ofEurycles, that he probably acted as curator in the early 180s, and if we also assume that
this letter is from him, the celebration of the Callicrateia referred to here most probably
took place in March (the sixth month) 182; the first celebration of the Lysimachea fell in
the preceding year, between September 180 and August 181.
The new supplements in ll.8 ff. have imposed some changes in the sense. We now
propose a stop at the end ofl.8;11.5-8 concern the prizes for the Callicrateia, which are the
concern of the priest of Aphrodite and (we now suggest) the neopoioi, (rather than the first
archon); the neopoioi were responsible for at least one other contest at Aphrodisias (ix,
the Philemoniea, cf. nos 81- 86). The sentence running from 1.8 to 1.11 then concerns the
announcement of this contest to the synod. For this sense of Ka:ra:yyfA.f..etv see LSJ s.v.;
the new status of the contest of Artemis Leucophryene at Magnesia (above, p. 4) was the
subject of a K.atayyeA.ia (OGIS 319) and a new contest in honour of Augustus at Mytilene
was announced by special envoys, KatayyeA.Et~ trov 1tpol'trov ayrovrov. For the need to
inform the synods of contests, see above, p. 46. The supplement at the end of 1.11,
although not entirely satisfactory, is an attempt to deal with the awkward opening of 1.12,
since t/ov 3£ seems an intolerable restoration. For the terminology of 1.14, 'the ninth
month, as appointed', literally, 'the appointed ninth month', cf. e.g. OGIS 764.44. For the
various Aphrodisian contests, ll.ll ff., see below. As Waddington pointed out, the
Nicerateia (1.21) could have been at any one of a series of cities whose names begin
Tra[-.

51 includes a reference (ll.16/17) to the creation of a schedule of prizes for various
contests, and the last lines come from the opening of such a schedule. The following two
inscriptions, 52 and 53, form part of such a schedule, and it seems very likely that they
came from that drawn up by Eurycles.

52.

ScHEDULE OF PRIZES FOR CoNTESTs

Six fragments, two joining (C and F), seen by Sherard in 1705 (when he copied A, B, C, E, and F) and
in 1716 (when he copied D, and recopied F with C). A and B also copied by Wood in 1750. Published
by Boeckh from Sherard, C/G 2758 A-G; G is derived from the copy of C and F made in 1716.
Published from CIG by Lierrnann,Analecta 37; see also the discussion by Worrle, Stadt und Fest, 2306. Not found again, but copied by us from Sherard's notebooks, BM Add. 10101, 46-48v, and Wood
vol.l5, 46.
Seen 'in the southern part of the city, not far from the East Gate'.

I. Contests of those from the synod, and of the citizen boys
Block A
['Ay&vo~ ... c.20
.. JlOu-]
O"tK.ou trov a1to tfl~ o-uv63ou 9e[Jl]a[ta tO.]
{moyeypa.JlJlEVa
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LaAm K'tft
5
lCilPUKl
'
EVKOOJ..llO'
Ypa<pcp
1t0l1l'tft
1tatat Kt9apcpaip
~u9tKcp aUAll'tft
10 KOOJ..lcpacp
't[pa]ycpaip
KUKAtcp aUAll'tft
[ ...
I

I

*pv
*pv
*cr
*cr
*pv
*cr
*u
*<p
*'tV

avapt Kt9apcpacp
aux1taV'trov
Ei~ ae 'tOY "(UJ..lVlKOV
'tOOV 1tOAEl'tOOV 1taiarov ay&va
O''taamap6J..lcp avapt
1taA.mcr'tft avapt
1taVKpa'ttaO''tfl avapt
1t1lK'tTI avapt

169
*<p
*cr
*[ .. ]

[*],a
[*],acr
[*],acr
[*],acr

1.2 was copied twice by S. In one copy he has KOYTQ · ATIO, in the other KOY · · N; Wood
has LIKOYTQN.At the endS. once has 8E (soW.) and once 8E .. A.
Col. i.l.5: KYPIKH S., KHPYKI W.
1.9: EYeiKQ . YA S., .. OIKOAYA W.
1.10: .. QMQAQ S., KQMQAQ W.
1.11: ...QAQ S., T .. TQAQ W.
1.12: AIQAYA S., KYKAIQAYA W.
Col. ii. 1.9: ETAAIAAPQ S., LTAAIAAPO W. ANAPI S, ANAPIA · W., &vap[a~ * ... ]
Boeckh.
1.10: ANAPAL S., ANAPI ·· W., &vapa~ [* ... ] Boeckh.
1.11: ANAPIAL S., AN··· W., &vapa~ [* ... ] Boeckh.
1.12: ANAPIAL S., W., &vapa~ [* ... ] Boeckh.
For the musical [contest] of those from the synod the prizes are as follows:
Column i
Trumpeter, 150 denarii; herald, 150 denarii; writer of encomia, 200 denarii; poet, 200 denarii;
boy harp-singer, 150 denarii; pythic flautist, 200 denarii; comedian, 400 denarii; [tra]gedian, 500
denarii; cyclic flautist, 300 denarii; [ ...
Column ii
Adult harp-singer, 500 denarii; overall victor, 200 denarii. For the athletic contest of the citizen
boys, [?] denarii. Adult stadium-runner, 1,000 [denarii]; adult wrestler, 1,500 [denarii]; adult
pancratiast, 1,500 [denarii]; adult boxer, 1,500 [denarii][ ...

For a boys' class in a musical contest (Column i, 1.8), see Robert, 'Etudes
d'epigraphie grecque', 55-6 (= OMS 11, 1155-6). For the contest aux1tUV'trov (Column ii,
1.5) , as being a contest between all the victors, see BullEp 1968.254. A reinterpretation
of Column ii, 11.8-12 suggests that the denarius sign could not be read here, and that the
letters at the end of the lines indicate sums of money, which are in keeping with other
prizes for these events.
For the two contests see below, x and vii.

II. An anonymous musical contest
BlockB

[ ...
avapt Kt9apcpacp
aemepeiou

*I 'Y<y'l
*,a
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1t0tll'tn 'ProJ.U:WCql
1totll'til
Otcl1t(lV't(l)V
ypafl~.tan:1

1tavmupuipxn
~~A.rov Kat trov
3ta Scatpou
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[* ... ]
[* ... ]
*,a
*q>V
[* ... ]
*,a

[ ...

Wood's copy omits 11.2 and 6, and the column of figures.
1.1: fEN S, fLN Boeckh.
1. 7: *A added by Boeckh .
. . . ] adult harp-singer, 3,250 denarii, second prize, 1,000 denarii; Latin poet, [? denarii]; poet,
[? denarii]; overall victor, 1,000 denarii; secretary, 550 denarii; panegyriarch, [? denarii];
awnings and equipment for the theatre, 1,000 denarii; [ ...

Since the provision for equipment follows immediately on the musical events, it
seems likely that this fragment is from the schedule for a musical contest.

Ill. A musical, gymnastic and equestrian contest
Blocks D and E
These two fragments almost certainly joined, as Boeckh showed; D contains 11.14-23 of Column iii.
On Column ii.5-7, see J. Ebert, Wiss. z. Univ. Halle 15 (1966), 383-5.

[craA.m KtT\

*<p
&v8pl.
*<p
8oA.txa8p6j.tcp
'AyEVetOt~
1tU8tK& auAlltTI *,au
. '
'
OEU'tEpEiou
*u
<na8ta8poj.tq>
5 KUKAtq> aUAlltT\ *[ , a1<p 1tEvt&SA.cp
OEU'tEpEiou
*<i>
1taA.mcr1:n
KOOflq>Ocp
*,ax 1tUKtn
1tavKpanacrt[TI]
OtutEpdou *<p
*t
&v8pl.
· '·
'tpt'tetOU
10 tpaycp8cp
*, ~"' 1tEvt&SA.cp
OEU'tEpEtOU
1tat0t
*ro
'tpt'tetOU
*x crta8ta8p6j.tro
.
. '
~pUKt

[ .. .
[ .. .

15 [ .. .
[ .. .
[ .. .
[ .. .
20[ .. .
[ .. .
[ .. .

1tat(JlV
1taAmcrt[Tl
* .. ]
[* .. ]
1tuKtn
1taYKpa[nacrtn
* .. ]
*,~
*[,a] 'Av8pacrtv
*, yro 1taA.m cr [tT\
* .. ]
[* .. ]
[* ,yro] 1tUK't'O
*,£
1taVKpa['ttacrtT\
* .. ]
<mA.nto[ 8p61lq>
* .. ]
KtAlltt [tEAetq>
* .. ]
KEAll'tt [1t(l)At Kcp
* .. ]
* .. ]
*,au · cruvropi8[ t 'tEAetct
-] cruvropi8[ t 1tOOAtKT\
* .. ]
*tv
-] OEU'tEpetOU 1t(l)At1COU
-] apj.latt tEAEtq>
*,a<p
-] apf.tan 1troAtKcp
*,a
*<p
-] apf.tato~ tEAEiou to W
-] ~ucrtapxn [E]i~ &va1t[AfJ]*'lffl£
[procrtv]
-] Ei~.tavto1tap6xcp
*ta
-] aq>E't11Pta~ j.layyavrov
*t
-]
GKcXflfla'to~ Kat ~llA<?fla'tO~ *u
*,~
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[ .. .
[ .. .
[ .. .

-]
-]
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Eis £A.awv

*,~

ayaA~a'tonow'is

*,a<p

Col. i. 1.2: KHPYKH S.
1.3: rrYeA s.
1.5: *PS., *cl> Boeckh; ? [A]cl> cj. Worrle, 234 n.44.
1.6: *cl> s.: *P Boeckh.
·
Col. ii. 1.5: *fQ S., *[A] cj. Ebert.
1.7: ITYKTH [.. ] S. [*fQ] cj. Ebert.
1.8: IAlTI S.
1.11: ITAIAdl S.
1.12: ETAdiAdPQMQ S.
Col. iii. 1.14: ITOAAOY, corrected to ITQAIKOY by S. in the hand of 1716, n[ro]A.[rov]
Boeckh.
1.17: TE in ligatureS., whence [T]E Boeckh.
1.18: XY1:TAPXH1:11:ANAI1 S.; it seems likely that the phrase was completed on the next
line, as in IV, Column iii, 1.8/9.
1.20: TH in ligature S, whence T[H] Boeckh.
1.22: HITHAOMATOl S., n~Aro~a'tos cj. M. B. Poliakoff, ZPE 79 (1989), 291-1.
1.23: *Acl> S.
Column i
... ] trumpeter, 500 denarii; herald, 500 denarii; pythic flautist, 1,400 denarii, second prize, 400
denarii; cyclic flautist, [?1],500 denarii, second prize, 500 denarii; comedian, 1,600 denarii,
second prize, 500 denarii, third prize, 300 denarii; tragedian, 2,700 denarii, second prize, 800
denarii, third prize, 600 denarii; [ ...
Column ii
... ] adult long-distance runner, 2,000 denarii. For young men: stadium-runner, 2,000 denarii;
pentathlete, [?1,000] deilarii; wrestler, 3,800 denarii; boxer, [3,800 denarii]; pancratiast, 5,000
denarii; adult pentathlete, 1,340 denarii; boy stadium-runner, 1,400 denarii; [ ...
Column iii
... ] For boys: wrestler, [? denarii]; boxer, [? denarii]; pancratiast, [? denarii]. For men: wrestler,
· [? denarii]; boxer, [? denarii]; pancratiast, [? denarii]; hoplite-runner, [? denarii]; race-horse,
[horse,? denarii]; race-horse, [colt,? denarii]; pair [of horses,? denarii]; pair [of colts,? denarii];
second prize for colts, 350 denarii; chariot (with) horses, 1,500 denarii; chariot (with) colts,
1,000 denarii; chariot (with) horses, second, 500 denarii; for the xystarch, in reimbursement, 745
denarii; for the supplier of straps, 301 denarii; for releasing of the pulleys, 300 denarii; for sandpit and the mud-pit, 400 denarii; for oil, 2,000 denarii; for sculptors, 1,500 denarii; [ ...

This anonymous contest is the most lavish of those listed.
In i.5 the prize for the cyclic flautist has been amended, in line with the conjecture
of Worrle, to make the first prize larger than the second, and to bring it into proportion
with the other prizes for musicians. Similarly, in ii. 5-7, the prizes require emendation, as
shown by Ebert; it is the boxer and the wrestler (6 and 7) who are likely to have had prizes
of the same amount (as at IV.ii.5 and 6), while the pentathlete won less (as at IV.iii.4).
IV. Anonymous musical and gymnastic contest
Blocks C and F
This text was copied by Sherard in 1705 as being on two separate stones; in 1716 he copied the whole
inscription as one, with no description, from which Boeckh published C/G 2758 G; Liermann,
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Analecta I72, suspected a mistake of this kind. The smaller fragment, C, contains Column iii. Column
ii follows from the end of Column i, so the stone was presumably complete beneath. As Boeckh saw,
there was presumably another column to the left, whose contents would have been similar to I.i, or Ill.i.

[xopmn8apEt
xopauA.n
Kt8apcp8ip

1tatOt 1tulcr!l
*,a &v8pt1tavKpa~tacr~ *,y
1tatOt 1tavKpanacr~ *,axv 61tA.tt~o8p6Jlcp
*<p
ayEVEtcp cr~a8ta8p6j.!cp *\jiV &1to~a~
*crv
OEU~EpEtOU
*~1tE
t1t1ttKip
*\jiV
U'{EVEl<fl1tEV~a8Acp
5 1tuppixn
ayEVElql1taAatcr~
*,a crKaJlJla~o~Kat)layyavrov
'
cra~upcp
*,a<p Et~ ~o cr~a8wv
*<p
ayEVEl<f>1tUK~
8ux 1tav~rov
cX'{EVEt<p1taVKpanacr~ *,a<p ~Jl~~rov )ltcr86~
*crv
eejla~a ruJlvtKa
*\jiV ~ucr~apxn
av8pt 8oA.txa8pOJl<fl
Ei~ ava1tM- *xoo
.
'
vacat
procrtv
10 1t<X10t 8oA.txa8p6j.!cp *<p[ ] av8pt cr~a8ta8poj.!cp
*,acrv av8ptav~o~ scroll
*,a
1tatOt cr~a8ta8p6Jlcp *<pKE &v8pl8muA.a8p6Jlcp *,a
vacat
1t<Xt0t [Ot]auA[o]OpOJl<fl *<p cXVOpt1tEV~aeA.cp
*<p
1tatOt1ttv~aSA.cp
*<p av8pt1taAatcr~
*,~
1tatOt 1to.Aatcr~
*<p av8pl1tulcr!l leaf
*,~
*<p
*\jiV
a<p
*u
*<p
*pv
*<p

*I

I

I

CoLi. 1.1: APEI (1705) API (1716).
1.4: EIOY (1705), EPIOY (1716).
1.5: *Y<I> (1705), *<I> (1716).
1.11: *<I>KE (1705), *XKE, the first letter blotted (1716).
1.10: There is a blot, perhaps disguising a further figure, after <p (1705).
1.12: ITAI~IAYAQ~PONQ (1705), ITAI~IAYAH~POMQ (1716).
1.13: *N (1705), *IN (1716).
Col. ii.l.2: *AXN(1705), *AIN (1716).
1.3: NEQ, ~PQMQ (1705), NEIQ, ~POMQ (1716).
1.8: ~POMQ (1705), ~PQMQ (1716).
1.10: *IN (1705), *AIN (1716).
1.12: After A8AQ, vac. ( 1705).
1.14: leaf omitted, 1716.
Col. iii.l.4/5: IITIKQ vac. I *YN at end of next line (1705), IITITIKQ *'PN I nothing at end
of next line (1716).
1.7: ENANTQMII8QI vac. (1705), HNANTQNNIITOI *IN (1716).
1.8/9: IYNTAPXHEIIANAITAH *IN I (on next line) PQLIN vac. (1705),
XYITAPXHEIIANAITANPQIIN *XO~ (1716).
Column i
.. ] choral harpist, 500 denarii; choral flautist, 750 denarii; harp singer, I ,500 denarii, second prize,
400 denarii; pyrrhic dancer, 500 denarii; satyr performer, I 50 denarii; overall victor, 500 denarii.
Athletic prizes: boy long-distance runner, 5[?00] denarii; boy stadium-runner, 525 denarii; boy
double-circuit runner, 500 denarii; boy pentathlete, 500 denarii; boy wrestler, 500 denarii;
Column ii
boy boxer, I ,000 denarii; boy pancratiast, I ,650 denarii; young man stadium-runner, 750 denarii;
young man pentathlete, 385 denarii; young man wrestler, I ,500 denarii; young man boxer, I ,500
denarii; adult long-distance runner, 750 denarii; adult stadium-runner, I,250 denarii; adult
double-circuit runner, I ,000 denarii; adult pentathlete, 500 denarii; adult wrestler, 2,000 denarii;
adult boxer, 2,000 denarii. stop.
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Column iii
adult pancratiast, 3,000 denarii; hoplite runner, 500 denarii; horse-jumper, 250 denarii;
horseman, 750 denarii; for sand-pit and pulleys for the stadium, 500 denarii; hire of straps, 250
denarii; for the xystarch, as reimbursement, 67 4 denarii; for statue, 1,000 denarii. ?end.

53.

ScHEDULE oF PRIZES FOR A CoNTEST

Copied by an unnamed Armenian, whose copy came, via Gell and Rosius, to Boeckh, and was
published by him as C/G 2759. Copied by Deering, whence Leake 22, from which LBW 1620d,
Liermann, Analecta 20a, J. Frei, De certaminibus thymelicis (Basel, 1900), 77, no.14, PickardCambridge, Festivals 2 , 321, no.16b; translated by T.R.S. Broughton, Economic Survey of Ancient
Rome IV (Baltimore, 1938), 856-7. A surviving fragment found in a village house by the MAMA
expedition, whence published by J. M. R. Cormack, MAMA vm.420; now in the Museum. Copied by
us from the stone and from Deering's notebook; letters read by Deering but not by us are underlined.
The upperleftcomerofa block or panel (H. 0.275, W. 0.75, D. 0.14); letters 0.015. Ligatures: 1.2,
MM; ll.3, 4, and 8 NH.

Illustrated in MAMA vm, pl. 23.

&:y&voC:, taA.avtmiou <I>A.a~iou AucrtJ..ui:xou 1tEV'taE't11PtKou
J.!OUO"lKOU· J.!OVOU 8eJ.!a'ta ta imoyeypaJ.!J.!EVa
*<p
*,a<p KOlvn Kro11roo&v
laA1ttnft
xopauA.n
" . '
*<p
oeutepdou
*<p
KOlVTI' tpaytKrov
KTIPUKl
.
(5) EvKroJ.twypa<pcp
*<p
Kmvfl KOO!!<J)Otg.
*'IJIV xopip tpaytKip
*,a<p apxaig. KOO!!<J)Otg.
1t0l'll'ttl
*'IJIV XOPOOKt8apEt
oeutepdou
OEU'tEpEtOV
1tu8auA.n
*,a
*<p
~EU'tEpetOU
*tv
KOOJ.!cpOip
*,a<p Kmvfi tpaycpoig.
oeutepdou
:W:ElAoKt8apEt
*,a
*<p
1tUppqfi
(10) oeutepdou
'tpl'tElOU
OEU'tEpEtOV
*tv
*t
_::w:y
1t<Xl0tKt8apcpOcp
!,fuR avop~ ~~8apcpoip
IQID({l~
oeutepdou
OEU'tEpEtOV
*ro
*crv Oeutepdou
[ ...
...] 'tpl'tEtOU
[ ...
*u
I

I

I

[

...

!cr
!at
!<p
!tv
!pv
!'IJIV
!,!!
*tv
[* .. ]
[* .. ]
.. ]

For the contest, in the talent category, of Flavius Lysimachus, in a four-year cycle, musical only,
the prizes are as follows:
Column i
Trumpeter, 500 denarii; herald, 500 denarii; encomium writer, 750 denarii; poet, 750 denarii;
pythic flautist, 1,000 denarii, second prize, 350 denarii;.flautist 1,000 denarii, second prize, 350
denarii; boy harp-singer, 750 denarii, second prize, 250 denarii; [? ...
Column ii
Choral flautist, 1,500 denarii, second prize, 500 denarii; tragic chorus, 500 denarii; choral harpplayer, 1,500 denarii, second prize, 500 denarii; comedian, 1,500 denarii, second prize, 500
denarii, third prize, 300 denarii; tragedian 2,500 denarii, second prize, 800 denarii, third prize,
400 denarii; [? ...
Column iii
General contest for comedians, 200 denarii; general contest for tragedians, 210 denarii; new
comedy, 500 denarii; ancient comedy, 350 denarii, second prize, 150 denarii; new tragedy, 750
denarii; pyrrhic dance, 1,000 denarii, second prize, 350 denarii; adult harp-singer, [? denarii],
second prize [? denarii ...

On the description of the contest (11.1-1) see below, iv.
In iii. 3-4, the sense of Kown (se. KptcrEt) is not certain, but most probably means a
general contest for the victors in each category of comedy or tragedy (Moretti, JAG, 218);
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this explains why the prizes are not particularly large, since, as in the general contest of
victors, 8ux Jtavtrov, the prize would be in addition to prizes already won.
The prize-lists give a good idea of the regular structure, and the standard events of
musical and gymnastic contests in the Roman imperial period; musical contests have
recently been examined by Michael Worrle, with extensive use of these texts (Stadt und
F est, eh. 8). As a whole, this dossier, and in particular the second letter (51), indicates the
large number of contests being celebrated at Aphrodisias in the late second century. So
many separate sums might have been difficult to administer even for a far more efficient
administration than was normally found in an ancient city; it is perhaps not surprising that
some help was needed from the imperial government to protect the substantial sums
involved, as well as to establish the financial arrangements for so many different contests,
and their timing.
Those definitely mentioned are as follows (iv-ix). I have used the titles in the form
which we know to have been current (thus, Lysimachea for the contest of Lysimachus is
attested in 54) but the letters nowhere use these forms.
iv.

LYSIMACHEA

These are the only subject of 50; the funds left for their financing had only just
reached a sufficient amount to provide the necessary prizes, and the contest could now be
held. Part of the schedule of prizes is set out in 53. The contest is described as being held
'for prizes amounting to a talent' (50.20), and as 'in the talent category' (53.1); but it is
not clear exactly what this means, since, while there was enough money available for six
prizes of one talent (6,000 denarii), none of the prizes listed comes to a talent (so
Reynolds, A&R, 188, Worrle, Stadt und Fest, 237 n.50).
In 50.22 the contest is described as occurring after a 'four-year period', which, by the
inclusive reckoning normally used by the Greeks, would mean a period of three years; but
in the title to 53 they are described as 'five-yearly', which would normally mean that they
took place every four years~ Liermann, therefore, suggested that the two terms came to
mean the same thing- a four-year cycle, (the most common cycle for contests) described
either inclusively or exclusively; he claimed that this was a common usage at this period,
but cited no other examples (Analecta, 129, n.19). It may be, however, that the two terms
are so used at different points in the cycle; that is, that in 50 the forthcoming period, which
has not yet commenced, is described as a period of four years, while a description of the
frequency of the contest uses the standard inclusive term for a contest which took place
every four years.
Waddington suggested, very convincingly, that the first celebration of the
Lysimachea was described in 51.1-3, where the curator nominated the first agonothete,
Flavius Eu[- (see above, on 51). If so, it was apparently to be held in the year before the
Callicrateia; as has been suggested above, the first celebration very probably took place
in 181. The Callicrateia were tied to the celebration of the Roman Capitolia, which were
certainly held every fourth year (i.e. had a five-year cycle).
The following text refers to a subsequent celebration of the Lysimachea.
54.

M.

FLAVIUS ANTONIUS LYSIMACHUS, CONTEST-ORGANIZER

Copied by Sherard in 1705 and 1716, whence published by Boeckh, CIG 2785, from which Liermann,
Analecta 20b; copied by Deering; copied but not published by Kubitschek and Reiche1; found by the
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French expedition of 1904, whence referred to by Reinach, no. 64. Found by the current expedition on
the stretch of the city walls just north of the east gate.
The upper part of a simple base, without moulding (H. 0.43, W. 0.49, D. 0.42). Any opening
formula must have stood on a crowning feature. Letters standard forms, 0.03. Ligatures: HN, 1.3. The
last four lines were read by Sherard and Deering only; letters seen by them but not by us are underlined.

Plate XVIII

[? ll ~OUA~ K<Xl 0 ~Tl!-toc; en:tJlT)Cl"<XV]
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M(&pKOV) <I> A( a~tov) 'AV"tcOVtoV
Aucr{Jlaxov croqncr"t~v apxtep£a
yuJlvacr{apxov
cr"t E<p<XVT) <po pov
VE01tOlOV ayrovo8E"tT)V ~l 'ai&voc;
~';>crtJlaxf)rov v.
vac. ayrovrov vac
vac.
ayrovo8ecr{a<;
MapKou 'Av"trov{ou
vac. 'EmvetKou vac.

1.2: Initial letter H, Sherard; M. added in pencil to Deering's copy; now largely lost.
1.12: KOY Sherard, 1705; NAIIOY Sherard, 1716; MAPXOY Deering.
[?The Council and People honoured] Marcus Flavius Antonius Lysimachus, sophist, high-priest,
gymnasiarch, stephanephorus, neopoios, contest-president in perpetuity of the Lysimachean
contests. During the contest-presidency of Marcus Antonius Epineicus.

This text is obviously later than the establishment of the contest, but not more
precisely dateable. M. Fl. Antonius Lysimachus must have been closely connected with
Flavius Lysimachus, the founder ofthe Lysimachea (50 and 53); he is also honoured in a
fragmentary text (Reinach 77). The fact thatAntonius Lysimachus is named as 'contestpresident in perpetuity' (1.7) while the inscription also refers to a current contestpresidency (11.10--12) implies that he had given money for a foundation to provide
perpetual funding for the contest-presidency (see L. Robert, Documents de I' Asie
Mineure meridionale (Paris, 1966), 83-5). Epineicus (a name not otherwise attested at
Aphrodisias) was presumably carrying out the practical duties (compare below, 77).
76 (below) is the inscription of a victor in a contest for sculptors at the first
celebration of the Lysimachea Tatianea; this would appear to be the Lysimachea, perhaps
renamed in recognition of a further endowment by a Tatianus. The victorious sculptor had
produced a statue representing the 'first four-year cycle' of the newly endowed contest.
This emphasis on the length of the cycle suggests strongly that the new endowment had
been used, among other things, to increase the frequency of the contest to take place every
three years.
V.

CALLICRATEIA

We know of these only from the second letter above (51.4-8); the reference to one
synod only as concerned with these contests (1.9) may suggest that they were only
musical, without a gymnastic element. They are to be celebrated in March of the year after
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the preceding contest, being the same year as the Capitolia in Rome; the Capitolia will
have been celebrated in A.D. 182 and 186 (see above, on 51, where we have argued that the
Callicrateia were therefore probably celebrated in March 182). These were to be
celebrated as on behalf of the emperor, as was standard practice (11.9-11 ); see Frisch, Zehn
agonistische Papyri 46, on 9.4. Callicrates is a fairly common name at Aphrodisias,
although Diotimos is not, but this man cannot be identified. This could be one of the
anonymous contests in 52.

vi.

ADRASTEIA

The contest of Claudius Adrastus (51.11-15), apparently for tragedians only, sounds
as if it was already well established by the end of the second century; the insistence that
it should be celebrated in full suggests that there had perhaps been some problems. The
contest is to be held in the ninth month (roughly June); it is not clear whether this is to be
in the same year as the Callicrateia, or the following one. Adrastus is one of the more
frequently found names at Aphrodisias, and this man cannot be securely identified.

vu.

CITY CoNTEST

This contest, mentioned in 51.15-16, also sounds as if it was already established; the
implication of its title may be that the money came from civic funds, and perhaps that it
was intended only for local competitors. If so, it may well be that this is the contest
referred to as 'the gymnastic contest of the citizen boys', in 52.!, Col.ii, 6--8. That mention
is immediately followed by a list of prizes for men's events: these may perhaps be prizes
for an event also restricted to citizens (cf. Liermann, Analecta 176).

viii.

THE CONTEST OF HOSIDIUS IULIANUS

The contest ofHosidius Iulianus (51.19-11) is also mentioned in another inscription:

55. HONOURS FOR HOSIDIUS IULIANUS
Second century
The following two texts, a and b, are among several which were inscribed on the blocks which make
up the cornice, of the Doric order, above the inscription of Zoilos, across the back of the Theatre stage.
The blocks have simple moulding above, supporting water spouts in the form of lions' heads; the
underside has a decoration of mutules. The texts are written in either two or three lines; they are similar
in style, but not identical. They are now restored in the Theatre.
The lettering of these two texts is similar, second-century forms, 0.025-0.03; dot for stop;
diairetic dots on either side of some vowels. Ligatures: NN, a.2; HN, HM, b.l; MHN, b.3.
a.

Now in place on the tenth and eleventh blocks from the north.

Plate XVII
1 'H yepoucria. EK t&v ioirov fatov 'Ocriowv 'IouA.ta.volv ava.9evta. tft 1ta.tpt01 ay&va.
eijltta.A.a.vtta.tov
l((lt tft 9ei!> ava.6Tljla.ta.,
•

stop
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€mJ.LEA:rl8£[v}to<; M£vavopou 'tou 'Ap'tEJ.itO[rop]ou I ['to]U M£v6.vopou 'tou
2
'Ap'tEJ.itO[rop]?'!l ['t]ou Kudvva ypaJ.LJ.L~'tero[<; 't]o Wlear' ·

b.

Now on the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth blocks from the north; all three blocks are
damaged.

o

1
'H ~ouA.~ Kat Of\J.Lo<; hdJ!Tl<rav r[&.wv] I 'Ocriow[v 'louA.t]avov qnA.o1ta'tptv Kat
d:>EpyE'tllV aval8ev'ta XPTJJ.La'ta d<; ay&v[a<; ..... -£].
'tllPlKOU<; Kat 'ttl [8]£(q./ 'A<ppoohn Ka't[aAl1t]l6v['ta ap]yupm XPU<JEV1tat<r'ta
2
OllAoUJ!EVa OHl 'tf\1<; Ota~Kf\<; aU'tOU stop 'tO oe [d<; 't~V? 'tEt]3
J!TlV 'tOU ANAO[- . ]0[ .. ] EfHf [ .. c. 12? -]&v 1tpocr6orov epymt<r['ta]'tf]crav'to<;
'Avopol[v]~~Kou
IIapoaMi ~[o~? Ila1tiou]
·
··

-tot

b.2: E>MKH lapis.
b.3: UV~~[TJJ.La'tO<;? Or perhaps av~e[taV'tO<;.
a. The Gerousia, from their own funds, (honoured) Gaius Hosidius Iulianus, who dedicated for
his fatherland a contest in the half-ta:Ient category, and dedications for the goddess; the overseer
was Menander son of Artemidorus son of Menander son of Artemidorus son of Kikinnas,
secretary for the second time.
b. The Council and the People (honoured) Gaius Hosidius Iulianus, a lover of his country and a
benefactor, who dedicated money for contests [on a ?-year] cycle and to the goddess Aphrodite
bequeathed (offerings) of silver inlaid with gold as set out in his will. The [?money ] for the price
of the [?offering?he gave from ... ] income; the work was overseen by Andronicus son of
Pardalas son of [?Papias].

Three different civic bodies chose to honour Hosidus Iulianus for his benefactions;
it is not clear why they did so in two separate dedications. The fact that the first text (a)
was erected by the gerousia alone, rather than, as often, in concert with the civic
authorities suggests that Hosidius Julianus was a member of the gerousia; the second text
(b) was certainly posthumous, and the first may well have been. The epimelete of a and his
family have names which are very common in the elite of Aphrodisias, but he cannot be
precisely identified; the epimelete of b also oversaw the erection of a statue in honour of
his own son (MAMA vm.490).
Hosidius Iulianus has a nomen otherwise unattested at Aphrodisias. He set up a
contest described as 'in the category of half a talent' (a.1); that is, exactly half the value
of the contest established by Lysimachus (for the problems over the precise meaning see
above, p. 174). The second text refers to plural 'contests', but this may simply indicate
that the contest which he endowed was a regular series, not a single celebration. The text
went on to specify the frequency of the contests, but unfortunately that part of the stone
is lost; the space at the end of b.1 would accommodate 1t£V't£]- or 't£'tpa£]- or UJ.i<pt£]equally well, but is perhaps too long for'tpt£]- .The restoration of the third line ofb is very
uncertain; money was available for 'the cost ('tEtJ!Tl) of the dedication' (reading
UV~~[TJJ.La'tO<;) or perhaps 'of the Statue' (av~e[taV'tO<;).

ix.

PHILEMONIEA

If we accept Waddington 's restoration ofthe name Philem ]on son of Tatianus in the
second curatorial letter (51.22), here again the money bequeathed had only recently
accumulated, in the late second century, to provide enough capital for the first celebration
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of the contest (51.22-5). The other evidence for this contest is provided by the series of
inscriptions honouring victors (below, 79-86); in the earliest of those, dated to the third
celebration of the contest (79), there is a reference to a prize being awarded in accordance
with the order of Ulpius Eurycles. This must make it very likely indeed that Eurycles was
the author of both the letters above, and suggests that the first celebration of the contest
took place during, or perhaps more probably just after his curatorship - so probably in
the early 180s, perhaps 183 or 184. Philemon is not a common name at Aphrodisias, and
no Philemon descended from a Tatianus has been identified.
All the inscriptions honour local boy athletes; they cover a long period, from the
third celebration of the Philemoniean contest (79, 80) to the twentieth (86). Monuments
also survive from the fifth celebration (81) the ninth (82), and the fifteenth (83, 84), as well
as one with no precise date (85). The contest is described as having a four-year cycle,
which, by the standard method of computation, would mean that it took place every three
years. This is less common than a five-year cycle, but it could be that a contest intended,
as this one may have been, only for boys, would need to take place more frequently than
others, to give all boys a chance to compete while they fell in the appropriate age category.
If, therefore, the first celebration was held in about 184 we have inscriptions from 190 (the
third, with a mention ofEurycles); 196 (the fifth); 208 (the ninth); 226 (the fifteenth, with
a mention ofCharidemus, whose grandfather, Zelus, was active in the 160s); and 241 (the
twentieth). This timing seems to fit the prosopography, in particular in the case of the
twentieth celebration (see below, on 86). It seems probable that the contest was one
intended in particular for local boys; alternatively, there may have been a particular fund
in the endowment to ensure that this category of victors was honoured with statues: for
provision for statues, see 52.III.24, IV.lO.
In 85 the victor is said to have been 'crowned', but we know that there were also
money prizes for the events (79).

X.

CONTEST OF THOSE FROM THE SYNOD

The implication of 52.!.1-1 is that one of the contests for which the prizes were listed
had prizes provided by 'those from the synod'. This is not the only reference to a contest
apparently financed from the funds of a performers' organization (Poland, 'Technitai',
2540-6, esp.2543). An athlete honoured in Miletus in c. 20 s.c. had been victorious in 'the
contest established by the international sacred victors and crowned victors', tov
tt8E!l[EVOV ayrova U7t0 tOOV a]no tfl~ oiKOU!lEVTJ~ iEpOVtKOOV Kat cr[tE<pavttrov (first
published in full by Robert, Hell. vm, 117-25, whence Moretti, JAG 59). Two victors'
inscriptions refer to 'OA.ullma tfl~ cruv6oou, 'Olympic contest ofthe synod': in one case
this is located at Smyrna (most recently published as /.Eph. 1615; cf. also l.Eph. 902 and
1618), in the other no location is given (Fouilles de Delphes III.i, 549, with Robert,
'Etudes d'epigraphie grecque', 57-8, = OMS n, 1157-8). A victor at the Aphrodisian
contest is apparently commemorated in 66; the wording there suggests that this was, as at
Miletus, the synod of sacred victors, rather than of all performers (see above, pp. 53-4).
This dossier, therefore, gives us a wide range of information of the contests
established at Aphrodisias by the end of the second century. There is only evidence for one
contest with 'sacred' status by this date, the Aphrodeisia (ii); in all the other cases, the
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winners were rewarded with prizes, and the endowments had been set up to provide those
prizes, and to meet some of the extra incidental expenses ( for which see 52.III, Col.iii,
18-14; IV, Col.iii, 5-1 0). It is of course only because the funds for such contests needed
inspection, and because the curatorial correspondence survives, that we know of some of
them; there is no way of knowing how long the funds continued to be properly
administered, so as to provide for all these festivals.
The number of contests at Aphrodisias was however to grow, and their status to be
enhanced, in the third century.

xi.

THE APHRODEISIEA AooNEA

The only evidence for this contest is the inscription honouring a victorious wrestler,
published below as 77; that text appears to be dateable after the early 220s, perhaps more
probably in the 230s. The name of the contest can also plausibly be restored in the list of
victories of a pancratiast, 7l.D.
The Adonea are not otherwise attested; but it may be of considerable relevance that
an image which can be interpreted as that of Adonis appears on coins of Aphrodisias
(BMC Caria 144; E. Babelon, Inventaire sommaire de la collection Waddington (Paris,
1908), 2223). W. Drexler (Zeit.fiir Num. 19 (1895), 129) associated this with the image
of the three-branched tree, also found on the coins of Aphrodisias in the reign of Valerian
(Babelon, Collection Waddington, 2226; Milne, 4; F. Imhoof-Bliimer, Griechischen
Miinzen (Miinchen, 1890), 422). Both a possible Adonis and the three-branched tree are
represented in the frieze, probably of the third century, found in the 'Basilica' at
Aphrodisias (on which seeK. T. Erim,AJA 82 (1978), 324-5; idem,Aphrodisias, 100-1;
L. Robert, A !ravers l'Asie Mineure, 332--4, 409).

Xll.

56. HoNouRs
After 238

THE ATTALEA GORDIANEA CAPETOLIA

FOR?, CoNTEST-PRESIDENT FOR LIFE oF THE GoRDIANEA ATTALEA

Copied by Sherard in the northern stretch of the city wall in 1705, and published from his copy by
Boeckh, CIG 2801, whence Liermann,Analecta 29. Copied by us from Sherard's notebook, BM Add.
10101, f. 28.
Ligatures: NH, 1.6.

[[?<JU)'KAT)'tt]-

5

KOV, [ uiov]
imattKOU
'tOV &.yrovo8E'tl1V 3u'x. ~iou
't&v llEyaA.rov
fop3tav~rov
'A't't<XA~rov

10

['tftc;] A<XJ.Utpo['ta't]11c; 'A<ppo3E[t][m£]wv 1tOAEroc;
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(?'tE't )EAEU'tll (K)O't<X e1d 'til<; ~[ acr ]etA.ioo<; 'Proflll[<;]
otaKOfltcra<;
'to 1t'troflanov ainou Ka'te9e'to 'tov
~iA.ov Tt~(epw<;) KA.(au·ow<;)
Eu'tuxtavo<;[?Kat]
'tilv etK6va au'tou leaf

1.9: ... AS.
1.10: ... lEAS.; .. 11:, Boeckh, from Picenini. At end, S. indicated nothing after E.
1.11: .. QN S.; at end, S. indicated nothing after 1:.
1.12: EAEYTI .. A. 01 .. S.; for 0 Picenini had ll.
1.13: fAElliTH1:B ... S.
1.17: KA. S.
1.18: r. Ee s.
. . . ? senator, son] of aconsular, the contest-president in perpetuity of the great GordianeaAttalea
of the most splendid city of the Aphrodisians, who died in imperial Rome; having brought back
his remains and buried his friend, Tiberius Claudius Eutychianus also (put up) his image.

The expressions are not usual, so that restoration is particularly difficult; and the
situation itself is an unusual one. Eutychianus, whose name is not otherwise attested at
Aphrodisias, brought back from Rome the remains of his friend and buried them; for
parallels see BullEp 1978.491. 7t'trof.tanov, the diminutive of 7t'tOOfl<X, 'corpse', is attested
only here, where it must in fact refer to the dead man's ashes; Ka'ta'ti9Eflat, 'bury', is not
otherwise attested in this sense at Aphrodisias.
The dead man was the son, or the relation, of a consular, and was himself probably
a senator, even a consular. His position as 'contest-president in perpetuity' of the Attalea
suggests that he was very probably either related to the family who had endowed the
contest, or even the original donor (see above, on 54). Attalus is an extremely common
name in the elite of Aphrodisias. G. Ziebarth (Aus dem griechischen Schulwesen 2
(Leipzig/Berne, 1914), 48-9; followed by Reinach, and Moretti, JAG 267) first suggested
that the Attalus who endowed the Attalea should be identified with the Attalus Adrastus
whose benefactions are known from several inscriptions: in particular, those most
recently published as MAMA vm.413, and Reinach, 142, and also an unpublished text on
the same cornice as 55 above. None of the texts recording his benefactions, however,
specifies money bequeathed for contests. In my view, this contest, which is not mentioned
until after the accession of Gordian, in 238, need not have been established before that
date. The founder might be any one from the three generations of Claudii Attali, all
senators, who are attested at Aphrodisias from the mid-second century (see the
information presented by H. Halfmann, from material collected by J. M. Reynolds, in
Epigrafia e ordine senatorio, Tituli 5 (Rome, 1985), ii, 633-4).
The Gordianea Attalea are also attested on coin issues of the city, some undated (L.
Forrer, The Weber Collection (London, 1922-9), 6398, 6399; SNG Copenhagen 1-04, 114;
F. Imhoof-Bliimer, Griechischen Miinzen (Miinchen, 1890), 421; BMC,Caria 78 (with a
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reverse, AHMOC EAEY8EPOC); BMC Caria 75, 76; W. M. Leake, Numismatica
Hellenica (London, 1856), 21; Mionnet, 127, 129, 130; on this coinage see also T. DrewBear, REA 82 (1980), 164-7), and some dated under Gordian (SNG Copenhagen 125;
BMC Caria 128; SNG von Aulock 2463, 2464) and under Philip (Macdonald, Coins from
Aphrodisias, 241). They also appear, on coins under Gordian, with the further title,
Capetolia (BMC Caria 129; Mionnet, 128, 152). While there is no indication on these
coins of the status of the contest, it is clear that it was modelled on the Capitolia of Rome
(for which see above, p. 168), and it must therefore have had a similar sacred status; for
other contests modelled on the Capitolia see L. Robert, 'Etudes d' epigraphie grecque', 53
(= OMS n, 1153), n.3; the dateable examples there are all third-century foundations. In an
inscription most recently published by Moretti, JAG 90, which can be dated between 253
and 257, a herald, Valerius Eclectus, listed all his victories in 'sacred and ecumenic'
contests; the very last entry, which does not conform to the geographical order of the rest
of the inscription, is at the 'A't'tUATl<X KmtE'tcOAta ev 'Acppoowna(k In the reign of
Valerian one coin of the city indicates a table with two agonistic wreaths, each
presumably representing a contest; the one on the left is inscribed fO]PAIANHA,
'[Go]rdianea' (G. MacDonald, Catalogue of Greek Coins in the Hunterian Collection,
University of Glasgow (Glasgow, 1899-1905), 5, SNG von Aulock 8066, cf. Mionnet,
157). In the abundant coinage issued by the city under Gallienus, between 253 and 260,
the theme of a table and two wreaths reappears several times. The table is sometimes
inscribed OIKOYMENIKOC, 'ecumenic, international' which presumably describes the
status of both of the two contests. The wreath on the left is inscribed fOPAIA[NHA],
'Gordianea' (BMC Caria 146), or KAllETQAIA, 'Capetolia' (Forrer, The Weber
Collection, 6412, F. Imhoof-Bliimer, Kleinasiatische Munzen (Vienna, 1901-2), 115.15
(and SNG Copenhagen 105), BMC Caria 148, 149, 150, 151; cf. undateable, F. ImhoofBliimer, Monnaies grecques (Paris, 1883), 20), or ATTAAEA'Attalea' (Mionnet, 159);
for the wreath on the right see below on the Valeriana Pythia (xiii).
There is one other fragmentary reference to this contest.

57.

?SCHEDULE FOR THE ATTALEA

?Third century
A stray find in 1970; now in the Museum, excavation inventory no. 70.215.
Fragment of what seems to be the front of a sarcophagus (H. 0.485, w: 0.41, D. 0.20) with back
and lower edge surviving; 11.9-12 are inscribed on a simple moulding. Letters standard second-/thirdcentury forms, 0.022; apexon Y, 1.12.

Plate XVIII
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10
- 'tov 'A't]'taJ.:nov ay&v[a.- oh:OUIJ.EVtKo]v KCX.t dcreAa.cr't(tKOV~ S]~IJ.a.'ta. 'ta {mo[yeypa.!J.IJ.Eva. - ] ? contests which [ - - -] world-wide [ - - ?magistrates ] led by [ - - -] Marcus Ae[lius - - -] to
Aurelius [ - - ?the most splendid city of] the Aphrodisians [ - - the ] quantity of the honours [ - on behalf of the eternal preservation] of the emperors [- -the At]talean contest [- ? world wide]
and conferring right of triumphal entry [--] prizes those [?written] below [-

The fragment looks extremely like part of a sarcophagus front; but the text appears
to describe the establishment of a contest with world-wide and 'iselastic' status- that is,
conferring on victors the right to drive in triumph into their home cities (above, p. 3). The
last line refers apparently to a list of prizes inscribed 'below', perhaps on the platform on
which the sarcophagus stood. It seems very likely, therefore, that this fragment comes
from the text of a will, in which a cqntest was set up and the prizes listed, as described in the
curatorial letter (51.6); that will was then inscribed on the funeral monument of the benefactor.

xiii.

THE V ALERIANA PYTHIA

As was mentioned above, coins of Aphrodisias from the reigns of Valerian and of
Gallienus show a recurrent reverse type of a table, sometimes inscribed 'oecumenic',
supporting two wreaths- each, presumably, indicating a contest of international status.
The wreath on the left bears one of the titles of the Gordianea Attalea Capetolia; that on
the right, on coins dated under Valerian, bears the legend OYAAEPIANA, 'Valeriana':
MacDonald, Catalogue of Greek Coins in the Hunterian Collection, 5, SNG von Aulock
8066. On coins ofthe same design dated under Gallienus it is inscribed IIY8IA, 'Pythia':
Forrer, The Weber Collection, 6412, SNG von Aulock 2470, SNG Copenhagen 105 and
Imhoof-Bliimer, Kleinasiatische Miinzen, 115.14 (dateable by the magistrate), and
115.15,BMC Caria 146, 148, 149, Mionnet 159; cf. Imhoof-Bliimer,Monnaies grecques,
20. I take these titles to refer to one and the same contest, the Pythia, which was, at least
under Valerian, also styled Valeriana.
The adoption ofPythian contests- that is, contests modelled on the Pythia at Delphi
-was particularly common in the mid-third century; .see Bul/Ep 1972.612 and L. Robert,
'Les inscriptions', in J. des Gagniers et al., Laodicee du Lycos: la Nymphee, Campagnes
1961-3 (Quebec/Paris, 1969), 291, n.2. It is perhaps also significant that Apollo appears
for the first time on the coinage of Aphrodisias in the reign of Gordian (Mionnet 154); I
am very grateful to Professor David MacDonald for confirming this reference. Apollo is
also featured on the sculpture that decorated the 'Basilica' (cf. above, p. 179), which can
be seen as associated with Aphrodisian pretensions as capital of the new province of Caria
and Phrygia; it is possible that this contest should be associated with the new status of the
city (see further below, p. 187).

CELEBRATION OF THE GRANT OF A SACRED CONTEST

58-64
What is clear, however, is that in the 240s and 250s the contests in Aphrodisias, as .
elsewhere, were increasing both in number and in status; cf. Robert, 'Monnaies
hellenistiques', 10-13, esp. 12 (= OMS vr, 172-5). The process by which the status of a
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contest could be enhanced is illustrated in the following group of texts, which record the
celebration, by various neighbouring cities, of a grant to Aphrodisias, in the mid-third
century, of a contest of 'sacred' status. It seems uneconomic to take these as evidence for
the existence of yet another contest; instead, they should probably be associated with
either xii, the Attalea, or xiii, the Valeriana Pythia.
All the texts were found in the same stretch of the west wall, south of the west gate;

59-64 were copied there by Sherard in 1716, and 58, 59, and 63 found there by the current
expedition.
58.

HONOURS FOR THE PEOPLE OF KERETAPA

Copied by Kubitschek and Reichel, and published by them, no.l2; found by the French expedition of
1904, and published from a squeeze by Reinach, 32, whence L. Robert, Villes d' Asie Mineure 2 (Paris,
1962), 107; found by the MAMA expedition, whence published by J. M. R. Cormack, MAMA vm.512;
found by the current expedition in 1975 on the stretch of the west wall south of the west gate, near 59
and 63. Now in the Museum.
Fragment of a base without moulding, (H. 0.94, W. 0.30, D. 0.45) with upper edge surviving, cut
down at both sides ?for re-use. Letters standard second-/third-century forms; 11.1-9, 0.03; 11.10-13,
0.022; ligatures: ~H. 1.1.

Illustrated in MAMA vm, pl. 31

s

[o] Bfhwc; [til c; AaJl][7t]potcitll[c; 'Aq>po]Bwn£ro[v 7toA.£]roc; -rov ~[aJ.t7tpo]t·atov B[11J.tov]
(K]£p£t<X[7tEOOV]
[cr]uv8ucrav[ta £1tl]
[tTI] B£BoJ.tr£vn tou i£][p]ou ay&v[oc; Brop£~]
vac at

10

[7tpo]vollcr<XJ.t£[vou M(apKou) Aup(11A.iou)]
[Ila7t]iou tou.II[a~iou B' tou]
[.::\toy]~vouc; to(u 7tproto ][Myo]u &pxov[-roc; -ro Wl
vac at

The People of the most splendid city of the Aphrodisians (honoured) the most splendid People of
the Keretapeans, who joined in the sacrifice for the giving of the grant of the sacred contest.
Under the supervision of Marcus Aurelius Papias son of Papias son of Papias son of Papias son
of Papias son of Papias son of Diogenes, first Archon for the second time.

This text has been restored on the basis of the companion pieces, 59-60. For
Keretapa in Phrygia, near Chonae, see Robert, Villes d' Asie Mineure, 105-21.

59.

HONOURS FOR THE PEOPLE OF HIERAPOLIS

Copied by Sherard in 1716, whence published by Boeckh, CIG 2763, whence Liermann, Analecta 33.
Two fragments were copied by Kubitschek and Reichel; one of these, from the left side of 11.5-9, was
found by the French expedition of 1904, whence published, from a squeeze, by Reinach, 194, and
recognized by J. M. R. Cormack, Notes on the Inscribed Monuments ofAphrodisias (Reading, 1955),
9. That fragment has not been found again, but the larger fragment found by Kubitschek and Reichel
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and another small fragment were found by the current expedition in 1975 on the west wall near 58 and
63. Now in the Museum.
Fragments from a base without moulding; letters standard second-/third-century forms; ll.l-10,
0.03, ll.11-14, 0.025. Ligatures: TH, 1.1; NH 1.8. The letters read by Sherard but not by us have been
underlined.

oofilloc; tile; A.all5

10

KQotiitllc; 'Acppo.awnerov 7t6A.emc; tov Aajl7tp6t~tOV Oilj.LOV
]ma7toA£1t&v
cruv8ucravta e1tt
tfi B£00j.LEV1l tOU
iepou a:y&voc; orovac. p£~ vac.
1tpovo11crajlevou M< apKou) Aup(11A.iou)
Ila7ttOU tOU IIa7ttOU o' tOU
Awyevouc; tou 7tprotoA.6you &pxovtoc; to W
vacat

The People of the most splendid city of the Aphrodisians (honoured) the most splendid People of
the Hierapolitans, who joined in the sacrifice for the giving of the grant of the sacred contest.
Under the supervision of Marcus Aurelius Papias son of Papias son of Papias son of Papias son
of Papias son of Papias son of Diogenes, first Archon for the second time.

Hierapolis is Phrygian Hierapolis, north of Laodicea. Inscriptions on columns in the
fourth-century Tetrastoon at Aphrodisias, probably re-used from an earlier structure,
reserve 'places' for the people of Hierapolis, perhaps for a public meeting of some kind
(ALA 196-7.)

60.

HoNOURS FOR THE PEOPLE OF KIBYRA

Copied by Sherard in 1716, whence published by Boeckh, CIG 2764, whence Texier, Description, 156
no.3, Liermann, Analecta 34; not found again. Copied by us from BM Add. 10101, 128.

o

5

10

Oil!loc; tile; A.all7tpotat11c; 'AcppoBetmerov 7toA.eroc; tov Aajl7tp6tatov Oil!lOV
vac. KtPupat&v vac.
cruv8ucravta e1tl.
tU 0£00j.LEV1l tou
iepou a:y&voc; orovac. pe~ vac.
1tpovo11crajlevou M< apKou) A[-u1P<11"-iou)
Ila7ttOU tOU IIa7ttOU o' tOU
Awyevouc; tou 7tprotoA.6you lipxovtoc; tb W
vacat
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1.7: I:HNTA S.
1.11: MAPS.
1.13: llPO S.
The People of the most splendid city of the Aphrodisians (honoured) the most splendid People of
the Kibyrates, who joined in the sacrifice for the giving of the grant of the sacred contest. Under
the supervision ofMarcusAurelius Papias son ofPapias son ofPapias son ofPapias son ofPapias ·
son of Papias son of Diogenes, first Archon for the second time.

Kibyra is the most remote of the cities cited here; it lies at the southemmost edge of
the Roman province of Asia, but was linked culturally with the cities of Caria to the north;
see L. and J. Robert, La Carie, 73-5.
The following three cities (61-3) are all adjacent to one another, due south of
Aphrodisias.

61.

HONOURS FOR THE PEOPLE OF APOLLONIA SALBAKE

Copied by Sherard in 1716, whence published by Boeckh, C/G 2761, whence Liermann,Analecta 31,
J. and L. Robert, La Carie, 232, no.147; not found again. Copied by us from BM Add. 10101, 127v.

0 OllJ.lO~ 'tll~ MxJ.l1tpO'ta'tT\~

5

10

15

•Aq>poownerov 1t0Aero~ tov MxJ.l1tpotatov OllJ.lOV
'AnoA.A.rovtatrov
t&v <ino I:aA.~a
K'Il~ cruv8ucravta ent tft oeOoJ.levn tou iepou a:yrovo~ Orope~ vac.
vacat
1tpOVOT\CJ<XJ.lEVOU ·
M(apKou) 'Avt(roviou) Ne[t]KoJ.laxou
BA.a.crtou,nprotoA.Oyou
·
"
' ·,
apxovto~ to y
vac at

1.11: ~OP S
1.13: NEXO S.
1.14: llPOS.
The People of the most splendid city of the Aphrodisians (honoured) the most splendid People of
the Apolloniates from Salbake, who joined in the sacrifice for the giving of the grant of the sacred
contest. Under the supervision of Marcus Antonius Neicomachus Blastus, first Archon for the
third time.

Apollonia Salbake lies due south of Heraclea (for which see 62), further up the
Salbake river; see L. and J. Robert, La Carie, eh. 4.
62.

HONOURS FOR THE PEOPLE OF HERACLEA SALBAKE

Copied by Sherard in 1716, whence published by Boeckh, CIG 2762, whence? Texier, Description,
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156 no.2, Liermann,Analecta 32, J. and L. Robert, La Carie, 202, no.131; not found again. Copied by
us from BM Add. 10101, 127v.

[0 Oll!lO~ 'tll~ AU!l1tpot6.t11~

5

10

'A<ppo ]OwnErov 1tOAero~ tov Aa!l1tp6'tU'tOV Oll!lOV
'HpaKAerot&v
cruv8ucrav-ra
E1tt -rn OeOO!lEvn tou tepou a:y&vo~ Oropeft · 7tpovo1lcr<XIlE~ou M(6.pKOU) Aup(llAtOU) 'AV't( rov{ou) Ne[ t]KO!l6.xou BA.6.crtou 7tpro·
toA.Oyou lipxov- ·
to~ toy'

Sherard's copy shows the first two lines of the text as missing; at some time in the
transmission of his text the easy restoration was made, and was printed by Boeckh as if
it had been read.

1.4: AHQT S
1.8: AOP S.
1.10: ITPO S.
The People of the most splendid city of the Aphrodisians (honoured) the most splendid People of
the Heracleotes, who joined in the sacrifice for the giving of the grant of the sacred contest. Under
the supervision of Marcus Aurelius Antonius Neicomachus Blastus, first Archon for the third
time.

Heraclea on the Salbake river is the immediate southern neighbour of Aphrodisias;
see L. and J. Robert, La Carie, eh. 3.

63.

HONOURS FOR THE PEOPLE OF

T ABAE

Copied (ll.l-5) by Sherard in 1716, whence published by Boeckh, C/G 2765, whence Texier,
Description, 156 no.1, Liermann, Analecta 35, J. and L. Robert, La Carie, 115, no.23; found again by
the current expedition in 1975 on the west wall, with 58 and 59. Now in the Museum, excavation
inventory no. 75.142.
Upper part of a panel with moulded edges (H. 0.40, W. 0.51, D. 0.20), perhaps cut down from a
deeper base; inscribed on the face. Letters standard second-/third-century forms, 0.03. Ligature: TH,
1.1.

Plate xvm

0 Oil!lO~ 'tll~ Aa!l1tpot6.t11~

5

'A<pp.oOetcrtErov 1tOAero~ tov AU!l7tp6'tU'tOV Oil!lOV
Ta~11v&v cruv8ucravta £1t\ -rn
[OeOO!lEVTI tou te]-
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[pou ay&vo~ ()rope~ vac.]
vac at
[1tpOVOT\<HXjlEVO'U -

[The People of the most splendid city of the Aphrodisians (honoured) the most splendid People of
the Tabenai, who joined in the sacrifice for the [giving of the grant of the sacred contest.. Under
the supervision of ? -

Tabae lies immediately south-west of Apollonia Salbake; see L. and J. Robert, La
Carie, eh. 2.
64.

HONOURS FOR THE PEOPLE OF

?

Copied and published by Fellows, no.62, whence CIG 2765b. Not found again. It is not quite certain
that this text is not simply a bad copy of one of those above; but Fellows claimed thatthe text, from 1.5,
had been 'purposely erased', in which case this copy does represent another text.

6 <>ft11o~ 'tft~ A.a!l1tpo'ta'tT\~ 'A<ppo-

5

oeun£rov 1toA.ero~ 'tov A<ljl1tp6't(l't [ ov OftjlOV]

[ ...

The People of the most splendid city of the Aphrodisians (honoured) the most splendid [People
ofthe ...

These two groups of te~ts, although closely similar, are dated under two different
first archons- M. Aurelius Papias (58-60) and M. Antonius Neicomachus Blastus (6162) -and must therefore have been put up on two separate occasions. The father of M.
Aurelius Papias was one of the magistrates responsible for putting up a statue of
Caracalla, dateable to 198-210 (MAMA vm.451). There are several Antonii Nicomachi
attested at Aphrodisias in the mid-third century. For two of them see ALA 4 and 5, dated
between 253 and 260; a third, who could be identified with this man, was responsible
for honours to afrumentarius, MAMA vm.512, republished JRS 71 (1981), 113 no.7.
This particular man, as first archon, was also responsible for putting up a statue of the
People of Aphrodisias (C/G 2760), and one of an otherwise unattested benefactor (C/G
2799).
The occasion of these dedications was the concelebration in the mid-third century by
several cities in the area of a sacrifice 'for' or 'at' the grant of a sacred contest. This kind
of concelebration is attested elsewhere; the city of Ephesus honoured with statues those
cities which sent representatives to the celebration of the city's third grant of a neocorate,
in 211, and delegates from other cities came to Carthage to share in the celebrations for
the establishment of a new contest, the Pythia (see L. Robert, BCH 102 (1978), 469 (=
Documents, 165); idem, 'Une vision de Perpetue', 233).
By contrast, it is noticeable that the cities who shared the celebrations atAphrodisias
were all in the immediate vicinity. Despite the magniloquence of the inscriptions, this
does not seem to have been an occasion of much importance outside Caria and Phrygia.
This may suggest that the contest should be associated with the creation of the joint
province, very probably withAphrodisias as its capital, in the mid-third century (ALA, p. 3).
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OTHER PERFORMANCES

There is at least one reference to '"recitals' or 'shows' at Aphrodisias in the Roman
period, in MAMA vm.492b (see above, p. 2); and, as has been said above, performances
by mimes will, at least until the third century, have fallen only in this category. It is
therefore clear that the Theatre, and probably the Odeon, will often have been used for
such supplementary activities, as well as for contests.

XV.

THE MAIOUMA

From the late Roman period, two inscriptions survive which describe governors as
'contest-presidents', but without specifying the contest. One of these governors,
however, is also described as a Maioumarch, a hitherto unattested term.

65. HoNoURS FOR DuLcrrws,
?Mid- to late fffth century

GovERNOR OF CARIA

Excavated in 1980, and published as ALA 40.
Cut on the west face of the monumental.'Agora Gate' at the east end of the 'Portico ofTiberius'.
The area is still being investigated, and the function of this structure is not yet clear; but it was
remodelled in late antiquity, probably in the mid- or late fifth century, when a catch-basin was
constructed in front of it. It is perhaps this work which is described in three epigrams, of which this is
one; the others praised Dulcitius again (ALA 39, which is largely lost) and a local official, Ampelius,
father of the city (ALA 38), who is said to have restored a structure associated with water and with a
palm grove. Excavations since 1988 have now shown that the centre of the 'Portico ofTiberius' was
occupied by a large pool, perhaps surrounded by plants(K. T. Erim,Aphrodisias Papers I, 20-3); the
restoration undertaken by Ampelius and Dulcitius seems to be associated with the reorganization of
that pool, as well as the construction ofthe catch-basin. This text is cut partly on an unprepared surface;
the letters, which still contain traces of red paint, are tall, av. 0.04-0.05, phi 0.09.

Illustrated at ALA pl. xi.
Tov Kat ayrovo8€tTJV KatK'tlO"'tTJV Kat cplAO'tl!lOV Kat Matou!l<iPXTJV
~OUAKt'tlOV, ~EtVE, !lEA1tE tov ~YE!lOVa,
ocrtt<; Kcl!lE Ka!loucrav cX!.!Etpfttot<; £vmutot<;
~ynpEv KpatEp~v XEtp '£7topE~a!lEvo<;.
Stranger, sing of Dulcitius, the governor, contest-president and founder and lover of honour and
Maioumarch, who, stretching out his strong hand, raised me too, who had suffered for
unnumbered years.

For the general context, see the commentary in ALA, loc. cit. Dulcitius, governor of
Caria probably in the middle or late fifth century, is also honoured as a benefactor in
another epigram, ALA 41, as having restored the Baths near the Theatre; 'founder' and
'lover of honour' are standard terms of praise for such generosity. But, presumably after
the epigram had been composed (and before it was inscribed), the words 'and
Maioumarch' were added, unmetrically, to the first line.
This is a new term, presumably indicating 'one who presides over- and probably
pays for- a Maiouma'. The Maiouma was a Syrian festival, which Malalas describes as
'a theatrical festival held at night', O"KTJVl~ £opt~ vuKtEptvft, in a passage where he
describes how the funds for this, among other festivals, were reorganized on a firm
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footing under Commodus; see Malalas 284-5, discussed by L. Robert, 'Epigraphica: XI''
REG (1936), 9-14, 11 (= OMS n, 947-52, 949), and above, p. 8. It gradually spread to
other parts of the empire; it is first attested outside Syria in a third-century inscription
from Nicaea ( Robert, 'Epigraphica: XI'). It is possible that this is the night-time festival,
with performances by a pantomime dancer, which Joshua the Stylite describes as taking
place at Edessa in 495/6- 'a custom which was hitherto unknown in this city' (Jos_h. Styl.
27, p.18). By the fourth century it was sufficiently widespread to have been forbidden; a
law of 396 removed the restriction (CTh xv.16.1 ), but it was forbidden again in 399 (CTh
xv.16.2); J. Caimi, Annali del/a fac'olta di giurisprudenza di Genova 20 ( 1984-5), 49-84,
associates the forbidding ofthe Maiouma in 399 with John Chrysostom's Contra ludos et
theatra (PG 56:263-70). According to Malalas, however, the praetorian prefect
Antiochus Chuzon gave money to Antioch in 430-1 'for the Maioumas' (Malalas 362,
cited above, p. 8; omitted in the discussion in ALA). John Lydus refers to a Maiouma being
celebrated at Ostia (De Mens. Iv.52, from which the Suda, s.v.), and the Justinianic Code
retained the Theodosian ruling permitting the Maiouma (Cl XI.45).
What remains unclear is exactly what was involved. Malalas assumed that the name
meant that the festival was celebrated in May; in fact, the derivation is probably from the
Semitic mai, 'water'. On this basis it has been argued that John Chrysostom was
describing a Maiouma when he criticized his congregation for going to see naked mimes
swimming (Horn. in Matt. 7.6); the connection was first made by Godefroy, in his'commentary on the Theodosian Code, and has tended to be taken for granted since then,
but see the cautious note of Robert, 'Epigraphica: xi', 13, n.6. While this is only an
assumption, there are other indications that water played some part in the celebrations,
and the new discovery of a large pool in the 'Portico of Tiberius' at Aphrodisias further
suggests aquatic spectacles. But the passage of Malalas suggests that it was largely a
festival of mime and pantomime performances, put on at night. It is also clear that it was
accompanied by smaller, private celebrations and dinner-parties, at which entertainers
may have performed; and it may be that eventually these private entertainments were all
that survived of what had been a public festival (on all this, see further ALA, 72-3). The
Maiouma celebrated by Constantine V in 770, on the occasion of a victory, was probably
an event of this kind (Theophanes 452.25, of 770). In Constantine Porphyrogenitus'
account of an imperi;ll expedition, the emperor is expected to offer leading citizens dinner
and tov A.omov f.l<XtOUf.lnV, suggesting that the word now means little more than
hospitable entertainment (Const. Porph., De Exped. B.102 (ed. Reiske, 45117), cf. B.97
(451.10) with Haldon adloc., 105, (452.1), and C.592 (490.23)) or even a money donative
(Const. Porph. C.534 (487.20), 540 (488.2)). All this illustrates how the terminology of
public festivals lingered on in Byzantine thought long after public, civic celebrations had
come to an end; see the observations of C. Mango, 'Daily life in Byzantium', J6B 31.1
(1-981), 337-53, with an addendum,JOB 32.1(1982), 252-7 (=Byzantium and its Image
(1984), IV and IVa).
.

APPENDIX 11. VICTORS AND COMPETITORS

66-87
In the Hellenistic and Roman periods successful performers and athletes were
honoured. frequently by their cities and sometimes by their fellows; they were also
honoured by other cities with inscriptions which were put up in their home towns. Several
such inscriptions have been found at Aphrodisias, of which the majority have already
been published. The inscriptions presented here include all those so far found erected by
the city of Aphrodisias or its citizens in honour of performers (66-69) or athletes (70-71,
73-86), together with a decree of the city of Ephesus (72); other civic decrees (88.i, ii,
91.ii) accompany decrees of the synods of performers or athletes listed in Appendix m.
Several of these victors are praised for being of good family (66.8, 68.6-7, 69.9, 78.5-7,
91.ii.6); and a distinguished family could take pride in the victories of one of its members
(see Robert, Et. Anat., 131 and n.5). At Aphrodisias, as elsewhere, the competitors must
have included both men of good family, and some humbler citizens who achieved
eminence by their victories (for athletes, see H. W. Pleket, 'Zur Soziologie'). The list of
boy victors (77--86) is a useful reminder that all boys and young men of the prosperous
classes will have attended the gymnasium, and might compete at least in a local festival;
a few will have continued to compete in later life, but not necessarily to the exclusion of
other activities appropriate to men of their class.
The nature of the evidence therefore focuses our attention on the most successful
contestants, and often on those who had family to ensure that they were honoured (e.g. 68,
78, 79). But there are also a few traces of men of perhaps less distinction, who simply list
their occupation as performers or athletes, with no reference to victories, such as
Polychronius (87), or the two 'god-fearers', listed in a Jewish inscription, who are
probably described as 7tu(?K't'J1~) and &.8A.11(?'t~~) (Reynolds and Tannenbaum, Jews and
Godfearers 1, ll.50, 54). What is less clear is whether we should describe such people as
'professionals' and whether this form of self-description indicates that this was their
primary source of income, or merely an activity which differentiated them from their
fellows. Many of those who competed or performed are likely to have had a basic source
of income no different from others in their class of society; athletics or performing may
have been an extra activity for men whose basic occupation was as farmers or traders, just
as it was an extra activity for members of the political elite. Such a situation even among
mime performers is suggested by a passage in John Chrysostom, where he says of the
mime that the man who appears masked as a king is not really a king 'but is some man of
the ordinary people, a rope-maker perhaps, or a bronze-smith'' 'tiilV ayopairov 'tt~ fO''tl,
O":XOtVOO''tpo<po~ 'tUXOV ll X<XAKO'tU7tO~ (Horn. in de Lazaro conscio, PG. 48.986; see
Theocharides, Beitriige, 111). In view of all this, it would be anachronistic and unhelpful
to try and establish a distinction between 'amateurs' and professionals.
The terminology of these inscriptions also makes it clear that these victors should not
be seen as 'merely' performers or athletes. They are regularly praised not just for their
victories, but for their moral qualities (66.9-10, 69.9-10, 72.18-21, 89.17-18), for their
paideia (68.6, 88.iii.7); on this theme see most recently C. P. Jones, CQ 37 (1987), 2089, and references there. Their function within their society was not limited to glorifying
the city by their victories - important as that was - but was also to embody essential
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virtues, perhaps particularly as a guide to the young; this underlies the relationship of
performers and athletes to the young men of their community, as discussed above, in
Chapter vn. It was, therefore, entirely natural for the Christians- from St Paul onwards
-to adopt the language of contests to describe the endeavours and achievements of their
own heroes and saints; see P. R. L. Brown, 'The rise an4 function of the holy man in late
antiquity',JRS 61 (1971), 80-101,94-5 (reprinted in idem, Society and the Holy in Late
Antiquity (London, 1982), 138).

INTERNATIONAL VICTORS

66-75
PERFORMERS

66-69
As well as the performers honoured in the inscriptions here, we also know of an
Aphrodisian singer to the kithara, [Tiberius] Claudius Epigonos, who Was honoured at
Ephesus on the occasion of his victory at the 51 6th celebration of the Epheseia, in c. 166
(Text most recently published as I.Eph.1106; I. E. Stephanis, LiwvvaraK"oi n:zvhm
(Crete, 1988), 856).

66.

ADRASTUS SON OF ADRASTUS, SACRED VICTOR

? Late first or early second century
First copied by Paris and Holleaux and published by them, no.4, whence republished by Liermann,

Analecta 36. Found again by the current expedition lying on the inner side of the city wall just south
east of the north east gate, near 70.
A plain base tapering slightly t.owards the top (H. 1.24, W. 0.63-0.64, D. 0.65). Letters standard
forms, perhaps of the first or early second century; 0.03. Letters seen by Paris and Holleaux but not by
us are underlined.

Plate XIX
(~] ~OUA~ Kat 0 ()fl~(o<;]
.Kat~ yepoucria Kat oi
I

5

10

'

I

•

veot star EtEtf.LT]<rav vac.
tat<; KaAAicrtat<; tElf.Lai<; "Aopacrtov 'Aop6.Qtou 1tEf.L1ttov iepovE[i]K'TlV a1to cruv6oou &vopa YEVOU<; 1tprotou
l;f}cravta npo<; &.pet~[v]
VaC. Kat EUOO~taV vac.

The Council and the People and the Gerousia and the Young Men honoured with the finest
honours Adrastus, son of Adrastus, fifth sacred victor from the synod; a man of a foremost family,
who has lived for virtue and good reputation.

Adrastus (Stephanis, LiwvvaraK"oi 'fexvi'mr, 52), and his father have one of the most
frequently-found names at Aphrodisias. There is no indication as to how he competed,
which is unusual (although compare 73 and 74); it may be that the style of his statue made
it quite clear. The phrase in 11.6-7 'sacred victor from the synod' is paralleled in an
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inscription from Smyma (/. Smyrna 657, with BullEp 1977.416); it appears to mean
'victor in a contest established by the synod of performers'. Adrastus, therefore, was
probably a victor in the contes~ 'of those from the synod' at Aphrodisias (Appendix I, x);
that was a musical contest. The description 'fifth sacred victor' perhaps suggests that this
was a contest organized by and for sacred victors, as at Miletus (see above, on Appendix
1.x), rather than that this was a sacred contest. 'Fifth victor' perhaps indicates that he was
the overall victor at the fifth celebration of this contest.
An alternative would be to take the phrase as describing Adrastus' status within the
local synod: he would be being praised as 'the fifth sacred victor from the synod', which
would then, presumably, mean the local synod of performers at Aphrodisias. On this
interpretation, Adrastus was only the fifth from among them to win at a sacred contest.

67. CALLIMORPHUS,
Floruit A.D.117-38

FLAUTIST

Copied by William Sherard in 1705 on the southern stretch of the city wall, near MAMA vm.424.
Published from Sherard 's copy by Boeckh, C/G 281 0; copied by us from Sherard 's notebook (BM Add.
10101 f.40--1).
A stray fragment from the upper right corner of 11.3-8 (underlined below) (H. 0.315, W. 0.205,
D ..0.11) is now in the Museum; letters standard second-/third-century forms, 0.03; diairetic dots
flanking Y in 1.3, dots for stops in 11.4 and 5, HN in ligature, 1.5. The text must have begun on a crowning
feature.
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After 1.8, Sherard shows a vacat.
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11.13, 14, 19: Sherard has TQN, corrected to tov by Boeckh.
1.15: KOINQN Sherard.
1.18: Sherard omitted TO, not noticed by Boeckh.
11.19-20: Boeckh restored evi[Ka].
[?The Council and the People honoured Tiberius Claudius] Callimorphus, son of [Tiberius]
Claudius Agathangelus, who was priest for life of the goddess Nike, first and only circuit-victor
of the choral flautists of all time, who won the sacred games listed below.
Pythia, Actia, the shield from Argos twice, Barbillea at Ephesus four times in succession, and the
overall contest, Pergamum three times in succession and the overall contest, provincial festival
of Syria at Antioch twice in succession, provincial festival of Cilicia twice in succession,
Olympia at Cyzi'iuS and the overall contest, Olympic Hadriana at Ephesus. Contests in the talent
category, or the half talent category, he won all those in which he competed.

Although the upper part of the text is lost, this Callimorphus (Stephanis,

Lizovvazami rexvi'mz, 1345) was clearly the son of a Roman citizen, Claudius
Agathangelus, and so a citizen himself, from a family which could trace its citizenship
back to someone enfranchised by the emperor Claudius. He is the only priest of Nike so
far attested atAphrodisias (11.4-5), although the cult probably goes back to at least the first
century A.D. (A&R 31, 32). This should perhaps be associated with his very successful
career, serving as another reminder of how a successful contestant could brings victory to
his own city (above, Chapter I, pp. 3-4). He was a 'cyclic flautist'- that is, a flautist who
performed with a choir -like the 'cyclic kithara-player' Melito (69); on this see Robert,
'Etudes d'epigraphie grecque', 54-5 (= OMS n, 1154-5). He was apparently the first such
performer to win the 'periodos' - that is, the succession of the four great international
contests (see Chapter I, p. 3). This is the only inscription to mention the Olympic Hadriana
at Ephesus (11.19-20). These are either a contest called Hadriana, with the added epithet
'Olympia' (so M. Uimmer, Olympien und Hadrianeen im antiken Ephesos (Cologne,
1967), 36-61, 63); or they are the well-known Olympia ofEphesus, with the added epithet
'Hadriana' (see the observations of C. P. Jones, forthcoming in JHS). In either case, the
reference indicates a date in or shortly after the reign of Hadrian. After listing his victories
in sacred contests (11.20-2), he refers summarily to all the contests in which he competed
for money prizes, in a standard formula; see Robert, 'Etudes d' epigraphie grecque', 489 (= OMS n,1148-9); idem, 'Les epigrammes de Lucillius'' 183-4 (= OMS VI, 319-20).

68.

M. V ALERIUS

EPAPHRODEITUS, SINGER TO THE KITHARA

Second/third century
Copied by William Sherard in 1705 on the southern stretch of the city walls, whence published by A.
Boeckh, C/G 2813. Seen by Kubitschek and Reichel in 1893 reused in an oil-press, with the last two
lines and the right edge lost (J. M. R. Cormack, The Inscribed Monuments of Aphrodisias (Reading,
1955), 13). Found by the current expedition in 1976 at one end of the old bridge in the town of
Kara<;:asu; the lower part of the stone had been cut and shaped to form a Turkish tombstone. At some
time after 1976 it was removed, during rebuilding of the bridge, and we have not succeeded in tracing
it.
Transcribed from Sherard's notebook (BM MS Add. 10101 f. 37) and from the stone, a plain base
without moulding (H. 1.24, W 0.63--0.61, D. 0.65); the letters seen by Sherard, but not by us, are
underlined. Letters, standard second-/third-century forms, 0.025; ligatures, KHN (1.9) HN (1.10).
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M&.pKov OUaA.epwy
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YEV€1 lC<Xt 1t<Xl~dct ~mcpepov
-ra Kt8apcp~ov i-
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epov d lCTJV 1tA€lO''tOVellCTJV 1t<Xj_)U~O~OV uiov M6.p1COU OUaA.epiou
NapKicrcrou 1tQA.d-rou Kat Po12
A€U'tOU U1t0 1tQQy6vrov Kat £v
1tOAAQt~ -r~v .1t.!X-rpt~.!X euepye'tOUV'tO~

20

-rnv ~£ avacr-racr!V -rou av~ptav~ 1t€1totflcr8m
OUaA.epwv NapKtcrcrov -rov 1ta-repa stop leaf

1.11: ~QSON Sherard, ~030N C/G, lapis.
1.15: AEITOY Sherard, AEYTOY lapis.
In 11.18-19 and 20-1 Sherard recorded the line divisions incorrectly.
[?The Council and the People] and the Gerousia honoured Marcus Valerius Epaphrodeitus,
distinguished by birth and by education, singer to the kithara, sacred victor, multiple victor,
extraordinary, son of Marcus Valerius Narcissus, a citizen and a councillor by descent, who has
also benefited his fatherland in many ways.
(?It was agreed that) the statue be set up by Valerius Narcissus, the father.

Epaphrodeitus (Stephanis, AwvuataiCoi rexvl'rat, 850) was a singer to the kithara,
rather than an instrumental performer like Melito (69). He had won at sacred contests and
at many others; the title 'frequent victor' often accompanies 'sacred victor' (Robert, Hell.
xm, 140, and below, index s.v.). He is also described as 1tap6.~o~o~, 'extraordinary', a
frequent term for outstanding performers and athletes (Robert, Documents de l' Asie
Mineure meridionale, 82 and n.3, with references there). He is praised for his good birth
and for his education, paideia. There is nothing to indicate the date of this text beyond the
lettering, suggesting a date in the second or third centuries.
The unusual reference to his fatber, Valerius Narcissus as 'a citizen' perhaps
indicates that the family had originally come to Aphrodisias from elsewhere; Valerii are
not very common at Aphrodisias.
The phrasing at the end of the normal formula which describes who put up the statue,
is very strange ('Mirus est', observed Boeckh): the accusative and infinitive appear to
reflect the language of a different kind of document, perhaps a decree.
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69. MELJTO, KITHARIST
Floruit early third century
Two fragments from the upper left side of Face a were found by the French expedition in 1904, and
published, from Gaudin's squeeze, by Reinach, no.148 bis, whence (in part) Robert, 'Etudes
d'epigraphie grecque', 29-30 (= OMS n, 1129-30). One of those fragments was seen by Kubitschek
and Reichel (unpublished, K.V.l8c). The upper of those fragments was found again by the current
expedition, as well as seventeen further fragments, twelve of which join it, all in or near the Temple.
Now in the Aphrodisias Museum.
A base with moulded panels on at least three sides (approximate H. 1.14, W. 0.55, D. 0.55),
inscribed on two adjacent sides. Line I is cut on the upper moulding of Face a; the opening phrases
must have been inscribed on a crowning feature. Letters 0.025-0.027; circle for stop; apices on IEP
(1.6), AlA (1.10); ligatures: HN, 1.6; second HN, 1.7; MN, TH, 1.10; NH, MH, 1.34; NN, MH, 1.39; NT
1.42. In 1.9, TPO was written over an erased TPOll The letters read by Reinach but not by us have been
underlined.
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[cr]ape[ia 'tll~ l:'tp ]a'tro[vo]~ sto~ Il[u9ta ev] Aao[OtKeU~ [? l:upia]s stop K0\[va K]amt[a06]Krov
[ev K]~tcr~[pei~? stop] 'Hpa[KA.]eia stop KoJ.1[J.160]na
ev Tupro stop Ko~va Bn-

9uvia~ ~v NetKOJl~-

40

oei~

stop Auyoucr'teta

EV TpaAA£0'\~ stop KOt-

45

va 'Acr[i]a~ B' stop EV TpaA.A.ecr[t~? stop? ~eta "AA.]na B' ev
<l>~~[o]eA.[ cpei~ stop K]otva Acria~ [stop EV <l>t]A.aoe[A.~]eia V I[ .... ]El

( . ] OM ( .. : ...... ]A
MY [ . ] 11 [ .. ]I [ ....]A
vac. 7tot.:~[ t'tet~ vac. ]

50

1t6A.erov ~ac. ~[voo]
~rov Ka[t] NAil[ .. ~ou]
A.ft stop Kat 7t(poe8pi~ ]
vac. 'tetf.1TJ9~[v'ta vac. ]

[?The Council and the People and the Gerousia] honoured Melito son of Melito, also known as
Agroitas, pythic and cyclic kithara-player, sacred victor, frequent victor, extraordinary, a man
distinguished by good birth and dignity of conduct, and for this very much admired and honoured
by our lord emperor [ ... 6 lines ... ], who won Actia at Nicopolis, Ephesea at Ephesus, Pythia
at Hierapolis, Actia at Hierapolis, Actia [ at ... ], Actia at Damascus, [? Actia at ] Caesarea
Stratonos, P[ythia] at [?Syrian] Laodicea, the provincial festival of the Cappadocians at
Caesarea, Heracleia Commodeia at Tyre, the provincial festival of Bithynia at Nicomedia,
Augusteia at Tralles, the provincial festival of Asia twice at Tralles, [?Deia Hal]eia twice at
Philadelphia, the provincial festival of Asia [at Phi]ladelphia, [ ... 2lines ... ] , honoured with?
citizenship of distinguished ?and [? ... ] cities, and [?(membership of the) Council] and [?
honorific seating].
·

The first part of 11.3-16 was published by Reinach, and considered by L. Robert (op.
cit. above) whose proposed restorations of 11.5-6 were all confirmed by our subsequent
discoveries. Melito (Stephanis, L1wvvcnaK"oi rezvfrat 1634) was a 'pythic' kitharistes:
that is, a kithara-player who performed without singing himself; he also sometimes
performed as a 'cyclic' kitharistes with the accompaniment of a choir (like the flautist,
Callimorphus, in 67; see Robert, loc. cit.). Melito's simple nomenclature might suggest a
date before the Constitutio Antoniniana of 212, but his victory in the Pythia of Syrian
Laodicea (11.33-4), which were established under Caracalla (see below) requires a later
date; it therefore appears that he did not choose to mention his citizenship.
In 11.8-16 strong emphasis is laid on his good birth and his good conduct, for which
he was honoured by the emperor, whose name is unfortunately lost. The next, missing,
lines probably went on to discuss his agonistic achievements.
The Actia in 11.24-5 are the famous contest established at the site of the Battle of
Actium by Augustus (Moretti, JAG, 150); as the next few lines show, a large number of
0
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Actia were then instituted at other cities (Moretti, JAG, 275, Frisch, Zehn Agonistische
Papyri, 42). The Ephesea at Ephesus (1.26) were a very old established contest (Moretti,
JAG, 212-3, L. Robert, BCH 102 (1978), 474-5, =Documents, 170-1); the Pythia or
Apollonia Pythia at Hierapolis (in Phrygia) (ll.27-8) were also well established (Moretti,

JAG, 193, Ritti, Hierapolis: Fonti, 78-83). It is possible that the Actia in the next line are
also those of Hierapolis, since I know of no city with Actia whose name could be restored
here except Hierapolis or Nikopolis, already mentioned. For Caesarea Stratonis (11.31-2)
see below, 91.ii.51, with Moretti, JAG, 210, and 92.3; the games we know of are
Kaisareia, which would not fit into the space available here, but Actia seem very likely.
For the Pythia at Syrian Laodicea (ll.33-4) see Moretti 85.14, an inscription for a pugilist
from Laodicea, who apparently won on the first occasion that the contest was held, under
Caracalla (Moretti, JAG, 250-1; Robert, Hell. XI-XII, 359-60). If this restoration is
correct, then this text cannot be earlier than the reign of Caracalla.
The provincial festival of Cappadocia (ll.34-6) was normally held, as here, at
Caesarea-Mazaca (Moretti, JAG 62.7-8, and p.164). For the Heracleia at Tyre (ll.3fr98)
see Moretti JAG, 209, and for their title of Commodeia Moretti, JAG 85.12. For the
provincial festival of Bithynia at Nicomedia (39-40), see Moretti, JAG, 208. The
Augusteia at Tralles (ll.40-1) are also known from the coinage of the city (RE VI (1937),
2102). The provincial festivals of Asia (11.41-3) were held in several cities of Asia,
including Tralles and Philadelphia, so it is possible that we have a series of festival centres
here; but none of the known cities can fit into 1.43 (on these contests see Moretti in RivFil.
32 (1954), 27fr89). I therefore prefer the proposed restoration of the Deia Haleia at
Philadelpheia, for which see Moretti, JAG 81.23 and 82.5, with p.240, L. Robert, RPh 50
(1976), 184-9, even though this is one letter longer than the other lines.
Melito apparently received the standard honours (ll.49-53) for a successful
competitor of citizenship of various cities (so e.g. 91) and membership of the Council,
perhaps also with special seating at festivals - proedria; but the exact formula in these
last few lines is not certain.

ATHLETES

70-87
70. M. AURELIUS ?-us, LONG-DISTANCE
Early third century, after A.D. 211.

RUNNER

Copied by Paris and Holleaux, and published by them, no.l, whence Liermann, Analecta 28, Moretti,
JAG 80; copied by Kubitschek and Reichel but not published; copied by the MAMA expedition,
whence published by J. M. R. Cormack, MAMA vm.521; found by the current expedition on the inner
side of the city wall, south of the north east gate (near 66).
A plain block (H. 1.18, W. 0.545, D. 0.67); letters standard second-/third-century forms, 0.0180.02. The block is damaged above but the upper edge survives; the opening formula must have been
inscribed .on a crowning feature. The letters underlined were seen by earlier copyists but not by us.

[ e.g. 'H PouA.il Kat 0 allJ!O~ K(lt ft y£poucria K(lt oi VEOl]
[£'t£iJ!TJ]crav Map(Kov) Aup(fJA.wv)
[... ]ON rn 11oKA.Eou~ [1:ou]
[' Ay]a861toao~ 1:ou 'Ap'tE[Jl.t]5
[aro]pou 'Aq>poa£10'1E(l stop K(lt
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[N]nKO!l118ea. Ka.t 'AvKup[a.][V]~~, ~OUAEU't~V, 8of...txa.8(p6 ]j..LOV tEpOVelKTIV, 1tU8tov(e{]~V ,' AK'tlOVElKTIV' 1ta.p6.8[0 ][~]ov, vetKT1cra.vta. 8£ Ka.[t]
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[ e.g. The Council and the People and the Gerousia and the Young Men] honoured Marcus
Aurelius [ -]us, son of Teimocles son of Agathopous son of Artemidorus, (citizen) of Aphrodisias
and of Nicomedia and of Ancyra, councillor, long-distance runner, sacred victor, Pythian victor,
Actian victor, extraordinary, who also won other contests, those written below:
In Ancyra of Galatia, at the Asclepeia [ ... ], the boys' long race; in Hadrianea of Bithynia, at the
sacred Hadrianeia Antinoeia, the boys' long race; in Heraclea on the Pontus, at the Hadrianeia
Heracleia, equivalent to Actia, the boys' long race; in Chalcedon, the boys' long race, and in
succession the men's long race; in Nicomedia, at the Augusteia Severeia, the men's long race, and
on the same day the double race and the race in armour; in Nicaea, at the Augusteia, the men's
long race; in Heraclea on the Pontus, at the Hadrianeia Heracleia, equivalent to Actia, the men's
long race, and on the same day the race in armour; in Nicaea, at the Augusteia, the m~n 's long
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race, arid on the same day the double race and the race in armour; in Philadelphia, at the
provincial festival of Asia, the men's long race.
The erection of the statue was overseen by Antidorides, the man consecrated to the goddess
Aphrodite, who was reared with him.

For a full commentary on the various contests see Liermann and Moretti loci cit. The
mention of the Augusteia Severeia at Nicomedia (11.23/4) necessarily requires a date after
198, and the Asklepeia at Ancyra (11.12/4) were founded under Caraca11a; see Robert,
Hell. XI-XII, 360--5, Laodicee, 294; S. Mitche11, AS 27 (1977), nos 7-8. Hadrianea (11.1516) was the former Bithynium, the birthplace of Antinous; for the contest there see
Robert, A travers l'Asie Mineure, 132-3, with a discussion of the cult of Antinous,
133-8.
The responsibility for putting up the statue was undertaken by Antidorides, the
victor's foster-brother, a relationship not frequently identified at Aphrodisias (cf.
Cormack, ABSA 59 ( 1964), 41 ), but well-known from other Asia Minor sites; for the most
recent discussion, and bibliography, see MAMA IX, pp. lxiv-vi. Antidorides was
consecrated to the service of Aphrodite (compare MAMA vm.412.e.11). Presumably he
oversaw the spending of money which had been provided by the bodies honouring the
victor.

71. ANONYMOUS, PANCRATIAST
? Second/third century
Five fragments, which do not join, from a sarcophagus front. A, the left side fragment was seen and
copied by Kubitschek and Reichel, but not published; found by Gaudin, and published, from his
squeeze, by Reinach, no. 148; found again by the MAMA expedition and published by J. M. R.
Cormack as MAMA vm.423. That, and three further fragments (B-D) were found by the current
expedition in or near the south stretch of the city wall; E was a stray find in 1989. A is still on the wall;
B, C, and Dare in the Museum (excavation inventory nos 70.220, 72.493, 76.39), E in the Museum
garden depot.
Letters, standard second-/third-century forms, 0.015-0.02; the wreaths, within which several of
the victories are inscribed, are 0.18 in diameter.

Illustrated (A) in MAMA vm, pl. 20; (B) Plate XIX.
A.

Left side fragment (H. 1.11, W. 0.58, D. 1.28) with lower edge surviving; 11.2-5, 8-10, 14-16
within wreaths.
1:apot~

Kotvov 'Acria~
1tClVKpClttov
AauoiKetav
KA.auoi11a
1tClVKpClttov
I
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'
KClt' Cl"(£V£tOOV
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[ ...
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1t(ClV )Kpa[tt]ov
Iepav1tOAt[vJ
1tClVKpClttov
AauoiKe[ t]av tfl~ 1:[u]I
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1tClV-
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Kpa:nov

Kpa:nov

11.6-7: 'IepanoA.tv MAMA.
11.11-12: AMNQNHA Reinach.
B.

Fragment from ?right side, without top or bottom edges (H. 0.64, W. 0.40, D. 0.18); 11.3-6, 10 ff.
within wreaths.

5

10

c.

[ ...
[' Avn6]xemv 'tll~ l:upia~
[ nu8t]a.npo~ ~a<pv11v· ·
1t<XVNeJ.LnKpana navKpanov
ov
["E<pE]crov
"E<pEO"OV KotVOV
'Acr[ia~·na]i<>rov
['E<pe]<!fl<X
K[ <Xt a:yE]VElOOV
[ 1t<XV ]-.
[na]v[Kpan][Kpa'tt][ov]
[ovl
[ ...
f

Fragment without edges (H.0.17, W. 0.22, D. 0.210), inscribed within a wreath.

1t<XVKpa'tlOV
D.

Fragment without edges (H. 0.18, W. 0.23, D. 0.19), inscribed above a wreath, the upper edge of
which survives, chipped.

[ 'A<ppo<>etcrta<>a?]
[ 'A<ppo]<>etcr[- vac.]
[tTJ<X ] 'Aaoo-· vac.
[vTJ<X ] 'tpt~ vac.
wreath
[ ...
E.

Fragment broken on all sides (H. 0.15, W. 0.28, D. 0.13) with traces of cement on the face from
re-use; inscribed within a wreath.

'HpaKAEt<XV
(se. He won)

A. Col.l: at Sardis, in the provincial festival of Asia, the pancration; at Laodicea, in the Claudiea,
the pancration; at Mitylene, in the Ammonea, the pancration of boys and of young men;
Co/.2: [at?-] the pancration; at Hierapolis, the pancration; at Laodicea in Syria, the pancration;
B: ... ]atAntioch in Syria, in the Pythia at Daphne, the pancration, in the Nemeia, the pancration;
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at Ephesus, in the Ephesea, the pancration; at Ephesus, in the provincial festival of Asia, [the
pancration] of boys and of young men; [ ...
C: ... ], the pancration [ ...
D: ... ?at Aphrodisias, ?the Aphrodeisiea] ?Ado[nea
E: ... ] at Heraclea [ ...

This sarcophagus was clearly of the same design as 94 (Appendix IV), which is also
adorned with the victor's wreaths; in that case there are no traces of inscribed names of
victories, but the parallel makes it seem very likely that they appeared there too, probably
in paint. It is possible that the man buried here died young, as we have no mention of a
victory in the men's category among our surviving fragments.
The construction is similar to that of the other victor lists, with the place of the contest
normally in the accusative, with the exception of Sardis, in A.1 (presumably an error).
n68ux (B.2) appears to be the only name of a contest at Antioch which will fit the
available space; it is otherwise attested only in Moretti, JAG 69, but would be very
appropriately held at Daphne, the shrine of Apollo outside Antioch. The Nemean contest
(B.3) is perhaps the original Nemean Games; but there were also contests called after and
modelled on the Nemea at other cities (K. Hanell, 'Nemea', RE xv1 (1935), 2310-27,
2327). For the Ephesea (B.7-8) see above on 69.25. Ephesus was one of the three chief
centres for the provincial festival of Asia (B.7); see above on 69.41ff. The restoration of
the Aphrodeisiea Adonea (Appendix 1, xi, and below, 77) in D is attractive, but far from
certain.

72.

HONOURS FOR AURELIUS AcHILLES

Third century (after 212)
i and ii copied (and a squeeze made) by Boulanger in 1913, whence i published by L. Robert, Anatolian
Studies Buckler (Manchester, 1939), 230-44 (= OMS 1, 614-28), whence republished by R.
Merkelbach, ZPE 14 (1974), 91-4, and H. Wankel, I.Eph.I, 12. The stone was rediscovered by the
current expedition; C. P. Jones (to whom I am also grateful for further comments) has re-examined it,
republished i, and published ii, 'Two inscriptions from Aphrodisias', HSCP 85 (1981), 107-29; from
this i has been reprinted as SEG xxxi.903, and ii, with the comments ofR. Merkelbach,ZPE 49 (1982),
282-3, andJ. Ebert, Stadion 7 (1981), 203-10, asSEG xxXI.904; furthercommentsBul/Ep. 1984.41011, whence SEG xxxiv.1045. Printed here from all these, from Boulanger's notes (for 26 October 1913)
and from the stone, which still stands in the east court of the Hadrianic baths, where it was found 'dans
le 3e' (corrected to 4e in fair copy) 'entree du portique nord'.
A plain base (H. 1.28, W. 0.55, D. 0.53) without moulding, chipped at edges but complete above
and below. Inscribed on two adjoining faces, i to the right, ii to the left. The text of i must have begun
on a crowning feature; so perhaps did that of ii. Letters read by Boulanger but not now visible have been
underlined.

Illustrated in Jones, art. cit., and (ii) Plate xx
i.
Letters standard second-/third-century forms, av. 0.015. Apex above initial Y, 1.9. Ligatures: TH
1.4, NH 1.5, MH 1.8, TH, THN 1.10, ITE, TH 1.11, TH 1.12, THN, ITE 1.13, TH,l.14, TH 1.15, MN 1.19,
THN, THN 1.20, ME, ME 1.22, MH 1.23, ME 1.24, ITP 1.26, NH 1.27, TH, NT 1.28, THN 1.29, TH, ITH,
TE 1.31, TH, ME 1.32, TH, NE 1.33, MH 1.35, ME, THN 1.35, MH, NH, TH 1.38, TH 1.40, THN, THN,
ITE 1.41.

[- [ ... ] E01tOU01lKO'ta~ cX7t00£XO[J.lE][v%] ad 'tat~ 7tpmoucrat~ Kilt OtKa[i-? vac. ]
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5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

[a.t~] n.QO~ a~ia.v lla.p'tupia.t~ 'tTt~ A.a.ll[7tp ]o'ta'tTt~ 1t6A.ero~ 'trov 'E<pecrirov Ka.t vac.
[cru ]vTtOOI!EVTt~ ro~ OtKetOl~ 'tOt~ 1ta.V['tOO]v aya.9ot~, Ka.t, ocra. 't<X.t~ &A.A.a.t~ 1t0[A.]ecrtv £v 'tot~ em<pa.vecrtv 'toov &v[o]poov im&.pxe11tpo~ euooKillnmv
[£]~a.ipe'ta., 'ta.-lna. imapxetv eu'tuxfl[11]a.'ta., 1tAetov oe n 'tft~ 1tepl. 't~v euvot[a. ]v po7tft~ a1tOVEI!OU<JTt~ 'tft A.a.ll7tpo'tn'tTI 1tOAet 'toov 'A<ppoOetmerov
(1t]po~ ~~V 1tOAAfx Ka.t £~a.tpE't<X.1tEpt
['t]~v av'ttOocrtv 'tTt~ <ptA.ocr'topyia.~
£cr~1v a.u'tft oiKma., Ka.l. Bta 'ta.tna. v.
Aup(f)A.wv) 'AxtA.A.Ea., crrolla.'to~ llEV iicrKTtmv E1ta.veA61levov, &9A.f)crero~ BE:
'tov yevva.t6'ta.'tov, ~iou BE: Ka.t 7tpQmpecrero~ 'tov cre11v6'ta.'tov, cb~ £v a.u'tip 1tacra.v KEKpacr9a.t 't~V apE't~V O(jffi'_
\jiUXTt~ E(J'tlV Ka.t (JOOI!O.'tO~, U1t00E~0.1!EVTI~ 11E:v 1toA.A.&.K1~ Ka.l. £v 'tot~
<p96.voucrtv ayoocrtv oi~ EKO<JI!Tt<JEV
Ota.1tpE1tOO~ Ka.t llE'tfx 1tn<Jll~ ayroVl<Jni!EVO~ avOpeta.~, llnAl<J'ta. OE
EV 'tOO 'tOOV '0AU1!1tl(l)V ayoovl, O't11tpO'tpE~O.IlEVTI~ a.inov ro~ 1t<X.'tpt0o~ .
'tTt~ 1t6A.ero~ ei~ 'to 'tEAEro'ta.'tov 'tOOV
ayrovtcrlla'troV Ka.t 't~V KptcrlV 'tOOV UVopoov llE'teA.9etv, ima.Koucra.~ Ka.[t]
1tetcr9et~ 'tft 7tpO'tpo1tft 'tOU~ 'tE av'tl1taAOU~ KO.'tll'Y(l)Vl<JO.'tO Ka.t }.LE'tfx
'tocra.U'tll~ ba~% 'tov Konvov &veof)cra.'to cb~ EV 'tOt~ llnAl<J'ta. 'tOOV.
EU<50K11!1l<JaV't(l)V ayroVl<J!la't(l)V
Ka.'ta.pt91letcr9a.t 't~v &vopda.v a.u'tou Ka.t 7tpo9ullia.v scroll Ota 'ta.u'ta. eoo~ev ll~ llEXPl~ llOVTt~ 'tft~ yvrocre~ 'tOOV 1ta.p6v'trov !!TtOE 'tOOV a1tO.V'tTt<JnV't(l)V KO.'tfx Ka.tpOV 'tip (J't(X.Otcp <J'tTtVO.l 't~V 1tEpt 'tOU't(l)V ll<X.P'tUpt-,
a.v, &[A.A.]a yap Ka.l. 1ta.pa.Ka.'ta.9£cr9[m] ot[a]
'tOU'tOU 'tOU 'I'Tt<pt<Jil<X.'tO~ E'tl !!&[A.]AOV (X.U'tOV 'tft 1t<X.'tp{<5t.

11.5/6: 1tav/[1ta.]v R., 7tav/['tro]v M., w., J.
11.9/10: eu'tuxft 1[K]a.'ta R., M., w., eu'tuxfll[!l]a.'ta. J.
11.16/17: AI:KHI:IN/ETIA R., whence M., W.
1.42: ANA B., lapis; &A.A.fx R., M., W.; a11a J.; ava ea.p cj. Ebert.
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ii. Letters av. 0.02; apices over I, 1.19, initial E, 1.21. Ligatures: TE 1.1, ME, NE 1.3, TE 1.5, MH 1.11,
TE 1.13, HME, TE 1.15, HT 1.22.

[ ...
e!~e 8£ Bapuxvo~<;> ~~-

vac.

5

10

15

&yopeucret~ vac.

f•.t€-tpOl~ vetK'Ilcra~ 'tOU'to[v exro]
vac. Konvov vac.
et't'emcpru.ti~nc; 'tov ecpTJ[~ov 'A)vac. pdova cpro't&v vac.
K<lt Ka'ta 'tOU'tOU [Zeu+~~ rort~[cre]
vac. ~01 Konvov vac.
EV 1tCX<JlV 8£ e8verov EIP [ ... ]
vac. cr'ta81ot~ 'tocro~ ei~{ [vac. ]
ocrcrov ~~'tl~ e~&v acr'to~ £[cpu]
vac. rtpocpepetv vac.
rt'Afl8o~ 8£ cr'tecp<ivrov &yopeuvac. El <JOl lCAEO~ a/../..rov vac.
eilCOVl A<llVETI JC(lt 'tU1tCp ll~E'tEpcp.
rto'A/..aKt yap 8~ [rrueux £hro Kat ·avac. [~u~ma~ 8eia vac.
aV'tl1tcXAOU~ VEllCOOV Ku8{~(cp)
vac. euK/\.etn vac.
ou8evo~ &v8pomrov 8TJpE~vac. cra~evou rtept Vet!CTJ~ vac.
[eH~ eptv eKA~'tou 8eu'tepov &vvac. 'ttacrm vac.
'

20

q [....... ]

"'

I

The supplements are those of Jones, unless stated.
1.3: ~e'tp'ot~ M.
1.9: etp[ou] cj. J.; e1p[TJ~] M., from etpTJ, 'agora'; eip[oi~], for iep[oi~], E.
1.11: J. suggested e[cpu as a possibility, but preferred e[cpTJ; e[pei] M.; e[xn] E.
1.13: J., working from a squeeze, could not know that there is no room for another letter
after Y: this therefore imposes the reading &yopeuet, which is assumed by E.
1.18: KYLliMO: there is no room for a further letter at the end; either a final sigma was
omitted, as assumed by Jones, giving a nominative, or the omicron is a mistake for omega,
giving the dative, Ku8{~cp. I slightly prefer the second interpretation, which is also that of
Ebert.
1.22: [Q ]L J. There seem to be traces of an upright before L, giving IL or [e]i~, as
conjectured by M. and E.
i. [ - - ] since the most splendid city of the Ephesians always welcomes those who have shown
zeal with testimonies that are fitting and just for their worth, and takes a share of pleasure in the
advantages of all (men) as if they were her own, and (since she considers that) whatever
outstanding (advantages) accrue to the good reputation of other cities from distinguished men,
these are matters of (?general) good fortune; ( 10) and since she assigns an especial portion of her
inclination towards goodwill to the most splendid city of the Aphrodisians, towards which she
has many and outstanding justifications for the exchange of affection. For these reasons, (the
city) has welcomed Aurelius Achilles- who has both undertaken the training of the body, and
is also most noble in training, and most dignified in his way of life and his conduct, so that in him
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(20) all virtue of body and soul is blended - (has welcomed him) often, both in previous
contests, which he adorned, having competed impressively and with all courage, and especially
in the contest of the Olympia, because, when the city encouraged him - as if it were his own
fatherland- to proceed to the ultimate competition, and to the category of men (30), he listened,
and was persuaded by the encouragement, and defeated his opponents, and bound on the (crown
of) olive with such glory that his (?display of) courage and eagerness are to be numbered among
the most distinguished of contests. For these reasons it was resolved that the testimony about
these events should not extend only as far as the knowledge of those who were present and (40)
happened to be in the stadium at the time, but by means of this decree he should be commended
even more to his fatherland.

ii. [?a couplet naming Achilles] but if you proclaim [?the prowess] ofVarianus in verse, I hold the
olive having defeated him; or if you praise the ephebe Arion, (superior) to grown men, against
him too ~Zeus ~ granted me the olive (wreath). In all the stadia of the nations [ ?ask] - I am as
great as none of my fellow-citizens [was able to] surpass. The throng of other crowns proclaims
to you my fame, by means of, ?or in a stone image and my likeness. For I often have Pythia, and
divine Olympia, defeating (my) rivals with glorious fame, while none of the men who have
struggled (with me) for victory has been summoned to confront a second contest(?).

The fact that Achilles is honoured in both prose and verse, neither of which give a
clear factual account, foreshadows the unclear and allusive nature of many late antique
honorific inscriptions. My interpretation of these texts is based largely on the very full
analysis of the first by Robert and Jones, and of the second by Jones, the first person to
tackle the very resistant language of the epigram.
The man honoured is Aurelius Achilles (i.16); his nomen suggests the probability of
a date after 212. He is praised for 'courage' (i.36) and for victories in stadia (i.40, i_i.10)
which suggests that he may have been another pancratiast, like Callicrates (89 and 90);
furthermore, Robert has pointed out that the reference to 'the ultimate competition' (i.28/
9) is best understood as describing the pankration (BullEp 1984.411).
i is a 'decree of witness', a civic decree of the city of Ephesus witnessing to the
achievements of Achilles at earlier contests, and, in particular, at the celebration of the
Olympia at Ephesus; for this contest see, in particular, L. Robert, RPh 41 (1967), 40-4,
71-2 (= OMS v, 380-4, 411-2), and M. Uirilmer, Olympien, 1-36. The decree was
apparently to be sent to the Aphrodisians, and perhaps to others; such decrees could even
be sent to the emperor (see 91.i.25-9). It seems clear that the epigram (ii) refers to the
same event, although it is not clear whether it was composed at Ephesus and sent with the
decree, or composed at Aphrodisias upon its receipt; nor is it certain who paid for the
inscription of these texts and the accompanying statue (ii.15) - perhaps a contestpresident (so Jones, Robert) or a member of Achilles' family (as in the case ofMenander,
91.4~8).

The relationship between the two texts, as part of a single monument perhaps
supports the translation, which I have chosen, despite Jones' reservations, of flE'tpot~
(ii.2) as 'in verse'. It may also help to clarify some further points in the epigram. At the
Olympia Achilles' remarkable feat was to compete in two classes or categories; he
proceeded to that of the men (i. 29-30), so he had presumably already won in that of the
boys, there being only these two categories in an Olympic contest (Robert, 239--44,
developed by Jones, 118-9; for double victories see the examples cited at BullEp
1984.411 ). In the epigram, Jones concluded, surely rightly, that Achilles is claiming two
particular victories- over Varianus, (ii.1--4) and the ephebe Arion (ii.5-8), with a pun on
the name of the latter, which can also mean 'better'. Ebert prefers to see Ephebus as the
proper name, but see below. The easiest explanation is that these are the two rivals whom
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he defeated in the two categories - of boys and men. The fact that these victories took
place on the same occasion is emphasized by the repetition of the reference to the olive
crown (ii.4 and 8), the prize in an Olympic contest. Moreover, the second antagonist is
described as an ephebe. If this is right, he will have been aged about eighteen to twenty,
and so would have competed in the boys' section of the Olympia (men being those over
twenty). The purpose of this reference would therefore seem to be to indicate that even his
rival in the boys' contest was in the highest age-group of those entitled to compete, and
was better than full-grown men.
The next couplet refers to a wide range of victories by Achilles in many provinces
(Jones), and seems to be a verse equivalent of the agonistic formula 'first' (and sometimes
'only') 'to win such and such'. One claim is 'first of all time' (cf. 67.5-7, 73); here we
have 'first of the Aphrodisians', as in the inscription of Menander(91.ii.26, 29). But there
seems to be no precise· claim as to what he was first to achieve.
The reading of 1.13 being certain, the couplet ll.13-15 has to be interpreted as
describing a quantity of crowns asserting the prowess of Achilles. The simplest
explanation seems to be that these crowns were in fact portrayed in or on the image to
which he refers, and that this is the idea somewhat awkwardly expressed by the dative of
1.15.
The next couplet (11.16-19) fills out what was said about other victories, and again
expresses in verse a standard formula of victors' inscriptions: Achilles is a Pythian victor,
Tiu8wvdKTJ~, as well as being (as we already know), an Olympic victor: like the Olympia,
the Pythia here may well be a contest of a city in Asia Minor, modelled on the famous
Pythia- perhaps even the contest at Aphrodisias itself (above, Appendix 1.xiii).
The last couplet is perhaps the most difficult. It is constructed as a genitive absolute,
depending on the preceding couplet, and it seems to me to mean that no opponent,
once vanquished, dared face him for a second time; this is also the interpretation of
Ebert.
The resolution of this epigram was largely made possible by Jones' realisation that
in 11.7, 16, and 17 there had been deliberate erasure of sacred names; he discussed this
phenomenon in the context of maintenance of the pagan tradition in late antiquity at
Aphrodisias. What is particularly striking is to find sacred names erased occasionally,
when such a large number survive. In this connection, it is perhaps relevant to note that
similar erasures were made on stones which stood very near to this one. The title 'highpriest' was erased on an inscription honouring a sculptor of the early fourth century,
Flavius Zeno (ALA 11), and the same title was erased on an inscription ofthe early third
century which stood in the same area (unpublished find in 1988). These are all rather more
subtle choices than the attempts to erase the name of Aphrodite, and epithets associated
with her, elsewhere in the city, cited by Jones, and may not be of the same period; in any
case, my own complex arguments about the significance of the high-priesthood ofFlavius
Zeno, based on the erasure of the title, have now been undercut by the discovery of the
erasure of perfectly 'ordinary' high-priesthoods in the text found in 1988.

73. HONOURS FOR
Second/third century

A VICTOR

A fragment, broken on all sides (H. 0.23,W. 0.165, D. 0.15); letters standard second-/third-century
forms, 0.03.

75
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- ] ~ [ . ] ~n~ [ npon]ov Kat !!-[6vov
1:ow] an'ai0[vo~

[-] first and only of [men] of all time [to win-

For this formula compare 67.5-7.

74 and 75 probably form a pair. They are both low, rectangular bases, and were both
found on the stage of the Theatre; the scripts on each base are entirely different, but they
resemble one another in both being different from the standard script of the other
inscriptions. It is likely, but not quite proved, that they originally stood on the two
analemmata, 74 in the north and 75 in the south. As in 66, the speciality ofthe two victors
honoured is not mentioned, but these are very possibly the bases of the two statues of
boxers or pankratiasts found on the Theatre stage, and published by K. T. Erim, in J. Inan
and E. AlfOldi-Rosenbaum, Romische und fruhbyzantinische Portriitplastik aus der
Turkei (Mainz, 1979), nos 190 (found to the south, so perhaps Piseas) and 191 (found to
the north, so perhaps Candidianus). The statues were dated there to the second quarter of
the third century; the script, and the simplicity of the texts, might suggest a later date in
the third century. In either case, these are probably the latest texts honouring athletes to
be found on the site.
74. CANDIDIANUS,
?Third century

CIRCUIT- VICTOR

A plain base, moulded on either side, made up of two fragments (H. 0.24, W. 1.06, D. 0.50); there is
a depression on the top for the attachment of a statue. Found on the Theatre stage; now in the dighouse
garden, excavation inventory no. 68.400. Letters probably third century, rounded epsilon and sigma;
1.1, 0.035; 1.2, 0.04.

Plate XXI
Kavotomvov vac. 'AK'ttoVtKTlV
1t€ptoOOVtKTlV vac. f] 1t<X'tpt~
The fatherland (honours) Candidianus, victor at Actia, circuit-victor.

75. PISEAS, CIRCUIT- VICTOR
?Third century
A base.with simple moulding above, broken below and to the right (H. 0.25, W. 0.57, D. 0.28). Found
in the Theatre, near the Porta Regia; now in the dighouse garden, excavation inventory no. 71.337.
Letters square, probably third century; 0.04.

Plate XXI
ll icrwv ll tcr£ou
1tEpto00VtK11V
leaf 1, na'tpi~ leaf
The fatherland (honours) Piseas, son of Piseas, circuit-victor.

The great distinction of these two men is to be circuit-victors (see above, Chapter 1,
p. 3); the victory at Actia of Candidianus is less remarkable.
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75

By contrast with the preceding inscriptions these texts seem extraordinarily brief and
casual; but their principal function was presumably simply to label statues. It is entirely
likely that these are examples of the statues, in prominent positions, which were regularly
put up to honour victors, and to which the longer inscriptions refer (e.g. 89.24--5); these
men may well have been honoured in longer texts as well.

LOCAL VICTORS

76-84

The following inscriptions all honour victors in contests held at Aphrodisias: the
majority appear to be local citizens, although this is not certain in 77. Apart from 76, all
the victories recorded are in athletic contests; apart from 76 and 77, all the victors are
boys.
76. ? , SoN OF APOLLONIUS, SCULPTOR
Victor in a contest for sculptors at the first celebration of the Lysimachea Tatianea, ?early
third century
Found by the French expedition in 1904, and published by Reinach, no. 147, whence M. Squarciapino,

La scuola di Afrodisia (Rome, 1943), 11, no.l; found by the MAMA expedition, whence published by
J. M. R. Cormack, MAMA vm.519. Discussed by T. Ritti, Rend. Acad. Lincei ( 1971 ), 189-97, on which
see Bul!Ep 1972.414. Found by the current expedition reused in the city wall at the north side of the
Stadium; published by K. T. Erim and J. M. Reynolds, 'Sculptors of Aphrodisias', 529-31, no. 17.
A plain base, complete on all sides (H. 1.06, W. 0.58); the text must have begun on a crowning
feature. Letters standard second-/third-century forms, but rather irregular in height, 0.03-0.35.

5

10

[-- ?' A1toAA.ro]
viou 'tou 'A8T)vay6pou vetK'flcrac; 'tov
ay&va 'trov ayaAJ..La't01tot&v 'trov AucrtJ..Lax~rov Ta'ttaV~<OV 'tql
ayaAJ..La'tt 'tll<; a' 'tE'tpaE'tT) piooc; Ka'ta 'to yev<iJ..Levov 'lf~qncrJ..La u1to
'tll<; ~ouA.ilc; Kat 'tOU
~~J..Lou &.veer{ cr }'tT)crev
ayrovo8e'tOUV'tO<;
MiArovoc; ~, 'tOU 'EpJ..LtOU

1.13: Reinach did not read the delta.
?son of Apollo ]nius son of Athenagoras, who won the contest of statue-makers of the Lysimachea
Tatianea with the statue ?of the first four-year cycle, according to the decree of the Council and
the People, put (it) up, when Milon son of Milon son of Milon son of Milon son of Hermias was
·
contest-president.

For the contest, and its frequency, see Appendix I.iv. The Lysimachea were first
celebrated in c.181; the contest described here is apparently a new one, formed from the
Lysimachea, with the addition of a new endowment from someone with the (fairly
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common) name of Tatianos or Tatiana; for possible benefactors see Erim-Reynolds,
'Sculptors of Aphrodisias'. It must therefore date from some time at the end of the second
century or in the third. The father of the agonothete was responsible for an inscription
honouring some of the Carminii, in the middle years of the second century (MAMA
vm.517, and Erim-Reynolds, 'Sculptors of Aphrodisias'). It is not quite certain whether
the 'decree of the Council and the People' (11.8-11) refers to the holding of the contest or,
more probably, to the erection of the statue. On the contest for sculptors see now ErimReynolds, 'Sculptors of Aphrodisias'.

77. ? , WRESTLER
Victor at the Aphrodeisiea Adonea, ?early third century
Copied by Kubitschek and Reichel and published by them, no. 11; published, independently, from their
copy, Reinach 146bis, on which see Robert, Et. Anat., 432 n.5. Cited by Cormack,ABSA59 (1964), 26,
no.33, on which see Robert, 'Inscriptions d'Aphrodisias', 380 n.1 (=OMS VI, 4). Only Reinach gives
the line divisions, but he seems to have read less, particularly at the end. Published by us from those
publications.

- -]

5

7t[ a ]Aat<r'tTtV
vet Kf)crav'ta
'A<ppOOEl<rtT\U
•Aorov11a Tt~epw~ KA.au3to~ Aup~A.to~
MotHClUVO~
'A1toA.A.rovw~

BepovetKta10

VO~ 0 Kpan<r'tO~ UV'tlVE-

01tOlO~ Tt~E

15

20

25

p{ou KA.au3{ou 'A7toAA.roviou BepovetKtavou 'AKacrcr&vo~ apxtepe(J)~ 1ta1t1tOU
ioiou £v 'tn 7tpro't117tEplOO<p 'tll~
£1tt 'tn a7toA.ei'lj/Et 'tou 'A7toAA.roviou apxtVE01t0lt(l~ 7tUp'
EUU'tOU ave<r'tT\<JEV

1.1: n. AAn::HN Reinach; .. ]AAI:ET[ .. ] K.&R .. Perhaps THin ligature.
1.2: Reinach did not read the initial N, K.&R. did not read the final A.
1.3: :EIA Reinach.
1.4: NIA Reinach, who did not read the final BE.
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1.9: BEPEIN Reinach.
1.10: AKAIIOMOI K.&R.
1.19: Reinach did not read the initial I; TPI Reinach, llPQ K.&R.
1.20: Reinach did not read the final I.
1.21: Reinach did not read A, and wrote e1tt 'tTI 7tOAEl.
1.22: Reinach made out no letters in this line.
1.24: Reinach read nothing after no.
1.25: Reinach read N ... Af ... , and nothing more; it is therefore not possible to be certain
of the distribution of these last lines.
?, ] wrestler, having won the Aphrodeisiea Adonea; Tiberius Claudius Aurelius Mucianus
Apollonius Beroneicianus, the most distinguished, vice-neopoios for Tiberius Claudius Apollonius
Beroneicianus Akasson, high-priest, his own grandfather, in the first cycle of thtt chiefneopoioate funded from the bequest of Apollonius, set up (the statue) ?from his own resources.

Tiberius Claudius Apollonius Beroneicianus Akasson, the grandfather, is also
attested as agonothete of the ninth Philemoniea, presumably c. 208 (below, 82). His
grandson's rank of Kpancr'to~ can indicate either equestrian or (less commonly)
senatorial status (H.-G. Pflaum, Recherches sur les structures sociales dans i"antiquite
classique (Strasbourg, 1970), 178 ff.). A Tiberius Claudius Apollonius Beroneicianus
whose wife is honoured in C/G 2818 may be the same man.
'A7toAet'lfl~ (1.21) means a bequest; the elder Akasson had apparently given or left
money from which the expenses of the office of chief neopoios could be met. The
reference to a cycle suggests that the bequest was to fill the office at regular intervals. On
the first occasion that this took place after the establishment of the fund the grandson of
the testator acted as 'vice-neopoios' for his grandfather- that is, he administered the
spending of the money; for this sense of 7tEpio~o~ see J. and L. Robert, La Carie, 184, and
references there. This text should therefore probably be dated some time after the activity
of Beroneicianus Akasson, the grandfather, as chief neopoios and agonothete of the ninth
Philemoniea, unless that text is also referring to his fund, rather than to his personal tenure
of the office.
For the Aphrodeisiea Adonea see Appendix I.xi, and 7l.D.
The following group of inscriptions (78-86) all honour boy victors ""'-- that is, those
classified as 7tCXt~E~, aged between twelve and seventeen. That does not, in itself,
differentiate them from the victors of the preceding inscriptions, several of whom list
victories in this category, as well as those won as young men (ayevnm, literally
'beardless') and as men, &v~pE~. But since not all ofthose mentioned in these inscriptions
will have gone on to make a career as athletes, they serve to remind us that athletic
activities were by no means limited to a dedicated group, but were a regular activity for
the children of prosperous families of the city. All of the victors in this section will have
trained in the gymnasia of the city; all competed as boys; some will have gone on to
compete successfully as adults as well.

78. ZENO SON OF
Early third century

ZENO, WRESTLER

The complete stone was copiea by Deering, and published from his notebooks by Leake, no. 11,
whence LBW 1616a, Liermann, Analecta 27. Seven fragments were found by the French expedition
of 1904, and published, from Gaudin's squeezes, by Reinach, nos 91, 92, 112, 115, 118, 143: see the
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reconstruction by J. M. R. Cormack, Inscribed Monuments ofAphrodisias (Reading, 1955), 63, fig.l2.
One fragment (part ofReinach 143) was found by the MAMA expedition, and publish~d by Cormack,
MAMA vm.513. That fragment, and three others were found by the current expedition.
A base (H. not measured, W. 0.45, D. 0.45) with moulded panels, used, with other inscribed
bases, as vertical elements to support the sanctuary screen of the Temple-church; that screen, which
reused elements of an early Byzantine balustrade, was probably constructed in the ninth or tenth
century (see ALA, 155-6). Letters, standard second-/third-century forms, av. 0.02. Ligatures: HN, 1.3;
HN; 1.8; HN, 1.9; HN, 1.10; NH, 1.19. The letters read by Deering, but not by us, have been underlined.

Illustrated ( a fragment) in MAMA vm, pl. 25.3.
[Z~v]rova Z~v[rovo~]

5

10

['t ]Qu Xcip11to~ to[u]
[Z]nvrovo~ Aivdav
~YOU~ KUt a~Hll- .
!!Cl'tO~ 'tOU 1tpro'tEUOV't~ EV 'tU
1tatpHh iepovd!Qlv 1tAEHnovet!Q1V 1tapci3o~ov 1taA.auni]v
vac. 1tat3!! vac.
Meveo-Oeu~

15.

'A-

1toA.~viou to[u]
Meveo-Oero~ II!!K[i]ou 'Ia6pouvo~
apxtveo1toto~

20

Seii~ 'A<ppo3d'tll~ vac tov auvyevf\ eK t&v i3i(l)V KaOro~ ayrovoOet&v {mestar o-xeto star

1.2: At the beginning of the line Deering read EY.
1.16: apxtvero1toto~. in MAMA, is a printing error, since the MAMA expedition did not
transcribe this part of the stone.
Zeno Aeneas son ofZeno son of Chares son of Zeno, ofleading family and rank in the city, sacred
victor, frequent victor, extraordinary, boy wrestler. Menestheus Isobounos, son of Apollonius son
of Menestheus Papias, chief neopoios of the goddess Aphrodite (put up the statue of) his
kinsman, out of his own resources, as he promised while he was agonothete.

The agonothete, Menestheus lsobounos, is also mentioned on coins of the city which
honour Ju1ia Domna (published most recently by D. J. Macdonald, Coins from
Aphrodisias, 24, no.240). He draws attention to his family relationship with the young
victor, who is himself a member of an important aristocratic family; a relation, Septimius
Chares Aeneas, active in the early third century, was married to a woman who claimed
descent from founders of the city (A&R, 165, no. 16), and the name Aeneas, with its
reference to the links between Aphrodite and Rome, would be very appropriate for
members of such a family; for Aeneas at Aphrodisias see J. M. Reynolds, Stud.Clas. 24
(1986), 112.
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From his titles, Zeno Aeneas clearly won victories at a variety of contests in various
cities; but the implication of the last lines is that this statue was put up on the occasion of
a victory at a contest at Aphrodisias, for which Isobounos had been the agonothete.
79 - 86 all honour boy victors in the Philemoniean contest; they cover a period of
almost fifty years, from the third celebration of the Philemoniea (79, 80) to perhaps the
twentieth (86). Monuments also survive from the fifth celebration (81), the ninth (82), and

the fifteenth (83, 84), as well as one with no precise date (85).
The contest was probably first celebrated not long after 182, and appears to have been
held every third year (see Appendix I.ix). 79 - 84 are all very similar in style and
proportions, and were all found in the same general area of the site, to the north-east. It
seems likely that there was a regular tradition of commemorating these boy victors,
perhaps in a gymnasium where they had trained; and it is tempting, although very far from
certain, to locate that gymnasium in the north-east of the city.
79. ? , SON OF ARTEMIDORUS, BoY BOXER
Victor at the Third Philemoniea, ?c. 190
Copied by Paris and Holleaux, and published by them, no.2, whence Liermann, Analecta 22; found by
the French expedition of 1904, and cited by Reinach, no.144; copied by the MAMA expedition and
published by J. M. R. Cormack, MAMA vm.505; excavated in 1966 in the Water Channel area, IVTr.6;
now in the Museum garden. Discussed by J. M. Reynolds, A&R 58.
A simple base (H. 0.965, W. 0.35, D. 0.33) with all edges surviving, but top right corner lost; the
inscription probably began on a crowning feature. Letters standard second-/third-century forms, av. 0.02.

5

10

15

20

-- ]
[e.g. Z~vrova 'Ap't ]e)ltOropou
['tOU d]ll)lOcpcXV'tOU Vet.
[Kf]cra ]v'ta 1taiorov 1tu~
[YJlTtV 't&] £m'teAecr9£v['tt &y]&~t tile; 'tphllc;
['te]'tpae'tllPiooc; vac.
[' A~p ]?Otcrt~rov <l>tA.l))lovt~rov &yrovoSe'tOUV'toc; Thou
AiA.iou 'Aopacr1ou,
'ti,v <>£ &vacr'tacrtv
'tOU avOptcXV'tO<; 1to[t]ll<l<X)lEVOU •Ap'te)lt<>ropou 'tou 1t<X'tpoc; nu- vac.
'tou A.a~ov'toc; 'tO 9£)l<X 1tapa 't&v KA.,povo)lrov 'tou <l>tA~)lovoc; K<X'ta 'tltV OUA1ttOU Eupu~
K:A.£ouc; 'tOU A.oytcr- · ·
vac.''tou KEAeumv vac.

[ -- ], son of Artemidorus, son of Demophantes, who won the boys' wrestling in the contest
celebrated for the third four-year occurrence of the Aphrodeisiea Philemoniea when T. Aelius
Adrastus was contest-president. The erection of the statue was done by Artemidorus, his father,
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who received the prize from the heirs of Philemon, according to the instruction of Ulpius
Eurycles, the curator.

This is the latest reference we have to Eurycles; it presumably refers to his
instructions regarding the details of the organization of the contest and the distribution of
the money, probably in a schedule similar to those presented above (52-53) as part of his
general re-organization and regulation of the contest-funds at Aphrodisias a few years
earlier. See further above, p. 170.

80.

? ANDREAS, SoN OF ANDRONEICIANUS,
Victor at the Third Philemoniea, ?c. 190

BoY RUNNER

Found by the current expedition in 1963 during excavation of the Water Channel area; now in the
Museum garden.
A plain base (H. 1.00, W. 0.365, D. 0.335) with a recessed edge, inscribed (A) on the face, and
(B) on the right side. The upper edge survives; the first element of the victor's name must therefore
have been inscribed on a crowning feature.

A.

Letters standard second-/third-century forms, 0.03; the cutter has overrun the limits of the raised
panel in 11.6-9, 11. Ligatures: TE, 1.7; TH, TE, 1.9; TH, 1.10; HM, 1.12.

Plate xx

--]

5

10

B.

'AvopovEtJnavou stop {nov scroll
'Avop£av vac.
vetKftcravta 1taiorov
crtaotov tip
£mteA.ecr9£vtt ay&vt til~
tpttT]~ tetpm:tll pioo~ 'A<ppovac. oetcrtflrov vac.
<l>tAT]J..lOVtflrov.

A graffito, lunate letters; 11.1-2, 0.035; 11.3-6, 0.01--0.02.

A

0

5

vacat
<l>iA.t1tO~ EY
KA [ .... ] CCI

C8E v. MOAOCI
A.
[ - - ]Andreas, son of Androneikianus, who won the boys' running-race in the contest
celebrated for the third four-year occurrence of the Aphrodeisiea Philemoniea.
B. Only the name Philippus can be made out; it seems likely that 1.6 includes a reference to the
name Molossus, or a derivative.

The epigraphic style of A is quite different from the contemporary 79, but similar to
that of 81, put up six years later. The presence of B suggests that this base stood in an
p
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accessible position, perhaps (as suggested above) in a gymnasium, where graffiti of this
kind are particularly common.

81. ? , BoY RuNNER
Victor at the Fifth Philemoniea, ?c. 196
Copied by Paris and Holleaux, and published by them, no.3, whence Liermann, Analecta 23. Found
again by the French expedition of 1904, and cited by Reinach, no.145; found by the MAMA
expedition, and published by Cormack, MAMA vm.506. Found by the current expedition in the Water
Channel area in 1964; now in the Museum garden (excavation inventory no. 64.238).
Aplain base with recessed edges (H. 0.65, W. 0.335, D. 0.335) broken above and below. Letters
standard second-/third-century forms, 0.025. Ligatures: HM, NH, 1.7; NN, 1.9; HN, 1.12.

Illustrated in MAMA vm, pl. 32

5

--]
[ .... vnKJ1crav ][·m 1taiorov cr'taOt]ov 't&
. \ [em'tEAm]8£vn stop ay&vt 'tll<;
'tpt'tTJ<; 'tE'tpaE'tllptOO<; stop 'A<ppoOetcrt~rov <l>tAllf..lOV~<OV stop
yrovo8E't0'\)V't<OV
'tiDY VE01t01IDV 'tiDY
1tEpt MapKov 'Av'trovwv ,A1tEAAUV LE~llPEtVOV stop 'tllV oe A
vac at

a-

10

[--],who won the boys' running-race in the contest celebrated for the third four-year occurrence
of the Aphrodeisiea Philemoniea; the contest-presidents were the neopoioi led by Marcus
Antonius Apellas Severeinus. The ...

The inscription was apparently left unfinished; but it is also possible that the carver
started on the familiar formula 'tllV Oe a[vacr'tacrtv 'tOU avOptaV'tO<; 1t011lOaJ..lEVOU K'tA,
and then discovered that it was not required.
For the agonothete, see above, 15, recording his familia of gladiators.

82. ZENO SoN oF ZENO, BoY RuNNER
Victor at the Ninth Philemoniea, ?c. 208
Found by the French expedition in 1904, and published from a squeeze by Reinach, no.l46; cited by
Oikonomos, Arch. belt. (1921/2), 295. Found by the current expedition in the old Turkish cemetery
north east of the north east walls.
A plain base (H. 1.09, W. 0.34, D. 0.34); the dedicating authority may have been named on a
crowning feature. Letters standard second-/third-century forms, 0.025; ligatures: HN, 1.1; HM, 1.10;
HN, 1.18; second L cut over 0 in 1.21.

Plate xx

--]
Z~vrova Z~vro

vo<; 'tOU 'Epf.!Etou vetrilcrav'ta
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5

10

15

20
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Jta.iarov cn:aatov 'tql E1tt'teAecr9£vn a:y&vt star
'tll~ evaTtl~ 'te't pa.e'tll piao~
'A<ppoaetcrt~rov
<l>tAT\I.toVt~rov
~yrovo9e'tm)v

['t]rov 'trov 1tept
[Tt]~£ptov stop KA.(a.uawv) stop
'A1toA.A.ffivwv
Bepoveuna.vov ;AKa.crcr&va. veo1totrov ·
't~V ae UVU<J'ta.crtV 'tOU avaptUV'tO~ E1tOt~

cra.'tO TuxtKo~
<l>tA~'tOU 'tOU
'A1toA.A.roviou
eK 'tou 9£J..La.'to~.
Zeno, son ofZeno son ofHermias, who won the boys' running-race in the contest celebrated for
the ninth four-year occurrence oftheAphrodeisiea Philemoniea; the contest-presidents were the
neopoioi led by Tiberius Claudius Apollonius Beroneicianus Akasson. Tychicus son of Philetus
son of Apollonius undertook the erection of the statue, out of the prize-money.

It is not clear why Tychicus was responsible for putting up the statue; but the
presiding agonothete, T. CL Apollonius Beroneicianus Akasson is described in 77 as
having left money to finance the functions of the chief-neopoios. It may be, therefore, that
this inscription dates from after that bequest, ~nd that he was not in fact personally present
as chief-neopoios; in that case, Tychicus will have been fulfilling the functions of the
chief-neopoios in the administering ofthe fund, but does not use the title 'vice-neopoios'
as the grandson of Beroneicianus does in 77.
? , BoY RuNNER
Victor at the Fifteenth Philemoniea, ?c. 226

83.

Copied by H. P. Borrell, and perhaps also by Bailie, who published a text, no.49; copied by Le Bas, and
published by Waddington, LBW 596, whence Liermann, Analecta 25. Found by the current expedition
in 1976, in the ruins of a house north east of the Tetrapylon, slightly west of the Water Channel area;
now in Museum garden, excavation inventory no. 76.84.
A base with moulded panels (H. 0.99, W. 0.40, D. 0.37), chipped on all edges; there is a hole on
the top for the attachment of a crowning feature, on which the opening of the text must have been
inscribed. L.2 is inscribed on the upper moulding, but was not seen by earlier copyists; letters which
they read but we did not have been underlined. Letters, standard second-/third-century forms, 0.02.
Apices: on H, 1.9.

Plate xx
[ 'tov aeiva. - - cr't ][e<p ]a.vro9£~[ 'ta.
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1taiorov <mi3tov 'tql E7J;t'tEAEo8evn ayowt
'tll~ 1tEV'tEKat0EKU'tll~
'te'tpae'tll pioo~
'Aq>pOOEt<Jt~(l)V

10

15

<l>tA.mwvt~rov

,

e

ayrovo E'touv'trov 'tOOV 1tEpt
'IouA.wv Aup~A.t
ov Z~A.ou apxtepero~ uiov XapiOllJlOV VE01tOtrov stop -rhv 3£ !!V<l<J't<l<JtV 'tOU
avOptav'to~ .
1tOtll<J<lJlEVOU
'IouA.iou Kpa'tepou 'tou 1t<l'tpo~
scroll au'tou scroll
I

I

20

~

1.22: Earlier copies omitted TOY.
[- -], who won the boys' running-race in the contest celebrated for the fifteenth four-year
occurrence of the Aphrodeisiea Philemoniea; the contest-presidents were the neopoioi led by
Julius Aurelius Charidemus, son of Zelus, high-priest. Julius Craterus, his father, undertook the
erection of the statue.

For the passive of <J'tEq>av6ro used in this way, with the accusative of the victory won,
see LSJ s.v. The father's personal name is already attested at Aphrodisias, but no other
Julius Craterus is known.
For the chief neopoios see on the following inscription.

84. ANTONIUS ANTIOCHUS, BoY BOXER
Victor at the Fifteenth Philemoniea, ?c. 226
Copied in 1716 by Sherard, whence published by Boeckh, C/G 2812, whence Liermann, Analecta 24;
referred to by Oikonomos,Arch.Delt. (1921/22), 293. 'On the top of the north wall of the circus' (the
Stadium) 'towards the west end'. Apparently a single block; the dedicating authority may have been
named on a crowning feature. Copied by us from Sherard's notes (BM Add. 10101, 125v).

5

-- ]
'Av'trovtov <I> M~( tov)
M11'tpooropou uio[v]
'Av'tioxov, vtK'ftoav'ta1tai3rov 1tU'YJl~V 'tql E1tt'tEAEo8ev'tt ay&vt 'tll~
1tEV'tEKat0EKU-
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'tll~ 'tE'tpllE'tllptBo~ 'AcppoBetcru1rov <l>tA.mwvt~rov stop

ayrovo8e'touv'tOOV 'tOOV 1tEpt 'lou~lOV Aup~A.wv Z~

15

20

A.ou uiov XapiBllI!OV 1cat Z~A.ou e[K]yovov apxteperov
K'tl<J'tOOV crocptcr't~V
vac. veo1to1&v vac.
't~V Be avacr'tacrtv
'tou avBptav'to~ 1tOlll<JilllEVou 'A V'troviou <I>A.a~iou MlltpoB<?pou 'tou 1tll'tpo~
' ~ vac.
vac. au'tou

In 11.1, 2, 10, 21, and 23 Sherard has 0 for n. It is riot certain whether we should assume
the same error, or an alternative spelling, in veo1tot&v, 1.18.
1.1: For the final B, Muller transcribed Y.
1.9: Muller transcribed I:EI.
1.10: At the end Sherard transcribed K, probably a misreading of a scroll or stop.
1.13: NION Sherard.
Antonius Flavius Antiochus, son of Metrodorus, who won the boys' boxing in the contest
celebrated for the fifteenth four-year occurrence of the Aphrodeisiea Philemoniea; the contestpresidents were the neopoioi led by Julius Aurelius Charidemus, sophist, son of Zelus and
grandson of Zelus, (who were) high-priests and founders. Antonius Flavius Metrodorus, his
father, undertook the erection of the statue.

Metrodorus and Antiochus are both well-attested names at Aphrodisias; an Antonius
Antiochus occurs in another third-century inscription (MAMA vm.565).
The contest-president of the Fifteenth Philemoniea, .Julius Aurelius Charidemus, is
more fully described here; he was also probably honoured in another fragmentary
inscription, copied by Kubitschek and Reichel, and published by J .M.R. Cormack, ABSA
59 (1964), 26, no.35, on which see Robert, 'Inscriptions d' Aphrodisias', 395-8 (= OMS
vt19-22); not found again. His epitaph survives (MAMA vm.564). His father, Claudius
Aurelius Zelus, was also a sophist (LBW 1598bis); his grandfather, Tib. Cl. Zelus, was
active as a benefactor in 161/9 (see Appendix r.iii).

85.

? , SON OF MENANDER, BoY PANKRATIAST
Victor at undated Philemoniea, ?c. 230-240

Copied by H. P. Borrell, whence published by Boeckh, C/G 2811, whence Liermann, Analecta 26;
probably copied by Bailie, who also used Borrell's copy in his publication, no.48. Referred to by
Oikonomos, Arch. Delt. (1921!2), 293. Taken by us from these publications.
A block with moulded panels, inscribed within panel and on upper and lower mouldings (11.2, 336). The opening lines must have been inscribed on a crowning feature. Ligatures: TH, NE, 1.18.; NH,
ME, 1.23; NH, 1.24; TH, 1.25; HN, 1.31. The copies suggest·that ll.33 ff. are in a smaller script than the
preceding text.
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(~ ~OUA~ eu:tj.!lltJEV ?MEv ][av]()po[v .. ] TOY[.] M[ ...... ]
uiov .MEvav()pou 'tOU OtK0VOj.!OU at)'tft~
ayrovltJUj.!EVOV
na i()rov navscroll Kpa'tlOV scroll
evM~ro~ 'tov e1tl'tEAEtJj.!Evov ayrova <1>1AllllOVlllOV
'tiDY 1tEpt 'tOV

no

u-

a~wA.oyo>'ta'tov

15

20

25

30

35

'AV't(rovwv) Kap(j.!tVlOV ?) IIo(niA.wv) 'Ay£A.aov UPXlVE(I)1tOlOV VEW1t0lrov 'tll~ emcpavttJ'tU't% 8Eou
scroll 'Acppo<5Ei'tll~ scroll
'tll~ avacr'tatJE(1)~ 'tOU av<5plav'to~ YEYEVllllEV% EK 'trov npocr6<5rov na<Jll~ 'tll~
scroll ~ouA.ft~ scroll
81"Av't(roviou) Aup(llAiou) EuEAnicr'tou 'tOU
scroll ~ouA.apxou scroll
ocrn~ M£vav<5po~

ecr'tecp8ll vnK'flcra~
Kat 'tOV ayrova Ka8ro~
Kat ()ux 'tOU £'t£pou av()plUV'tO~ 'tOU au'tou
npo aU'tOU EtJ'tiD'tO~
scroll ~[llA]ou'tm scroll

1.2: ~PO .. TOYM ........ Bailie.
1.36: The layout is that shown by Bailie; [ ....... ] .::\ . CIG.
[The Council honoured ?Menander ] son of Menander, the oeconomus of (the body responsible),
who competed in the boys' pankration with distinction, (at) the celebration of the Philemoniean
contest by the neopoioi of the most manifest goddess Aphrodite, led by the most renowned
Antonius Car(?minius) Popilius Agelaus, chief-neopoios; the erection of the statue took place
from the income of the whole Council, (organized) by Antonius Aurelius Euelpistus, the
boularch. Which Menander was crowned, having won (in) the contest also, as is made clear by
the other statue of him, put up ?before it.

The formulae here differ from those in the preceding texts. The statue was apparently
one of two (11.33-4) and was put up by a body described by a feminine noun, in honour
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of the son of the oeconomus of that body. The reference to erecting the statue from the
funds of the City Council, (11.24-6), under the boularch (1.29) shows that this body was
the Council. For oeconomi of other bodies see above, p. 121; for the oeconomus of the city
see Robert, Et.Anat., 299 n.2, citing an unpublished text.
The occasion is expressed in a different formula (ll.9-12) from that used in the
preceding texts, followed by the phrase 'by the neopoioi etc.' The expression seems to
mean that the contest was celebrated 'by' the neopoioi.
Menander is simply said to have competed (1.6) with distinction. Other examples of
the expression used here, EVOO~ro~ ayrovu:rallEVO~, 'as a SOrt of consolation' have been
assembled by L. Robert (Hell. XI-XII, 356-8; 'Les epigrammes de Lucillius'' 186-7, =
OMS VI, 322-3); the normal implication is that the contestant did not win. Here, however,
the last lines (1.30 ff.) indicate that he did win, and was crowned 'as is made clear by the
other statue, put up ?before this one'. The easiest explanation seems to be that Menander,
while he only competed unsuccessfully in the pancration, was victorious in some other
event, most probably the boxing or wrestling, since each of these are elements of the
pancration; the details were not spelled out precisely because they could be read on the
other statue base. Boeckh took npo to mean 'in front of', but it is difficult to envisage such
an arrangement; it is probably easier to take this as an expression of time. In either case,
it seems likely that he was honoured not just for his achievement, but also because of his
social status- or, more particularly, that of his father; M. B. Poliakoff, Combat Sports in
the Ancient World (New Haven, 1989), 125, has also suggested that he was perhaps
descended from the famous athlete honoured in 91-92.
The name of the boularch is not otherwise attested on the site, while Menander is one
of the commonest of all names at Aphrodisias. The agonothete's full name should
probably be restored as Antonius Car(minius) Po(pilius) Agelaus; Carminius refers to a
connection with the major family, the Carminii, originally from Attouda, but active at
Aphrodisias from the mid-second century (see H. Halfmann, from material collected by
J. M. Reynolds, in Epigrafia e ordine senatorio, Tituli 5.ii (Rome, 1985), 633-4). A M.
Antonius Popillius Agelaus, perhaps the same man, is attested in an unpublished
inscription (excavation inventory no. W121), and a M. Antonius Popillius Andronicus
Flavianus, son of Agelaus, in a published text (Reinach 71). The man in this text is also
honoured in a fragmentary inscription for having established distributions of money
(unpublished, excavation inventory no. 68.337); there the man responsible for the statue
is the man mentioned in the following text, Tiberius Claudius Iulius Candidus
Hegemoneus.
86. ? , BoY BoxER
Victor at the Twentieth celebration of the Philemoniea, ?c. 241
Copied by Kubitschek and Reichel (K.III.33), and published, from their copy, by J. M. R. Cormack,
ABSA 59 (1964), 20, no.14. 'In a wine-press to the south'.
Apparently a base (H.0.69, W. 0.22); letters 0.18. Published by us from the facsimile of their
copy, published by Cormack, and from examination of the squeeze in Vienna. Ligatures: TH, 1.5; ?TH,
1.11; TH, 1.12; NH, 1.16.

--]
[ ... ]naioa 'tow[ ? E-i> yqov6'trov]
[ ... )VElKll<:r<XV['t<l? EVOO~ro~ .... )
[na{]Orov 1tUY[Il~V? EV ayrovt]
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[til<;] 'Acppoown[~coY <l>lAllJ.!OY ][1~ro ]Y eiKocrtil[<; 't£'tpa£'t1lpt0o<;]
[ayro]Yo9etou[Yto<; Tl~epi][ou] KA.auoiou [ .. ? .. uiou]
[' AnoA.]A.roYiou Ma[pKlaYou ... ]
[ ... ] ? 'Acruipxou [ ? Kat apxlep£ro<;]
('tll<;] 7ta'tpt00<; · (?7tpOY01lcraj.!EYCOY]
['tiDY] 'tll<; emcpa[Y£cr'tcX't11<; 9e&<;]
[vac. 'A]cppo0£h11<; Y[£07tOlroY t&Y 7t£pt]
[T1~£]pwY KA.au[ou)y 'IouA.wY KaY3][lOoY] 'Hy£J.!OY£[a 'Acria<;<iPXl£][p£roy] Kat apxlep[£roy uioY Kat EK][yoyoy] cruvyey~ A [ ......... apx][lYe]ronOloY I[ ... 'c. 13 ... ]
( ... ]XOJ.!EYO.I(- ... C. 13 ... ]
( .. ]EN K£cpaA.( ... c. 13 ... ]
[?Ka9ili]<; Kat TOI[ ... c. 13 ... ]
('tOU a]~lOAoyrot[a'tOU ... C. 9 ... ]
[ ... ]AiA.iou AI[ ... c. 13 ... ]
[ ... ]ieaf IIP~'[ ... c. 15 ... ]
[? vacat]

[ ?The Council honoured so-and-so], boy [?of good family] who won [?with distinction] the
boys' boxing [at the contest of the] twentieth [four-year occurrence of the] Aphrodeisiea
[Philemoniea] when the contest-president was [Tiberius] Claudius [son of so-and-so] Apollonius
Marcianus [ ...... ], ? Asiarch [and high-priest of] hiscountry; [(the erection ofthe monument)
was overseen by the neopoioi] of the most manifest [goddess] Aphrodite led by the [chief]
neopoios, Tiberius Julius Candidus Claudius Hegemoneus [son and grandson of high-priests of
Asia] and of high-priests, kinsman [? of consulars - -] ?capital sum [ - -?as - - ] the most
renowned[ - - -] Aelius A[ - -

While this text remains very unclear, it apparently refers to a boys' wrestling match
at the twentieth celebration of a contest; it is therefore most economical to associate it, as
Cormack did, with the Philemoniea. The remaining elements impose a restoration in 11.67 which does not quite use the standard formula (as in 79-84), but is perhaps closer to it
than that in 85.
Much of the remainder of the text is made up of proper names; it is not quite clear
why so many are required. The restoration here relies on several unpublished inscriptions,
where some of the people named here are also found. Tiberius Claudius Apo11onius
Marcianus (11.6-9) is known to us as a high-priest in the generation after Septimius
Severus (excavation inventory no. 67.535, with 77.124). Although 'Asiarch' is not
common at Aphrodisias (we restore it in one other, unpublished inscription of this period)
it fits better in 1.9 than the alternative 'gymnasiarch'.
The next lines, 10-17, describe the neopoioi and their chief neopoios, probably
because they had been responsible for putting up the monument. The chief neopoios,
described in 11.13-17, is almost certainly to be identified with Claudius Hegemoneus, the
Aphrodisian ambassador to Gordian Ill in 239 (A&R 20.8). He is also described, in similar
terms to those used here, in two unpublished inscriptions; in one he was responsible for
honours apparently for Antonius Carminius Popilius Agelaus, the chief neopoios of85; in
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the other, as first archon, he was responsible for the erection of a statue for Lucius
Egnatius Victor Lollianus, in the late 240s: see J. M. Reynolds in the memorial volume for
M. Le Glay (forthcoming). 85 and 86 are therefore fairly closely contemporary, although
they must date from different years, if two different men are described as chief neopoios.
The last part of the text seems likely to describe the financial arrangements for
erecting the statue, restoring K£<paA.[atov, 'capital sum', probably giving the name of
someone who was responsible for overseeing its administration.

87. POLYCHRONIUS,
?Fourth-sixth century

BOXER

Found by the current expedition in. the area north of the Odeon and south of the Temple, and still in situ;
published as ALA 214.
A marble storage jar (H. 0.895, maximum diameter 0. 77), which is cracked. Inscribed in one line
along the shoulder; letters av. 0.04, omicron 0.03, tau 0.05.

IloA.uxpoviou m)K'tou vo~J,Hr!J,a'trov 8uo 'tpl'tou
cross
Of Polychronius, boxer, (at) 2 1/3 nomismata.

A considerable number of storage jars of this type have been found at the site, but this
is the only one with an inscribed text; others (e.g. that published with it, as ALA 215)
simply have numbers. The number in this text presumably indicates either a weight or a
price.
Polychronius is described as a boxer, although that presumably has nothing to do
with his ownership of the jar; it is used an as identifier, in the manner of the professions
on the tombstones at Corycus. In the same way, in the early third century at Aphrodisias
two 'god-fearers', listed in a Jewish inscription, are perhaps described as 1tu(?K'tll~) and
&.SA.ll('tTt~ ); see above, p. 191.
Athletic performances continued to be offered as an entertainment in the late Roman
period; for example 'athletes', designated as ~ucr'to~, are attested as appearing between
chariot-races at Oxyrhynchus (P.Oxy. 2707). Choricius, writing in the sixth century, and
perhaps with s'ome deliberate archaizing, refers to boxers, athletes, runners, and
pancratiasts (Syn.Mim. 150, 152, 154). On a visit to Constantinople in the reign of
Maurice St Theodore of Sykeon healed a wrestler (A.ouK'ta'trop), presumably a
professional (Vie de Theodore de Sykeon, ed. A.-J. Festugiere (Brussels, 1970), eh. 88);
this is apparently the only attested use of the term A.ouK'ta'trop. All this is evidence not for
the continuation of athletic contests in their earlier form, attracting members of the civic
elite, but for demonstrations of athletic skills as a form of entertainment, with at least
sufficient frequency for Polychronius to consider boxing as his characteristic occupation.
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The texts presented here illustrate the activities of the synods of performers and of
athletes in the Roman imperial period, inscribing lengthy - and expensive - decrees
and honours, in the same formulae as those used in civic decrees. Thus 88 incorporates
three decrees, which were inscribed together, two emanating from cities, and one from the
synod of performers. The style of all three is similar; the synod was a constituted legal
body; its structure was modelled on that of the city, and it functioned in many similar
ways. This is particularly striking, as Fergus Millar has pointed out, in the relationships
of the synods with the emperors; the synods were in regular correspondence with the
emperors, to whom they would send congratulations and assurances of loyalty, receiving
confirmations of their privileges in exchange (ERW, 456--63).
The effect of all this is to present very clearly the importance, and the status, of these
synods within the life of the city. Their function in ensuring the provision of performers
was crucial (above, p. 46, with 51.9) and it is clear that they were actively involved in
pressing for contests to be put on (above, 50). It seems clear that they also sponsored
contests themselves, from their own funds (52.1.1-2, and p. 178).
An associated point of some importance comes from the consideration of the
language of these decrees. In these and similar decrees, whose language has several times
been examined by L. Robert (e.g. 72), we find careful examples of the rhetoric of the
period and also recurrent ideas which will continue-into late antiquity; these require a full
linguistic commentary which would be disproportionate here. It is clear from the wording
of 88.ii that the works of a poet such as Longianus were perceived as having an
educational influence; the language and the ideas of the rhetoric of the second century
were propagated through the provinces very largely in the context of shows and
performances. This gives further point to the fact, observed above, that performers and
athletes were clearly both perceived as having a moral influence and were regularly
praised for moral virtues (p. 191).

THE SYNOD OF PERFORMERS

88.

HONOURS FOR

C.

JULIUS LONGIANUS, POET

i From a city (unidentified); ii From the city of Halicarnassus; iii From the synod of
performers, dated to A.D. 127
First copied by Waddington, using a ladder, in 1850; published by him, LBW 1618 (i and ii), 1619 (iii),
whence Curtius, Arch.Zeit. 3 (1870), 104; Li.iders, Dionysische Kiinstler, no. 95. Found again by the
, French expedition of 1904, who took a squeeze, whence described by Reinach, 10. Copied, squeezed
and measured by the MAMA expedition in 1934, whence published by Cormack, MAMA vm.418, on
which see Robert, Hell. xm, 173-4. Found, photographed and read with binoculars by the current
expedition; we have also consulted the MAMA squeeze.
Three texts, all inscribed on a single block high up in the north wall of the Stadium; the block (H.
0.81, W. 0.77)has an area of rough tooling along the lower edge, which breaks into iii.16, suggesting
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that there was a moulding below, which was broken away to fit the stone for use in the wall (as is found
on other re-used blocks in the wall). The stone must come from a composite monument of some kind,
perhaps the wall of a building. The texts of i and ii must have started on the blocks above, and most of
i, with much of iii was inscribed on a block to the left. i and ii both contain twenty-six lines, but these
are not completely aligned with one another; 1.26 of i ends on the same line as the first line of iii, while
1.26 of ii ends above it; this probably indicates that the three documents were not inscribed
simultaneously (although the lettering shows no marked variations).
Letters standard second-/third-century forms, 0.01; dot for stops (not marked by Waddington or
MAMA). Ligatures:NH, iii.6, NHM, iii.9, MN, MM, iii.15. We have not climbed up to the stone;
measurements are therefore those of the MAMA team.

Plate XXI

i.
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. .. ] OLAllA
oux 'ta]~ aKp6[acret~ ...
. .. ]A 'tE 'tll~
[ .. .
... ]iTOYL
[ .. .
. .. ]AN dcrcpep[ .. .
... ]!' ev 1tAet. . .]ALTOYL
[cr'tot~ ...
[ .. .
. .. ]~ENOL
[ .. .
... ]noA.A.aKt~
[ .. .
... 't'TIV 'tE au['t- .. .
7tp ]ocrllKOU[ .. .
. .. ]AHL8AI
[ ...
fatov 'IouA.tov] Aovyta[vov ...
. .. ]N Kat Ka'ta
[ ...
... ]ON Kat 'trov
... ]TAQ Kat ~E
[ ...
[ ...
. 1t]oA:n'teiav
[ .. .
. .. ]~A Kat XEI
[ .. .
. .. ]NAI o€ au['t- .. .
. .. ] 7tOAEoo~
[ .. .
. .. ]MALE<l>HL
[ .. .
. .. ]POL o€ 'to
[ .. .
? ·AA.t Kapvacr ]creoov 7to[A.- .. .
. . .]OL au'tov
[ .. .
... avnypa[cpov
... <JTIJ.Lav8€v 'tft OTIJ.Locri~ crcppaye'i]ot stop leaf

1.5: ]NEI W., M.
1.6: OALIW.
1.8: ]ENOL W., M.
1.10: TQN W.
1.12: ]HL8AI W., M.
1.15: ]OH W., ]QN M.
1.17: ~EIMEIAN W., 7t]OAt'tetav M.
1.19: ]AI W., ]!':TA~ M.
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A decree in honour of Longianus (1.13) with a reference to public readings of his
poetry (1.2) and to a copy of a decree in his honour sealed with a public seal (11.25-6);
perhaps the last is that mentioned in ii, which was almost certainly a decree of the people
of Halicarnassus, in which case their name should perhaps be restored here (1.23). This
might perhaps have been a covering document which accompanied ii; but the lack of
alignment between the two texts suggests to me that they were probably not inscribed at
the same time, and were therefore not so closely associated.
ii.
[ ...

5

10

15

20

25

t'!l &A.A.n E1tl0Tl!.ll~ Kat en:tJ.lllcrEv Kat EKOcrJ.lllcrEV ~
!lac; Kat 1totllJ.lll'tffiV 1tavtoOa1trov E1tl0et~etc; 1tOlKtAac; e1tou1crato, Ot' alv Kat touc; 1tpEcr~utepouc; Eu<ppaVEV Kat touc; vErotepouc; m<pEATlcrEv e1ti tE toutotc;
U1tacrtv ~cr8dc; 0 OilJ.loc; 'tElJ.lac; aut0 1tpocreta~E
tac; 1tpOcr11KOUcrac; 'I'Tl<ptcracr8at stop Oe06x8m rawv 'IouAlOV Aoyttavov 1tpotKa 1tE1tOAEttEucr8at 1tap' ~J.lEtV vac.
ovta Kat &vopa a:ya8ov Kat 1t0lll't~V 'tOV &ptcrtov t&v Ka8' ~J.lac;, tatc; 'tE aAAatc; 1tOAEl'tetatc; Kat 'tEtJ.latc; 'tE'tEtJ.lilcr8at tatc; EK t&v voJ.lroV J.lEyicrtatc; Kat eiK6crtv vac.
xaAKatc; ne; EV 'tE tote; &A.A.otc; avacrta81lvat tote; em~J.lO'tlltotc; tile; 1t0Aeroc; xropiotc; Kat EV t0 t&v Moucr&v 'tEJ.lEVEl Kat EV t0 YUJ.lVacricp t&v e<p~~rov 1tap&
'tOV 1taAatOV 'Hp60otov stop E'lfll<ptcr8at o£ Kat tote; ~U~Atotc; autou OllJ.lOcrtav ava8ecrtv EV 'tE ~u~A.w8~Katc;
.
tatc; 1tap' ~J.lEtv 'iva Kat ev toutotc; oi v£ot 1tat0Eurovtat tov autov tp61tov ov Kat ev tote; t&v 1taA.airov cru[v ]YPUJ.lJ.lacrtv 01troc; o£ Kat t0 O~J.lcp t&v cruvyev&v 'A<ppoOetcrterov <pavEpa y£v11tm ~ ~J.lEtepa 1tEpt tov 1tOAE[i]'tllV aut&v EUVota Kat cr1tOU0~ stop Oe06x8m Kat avtiypa<pov touOE tou 'lfll<ptcrJ.latoc; 1tEJ.l<p8ilvm Ota autou tou
'louA.iou tote; 'A<ppoOEtcrtEumv t'!l OllJ.lOcri~ cr<ppayEtOt crllJ.lav8£v £~ oi> KaKetvo(t) J.la8~crovtat t6 tE ~J.lEtEpov ~- vac.
8oc; ~ 1tEpt 1tavtac; OJ.loiroc; touc; 1tE1tatOEUJ.lEvotc;
XPOOJ.lEVOl Ota'tEAOUJ.lEV' Kat ate; 'tOV &vopa 'tEtJ.latc; roe;
OtEVTlVOXOta t&v &A.A.rov tEtElJ.l~KaJ.lEV stop, ? leaf vac.

1.1: THTE M., TH W. While the second letter is uncertain, there are not more than two.
1.7: AONf W. (in his notes), AOff W. (in his copy), M., lapis. HMIN M., HMEIN W., lapis.
1.8: IIOAEITHN, W.
1.9: IIOAIT, W.
1.12: MOY W., MO[Y] M.
1.13: l:KAI W., corrected in his transcription.
1.14: BYBA W., BYBAI M.
1.15: KAIL W., KAI[L] M.
1.17: l:YN W., l:Y[N] M.
1.18: l:YNf W., l:Yff M.
1.19: IIOAEI W., IIOAE[I] M.
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[The Council and people ?ofHalicamassus honoured C. Julius Longianus since he had benefited
them . . . ] and by the rest of his visit, and he also honoured and adorned us, and gave
demonstrations of poems of every kind, by which he both delighted the older and improved the
younger, and, pleased at all this, the People instructed that the appropriate honours be voted to
him; it has been resolved that Gaius Julius Longianus function as a citizen among us without
payment, being both a good man, and the best poet of our times, and be honoured with the other
grants of citizenship and honours, the greatest that the laws permit, and with bronze statues which
are to be put up both in the most notable places of the city and in the precinct of the Muses and
in the gymnasium of the ephebes next to the ancient Herodotus; it has also been voted that there
should be public presentation of his books in the libraries in our city, so that the young men may
be educated in these also, in the same way as in the writings of the ancients; and, so that our
goodwill and enthusiasm for their citizen should become clear to the People of our kinsfolk, the
Aphrodisians, it has been resolved that a copy of this decree should be sent, by the hand of Julius
himself, to the Aphrodisians, signed with the public seal, from which they too will learn both the
way in which we regularly behave towards all educated men, and the honours with which we
have honoured (Longianus) as someone quite outstanding.
Ill.

stop leaf (at end of i) stop 'l'~<ptcrj..ux h:p&~ cruv6oou vacat
i.epq. cruv6ocp 'tiDV ano 'tll~ OtKOU ]J..LEVll~ nept 'tOV At6vucrov K<Xt <XU'tOKpa'topa
Tpamvo(v) Kaicrapo~ 9eou vac.
[Tpatavou AaKtKou llap9tKou ui.ov, 9eou N]epoua ui.rovov, 'Aoptavov Kaicrapa
Iepacr'tov veov At6vucrov 'texve[t]['tiDV ? tepOVElKIDV cr'tE<p<XVEl'tiDV K<Xl 'tiDV cr]uvayrovtcr'tiDV vac. el~'Yllcr<XJ.!EVOU
8eo<ppacr'tou 'tou EuPto'tou Tpu<provo~ vac.
5 [KroJ..Lcpoou, AaootKero~, E1tt'Jill<ptcraJ..Levou E]u'tuxou~ 'tou Eu'tuxou~ KroJ..Lcpoou
'AcrtoveiKou 'IepanoA.ehou vac.
·
[end raw~ 'IouA.to~, ? faiou ui.o~, Aoyyt]~vo~ aya9o~ a'tel..l,~ 'tpaycpoirov not~'t%
avl,p 1t(XV't0~ A6you K<Xt1tacr%
[ ... 30/31 ... ]IIAN ou J.!OVOV KOcrJ.!IDV aA.A.a K<Xt cruvau~rov Ota 'tll~ EV<XpE'tOU 1t<Xl0el<X~
( ... 27/28 . . . ~ey]al..oqmet oo~n AoytO'tll't<X, 'ti,v aotaAEl1t'tOV euvotav 'tE K<Xt crnouol,v
ENv.
[ . . . 30/31 ... ]YTAI ro~ 1tA119Uetv ~J.!IDV 'tl,v cruvooov Kat cruvau~etv' 01' 0 &9poov 'tO
'tll~ EIO
..
10 [ ... 3o.rh ... nAI Kat npo'tpon~v 'tffiv J..LeA.A6v'trov E'teiJ..L11crev au'tov eiK6vt ypan'tn
vac.
[ ... 25/26 ... £v ~ &v l:6ncp 'tll~ na'tpioo~ au'to~ npo~~ll't<Xl, dvai :~ ~po~yopov ota Piou
[£oo~ev 'tU

'tll~

[cruv6oou ... 24/25 ... ]OXH 'tll~ a~ia~ &vopa~ 'tat~ npenoucrm~ 'tEtJ.!<Xt~ aJ..Leipecr9at
stop E'tet..Ecr811
·
[en1 ima'trov Map~ou faouiou LKouiA.A.a r]aA.A.tKavou Kat Thou 'A'tetA.iou 'Pou<pou
Ttnavou npo ~, KaA.avo&v 'AnpetA.irov
·
[ .. 12/13 .. 8eo<ppacr'tOU 'tOU EuPt6'to]u Tpu<provo~ 'tOU K<XAOUJ.!EVOU eeo<ppacr'tOU
'Qpeirovo~ AaootKero~ KOOJ..Lq>15 [oou ... 28/29 ... LI K<Xt YUJ.!V<Xcrtapxou, 'YP<XJ.!J..l<X'tEUOV'tO~ o£ AiA.iou KA.auoiou
Atoyevou~ vac.
·
[ ... 31/32 ... ]NTOI
'AneA.A<XXapll'tO~
.
.
. . . 'A<ppooetcrtero[~
. Kt]9apro[oo]u
...
. [ ....... ] OY vac.
~

1.2: TPAIANOY lapis.
1.3: TEXN[I] W., TEXNE[I] M.
1.4: THN W., TQN M.; EY<I>OPOY W., EYBIOTOY M.
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1.5: ]LTYX W., corrected to YTYX in transcription, ]TYX M., ]YTYX lapis; KQMQI~ W.,
KQMQ~ lapis.
·
1.7: LIAN W., ElAN M.; we cannot determine decisive traces- ElAN is also possible.
1.8: AAOcl> W., AAOcl> M.; at end, ElL W., EN M.; very unclear, even on the squeeze.
1.9: TAl W., AI M., YTAI lapis; A8POON M., AIIOON W. At end, THLIIE W., THLL[YN]
M., THLE~<? lapis.
.
1.10: AI, W., M.
1.11: OIIQ W., M.; IIPOL~EIIA .. L ..... HfO W., IIPOL8H ... NEINAI ... NHfOP R.;
the reading of M. seems closest to what can be determined; at end, AIL W., THL M.
1.12: PXH W., OXH M.; ALIAL W., A31AL M.; at end OM W., 8H M.
1.13: AIIEI W., ATEI M.; Y ... fKAA W., [IIPO]c;KAA R., IIPOc;KAA M.; AIQN W.,
AIQ[N] M.
1.14: QN ... AAO W., QNOLAAO M.; KQM .. W., KQMQ M.
1.15: At beginning E W., L M.
1.16 does not appear in Waddington's copy, and was first read from the MAMA squeeze;
it seems to have been largely obliterated when the protruding area below the text was
chipped away to prepare the block for reuse in the wall. Our readings of the squeeze do
not differ significantly from those of Cormack.
Decree of the sacred synod. [It was resolved by the sacred worldwide synod], under Dionysus
and the emperor Traianus, [son] of the divine Caesar [Traianus Parthicus], grandson of the
[divine] Nerva, Hadrianus Caesar Augustus, new Dionysus, of performers [?crowned and sacred
victors] and the associate-competitors; (resolution) introduced by Theophrastus Tryphon, son of
Eubiotus, [comedian, of Laodicea, seconded by] Eutyches son of Eutyches, comedian, Asian
victor, of Hierapolis. [Since Gaius Julius, ? son of Gaius, Longi]anus, a good and ?unrivalled
tragic poet, a man [?worthy of] all regard and all [? - - ] not only adorning but also enhancing
through his virtuous learning [?our association, - - ? his ] eloquence [?adorned with the]
reputation of his natural genius, his unceasing goodwill and zeal [ - - ] so as to increase and
enhance our synod, by which altogether [ - - ] and as an encouragement for future generations,
honoured him with a painted likeness [-to be put up in whatever] place in his homeland he
himself may choose, and to be advocate, for his lifetime, of the [synod - ? e.g. since it is our wish]
to reward men with the fitting honours; it was carried out [in the consulate of Marcus Gavius
Squilla G]allicanus and Titus Atilius Rufus Titianus, six days before the calends of April; [?the
president was Theophrastus] Tryphon [son of Eubiotus] also called Theophrastus Orion, of
Laodicea, comedian; [--]and gymnasiarch; the secretary was Aelius Claudius Diogenes [ ... the
... ] was Apelles son of Chares, Aphrodisian, [ ... ]End.

On the standing of poets at this period see E. L. Bowie, 'Poetry and poets in Achaia',
in A. M. Cameron and S. Walker (eds), The Greek Renaissance in the Roman Empire
(London, 1989), 198-205; these texts demonstrate the importance of a man of letters both
within his own city and in others. Gaius Julius Longianus, a tragic poet, was apparently
an Aphrodisian, although his name is not otherwise attested on the site; his nomen
suggests a distinguished family. He was honoured as an educator by the people of
Halicarnassus (ii): but his recitals gave pleasure as well as improvement, so that he could
also compete as a performer (iii). The decree of his fellow performers (iii) exemplifies the
structures of the synod, passing a formal decree with a secretary, a gymnasiarch, and other
officials (Stephanis, L1wvv<Tza1\oi n:xvi'ml, 231, 675, 990, 1191). Longianus may also
have been honoured in a fragmentary inscription from Lydia, put up by the Council,
People, and Gerousia of Philadelphia, together with the synod (apparently that of
performers), but the restoration is not certain (J. Keil and A. von Premerstein, Bericht
iiber eine Reise in Lydien (Vienna, 1908), no.46).
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89 AND 90. DECREE
Reign of Hadrian

OF THE SYNOD OF ATHLETES IN HONOUR OF CALLICRATES

89 was first copied by Loew, and published from his copy by Franz, no. 4, whence LBW 1620,
Liermann, Analecta 13, Liiders, Dionysische Kunstler no.96. Copied by Kubitschek and Reichel;
copied by the MAMA expedition, whence - and from Reichel's notes - published by Cormack,
MAMA vm.417, revised by Robert, Hell. xm, 134-47. Observations by R. Merkelbach, ZPE 6 ( 1970),
47-9 (on which BullEp 1971.614), 13 (1974), 276 (on which BullEp 1974.535), 31 (1978), 134 (on
which BullEp 1979.447). Found by the current expedition lying just south of the southern stretch of the
city wall, towards the west. Copied and published by H. Wankel, I.Eph. la, no.11.
90 was a stray find by the current expedition, now in the Museum; inventory no. 70.217. Copied
by us and published from our copy, H. Wankel, l.Eph. la, no.11.

Both inscriptions illustrated in Wankel, op. cit.
89. A plain block (H. 0.84, W. 0.465, D. 0.50) without moulding, broken above; the right side has
been damaged since it was copied by Loew and Reinach, and letters read by earlier visitors and not by
us have been underlined. The text must have started on a crowning feature. Letters standard second/third-century forms, 0.015; diaeresis on last I, 1.5; ligatures: NB, 1.7, HM, 1.8, NK, NE, 1.9, NE, 1.10,
ME, HN, 1.14, NHME,NHN, 1.15, ME, l.17,NHM, 1.20, HNE,NK, NE, 1.21, NK, 1.22, THN, 1.24, ME,
1.25, NK, HMH, 1.27, HK, 1.29, HN, 1.31, NH, 1.32.
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[... 12/13 ... ] IT 0-::: L - [ . . . . . ]
[ .. 9/10 .. ] I "stop e~o~ev tTI tEpa ~[ucrn!Cft 1tE]pmoA.tcrn!Cft ·EucrE~Et crE~acr;n [cr~vo~cp Kat']
tip cruv1tavn ~ucrtip t&v 1tEpt t[ov 'HpaKAEa]
Kat autoKpatopa Kaicrapa Tpmav[ov 'A~pt]
avov LE~acrtov ~Hl1tEJ..l'lla<J8m [to~E to 'lfllqncr]J..la til iEprotatn 'Aq>po~Etm£rov ~o[uA.n Kat]
tip ~~f..l'P stop £1td KaA.A.tKpat% Awy£v[ ou~ 'Aq>po ]~EtcrtEu~ 1taVKpatta<Jtll~ tEpOVEtKll[~ 1tiEt<J](t]OVEtKll~ U1t0 1tpOOtTJ~ ~AlKta~ E[i~ tcl~ o]~ou~ tfl~ UpEtfl~ tpa1tEt~ t~pfficrt [Kat 1t0]VOl~ EKt~crato t'llv EUKAEfl M~av [ .. 5/6 .. ]tTJtO~ tE 1tapcl1tacrtv avSpomot~ Ka8' [OATJ~ tfl~]
oiKoUJ..lEVTJ~ ydvEtm ~ta tE tilv oA.OKMTJpov]
autip1tEq>lA01tOVTJJ..lEVTJV <JOq>tav · OOOJ..latl
:b_1tEp~aJ..rov a1taVta~ apxaiou~ £8au11a<J6n [tllV]
[q>u]mv, ~xfl~ tE £mJ..LEAouJ..LEvo~ El!aKapiSEto tov tpo1tov · cbv evEKa &7tavtrov 7tpo~
to 1mEp~aA.A.ov tfl~ 00~% ep1tucra~ o ~acrKavo~ q>Sovo~ to KOlVOV ~J..liDV ayaSov vW£IDlcra~ a1t~VE"fKEV £vnpdcra~ d~ f..lEPTJ toi! crc.OI!ato~ tcl EUXPTJ<Jtotata 1taVKpanacrtat~, tOU~ roJ..lOU~. ~10 E~O~EV tuxn til ayaen aitncracrSm tilv 'Aq>po~Etcrt£rov 1toA.w to1tou~ £mtn~dou~, 01tro~ 1t01TJOOOJ..lE8a tou J..lEyaJ..ou tEpoVEtKOU £iKOVOOV ava8E<JE1~ Kat UV~pEtaV
tO~ avacrtacrtv Ka8c:l Kat EV til J..lTJtp01tOAE1
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tfl<; 'Acria.<; 'E<p£m:p stop £xoucr&v -r&v t€t!l&v
emypa.<pa<; ta<; 1tpO<rl)Koucra.<; tcp Ka.AAtKpatet,
Yva. ~ha -rou-rou -rou 'lfTI<picr 11a.-ro<; -ro pa.pu9u 11ov
1tpo<; eijla.pjlEVTIV U1ta.pa.ttll'tOV a.i 'tOOV 't€1jlOOV xaptte<; dma.pll'YOPTI'tOV 'i)jletv tov cruvvacat a.9Allt~v Ka.ta.crtftcrromv vac.

1.1: Not in Franz; ]TO[ M., W.
1.5 was omitted by Franz, and so ll.4 and 6 were incorrectly restored; t[ov 'Hpa.KAEa. is
Robert's supplement.
1.9: [Ll]EIL Franz, M., W. Final supplement by Robert.
11.12/13: [£msfthllto<; cj. Cormack, [eua.pecrhllt6<; cj. Merkelbach.
1.13: Final supplement by Cormack.
1.16: imeppciA.A.rov all previous editors; imeppa.A.&v lapis.
ll.l6/17: [-r~v <pu]mv Franz, etc., Robert, Wankel; [1ta.pa1ta]mv Cormack.
90. Fragment (H. 0.22, W. 0.36, D. 0.18) broken on all sides, from a block, perhaps part of a
composite monument which bore another copy of the same text as 89; the text must have been c. 2.20
in length. Letters standard second-/third-century forms, 0.015.

-- £()o~ev tft ie]p~ ~U<r'ttK[ft1t€p11tOAt<r't1Kft K'tA -- -Ka.l a.u]-roKpa-ropa. Ka.iO"a.pa. Tpma.v[ov 'A3pta.vov KtA.-[
- -Ka.lt]cp <>ftll'P stop E1tet Ka.A.A.t[Kpatll<; K'tA -[- et<; ta<; 63ou<; 't]fl<; apetfl<; tpa.1tet<; i()[p&crt K'tA - [
-- tfl<; oiK]OUjlEVTI<; ydveta.t [ihci t~v oAOKATIPOV K'tA.
[ - - a1ta.Vta.<; up ]xa.iou<; £9a.u~cicr~ t[~v <pU<rtV K'tA - [ - - 1tpo<; -ro] {meppciA.A.ov -rfl<; <>[ 6~TI<;. f:p1tucra.<; KtA. . - [
- - £v ]npdcra.<; d<; llEPTI -rou [<rrojla.to<; Kt A. - [ -- a.hftcra.]cr9m [t~]v 'A<ppo[3"nm£rov 1tOAtv K'tA.
[ -. . ..
. ....

te

5

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

- ] It was resolved by the sacred xystic travelling reverent august synod and the whole xystus
under [Heracles] and the emperor Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augustus, to send this decree to the
most sacred Council and the People oftheAphrodisians. Since Callicrates, son ofDiogenes, from
Aphrodisias, pancratiast, sacred victor, [multiple] ( 10) victor, who from his earliest youth having
turned to the ways of virtue, obtained by sweat and labour his noble reputation, and came to be
[?admired] by all men throughout the inhabited world for the complete wisdom which he
obtained by his labours; for, having excelled all the ancients in his physique, he was admired [for
his physique], and, taking care of his soul, he was congratulated on his conduct. On account of
all these things malign (20) Envy crept towards his outstandingTeputation and, begrudging our
common good, removed it, bearing down on the part of the body most useful to pancratiasts, the
shoulders. For this reason it was resolved, with good fortune, to request the city of the
Aphrodisians for suitable locations, so that we might make offerings of images of the great sacred
victor and put up a statue, as (we have done) also in the metropolis of Asia, Ephesus, the honorific
images having inscriptions appropriate to Callicrates, (30) in order that through this decree, in his
heaviness of heart at an inexorable destiny, the gracious gift of the honours may make ourfellowathlete well consoled.
·

This is a decree of the synod of athletes, whose formal title, as in 91.i.l-4,
includes both their patron deity and the reigning emperor, in a formula parallel to that used
by the performers, 88.iii.2-4 (cf. Robert, Hell. xm, 137-9). It was addressed to the city of
Aphrodisias, in honour of Callicrates, an Aphrodisian pancratiast who was a sacred victor
a
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as well as a multiple victor. Callicrates, who had been forced to retire through ill health
(11.19-23), is praised for his physical achievements. For the 7tOVOt, 'labours' of an athlete,
see Robert, Hell. XI-XII, 344--9; this is one of the many terms from the athletic vocabulary
which entered Christian rhetoric. He is also praised for his qualities of character (11.1 0-18), in a pairing which is typical of ancient thought. The synod had already arranged for
him to be honoured at Ephesus, and it is very likely that it was at Ephesus that they had
met and drawn up this decree.
91 AND 92. HoNOURS FOR T. AELIUS AURELIUS MENANDER
Floruit A.D. 138-69
91. i From the synod of athletes at Pisidian Antioch ( 161-9); ii From the city authorities;
92 from an unidentified body
91. A base apparently with moulded panels, inscribed on three faces: a (Text i, 7 ff.), band c (Text
ii) (from left to right); a and b copied (and a squeeze taken) 'outside of the west wall' and published
by Fellows, as nos 21 and 22 whence C/G 2811b, 2810b; a, b, and c copied by Deering, whence
published by Leake, nos 12 and 13 a & b; from these LBW 1620 a (i) and b (ii). a and b published
(apparently from Fellows) by Bailie, no. 248; copied by Loew, whence corrections noted by Franz, nos
7 and 8; copied by Falkener, whence observations by Henzen, no.2. From all these i and ii published
by Liermann, Analecta 15 and 16, ii by Moretti, JAG 72 (both with mistaken line divisions for c). A
fragment (H. 0.42, W. 0.22, D. 0.26) from the upper left side of i copied by Kubitschek and Reichel,
and by the MAMA expedition, whence Cormack, MAMA vm.421, on which see Robert, Hell. xm, 14754. None of these texts have been found again; they are published here from these editions and from
Deering's notebook. The letters are reported to be standard forms, slightly irregular 0.01-0.015.
i, ll.l-6 are on a separate fragment, which was a stray find before 1960; now in the Museum,
museum inventory no. 160.1t is a fragment from a base capital (H. 0.25, W. 0.25, D. 0.22), inscribed
on three fasciae of the moulding (ll.1-2, 1.3, 1.4) which are broken away at both ends, and on the face
below (11.5-6) which is broken to the right. While it cannot be proved beyond doubt that this is the
opening of i, it seems overwhelmingly likely. It is implied, at least in Fellows' description, that 1.7 was
the first line of the base; if so, the last line of the capital can be considered to precede it immediately.
Letters, standard second-/third-century forms, 11.1-2, 5-6, 0.015; ll.3-4, 0.02; dot for stop.
The opening letters of ll.19, 27, 29-32 appear to have been cut on the moulding. Diairetic dots
flanking initial H, ll.23, 25, 31, 35, first H of ANHPH:E8AI, 1.35, initial A, 1.41, of AMOIBA:E, 1.30,
initial I, ll.l, 32; ligatures: i: NM, 1.13, HN, 1.15, HN, 1.16, HN, 1.2, 19, MH, HN, 1.20, NHM, 1.32, HN,
1.33, HM, 1.38, HM, 1.41, MH, 1.47. ii: HN, 1.6, MH, HN, 1.21.

i.ll.9-20 illustrated in MAMA vm, pl. 25.
Plate (i.ll.1-6) xxi

i.
a
[€3o~]~ ttl iepq. ~ucrtuc[tl ? 7tEpmoA.tcrnJC!l cruv63cp t&v 7tEpt tov]
['Hpa]KMaKat tov ayro[vwv Kat autoKp!itopa~ M(npKov) Aup(f)A.wv) 'Avt-]

[ro]ve1vov stop Kat stop A(ouKwv) stop Au[p(l)A.wv) OUflpov]
[a ]no 'tTl~ oiKOUf.!E[VTt~ tEpOVEtlCOOV cr'tE(j)UVEt'tOOV ? £v 'Avtwxd~]
5
Katcrapd~ stop Ko[A.rovd~ e.g. E7tt tov &.y&va]
taA.avna'i[ov · . . .
. .. ]
[ ... ]A ( eicrm]TtcrUf.!Evou T. AiA.[i]ou M[. ]
[ ... ]KA[ ...... :7t]aA.atcrtou 1tcipa06~o[u]
[£7tEt] AtA.w~ Aupl)A.w~ M£vav3po~
1o
1tapaBo~o~ Kat Bux ~iou ~ucrtapxTt~
t&v £v KoA.rovei~ 'Avnoxei~ &.yrovrov
&.8A.l)cra~ £v06~ro~ Kat E7ttf.!EAOO~ E7tt to-
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croutov M~TJc; 7tpOE~TJ roe; npiihov JlEV
[a ]veMcrem EU'tuxroc; tocro{nouc; ay&[v ]a.c; KO.t OO~Ucrat Ka.8'eKa.crtOV ayrova. 't~V
[A.]a.Jl7tpO'tU'tTJV na.tpioa. a.{nou lCTJPU"fJlO.- .
[cr]tv Ka.t crtE<pUVOlc;, JlUAlcr'ta. oe Ka.t E7tt
[8]eou 'AvtOlVelVOU, roe; ou JlOVOV crte[ <pa.v ][(J)]Oilva.l 'ta.tc; EKelVOU XElpcrtv' aA.A.a Ka.t
[tet ]Jlmc; e~mpet01c; tElJlTJ8ilvm, JlEta.~u
[oe y]eVOJlEVoc; ~ucrtapXTJc; tocrm'nn npovoia. Ka.t E1tlJlEAeta. JlE'ta crnouoilc; anam,c;' Jd]oetm t&v ~·JlEtV Ola.<pep6vtrov 'ta KUAAlcr'ta. Ka.t aplcr'ta. 7tOAEl'tEUOJlEVoc; ev ~JlEtV. Ka.t Ola 'tO.U'ta. Ka.t &A.A.o'tE Jlev noA.MKtc; Ka.t 'ta vuv ena.wouv[t ]ec; tov &vopa. Ka.t Jla.ptupouvtec; a.utip
'lfll<ptcrJla.ta. tote; Kupi01c; AutoKpatop[cr]w 1tE1tOJl<pO.JlEV ~"(OUJlEVOl JlE"(tcr['t ]a.c; Ka.t avta.~ia.c; UJlOl~ac; a.utip yevecr[8]m UV'tt tile; 7tEpt ~Jl&c; euvoia.c; Ka.t O'tl oa.[n]a.vftJla.crtv iKa.Votc; Ka.t K07t<p 7tOAAcp 7tEplE"(EVE'tO Ka.t Olenpa~a.'to axOllvm 'tOV £va.yxoc; ayrova.na.pa 'tOte; 'AV'tlOXEUcrtV roe; VOJlt~ElV ~Jlac; OtKo8ev 7ta.p'a.U'tOU avnpilcr8a.t
ta SeJla.ta. · ota ta.uta. oeMx8m tuxn aya.Sn
euxa.ptcrtflcrm tip Mevavopq> eni te tile; ieprota'tTJc; ~ouA.ilc; Ka.t tou A.a.Jlnpotatou oftJlou
'A<ppooetmerov nepl. t&v npomopeuJlevrov,
'tElJlilcra.i 'tE a.U'tOV avOplUV't(J)V ava.crtacrel Ka.t
etKOV(J)V ava.Secrel ev tip E7tlcrTJJlO'tU'tq>
tile; 1tO.'tptOOc; 't01tq>, E1tl"(pO.<pTJcrOJlEVOOV
trov 'tElJlOOV tU npoypa.<pn touoe 'tOU 'lfll<ptcrJla.toc; npoc; to atoiouc; unap~m a.utip tac; na.p'~JlOOV 'tElJlac; leaf
vacat
Ecr'tlV oe Ka.t 7tOAEltTJc; n6A.erov 'tOOV U7tOyeypa.JlJlfV(J)V stop Ilepya.JlTJVOOV' 'Avnoxerov Kchcra.perov KoA.rov&v Ka.t ~ouA.eut~c;
e,pa.irov Ka.t PouA.eu~c; stop 'AnoA.A.rovta.t&v
AuKirov E>pa.Krov Ka.t ~ouA.eu~c; stop MetATJcrirov stop Ilecrmvouvtirov stop KAa.uownoA.ett&v ·
E1tlJlEATJ8evtoc; t&v tElJlrov Zftvrovoc;
tou 'AnoA.A.roviou tou Mevavopou tou
scroll aoeA.<pou a.utou scroll

ll.7-10 were omitted by Fellows, perhaps among the lines which he describes as written
on 'the cornice and mouldings'. The fullest text is that of Franz, from Loew, some of
whose readings were omitted by MAMA.
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1.7: IrAMENOY Deering, Franz, £nrlj/T\q> ]tcra~evou edd. prr.; but if the connection with
the capital is correctly restored, there will not have been sufficient space to name a
proposer and a seconder. TAIM.OY Loew.
1.9: It is not clear whether there is room for the initial of a praenomen after the space
required for EOEI at the beginning of the line.
1.10: A030Yr Deering, A030r Fellows.
1.13: TOYTON Deering, rOYTON Fellows, MAMA. MEN omitted by Fellows, MAMA.
1.19: KAI Deering, K[AI] Fellows, MAMA.
1.21/2: OPO/~OIA Deering, OPO/.OIA Loew, E[Y/N]OIA Fellows, MAMA; see Robert,
Hellenica xm,150-1.
1.33/4: ENArJKOr Deering.
ll.34/5: NO/MIZEIN MAMA.
1.44: AI.QNIOYr Fellows, MAMA, AIAIOYr Deering, Loew; see Robert, Hell. xm, 150.
1.49: 8HPAI.QN Fellows, MAMA; 8HBAI.QN Deering, Loew; see Robert, Hell. xm, 148-9.
[It was resolved] by the sacred xystic [?travelling synod under] Heracles and the agonistic one
(i.e. Hermes) [and the emperors M(arcus) Aur( elius) An to ]ninus and L(ucius) Au[r( elius) Verus,
of sacred and crowned victors] from the whole world [?at Antioch] Caesaria Co[lonia ?on the
occasion of the contest worth ?one] talent: [Proposer .... ] seconded by T(itus) Aelius M[ ... ],
wrestler, extraordinary: since Aelius Aurelius Menander, ( 10) extraordinary, and xystarch for life
of the contests in Colonia Antiochia, who practised as an athlete with honour and with concern,
has reached such honour that, firstly, he has won with good fortune so many contests and has
brought honour at each contest to his splendid homeland by proclamations and crowns and
especially also in the time of the divine Antoninus, so that he was not only crowned at his hands,
but also honoured with (20) particular honours; meanwhile, having become xystarch, he cared
with such forethought and concern, and with all zeal, for our interests, exercising his office
excellently well; for these reasons both on many other occasions and now praising the man and
bearing witness to him we have sent resolutions to the lords emperors, considering that (these
would be) the greatest and (30) appropriate returns to him for his goodwill towards us, and
because with sufficient expenditure and much effort he succeeded in arranging that the recent
contest was conducted among the people of Antioch, so that we think that the prizes were
obtained from his own resources. Therefore it has been decreed, with good fortune to thank
Menander before the most sacred Council and the most splendid People of the Aphrodisians
concerning what has been qescribed, (40) and to honour him with the erection of statues and the
dedication of images in the most distinguished location of his homeland; the honours are to be
inscribed with the publication of this decree, in order that his honours from us should be
perpetual.
He is also citizen of the following cities: of the Pergamenes, of the Antiochenes, Caesarean
colonists, and councillor of the Thebans, and councillor of the Apolloniatai, (50) Lycian and
Thracian, and councillor of the Milesians, the Pessinuntii, the Claudiopolitai.
Zeno son of Apollonius son of Menander, his brother, was responsible for the honours.

ii.
b

[? e.g. ll ~OUA~ K<Xt 0 all~O<;]
etaoi~T\O'<XV

5

ta[i<; K<XAAicrtat<;]
Kat ~aoyicrtat<; t[n~ai<; ..... ]
AtA.tov stop Aup~A.tov [stop Mevavo'pov]
a9A.~cravta £vM~ro<; [Kat £m~aoAro<;, nA.aot]O''tOVdlCT\V Stop 1t<XV1Cp<Xtt<X[O''t~V 1t<Xpa]ao~OV ~UO'tapXT\V Stop y[EVOU<; 1tpro]'tOU Kat £vM~ou stop npro[tov Kat ~6]-
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vov trov stop &.n'airovo~ stop &.y[rovtcra!J.e]vov stop tptettq. ta~ tpe1~ Kptcr[et~, na1~a]
&.y£vewv stop &v~pa stop Kat vetK'fl[cravta]
iepou~ stop Kat taA.avna{ou~ stop K[ at nA.dcr ]tou~ &A.A.ou~ &.y&va~ vacat
N£av n6A.tv LeBacrta na{~rov KA.au~tav&v navKpattv stop NE!J.eta na{~rov
navKpattv stop "Icr81J.ta &.yevdrov navKpattv stop "Eq>ecrov BaA.BtAAT}a &.yevdrov
navKpattv stop iepav 11£pya!J.ov Kotvov
'Acr{a~ &.v~p&v navKpattv stop "Ecpecrov
BaA.BtAAT}a &.v~p&v navKpattv stop L!J.Upvav Kotvov 'Acr{a~ &.v~p&v navKpattv stop
E.BM11n 11ava8T}va{~t 11avaeftvma
&.v~p&v navKpattv nprotov stop 'Acppo~et
crt£rov stop Ne!J.eta &.v~p&v navKpattv
Kat ta stop £~11~ NE!J.eta &.v~p&v navKpattv stop iepav '0Au!J.rteta ev 'Aeftvat~ av~prov navKpattv nprotov 'Acppo~etcrt£rov stop 11u8ta &.v~p&v navKpattv
'Pro!J.TIV KanetroA.eta 'OAu!J.rtta stop &.v~p&v navKpattv np&tov 'Aq>po~etcrtscroll £rov leaf

c
... ] EN
... ] ON &.[v~p&v navKpattv nprotov 'Acp]po~et[O"terov... c. 15
Kot]vov 'Acr{[a~ &.v~p&v navKpatt]v MttuA.ft[vTtv &.v~p&v nav ]Kpativ stop 'A~pa
[!J.uttwv &.v~p&]v navKpattv stop
[ ... c. 8 ... &.v~]p&v navKpattv
[ ... c. 8 ... ]&.v~p&v navKpattv
[ : . .c. 7 ... ]A &.v~p&v navKpattv
[? NetKo!J.ft~]etav &.v~p&v nav[Kpattv stop] NetKEav &.v~p&v nav
[Kpat]tv stop 11poucrta~a &.v~p&v
[na]vKpattv stop KA.au~t6noA.tv stop W
[&.]v~p&v navKpattv 'Avripav
til~ ·raA.atia~ &.v~p&v navKpattv stop 11ecrcrwouvta &.v~p&v
navKpattv stop da!J.acrKov stop Wstop &.v~p&v navKpattv stop BT}putov &.v~p&v navKpattv stop Tupov &.v~p&v navKpattv stop Katcrapdav
til~ Ltpatrovo~ &.v~p&v nav-

[ ... c. 22
[ . . . . c. 21
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Kpa:nv stop Neav 7t6Atv tf\c; L<Xflaptac; &v~prov 7tavKpanv stop LKU-

55

60

65

867toAtv stop &v~prov 7tavKpanv
rasav &v~prov 1t<XVKpanv stop Katcrapdav llavta~a stop P' stop &v~prov 7tavKpanv stop 'Iep67toAtv &v~prov stop 7tavKpanv stop 'Avasap~ov &v~prov 1t<XYKpanv stop Movouecrtiav &v~prov
7t<XVKpanv stop Tpt7tOAtv tf\c; Lup{ac; .
&v~prov 7t<XvKpanv stop <l>tA.a~eA.cpd
av tf\c; 'Apa~iac; stop &v~prov 7t<XVKpanv stop Zeuyfla 1tpoc; tcp Eucppatn
&v~prov 7t<XVKpattv stop Kt~upav
vacat &v~prov 7tavKpanv vacat

1.4: Kat E1tlfl£Aroc; is the restoration based on the decree ofthe synod (i, 1.12) proposed by
Franke in C/G, and adopted by all subsequent editors; it makes a line of thirty-one letters,
in contrast to the normal line length (twenty-three to twenty-six letters); but this is not the
only longer line.
1.5: Deering read llANKPATIN, Fellows llANKPA.
1.8: Af Fellows, An Deering.
1.9: Deering copied the first three letters, then moved to the second letter of 1.10.
1.41: Deering 's copy shows a space on the stone before ElAN, and no space at the right end
of the line.
ll.42-5: The letters at the left printed in his transcription by Leake were in fact added as
a supplement by Deering, who shows the break in his drawing.
[?The Council and People] honoured with the [finest] and greatest [?honours] Aelius Aurelius
Menander, who practised as an athlete with distinction [and with diligence]; multiple victor,
pancratiast, extraordinary, xystarch, of an honourable and [leading family], who was the first and
only man of all time to contest over three years in the three categories, as [boy] and ( 10) as young
man and as adult, and who won sacred (contests) and (contests) with prizes to the value of a talent
and very many other contests:
(He won) at Neapolis, in the Sebasta, the pancration of the Claudian boys; in the Nemea, the
boys' pancration; in the Isthmia, the young men's pancration; at Ephesus, in the Balbillea, the
young men's pancration - a contest with no outright victor; at Pergamum, in the provincial
festival of Asia, the men's pancration; at Ephesus, in the Balbillea, the men's pancration; at
Smyma, (20) in the provincial festival of Asia, the men's pancration; on the occasion of the
seventh Panathenais in the Panathenaia, the men's pancration, firstAphrodisian (to do so); in the
Nemeia, the men's pancration, and in the following Nemeia, the men's pancration- a contest
with no outright victor; in the Olympia at Athens, the men's pancration, the firstAphrodisian (to
do so); in the Pythia, the men's pancration; at Rome, in the Capitolia Olympia, the men's
pancration, the first Aphrodisian (to do so); (30)[ ... , the men's pancration, the first] Aphrodisian
(to do so); [at? ... , in the provincial] festival of Asia, [the men's pancration;] at Mitylene, [the
men's pan]cration; at Adra[myttion, the men's] pancration; [at? ... ], the men's·pancration; [at
? ... ], the men's pancration; (40) [in the?], the men's pancration; [at? Nicomed]ia, the men's
pancration; at Nicea, the men's pancration; at Prusias, the men's pancration; at Claudiopolis,
twice, the men's pancration; at Ancyra of Galatia, the men's pancration; at Pessinus, the men's
(50) pancration; at Damascus, twice, the men's pancration; at Beirut, the men's pancration; at
Tyre, the men's pancration; at Caesarea Stratonos, the men's pancration; at Neapolis of Samaria,
the men's pancration; at Scythopolis, the men's pancration; at Gaza, the men's pancration; at
Caesarea Panias, the men's pancration; at Hieropolis, the men's pancration; at Anazarbus, the
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men's pancration; (60) at Mopsuestia, the men's pancration; at Tripolis of Syria, the men's
pancration; at Philadelphia of Arabia, the men's pancration; at Zeugma by the Euphrates, the
men's pancration; at Kibyra, the men's pancration.

92. Copied by Wood among other inscriptions 'in the wall on the east side of the town', but not
published; copied by us from his notebooks (15.45). The text is clearly a shortened version of the list
of victories in 91.ii, 11.43--66.

[- llpoucrui~a av~pffiv

5

1t(lV1Cpa:ttv, KA.au~l01tOAlV
'AvKupav 'tll~ raA.u'tia~, llEcrcrtvouv'ta, ~aJlacrKov W,
B11Pmov, Tupov, Kmcrapdav 'tll~ !:'tpa'trovo~,
N€a1tOAlV 'tll~ LUJlU.plU~, LJCU901t0AlV, ra~av,
KmcrapEiav llavta~a W, 'IEp61toA.tv, 'Ava~ap~ov, Mo'l'ouEcr'tiav, Tpt1tOAlV 'tll~ !:upia~, <l>tA.a~EA.<pdav 'tll~
'Apa~ia~, ZEuyJla1tpo~ 'tip Eu<ppa'tn, Kt~upav

1.2: El!: Wood, probably a misreading of TH!: in ligature.
1.3: KEI!:APEIAN Wood.
[ ... he won] at Prusias, the men's pancration; at Claudiopolis, at Ancyra of Galatia, at Pessinus,
at Damascus twice, at Beirut, at Tyre, at Caesarea Stratonos, at Neapolis of Samaria, at
Scythopolis, at Gaza, at Caesarea Panias twice, at Hieropolis, at Anazarbus, at Mopsuestia, at
Tripolis of Syria, at Philadelphia of Arabia, at Zeugma by the Euphrates, at Kibyra.

Aelius Aurelius Menander was of good family (ii.6-7) but cannot be more closely
identified; he had a name very common at Aphrodisias, as did his brother Zeno, their
father Apollonius and grandfather Menander (i.52-4). He was a pancratiast (ii.5), who
achieved considerable success as a boy (ii. 13-15; for the contest of the Claudian boys at
Naples, 1.13, see Moretti, JAG, 208), as a young man (ii.15-17), and as an adult. iEpav,
in ll.17 and 25, has been discussed by L. Robert, 'Etudes d'epigraphie grecque', 27-8 (=
OMS n, 1127-8), who suggests that it describes a contest in which neither contestant was
victorious, and the crown of victory was dedicated to the god. Despite the punctuation on
the stone, the epithet in each case needs to be taken with the preceding contest.
His adult victories are listed first in sacred contests (ii.17-30) and then in others,
grouped geographically (ii.35 ff., and also 92) showing that he travelled as far as Naples
and Rome in the West (ii.13, 28) and as far east as Zeugma on the Euphrates (ii.64, 92. 7);
oddly, this is rounded off with a mention of a victory at neighbouring Kibyra, perhaps
becaqse this was very recent. Detailed commentary on his victories is provided in the
editions by Liermann and Moretti; on Prusias (ii.43) see also Robert, A travers I' Asie
Mineure, 83 and n.532, and for the contest at Claudiopolis (ii.44) ibid., 132-3. For the
titulature of Apollonia in Pisidia see A. H. M. Jones, Cities of the East RomanProvinces2
(Oxford, 1971 ), 140. His achievements are simply summed up in i.12 and ii.4 as a9A.~cra~
£v06~ro~; see Robert, Hell. XI-XII, 351-6, and 368. As an adult, he was victorious at the
seventh celebration of the Panathenaia in 143 (ii.21 ); he also won at the Capitolia in Rome
(ii.28-30), being the first Aphrodisian to do so, and it was probably on this occasion that
he received his crown atthe hands of Antoninus Pius (i.l7-20); see Robert, Et.Anat., 145,
quoting this passage. He is also said to have received 'other honours' from the emperor,
which probably included his position at Pisidian Antioch (i.10-11), where he was also
made a citizen (i.47-8), of 'xystarch for life', that is, president responsible for the good
conduct of the local organization of athletes; for this office, which was a creation of the
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imperial period, apparently intended to improve central control over agonistic affairs, see
Robert, Documents de l'Asie Mineure meridionale, 82-3, and Forbes 'Ancient Athletic
Guilds', 247.
The first inscription must date from after the death of Antoninus in 161, and under
plural emperors, so under Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus, whose names fit well into
the text on the capital (i.2-3). It consists of a decree in honour of Menander issued by the
synod of athletes at Antioch; the phrasing in ll.1-3 has been restored by comparison with
a papyrus, dated to 194, which is a decree of the athletic synod, described as 11 iepa
~UO''tl1Cfl1t£pl1tOAlO''ClKil ... cruvo3o<; 'CO)V 1t£pt 'COV 'HpmcMa Kat 'COV ayrovwv Kat
au'tOKp<hopa Kaicrapa; 'COV ayrovwv must refer to Hermes, the patron of the gymnasia
(Wilcken, Chrestomathie 156, ll.18-9, 32-3, 37-9, re-edited by Frisch, Zehn
Agonistische Papyri, no.6, where see commentary; also cited by Robert, Hell. XIII, 139).
There are other examples of decrees passed by a group of competitors who describe·
themselves as gathered on the occasion of a particular contest (ll.4-6); see Robert, Et.
Anat., 419-20. The resolution was passed in recognition of his general services, and his
particular generosity on the occasion of a recent contest (perhaps the 'one talent contest'
mentioned in 1.6), where there seem to have been difficulties over the financing of the
contest - yet another example of this kind of problem; see above, p. 8. In this case,
Menander was thought to have met the difficulty by providing the prizes out of his own
pocket (i.31-6). The phrasing closely echoes that used of an agonothete who did the same
thing at Thyatira; see Robert, Hell. VI, 72-9, esp. 78; for the text, see now TAM v.ii.960.
The members of the synod had also sent documents attesting his services to the current
emperors, who must be Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus, so that the inscription can be
dated to their joint reign, 161-9 (i.28-30). The decree of the synod had been sent to
Aphrodisias, to be inscribed on the bases of the statues which the synod proposed to set
up there (i.40-4).
On this base was also inscribed ii, which is apparently a decree of the Council and
People of Aphrodisias, listing Menander's victories. Its Aphrodisian origin is reflected in
the reference to Menander as the first Aphrodisian to win various contests (ii.22, 26, 29);
and it is worth noting that in the first decree it was pointed out how, by his victories, he had
brought honour to his fatherland (i.15-6); see above, pp. 3-4. A second, similar text stood
probably on the base of another statue (92); it lists exactly the same victories as 91.ii.4366, except for describing a double victory at Caesarea Panias (1.5).
93.

OPENING OF A DECREE BY THE CITY AND BY THE SACRED VICTORS

Copied by the MAMA expedition in 1934, and published from their copy by Cormack, MAMA vm.495;
not found again.
'In a wall of a field east of the village'. A base capital, with moulding broken (H. 0.40, W. 0.93
at top, D. not measurable). Inscribed on upper fascia of moulding (1.1) and on the face (ll.2-3). Letters
standard forms, 0.025.

Illustrated in MAMA

VIII,

pl. 29.

11 PouA~ Kat b 3i1~o<; Kat 11 yepoucri[a Kat]
oi. a1to 'tll<; oiKou~evT)<; i.epovetKat1tAetcr'tovetKal cr'te[<pavn'tat ...

The Council and the People and the Gerousia and the sacred victors, multiple victors, crowned
victors [ e.g. honoured ...
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This must be the opening of a decree honouring a victor or a benefactor. It is the only
example from Aphrodisias of a formula common elsewhere, in which a synod of athletes
or performers is associated with the civic bodies in a decree; e.g. I.Tralles 112 (with
Robert, Et. Anat., 419-20) and 133. This serves as a further indication ofthe status ofthe
synods.
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APPENDIX IV.
AGONISTIC IMAGES ON APHRODISIAN SARCOPHAGI
94-95
BY NATHALIE DE CHAISEMARTIN

The importance of contests in the life and culture of Aphrodisias is evident not only
from the inscriptions, but also from the sculpture of the city. Classic types of athletic
heads, such as the Doryphoros, the Diadumenos, and the Discophoros of Polycleitus, or
the Apoxyomenos of Lysippus are reproduced in the garland frieze of the Portico of
Tiberius. 1 A copy of the Discophoros of exceptional quality formed part of the decoration
of the frons scaenae of the Theatre. 2 Real athletes were also portrayed by Aphrodisian
artists, most notably the original pair of statues of boxers dating from the third century,
which stood on moulded bases at the lower ends of the two analemma walls of the Theatre
(see above on 74-75). Moreover, the young divinity who personified contests, Agon,
seems to have been honoured in Aphrodisias, since the type of his famous statue created
in the Hellenistic period by Boethos of Chalcedon provided the model for a relief in the
Sebasteion (see below).
These agonistic themes are also found in two unusual funerary sarcophagi, presented
here, of which 94 certainly belonged to an athlete, and 95 makes unexpected use of the
representation of Agon.
94. THE SARCOPHAGUS
Plates XXII-xxm

OF AN ATHLETE

This sarcophagus, without a lid, which was recently brought in from fields near the
neighbouring village of Ataeymir, now stands in the Museum square in Aphrodisias; the
original findspot was with several other sarcophagi close to the ancient road which led
east from the East Gate of the city - a standard location for an ancient tomb.
It is rectangular, and\measures 2.19m in length, 0.90m in width and 0.915m in height.
The internal dimensions are 1.99m by 0.73m, and a depth of 0.73m. Inside the corners at
0.33m depth are triangular protrusions to support a board which could support a second
occupant. It is in a good state of preservation: only the lower corners and the jutting upper
edge are battered, and the vertical ridges, which originally bore a relief decoration, are
broken away. The reliefs are eroded and encrusted with lichen, suggesting that it has been
exposed to the elements for some time.
On the exterior, the lower part of the box is surrounded by a conge moulding
followed by a fillet and a torus; on the upper part there is also a conge and a fillet followed
by a cavetto, another fillet and a larger string course; above, the vertical upper edge
/

1 N. de Chaisemartin, 'Les modeles grecs classiques des tetes de la frise du Portique de Tibere', Aphrodisias
Papers 1, 119-32. This quadriporticus can now be identified as the xystus, or exercise court of the central
gymnasium of the city: eadem, 'Le "Portique de Tibere" a Aphrodisias: problemes d'identification et de
fonction', REA 91 (1989), 23-45.
2 K. T. Erim inAphrodisias Papers 2, 72-4.
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protruded to support the lid, which is lost. The left half of the back face was decorated by
regular vertical flutes, while the right half was left undecorated.
The front face bears a central design representing a naked male figure 0.60m high,
standing full face, with his head turned to his right, and resting his weight on the left leg,
with the hip protruding. In his left arm, which is bent, the figure holds a small wreath; his
right arm extends downwards, away from the body, and the right hand holds a long attribute
which continues the line of the arm and ends above the ground. The face is eroded. The
hair, thick and wavy, is cropped above the nape of the neck in a bulky knot. The neck is
short, the shoulders broad and sloping and the torso stout, particularly at the hips.
To the left of this male figure, a naked child 0.27m high is jumping to his left in an
oblique motion nearly parallel to the composition lines of the principal figure. His head
is turned back, looking at the man; he too has his hair cropped in a pony-tail. The right
hand is near the face; the left arm is raised to his left and apparently has an armband. The
right leg is stretched out behind him, while the left is sharply bent. The child seems about
to grasp in his left hand a pair of weights for the long jump, represented as two parallel
cylinders resting on the ground beside a broad flat disk 0.19m in diameter.
The field of the panel to the right and left of this central group is filled with symbols
of agonistic victories: on the left eight wreaths of different foliage are arranged in rows,
four in the upper row, three below and one on the ground. A large space is left between the
wreaths and the central group. To the right are eight similar wreaths in two rows and in the
lower right corner two curved palms (0.48m length) are crossed, the left one stretching
toward the edge of the disk.
The lateral panels of the coffin are symmetrically decorated: on each of them two
rows of four wreaths surmount a pair of crossed palms. The sculptor has tried to
differentiate the various crowns: the diameter varies slightly as does the vegetal
composition: overlapping leaves or successive bunches of foliage and/or flowers, taenaie
differently tied up. On the lateral right face is the emptying hole cut into the base of the
coffin for its reuse, probably for pressing grapes in the vineyards where it was found.
Despite the absence of an inscription, the repeated groups of four wreaths, together
with the palms and the attributes of the figures on the face, make it clear that this
sarcophagus records the victories of an athlete, for whom this unusual monument was
presumably individually designed. It is certainly he who is shown on the face, holding the
victor's crown, and accompanied by his young attendant and his athletic equipment: the
weights and the discus. The rear face, half fluted, was apparently left unfinished,
indicating a certain haste, unless the sarcophagus originally stood in a niche.
The composition, with two figures isolated among the symbols of victory, appears to
be unusual; in general, the 'palaestra' sarcophagi, recently studied by M. BonnanoAravantinou, show a series of groups of athletes -adults, putti or Rrotes- performing
a range of sports. 3 These sarcophagi are not necessarily intended for children, and the
appearance in two cases of young girls among the players suggests that this theme had a
symbolic value, indicating paideia, and the effort to achieve it, elevating humanity to
heroic status: 4 'La comparaison de la vie humaine avec les joutes des athletes est
3

'Un frammento di sarcofago romano con fanciulli atleti nei musei capitolini', Boll.d' Arte 15 (1982), 67-84.
F. Cumont, Recherches sur le symbolisme funeraire des Romains, Haut-Commissariat de I 'Etat fran~ais en
Syrie et au Liban, Service des Antiquites, Bibliotheque historique et archeologique xxxv (Paris, 1942), 470 pi.
XLVI, 3; Bonnano, 'Un frammento', 71 no. 10, provenance Rome, now at Milan, fig. 9, p. 75 and p. 80; sarcophagus
of the Capitoline Museum, ibid., 72 no. 15, inv. no. 2674, 69 and 82.
4
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traditionnelle dans la philosophie grecque. Le juste qui a triomphe de· ses passions et
refrene ses instincts pervers, est sorti vainqueur des combats de 1'existence et on le
represente recevant la couronne offerte aux champions victorieux dans les jeux
helleniques'. 5
The Aphrodisian sarcophagus, however, provides a different context, since the
wreaths and palms almost certainly represent the real achievements of an individual
athlete, recorded on his sarcophagus as if in an honorific inscription, such as those in
Appendix n. The arrangement of the wreaths, in groups of two rows of four wreaths
(except at the left of the athlete, where one wreath is placed at ground level to balance the
discus at the right) recalls the Greek reliefs commemorating agonistic victories which
were dedicated in the sanctuaries by athletes, by sporting associations, or even by cities. 6
Two marble inscribed plaques found on Delos in 1904 belonged to the base of a statue
dedicated to Apollo by the Athenian athlete Menodorus, who had won at the four great
festivals in the third quarter of the second century B.c.: theybore four rows of nine
wreaths. 7 A relief in the Museum of Chalcis, on Euboea, bears three rows of eleven
wreaths of laurel, oak, and olive. A relief fragment of unknown provenance now in the
garden of the Istanbul Archaeological Museum shows three wreaths of different leaves
arranged on a table. 8 At Aphrodisias the panel of the Zoilos monument, which shows
Zqilos honoured by Time, has wreaths in the background: these and the Hermes at the far
left of the scene behind the figure of Demos strongly suggest that the benefactor was
honoured in the gymnasium. 9
Wreaths do not in themselves indicate an agonistic context, since they also appear,
often in pairs, on funerary monuments, such as stelae and sarcophagi. 10 But the pair of
long curvedpalms, crossed, definitely represents the triumph of the victorious athlete: on
several of the 'palaestra' sarcophagi, the victor receives a palm from the hands of the
gymnasiarch, or holds it against his shoulder. These symbols represent real victories of the
dead man, as is clear from the fact that the sculptor varied the representations of the
wreaths, suggesting that these should be identified with particular festivals. For each of
the four great contests of the periodos the wreaths were composed from different foliage
- for example wild olive at Olympia, laurel at the Pythia of Delphi - and these
variations were observed by the many later contests which were modelled on them. 11 The
arrangement of the taeniae which fasten the wreaths also varies, and is probably also
significant. For a striking example of such variations, see the funerary or honorific stele
in the Sel~uk Museum (inventory no. 1570) with six clearly differentiated crowns: three
of pine, two of laurel or olive, and one of vine-leaves or celery (crEAtvov).
A closely related monument at Aphrodisias is 71 above, clearly a fragment of a
similar sarcophagus. The left end of the sarcophagus (7l.A), with its lower moulding
battered, bears six wreaths in three rows. Above and within each wreath an inscription
5

Cumont, Recherches, 473 ff.
See the relief on the throne of an agonothete found in the Theatre of Dionysos at Athens, Daremberg-Saglio,
Dictionnaire, 1,2, fig. 1334 and 1995, pp. 1083 and 1529.
7
BCH 31 (1907), 432, pi. 20, fig. 44.
8 G. Mendel, Musees lmperiaux Ottomans, Catalogue des sculptures grecques, romaines et byzantines m
(Constantinople, 1914), 387, no. 1154 (308).
9 A.Giuliano, 'Rilievo da Aphrodisias in honore di Zoilos', ASAA 37-8, ns 21-2 (1959-1960), 389-92, figs
1 and 5.
10 W. Ganszyniec, 'Kranz', RE XI (1922), 1588-607, 1598; Mendel, Catalogue, 176, no. 963, and 248, no.
1033.
11
Pausanias vm.48.2; P. J. Meier, 'Agones', RE 1 (1893), 836-67, 848; Ganszyniec, 'Kranz', 1598.
6
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indicates at what festival they were won; here too the wreaths are of different kinds of
foliage. It may even be that 94 also originally included such descriptions within each
wreath, perhaps painted, which would have made more explicit the indications of the
wreaths themselves. It is entirely possible that the man buried in 94 could have won thirtysix wreaths, at 'crowned' contests: Menodoros of Athens had also won thirty-six wreaths,
and Damostratos of Sardis was honoured in inscriptions at several cities as 'the first and
only man to win sacred contests twenty times as a child, and forty-eight times as an
adult' .'2
The central figure of the front panel is clearly an accomplished athlete. His position,
balanced on the left leg and with the torso slightly turned, recalls Lysippic models such
as the Alexander with a lance, 13 , but the legs are not lengthened in accordance with the
Lysippic canon. The solid proportions of the torso, combined with the easy movement,
suggest, as the origin of the motif, a type of young Herakles such as the ephebe of
Anticythera; 14 the movement of the hips and the powerful but relaxed silhouette also
recall the bronze Heracles of the Museo dei Conservatori, who holds his club in the same
way. 15 Several representations of victorious athletes on 'palaestra' sarcophagi appear to
pick up this motif: for example on the extreme right of a sarcophagus showing adult
athletes in the Vatican Museum, 16 and on another in the Louvre. 17 But the attitude of the
head and the arm recall the figure on the right in the classicizing group from San Ildefonso
in the Prado, 18 who is much younger, and has a more pronounced cutve at the hips.
The attributes of the athlete allow us to establish more closely the meaning ·of this
representation. His coiffure seems particularly voluminous in relation to the face, and the
knot or cirrus, which is worn by some athletes from the first century B.c., 19 is in this case
placed quite low on the head, and not at the top, as is more usual (cirrus in vertice). An
engraved Etruscan mirror represents Agon, the genius of contests, as a winged adolescent
holding a cock. 20 His hair is pulled back to form a bunch bound with ribbon and ending
in a short wavy pony-tail. A bronze mirror-cover from Nea Michaniona, in the
Thessalonica Museum, shows a three-quarter figure of a young winged genius pulling at
a bow, who also has a chignon at the top of his head; he is usually identified as an Eros,
but since he too is accompanied by a cock it would seem more logical to see this also as
a representation of Agon. 21 These representations offer the closest parallels f0r the
coiffure of our athlete; the volume of wavy hair on the head also recalls the Apollq
Lykeios of Praxiteles, created for a gymnasium. This coiffure is quite different from that
of the 'barbarian' type of athletes of the third century, 22 whose locks are pulled back
tightly into a very high chignon, or who even have a shaved skull and the cirrus reduced
12
E. N. Gardiner, Athletics of the Ancient World (Oxford, 1930), 110 ff.; Robert, 'Etudes d'epigraphie', 448 (= OMS 11, 1144-8).
13
J. Charbonneaux, A. Martin, F. Villard, Grece hel/enistique (Paris, 1970), 220-1, fig. 233.
14
iidem, Grece c/assique (Paris, 1969), 196, fig. 223.
15
H. Stuart Iones, A Catalogue ofthe Ancient Sculptures Preserved in the Municipal Collections ofRome. The
Sculptures of the Palazzo dei Conservatori (Oxford, 1926), 282-4, Gall. Sup. 11, no. 5, pl.ll3.
16
Bonnano, 'Un frammento', 73 no. 27, fig.17
17
Bonnano, 'Un frammento', 72 no. 13; F. Baratte, C. Metzger, Musee du Louvre, Catalogue des sarcophages
en pierre d' epoque romaine et pa/eochretienne (Paris, 1985), 40-1, no. 11, Ma 1571.
18
A. Blanco, Museo del Prado, Catalogo de la Escultura (Madrid, 1957), 30-2, no. 28 E, pis X-XI.
19
B. Gassowska, 'Cirrus in vertice - one of the problems in Roman athlete iconography', Melanges
K. Michalowski (Warsaw, 1966), 421-7.
20
Lexicon /conographicum Mythologiae Classicae, 303-4, fig. 223 no. 6.
21
Agon of Michanonia, second half of the second century a.c.
22 Gassowska, 'Cirrus in vertice', figs 1-4.
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to a simple pony-tail on the crown, as in the case of the boxers found in the Theatre at
Aphrodisias 23 and the athletes in the mosaic of the Baths of Caracalla. 24 This would
suggest that the coiffure of our athlete is inspired by representations of Agon and, more
remotely, of Apollo, and derives from motifs of late Greek Classicism.
The wreath in the left hand only distantly recalls the classic gesture of athletes or
Erotes on sarcophagi, in paintings such as that of the Quirinal,25 or the pose of the Agon
of Mahdia; 26 these figures normally place the wreath on their heads with the right hand,
while they hold the long palm in their left. The gesture of the Aphrodisian athlete is
different, since he seems rather to be extending the wreath in a gesture of offering. In his
right hand, he holds a long object, pointed towards the ground, and flared at the end like
a club but the lower end bends back like a hook, which rules out an identification with the
club of Heracles; the latter would have agreed with the silhouette of the figure, and would
indicate its heroic status. Another possibility is that this is a pedum or a sort of hockeystick: an Attic relief does show two young men playing a game similar to hockey with
curved sticks, but they are considerably slimmer and more regularly curved than in this
case. 27 The best interpretation of this implement with its thin curved end seems to be as
a lighted torch, with the flame bending back and upwards from the ground, as in the group
of San Ildefonso, where the athlete on the right lowers a torch on to the flame on the
central altar. On the ependytes of the large marble statue of Carian Aphrodite found near
the Temple, in the lower register, are three Erotes, sacrificing; 28 the one on the right holds
himself rather like our athlete, lowering towards the ground with his right hand a lighted
torch whose flame waves in an S shape. F. Cumont published a child's sarcophagus from
Beirut which originated, in his view, in Asia Minor, and shows scenes frorri the child's
education; on the right face a winged Eros advances, like the athlete, lowering a torch with
his right hand and raising a wreath in his left - 'double symbole de la mort et de la
victoire obtenue sur elle' .29
The torch, as well as its more generic symbolic character, can also recall a sacrificial
rite connected with contests: the design on the front face of a Roman sarcophagus (now
lost) shows a scene of child-athletes; 30 at the two ends, symmetrically-placed herms
indicate clearly that this is a scene from the palaestra. At the left, two children form a
group with a third herm to their left. The child on the right is a discophoros, carrying his
discus under his left arm and stretching his right hand towards his companion who,
slightly turned to the left, holds with both hands a torch which he lowers to the level of a
small mound placed between them. The attitude of the child discophoros mirrors that of
the athlete on our sarcophagus, who performs the functions of these two figures. The act
of lighting a torch at a fire, or using it to light a fire, may be connected with some particular
sacrificial rite, associated with a sacred contest, especially since the children are placed
between two herms, divinities of the palaestra. The second child with his hand stretched
23
K. T. Erim in J. Inan and E. AlfOldi-Rosenbaum, Romische undfriihbyzantinische Portriitplastik aus der
Tiirkei, neue Funde (Mainz, 1979}, 217-21 nos 190-1, pis 143-4 and 271.
24
B. Nogara, I mosaici antichi (Rome, 1910}, pis 1 and n; Gardiner, Athletics, pi. 74.
25
M. Borda, La pittura romana (Milan, 1958), 270 and fig. (Hadrianic).
26
W. Fuchs, Der Schiffsfund von Mahdia, Bilderhefte des DAI Rom 2 (Tiibingen, 1963}, 12-14, no. 1, pis 23; M. Yacoub, Musee du Bardo (Tunis, 1970), 79, no. F 106.
27
Gardiner, Athletics, 236, 213-4.
28
M. F1oriani-Squarciapino, 'L' Aphrodite d' Aphrodisias', Dossiers d' Archeologie 148 (April 1990), 25.
29
F. Cumont, Syria 10 (1929), 217 ff., pi. 61; Recherches, 341.
30
G. Koch, H. Sichtermann, Romische Sarcophage, Handbuch der Archiiologie (Munich, 1982}, 433 no. 65,
provenance Rome, and pi. 461.
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out would recall the moment when the athletes offered an oath of loyalty before the
contest. This might also portray a rite associated with the relay-races, lampadedromiai,
where teams of runners passed on a torch of sacred fireY
A sarcophagus lid from the Museo Nazionale Romano also shows child-athletes in
a palaestra, indicated by berms. 32 The pair of putti, who support with one hand the central
inscribed panel, and whose knees, bent as if running, give them the posture of the putto
who accompanies our athlete, hold a lighted torch in the other hand. It seems, therefore,
that the torch has a function not only in the inauguration of contests, but also in the rituals
of victory, when the athletes presumably made a thank-offering. It is probably this
sacrifice which is represented in the Pasitelian group of San Ildefonso: the young athlete
on the right holds one raised torch and another lowered towards an altar where his
companion, holding a patera, is pouring a libation or an offering of incense. Near the
athlete on the right, an archaizing caryatid wearing a polos may be interpreted as Artemis,
who, in the gymnasium, was the patron of the youngest boys.
But the torch is also a funerary symbol: 33 on some sarcophagi, funerary Erotes carry
a torch reversed under their arm as a sign of mourning. In a different religious context, the
Mithraic deity Cautopates, symbolizing the end of the day, also carries a reversed torch.
This attribute on our sarcophagus therefore has a triple connotation: the torch recalls the
triumph of the athlete, and also his piety, while symbolizing the end of his life and the
mourning of the bereaved.
The plump child who accompanies the athlete probably represents his small
attendant slave, turning towards his master and hurrying to pass to him the pair of
cylindrical weights which he used for long jumps, and the discus - somewhat out of
proportion, presumably to balance the wreath on the left side of the composition. He also
wears a cirrus on the crown of his head, and can be compared with the children massaging
the torso of a young female athlete on the Milan sarcophagus. 34 Other similar small
attendants appear on a fragmentary sarcophagus which also shows the massage of an
adult athlete. 35 It is difficult to explain the armband which the child wears on his left arm,
whose ends spread onto the background; it could be a towel, but might also be the strap
of a shield, probably misunderstood by the workman following a drawing - unless the
shield was simply painted on the background, as inscriptions may well have been. The
child's movement is similar to that of the putti on the sarcophagus lid of the Museo
Nazionale Romano, who are running in the race in armour (hoplitodromos) and carry a
shield with a strap on the left arm. 36
The group formed by the athlete and his assistant in the centre of the front face
therefore has no exact parallels, although the theme of an adult (male or female)
accompanied by a young servant is common in classical funerary reliefs; this sarcophagus
is an extremely unusual specimen of the sarcophagi of Asia Minor, which would suggest
that this, and perhaps 71, may well have been individually commissioned.

31 R. Patrucco, Lo sport ne/la Grecia antica (Florence, 1972), 124-9; A. Martin, 'Lampadedromia',
Daremberg-Saglio, Dictionnaire m.2 (1904), 909-14.
32
Bonnano, 'Un frammento', 72, no. 17; Museo Nazionale Romano, Le sculture 1,2 (Rome, 1981), 66-8 no..
51.
33
Cumont, Recherches, 409-11.
34
Bonnano, 'Un frammento', 71 no. 10, fig. 9.
35
Bonnano, 'Un frammento', 72, no. 16 and 68, fig. 1.
36
Above, note 32.
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The athlete is portrayed as an individual, and not as a stereotype of the victorious
athlete, which is used in an analogous context in the funerary stele of an athlete at Cyrene
- Antonianos the Ephesian, called The ~rute - dated to the first half of the third
century. 37 He too is surrounded by trophies of his victories, in the form of cylindrical
metal crowns,38 and he is accompanied by his pet dog- a parallel to the small slave in
94. But on the Cyrene stele the athlete (wrestler or boxer) is portrayed with accentuated
realism - shaved head, lined face, heavy outline with bulging muscles - while the
Aphrodisian athlete shows clear signs of idealization, since the models for his outline and
his coiffure are provided by divinities.
The classicizing representation of the athlete is consistent with the careful
workmanship of the fluting on the rear face of the sarcophagus and the elegant upper
moulding, not common on sarcophagi, which usually have no more than a simple fillet.
A similar upper moulding is found on a kline-sarcophagus in the Louvre dated to 180, and
attributed to an Attic workshop. 39 The sarcophagus of Attia Hesyche at Aries. is also
crowned with an ovoid moulding; the relief below, with Erotes supporting a panel, very
carefully worked, and the palmette acroteria in a mannered and precise style suggest an
Attic sculptor, and a relatively early date. The low relief of the motifs on our sarcophagus
and the spacious composition suggest a comparison with the sarcophagus of Aries, and
with a sarcophagus in the Louvre decorated with Erotes and birds,40 which may indicate
a date in the second quarter of the third century.

95.

SARCOPHAGUS FRAGMENT WITH A REPRESENTATION OF AGON

Plate XXIV
This fragment was found in 1969, reused in the Byzantine structures over the
Theatre; it is now on the north east terrace of the garden of the Museum. 41 The recessed
upper edge, intended to support a lid, identifies this fragmentary relief as coming from the
front face of a sarcophagus. The maximum height is 0.75m, the width 0.55m and the
thickness 0.14m.
This very worn fragment preserves at the left the outline of a male figure whose face
is damaged; the lower part of his right arm, and his legs below the knees are lost. To the
left are the arm, the side, and the right thigh of a second figure, who holds a brace of duck.
Between the two figures is an Eros holding a dog, both broken away below. Along the
upper edge runs a flowing scroll decoration probably of vine leaves.
The figure on the left stands facing forward; his head, slightly turned to his left, has
thick full curls which are apparently held with a band, which is very worn. Two large
wings flank his head; his left arm, held away from his body, holds a palm, and his right
arm, which is bent, must have held another attribute, with a circular outline, very probably
a wreath. The muscles of his torso are carefully accentuated. He rests his weight on the
right leg, with the hip markedly protruding, and his left leg slightly extended. A chlamys,
fastened with a fibula on his right shoulder, floats behind his back and seems to be
wrapped round his left arm.
37

F. Chamoux, 'Une stele funeraire de Cyrene', BSNAF 1988, 113-18, pl. n.
Studied by N. Duval, BSNAF 1978-1979, 232-4, pl. 14, l-2.
39
Baratte-Metzger, Catalogue, 256--61, no. 166.
40 Baratte-Metzger, Catalogue, 177-8, no. 87, dated to the early second century.
41
Dig note-book of Hambrusch, Hohnl, and Hueber: excavation above the north parodos, Book n, 77 and
photo, 78; excavation catalogue no. 69.125.
38
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The figure on the right was also winged and naked except for a cloak, and his outline
appears to balance that of the first. He raises his right fist, in which he holds up the feet of
two ducks whose heads are raised symmetrically on each side.
In the field between the two figures a winged Eros faces forward, with his head
slightly turned to his right, and his body leaning to his left; he has a curly coiffure with a
knot at the top of his head. In his left arm he holds a pedum, and with his right hand he
grips the neck of an animal with bared teeth; the ears identify it as a dog.
This fragment combines two motifs which are very rarely found together. The young
hunter brandishing two live ducks can easily be identified as a Season, representing
Winter, found on numerous Four Seasons sarcophagi in the Roman period. 42 This genius
is often a putto, less often an adolescent Eros as here; in this case he is only wearing a
chlamys, while generally the other types of genius of Winter also wear a belted tunic,
sometimes oriental trousers, or even the oriental costume of Attis. The two ducks are less
commonly represented than a hare, held by its hind legs or by its ears. The closest parallels
are found on sarcophagi of the type of the Badminton/New York sarcophagus: Winter, to
the left, has a garland of reeds, wears a chlamys, and carries the ducks in his left hand. 43
A similar theme appears on a column sarcophagus in the Museo dei Conservatori. 44
The central group, with a springing dog whose collar is held by an Eros, also belongs
to the context of hunting, and so of winter, and is found at the feet of Winter on the New
York sarcophagus; on the handsome sarcophagus in Kassel,· the Eros is replaced by a
small Satyr with a crook. 45 This motif of Eros as a shepherd is also found on one of the
pilaster capitals found at Aphrodisias near the Tetrapylon in a building to the east of the

cardo maximus. 46
The winged genius on the left recalls the figures of victorious athletes on the
'palaestra' sarcophagi; but the wings suggest a representation of Agon, the personification and the presiding genius of contests. The overall design is not the same as that of
the Agon attributed to Boethos of Chalcedon, found in the Mahdia wreck, and now in the
Museum of Bardo. 47 The slim outline is that of a young man, not a child; the frontal
position differs from the rapid turning movement of the Agon of Mahdia, the gesture of
the right arm is less accentuated and the balance of the legs is inverted, although the
representation retains the same effect of nonchalance and ease; this figure also wears a
chlamys, while the Agon of Mahdia is completely naked. It is also not easily comparable,
except for the gesture of the left arm, with the representation of Agon, beside a bearded
berm, in one of the reliefs of the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias. 48
An unfinished piece, however, found at Aphrodisias in the sculptor's workshop north
of the Odeon, shows a headless adolescent in a very similar attitude: facing forward,
resting on his right leg, he wears a chlamys and holds a long baton on his left arm, which
suggested his identification as Hermes. 49 He can also be compared to the Hermes
psychopompus found on an Aphrodisian sarcophagus of the Antonine period, where a
42

P. Kranz, Jahreszeiten-Sarkophage, Die antiken Sarkophagsreliefs v,4, (Berlin/Rome, 1984).
F. Matz, Ein romisches Meisterwerk: des Jahreszeitensarcophag Badminton-New York, JDAJ, Erg.heft 19
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44
Stuart I ones, Catalogue, 49, Sala dei Trionfi 3, no. 4, pl. 17; Kranz, Jahreszeiten-Sarkophage, no. 16, pl. 15.
45
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46
K. T. Erim, AS 36 (1986), 178.
47
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48
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dead couple are flanked by Eleusinian divinities. 50 The use of a Hermes type, with the
addition of wings, for Agon, is justified by the fact that the god of eloquence was accorded
leading honours in the gymnasia.
The elongated and muscular outline of this figure is clearly distinct from the
representations of adolescent Seasons on sarcophagi in the late Antonine and Severan
period. These too have long legs, but the torso is slim, the shoulders angular, the breasts
accentuated, the hips rounded, and the lower abdomen prominent giving an effeminate
outline. Our genius is athletic and virile; the broad shoulders, the rectangular breast, the
outline of the muscles on the hips and abdomen clearly distance him from the ambiguous
adolescence of the Seasons. Moreover, his short hair with tight curls, perhaps bound with
the ribbon of a victorious athlete, recalls in its volume the coiffure of young people in the
middle of the second century such as the young Marcus Aurelius. 51 The damage to the face
prevents any hypothesis: but it is quite possible that this is a representation of a young man
who has died, represented as the genius of the gymnasium, and surrounded by the
Seasons. The agonistic context need not necessarily imply that the dead man was an
athlete, as in the case of 94. The purpose of such an assimilation with Agon can be
explained by the parallel between the life of a cultivated man, formed by paideia, and the
sporting contest which demonstrates the prowess of an individual. M. BonnanoAranvantinou has shown that sarcophagi with sporting figures can even be used for young
girls, indicating clearly the symbolic character of the theme. 52
The association of the genius of the palaestra with the genii of the Seasons is a very
rare variant among this type of sarcophagi. One sarcophagus, at Tunis, shows, on the front
face flanked by two pilasters, a scene of dextrarum junctio with a young married couple
accompanied by Eros. 53 On either side are four wingless putti: the first to the left wears a
belted tunic, and holds against his breast in his left hand the feet of a young fawn which
he carries on his shoulders. He also holds a duck in his right hand, and can be identified
as Winter. The second, who looks at him, holds up with his left hand his chlamys full of
flowers, representing Spring. To the right of the young couple another putto holds a hare
by the feet in his right hand, and a basket of fruit in the crook of his ·left arm, identifying
him as Autumn. To the far right, the last putto, whose forearm is lost, appears not to bear
the corn-sheaves of summer as P. Kranz thinks, but a palm with a central rib, and his
posture is that of victorious athletes on the 'palaestra' sarcophagi, where these figures are
also often located near a pilaster or a herm. This agonistic genius therefore replaces a
representation of Summer on the Tunis sarcophagus. On the Aphrodisias fragment it is at
least likely that the figure of Agon was included in a full group of the Seasons.
The grouping is clearly full of meaning: the Seasons symbolize the life-cycle, and
perpetual renewal, while Agon, or the putto represented as a victorious athlete recall the
rewards which await a good man who has lived his life like a sporting contest and has
emerged as a victor. The function of the Agon in 95 is therefore clearly symbolic, even if
50

Erim, Aphrodisias, 150.
For example the portrait in the Museum of the Forum Romanum: M.Wegner, Herrscherbildnisse in.
antoninischer Zeit. Das romische Herrscherbild n, 4 (Berlin, 1939), 193, p1.18; the relief of the Parthian
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E.Rosenbaum, Roman and Early Byzantine Portrait Sculpture in Asia Minor (London, 1964), 76 no. 43, pi.
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he was portrayed with the characteristics of the dead man, while the figure in 94 was a
heroic, but real, representation of the dead athlete.
This badly damaged fragment is hard to date. The vine branch running along the
upper edge, a theme associated with good fortune which could refer to the after-life of the
Blessed, has only two parallels on Season sarcophagi: a sarcophagus in Jerusalem, dated
to the early years of Gallienus,54 and a sarcophagus in the Vatican; 55 but the vine branches
are differently designed, and associated with representations of Dionysos. Some Attic
sarcophagi in the Louvre bear a vine branch, isolated from the rest of the decoration, in
the upper course. 56 Some sarcophagus lids have a fillet decorated with branches which
have been associated with Asia Minor. 57 The classicizing treatment of the figures and the
coiffure of Agon may perhaps indicate a date in the third quarter of the second century, but
the condition of the fragment makes this far from certain.
Both 94 and 95 present elements of striking originality: 94 by its central group of
figures surrounded by the symbols of victory which associate it with traditional Greek
agonistic ex-votos; 95 by its rare association of Agon with the Seasons. The heroization
of the dead man is clear in 94, but only hypothetical in 95; in any case, it is undertaken in
different ways on the two monuments. If the Agon in 95 does represent the deceased, it is
by the generic mythological symbolism of the young Genius of the palaestra, in the Greek
tradition which assimilates the individual to a divine archetype. By contrast, the athlete in
94, like his fellow athlete in 71, represents his personal achievements on his funerary
monument, in the language of Roman historic or funerary reliefs: his earthly glory is
commemorated and offered as a model to passers-by. His portrait, even if idealized by the
reference to Heracles, is accompanied by elements from the real world of his exploits.
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Kranz, Jahreszeiten-Sarkophage, 217-18, no. 129, p1s 54,3 and 55,3 and 4.
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APPENDIX V. GAMEBOARDS AND PAVEMENT DESIGNS

The abundant gameboards and designs found in the auditoria have been described using the
terminology of the new British Museum Typology (BMT), to be published by R. C. Bell and C. M.
Roueche, 'Pavement signs and gameboards in the Greek and Roman periods: a British Museum
typology', in I. Finkel (ed.), British Museum Colloquium on Ancient Games (London,
forthcoming). For the convenience of readers, the forms encountered in this volume are described
below:
C.l

A simple circle.

C.2

Circle with four spokes.

C.3

Circle with six spokes.

C.4

Circle with eight spokes.

C.7

Circle with four spokes, four chords.
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CC.2

Circle with eight spokes, central circle.

CCC.l

Central circle, two outer circles with eight spokes.

H.l

2 x 3 holes.

••••
••

H.2

2 x 4 holes.

H.4

2 x 5 holes.

•••••
•••
••••••
••••

H.5

2 x 6 holes.

H. 8 5 x 5 holes.

•••••••
•••••
••••••
••••

•••••
•••••
•••••

GAMEBOARDS AND PAVEMENT DESIGNS
H.l 0 Twelve holes surrounding one.

•
••
• •
•• • ••
•••
R.l 2 x 5 rectangles.

R.6 Rectangles, 2 x 5, with holes.

••••••••••
S.l Single square.

S.3 Square, four spokes.

SSS.l Mill design or Nine Men's Morris.
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3 x 12 dots, divided by line.

••••••••••••
•••••• ••••••
•••••• ••••••
3Rows.2

3 x 12 dots, divided by circles .

• • • • • • 0 ••••••
• • • • • • 0 ••••••
• • • • • • 0 ••••••
3Rows.3

3 x 12 circles, divided by line.

000000 000000
000000 000000
000000 000000
3Rows.4

I

3 x 12 circles, divided by circle or rosette in circle.

000000
000000
000000

000000
. 000000
000000
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'Avt(oovwc;) Ka.p(Jlivwc; ?) Ilo(7tiA.wc;) 'AyeA.a.or,
archineopoios 85
MeA.itrov MeA.itrovoc; Ka.t 'Aypotta.c; 69
"Aopa.crto<; seat 45.37.E
"Aopa.crto<; 'AopacrtO'U, tEpOVEtKTJ<; 66.5
Titoc; A1A.wc; "Aopa.crtoc;, agonothete 19.10
KA.a.uowc; "AOpa.crtoc; 51.12, ?27
'A9a.v&crwr, seat 46.H.9.ii
'A!hjva.y6pa.c;, father of [ 'A1toA.A.oo ]vwc; 7 6
AiA.ta.v6r, seat 45.12.L
AlA. we; A[-, 86.22
T. AtA.wc; M[-,palaistes, synod official (161-9) 91.i.7
AtA.wc; see "Aopa.crtoc;, ~wyevTJc;, Meva.vopoc;
Aivda.r, seat 46.A.24
Zitvrov Zitvrovoc; tou Xapl]to<; tou Zitvrovoc; Aiveia.c;
78
Tt~EPlO<; KA.a.uowc; 'A1toA.A.oovwc; BepovetKta.v6c;
'AK&crcrrov, grandfather of Bepov£tKta.v6r,
archiereus, 71, chief neopoios 82
'Avopea.c;, boy victor, son of 'Avopov£tKta.v6c; 80
,AvopOV£1 Kla.v6c;, father of, Avopea.c; 80
'AvopovetKO<;, son of Ila.poa.A.<ic; son of [Ila.1tia.c; 55.b
'AvopovtKo<; oKa.l. <l>ot~epwc;, seat 45.3.V.i
'Av{KTJtoc;, gladiator 30
'An{yovor, seat 45.12.R
'AvnoroptOTJ<; 70.40
'Avtoovwc; <I>A.&~(wc;) 'Avtioxoc;, son of 'Avtoovwc;
<I>Mi~wc; MT]tp6oropo<; boy victor 84
'Avtrovwc; see 'AyeA.a.oc;, 'Avtioxoc;, BA.&crtoc;,
'E7ttvEtKTJ<;, EueA.7ttcr'tT]c;, Aucr{Jla.xoc;, MTJtp6oropoc;,
l:EOUT]pEtVO<;, 'YijllKAft<;
'A7t£AA<i<; X&pT]<; citharode and official of the synod
88.iii
'A1teA.Mic; see l:eoul]pe'ivoc;
'A1toA.A.rovwr, seat 45.7 .X, 33.S
[?' A7toA.A.OO]vw<;, son of' A!hjva.y6pa.c;, sculptor 76
'A1toA.A.OOvwr, father of Mevecr9euc; 'Icr6~owoc;, son
of Mevecr9euc; Ila.1tia.c; 78
'A1toA.A.OOvwr, grandfather of Tuxt KO<; father of
<l>tAT]to<; 82
'A1toA.A.OOvwc; see Bepov£lKta.v6c;, Ma.pKta.v6c;
'A7t7tO'UAftlO<; see EupuKA.flc;
'A7t<pta., seat 46.X.6
Ap[ , seat 45.28.L
'Apdrov, ? ephebe athlete 72.ii
'Aptcrtirov, seat 45.32.S
'Apouptoc; Sd
'AptEJltOropoc;, son of ~T]JlO<pa.vto<;; father of?, 79
'AptEJltOropoc;, Meva.vopoc; tou 'AptEJltOoopou tou
Mev&vopou tou 'AptEJltOmpou tou KtKivva. 55.a
'AteiA.wc; see Ttna.v6c;
"Aua.A.or, seat for senator 45.33.H
M<ip(Ko<;) AUp(itA.wc;) [. . . ]or TetJloKA.Eouc; 1:ou
'Aya.861toooc; 1:ou 'AptEJltOoopou 70

o

AUpitA.wc; see 'AxtA.A.itc;, BepovetKta.v6c;, BA.&crtoc;,
EUeA.7ttcrtTJ<;, [Zf\A.oc;], Meva.vopoc;, Ila.1tia.c;,
l:UJ.l [ ... , Xa.p{OT]JlO<;
AUtOA'UKO<; 1.3.ii
AUp(itA.wc;) 'AxtA.A.itr, ?pankratiast 72
Ba.pta.v6c;, athlete, 72.ii
B&crcroc; 1.5.ii, 5.iv
Bevucrtvoc;, seat 46.C.26
Tt~epwc;
KA.a.uowc;
AUpitA.wc;
MouKta.voc;
'A1toA.A.oovwc; Bepov£tKta.v6c;, grandson of
'AK&crcrrov, Kpancrtoc;, agonothete 11.9
M(<ipKou) AUp(itA.wc;) 'Avt(oovwc;) NetKOJla.xoc;
BA.&crto<; first archon 61, 62
r&wc; see Aoyyta.v6c;
MiipKoc; r&ouwc; l:Kou{A.A.a. r]a.AAlKa.v6c;, consul
88.iii
faO'UlO<; see fa.AAlKUVO<;
feoopywr, seat 46.E.26
~T]Jlft'tplOc;

1.6.i
father of 'AptEJltOropoc; father of?, 79
AtA.wc; KA.a.uowc; ~wyevl]<; official of the synod of
performers 88.iii
~wyevl]c;, M(iipKo<;) Aup(ftAlO<;) Ila.1tia.c; tou Ila.1tiou
o' tou ~wyevouc; 58, 59, 60
~lOYEVTJ<;, father ofKa.A.A.tKpatT]<; 89
~lOtElJlO<;, father of Ka.AAtKpatT]<; 51
~ouA.K{ no<; governor of Caria 65

~T]JlO<paVtT]<;,

Eipl]v{rov, gladiator 43
MiipKo<; OUa.A.epwc; 'E7ta.<pp6oetto<; citharode, son of
M. OUa.A.. NapKtcrcroc; 68
'E1tiyovor, seat 45.33.R
MiipKoc;' Avtoovwc; 'E7ttVetKTJ<; 54.
'Eltl<pavt<; bull-rearer 44
'E7t1:UJ.1{]Vl0<;, seat 46.H.8.ii
'EpJlii<;, gladiator 16
'EpJleta.c;, father of Zeno father of Zeno 82
'EpJl{a.c;, M{A.rov o' tou 'EpJltO'U 76
<I>A.(&~wc;) 'EpJ.1t7t7tO<;, seat 46.X.6
"Epro<; ? seat 46.F.l8
Eua.pa.crto~, seat 45.12.M
Eu~iotoc;, father of 8e6<ppa.crtoc; Tpu<prov, o
KUAOUJlEVO<; eeo<ppacrto<; 'Qpeirov Aa.oOlKEU<;
88.iii
'Avt(oovwc;) Aup(i]A.wc;) EUeA.7ttO'tl]<;, boularch 85
<I>A.&~wc; Eu[Jla.xoc; 51
[? E]U1tl9a.v6c;, gladiator 21
Eu1tA.ouc;, gladiator, 20
MiipKo<; OUA.ltloc; 'A1t1touA.i]wc; EupuKA.flc; 50, 79
Eucre~w<; seat 46.H.9.ii, ?iii
EutUXTJ<; son of EutUXTJ<; comedian, Asioneicus, from
Hierapolis 88.iii
Tt~(epwc;) KA.(a.uowc;) Eutuxmv6c; 56
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INDICES

[KA.aulho~ AUpftA.to~] ZftA.o~, archiereus, father of
'IouA.to~ AupftA.w~ Xapi8ru.to~ 83, 84
ZftA.o~, archiereus, grandfather of 'IouA.to~ AupftA.to~
Xapi8rwo~ 84
Zftvoov 6.9, Zftvoov[ o~] 'tOU 'YijfllCAEou~ 'tou
'YijftKAEou~ 'tOU cpucret Zftvoovo~ 'YijftKAEOU~ 14
Zftvoov Zftvoovo~ _'tou Xapll'tO~ 'tou Zftvoovo~ Aiveia~

78
Zftvoov Zftvoovo~ 'tOU 'EpJ.letou, boy victor 82
Zftvoov, son of Apollonius son ofMenander, brother of
T. Aelius Aurelius Menander 91.i.

? Tt~Epto~ KA.aU8to~ 'louA.to~ Kav8t8o~ 'HyEJ.lOVEU~
86
'HA.uo8opo~ 6.11
'HA.ub8opo~, seat 46.J.2
'Hp60o'to~, the historian 88.ii
'Hpoo8tav6~, seat 45.14.X

0Eo86crto~ ? Se
0Eo80't0~ 7b
0E68o'to~, 7tpo'taupapto~, seat 46.J.8
0Eocppaa'to~ Tpucpoov
KaA.ouJ.lEvo~ 0E6cppaa'to~
'Qpeioov Aao8tKEU~ KOOJ.lcp86~, son of Eu~to'to~

o

88.iii

KA.au8to~

'A1toA.A.rovto~

Asiarch, agonothete 86
MiipKo~ see BA.acr'to~, raA.A.tKav6~.

MapKtav6~,

'E~tacpp68et'to~,

'E~twdKTI~. EUpulCA.ft~, AucriJ.laxo~, NapKtcrcro~,
lla7tt<X~, ~EOUTIPEtVO~, 'YijftKA~~

o

MeA.hoovo~ Kat 'Aypot'ta~ citharist 69
M(vav8po~, bestiarius 36
M(vav8po~ 'tOU 'Ap'tEJ.lt8ropou 'tou Mev6.v8pou 'tou

MeA.t'toov

'Ap'tEJ.lt8ropou 'tou KtKivva 55.a
boy victor, son of MEvav8po~,
oeconomus of the boule, 85
AtA.to~ AupftA.to~ M(vav8po~ pankratiast, and
xystarch, f!. c. 138-69; brother of Zeno son of
Apollonius son of Menander 91
Mevecr9eu~ 'Icr6~ouvo~, son of 'A~toA.A.rovto~,
grandson of Mevecr9eu~ lla1tia~ 78
'AV'trovto~ <I>A.a.~to~ Mll'tp68oopo~, father of
'AV'trovto~ <I>M~to~ 'Av't{oxo~ 84
MiA.oov 8' 'tou 'EpJ.ltOU, agonothete 16
?MoA.oaa6~ SO.b
MouKtav6~ see BepovetKtav6~
M(vav8po~

NapKtaao~, gladiator 18
MapKo~ OUaA.Epto~ NapKtcrcro~
'E1tacpp68et'to~ 68

father of M. OUaA..

NEtKavoop 1.5.i
NetKOJ.l<XXO~ see BA.a.cr'to~
? NEJ.lEaKO~ 1.3.ii
NtKftcpopo~

'lyva'ttll, seat 45.11.0
'l(pa~48
'louA.mv6~ 1.5.iii; 'Oacri8to~ 'louA.tav6~ 51.19,
'Oai8to~ '1. 55.a.1, B.1
'louA.to~ see 'HyEJ.lOVEU~, Kpa'tEpo~, Aoyymv6~
·'Icr6~ouvo~ see MEvE0"9eu~ 'Icr6~ouvo~

KaicrnA.A.o~, gladiator 28
KaA.av8ioov, gladiator 23
KaA.A.tKpa'tll~. son of LltoyEVTI~ pancratiast, sacred
victor, multiple victor 89
KaA.A.tKpa'tll~. son of Llto'tElJ.lO~, benefactor 51
Kav8t8tav6~, victor 74
K6.v8t8o~ see 'HyEJ.lOVEU~
Ka1tupa~ 1.4
KapJ.ltvia see KA.auomvft
Kap(J.ltVto~ ?) see Ay(A.ao~
KtKivva~, M(vav8po~ 'tou 'Ap'tEJ.lt8ropou 'tou
Mevav8pou 'tOU 'Ap'tEJ.lt8ropou 'tOU KtKivva 55.a
KA.au8ia see ~EAEUKeta
KapJ.ltvia KA.au8tavft, seat 46.X.18
KA.au8to~ see ,Aya9ayyEAO~, "A8paO''tO~, ,AKaO'O'OOV,

BEpovEtKmv6~. LltoyEvll~. Eu'tuxmv6~. [ZftA.o~].
'HyEJ.lOVEU~, KaAAtJ.lopcpo~, MapKtav6~, llaui..Etvo~

KoAo'tpoov, seat 46.1 .8
'IouA.to~ Kpa'tep6~, father of boy athlete 83

fato~ 'IouA.to~ Aoyytav6~

?Tt~Epto~

tragic poet 88

gladiator, 25

'Oaai8to~ see 'IouA.mv6~
OUaA.Epto~ see 'E7tacpp68Et'to~, NapKtcrcro~
OUA.1tto~ see EupuKA.ft~

OUvioov, gladiator 17

M(iipKO~) AUp(ftA.to~) lla1t{a~ 'tOU
LltoyEvou~ first archon 58, 59, 60

na1tt0U 8' 'tOU

na1tt<X~ see MEVE0'9EU~
[?na1tia~], father of llap8aA.ii~ 55.b

lla1ttOOV, seat 45.40.5
lla1tuAo~ 48
nap8aA.ii~ l.l.ii, gladiator 17
llap8aA.ii~ father of Andronicus, son of
55.b
lla'tpOKAO~, gladiator 26

[?na~tia~]

Tt~Epto~ KA.au8to~ nauAEtvo~, archiereus,
Tt~Epto~ KA.au8to~ [? 13
niaw~ lltcrEou, victor 75
llOOTIVEJ.lO~, gladiator 16
noA.uxp6vto~, boxer 87
llo(1ttAto~) see 'Ay(A.ao~

'Poucpo~

Au[ ?, seat 45.13.0
M(apKo~) <I>A.(a~to~) 'Av't<.ovto~ AucriJ.laxo~
<I>M~to~ AUO'lJ.l<XXO~ 50
MapyapE'tll~. gladiator 32

:::a.veo~,

2

see Tmav6~

54
~EKouv8o~,

gladiator 35

son of

INDICES
KA.auoia l:eA.euKda, seat 45.10.Y.i
M. 'Avtoovwc; 'A7tEAAiic; l:eouTtpE"ivoc;, son of M.
'Avtoovwc; 'YijltK:A.ftc;, archiereus 15, chief neopoios
81

l:Kiptoc;, gladiator 31
l:KouiUa see faAAtK:av6c;
l:7tavot(oc;) ?, seat 46.0.21
l:tE<paviic;, seat 46.E.2.a
AUp(ftA.wc;) l:uJ.l[ ... 7e
? Iupoc; l.l.ii
Tattav6c;, ? <l>tATtJ.lOV ]oc; tEtpaKt Tanavou 51
TEtJ.lOKAftc;, Miip(Koc;) AUp(ftA.wc;) [. . . ]01:
TEtJ.lOKAeoupou 'Aya861tooopo\i 'AptEJ.ltOoopou
70
Tt~epwc; see [Aya8ayyeA.oc;], 'AKacrcrrov, Bepovemav6c;,
EVruxtav6c;, 'HyeJ.!Ovruc;, [KaMtJ.lOPQ>Oc;], MapKtavoc;,
TiauA.E"ivoc;
Titoc; see "Aopacrtoc;, Ai:A.toc;, Ttttav6c;
Titoc; 'AtdA.toc; 'Pou<poc; Ttttav6c;, consul 88.iii
Tpo<ptJ.lll, wife ofEip11virov, gladiator 43
Tpu<prov see 0e6<ppacrtoc; Tpu<prov
TuxtK6c;, son of <l>iATttoc;, grandson of' A7toAAoovwc; 82
'Yijlt[ ?, seat 45.28.B, C
'YijltKA.dc;, seat 45.11.U
'YijltKATt<; 7b
'YijltKA,ftc;, Zftvrov[oc;] tou 'YijltKAeouc;tou 'YijltKAeouc;
tou <pucret Zftvrovoc; 'YijltKAeou 14
'YijltKA.ftc;, M. 'Avtc:Ovwc;, father of M. 'Avtoovwc;
'A7tEAAiic; LEOUllPE"ivoc; 15
<l>epo7tE<;, gladiator 24
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ci>tA.ftJ.lrov 79, ? <l>tATtJ.lOV ]oc; tEtpaKt Tanavou 51
ci>iA.Tttoc;, son of Apollonius, father of Tychicus 82
<l>iAt1t1toc; 8 O.b
ci>tA.icrnrov 1.1.i, l.ii
ci>tA.OA.oyoc; 1.4
- ]A.ia <I>M~ta, seat 46.F.6.iii
<I>M~toc; see 'Avtioxoc;, 'EpJ.lt7t7toc;, Eu[J.laxoc;],
AucriJ.laxoc;, MTttp6oropoc;
<l>ot~eptoc;, seat 45.3.V.i
ci>6pnc;, gladiator 29
<l>povt"ivoc;, seat 46.0.4
XapTtc;, Zftvrov Zftvrovoc; tou Xap11toc; tou Zftvrovoc;
Aivdac; 78
Xap11c;see 'A1teA.Aiic;
'IouA.toc; AUpftA.toc; XapiOTtJ.lO<;, son of [KA.auotoc;
AupftA.wc;] ZftA.oc;, sophist, chief neopoios 83, 84
Xpucro[- , gladiator 18
Xpucr6J.laAAoc; 12
'ilpdrov, see 0e6<ppacrtoc; Tpu<prov
- ]avoc;, seat, 45.33.AA
- ]evtc;, gladiator 19
- ]tavoc;, seat 45.ll.U
- ]J.lvtoc;, seat 46.J.26
Miip(Koc;) AUp(ftA.toc;) [... ]01: TEtJ.lOKAeouc; tou
'Aya861toooc; tou 'AptEJ.ltOOOpou, ooA.txaopoJ.loc;
70
- ]7tTt<;, bestiarius 37
- ]crttTtc;, gladiator 27
- ]<ptA.uc;, gladiator 21
- ]xtoc;, seat 46.X.9
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INDEX 11. DIVINITIES
oayrovto~ (Hermes) 91.2

'A<ppollitl] 55.b.2, iepeu~ tf]~ 'A<ppoOitTJ[~ 51.8, iepo~
eea~
'A<ppoOettl]~
70.41,
V£0l1t0t&v tf]~
E1tt<pav£crtatl]~ eeou 'A<ppOOEttl]~ 85.20
dtovucro~, t&v &no tf]~ oh:ou]~t€vl]~ nept tov
dt6vucrov ... texveitrov 88.iii.2, v€ov dtovucrov,
Hadrian 88.iii.3

'Epatro, muse 6.1, 2a, 13b
Eut€pnl], muse 6.1, 2a, 13b
Zeu~

72.ii.7

'HpaKA.f]~. tft iep~ ~[ucrnKft

ne]pmoA.tcrnKft eucre~Et
[cruv6Bcp Kat] tip cruvnavn ~ucrtip tiilv
nept t[ov 'HpaKA.ea] Kat autoKpatopa Kaicrapa
cre~acrtft

Tpatav[ov 'Aiipt]avov l:e~acrtov 89.4, tft iep~
~ucrnK[ft nepmoA.tcrnKft cruv6Bcp t&v 7t£pt tov
'Hpa]KAea 91.2
E>aA.ia, muse 6.1, 2a, 13b
KaA.A.tonl], muse 6.1, 2a, 13a, 13b
KA.tro, muse 6.1, 2a, 13b
MeA7tOJ!EVT] muse, 6.1, 2a, 13a, 13b
Moucrai, tip t&v Moucr&v tEJ!EVcp 88.ii.14
Ni!CT], iepeu~ ou'x ~iou 6ea~ Ni!CT]~ 67.5
OUpavia 2, tft Kupq. OUpaviq. 4, 5, 12, muse, 6.1, 2a,
13a, 13b

noA.wvia, muse 6.1, 2a, 13b
TepljltXOPTJ, muse 6.1, Tep1jltKopl] 6.2a, 13b
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INDEX Ill. EMPERORS
MapKo~ AupftA.to~ KoJ.toOo~ 'Av'trov'ivo~ l:e~a<Ho~
50, Au'toKpa'topo~ KoJlJlo[oou re~aa'tou 51
au'toKpa'topa
Tpamvo(v)
Kaicrapo~
Seou

[Tpatavou L1aKtKOU nap8tKOU ul.ov, Seou
N]epoua ul.rovov, •Aoptavov Kaiaapa l:e~acr'tov
v£ov L1t6vucrov 88.iii
'tU l.ep~ ~[ucrnKft ne]pmoA.tcrnKft eucre~E'i cre~acr'tft
(cruvoocp Kat] 'tcp <JUV7tClV'tt ~'\lcr'tcp 'tCOV 7tEpt 't(ov

'HpaKA.ea]
Kat
aU'tOKpa'topa
Kaiaapa
Tpatav[ov 'Aopt]avov l:e~acr'tov 89.5
cruv6ocp 'tCOV 7tEpt 'tOV 'Hpa]KAECl KClt 'tOV ayc.O[vtov
Kat au'toKpa'topa~ M(apKov) AUp(ftA.tov)
'Av'tro]ve'ivov Kat A(ouKtov) Au[p(ftA.tov) OUilpov
91.i.2
enl. [S]eou 'Av'trovdvou 91.i.18
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INDEX IV. GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS
(see also Index V. Contests)
'Aopa1-n'l't'ttov 9l.ii.36
'Aoptav~<;x

1:1\~

Bet9uvia~

see

'Aopuxvetov

'Avnvoetov
'A9~vat see 'OAuj..lnEta
'AA.ucapvacrcreu~ 88.i.23
'Avasap~6~ contest 91.ii.59, 92.5
'AvKupa 1:1\~ faA.a1:ia~ contest 91.ii.45, 92.2;
'AcrKA~JtEtov
'Avrupav6~ 70.6

see also

'Avnoxda see Kotvov Iupia~, Ilu9w
'A V'ttoxda Kmcrapeia KoA.roveia 91.i.4, 'Av'ttOJ(Et~
Kmcrape'i~ KoA.rovoi 91.i.147, 1:rov rv KoA.rovei<;x
,AV'tlOJ(Et<;x ayoovrov 91.i.ll
'Avnoxeu~ 91.i.34, seat 45.34.S
'AnoA.A.rovwwi 61, A. AuKtot 0paKoi 91.i.50
'Apa~ia see <l>tA.aoeA.<pda
"Apyo~ see &ani~
'Aaia, ap)(tEpeu~ 'Aaia~ 50.2, Kotva 'Aaia~ ?
50.23,T!\ !-!1]'tpon6A.et 1:1\~ 'Aaia~ 'E<pEcrcp 89.28
'A<ppoOtcrtEU~ 70.5, 89.8, 24, 'A<ppOOElcrtErov, <puAai,
seat 45.32, 'A<ppootcr[t)Erov apxoucrt ~ouA.ij 0~1-!CJ>
xaipe[ t)v 50, 'tll~ AUj..lltpO'tU'tl]~ ,A<ppOOElcrtEOlV
n6A.ero~ 56.6, 57.6, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 72.1,
1:4'> O~i-!CJ> 1:&v cruvyev&v 'A<ppooetcrtErov 88.ii.18,
cf. 22, 1:ij tEpOl'ta'tn 'A<ppOOElcrtEOlV ~ouAijKat 1:4'>
o~l-lCJ> 89.6, 91.i.39, np&1:o~ •A<ppooetcrtErov
91.ii.22,26,29,33
B1]pu1:6~,

contest 91.ii.49, 92.3

rasa, contest 91.ii.56, 92.4
faA.a1:ia see'AvKupa
ilaj..lacrKo~, contest 91.ii.48, 92.2; see also "AKna
ila<pvl], see rru9ta
Eu<ppa1:11~ see Zeuyj..la
"E<pecro~ 1:1\~ Aaj..lnpo'ta'tl]~ .n6A.ero~ 1:rov 'E<pecrirov
72.4, 'tTII-!1]'tpon6A.et 1:1\~ 'Aaia~ 'E<pEcrcp 89.28; see
also 'Aoptava 'OAuj..lnta, Bap~iAAl]a, 'E<pE<Jl]a,
Kotva 'Aaia~, 'OA.ul-lma

Zeuyj..la npo~ 1:4'> Eu<ppchn, contest 91.ii.64, 92.7
'HpaKAEia 51.15, 71.e
'HpaKA.da ~ npo~ 1:4'> IT6v1:cp see 'Aoptavl]ov
'HpaKAElOV icraJC'tlOV
'HpaKAEOJ'tat 62
01]~a'iot

91.i.49

'IepanoA.t~

71.a; see also "AKna, Ilu9w

'IepanoA.ehl]~ 59, 88.iii.5
'lep6noA.t~ contest 91.ii.58,

92.5

Kmcrapda see KO(va KannaOoKrov

Kmcrapda Ilavia~, contest 91.ii.56, 92.5
Kmcrapda 'tll~ I'tpa1:rovo~ contest 91.ii.51, 92.3; see
also "A K'tla
Kepa1:ane'i~ 58
Kt~upa, contest 91.ii.65, 92.7
Kt~upa1:a{ 60
KA.auotonoAet'tai 91.i.51
KA.auot6noA.t~, contest 91.ii.44, 92.1
KustKo~ see 'OAuj..lma
AaoOtKEia Iupia~ 71.a, see also Ilu9w
AaoOtKEia see KA.auOil]a
AaoOtKEU~ 88.iii.[5], 14
Macr'tauponoAhl]~ 45.4.0
MetA.~crtot 91.i.50;? 45.12.H
Mt'tuA~vl], contest 91.ii.35; see

also 'Ai-!1-!00VT]a
Mo1JIUE<J'tta, contest 91.ii.60, 92.5
NEa n6A.t~ (Naples) see Ie~acr1:a
NEa n6A.t~ 'tll~ Iaj..lapia~, contest 91.ii.53, 92.4
NetKEa, contest 91.ii.42; see also Auyoucr'tetov
NetKOj..ll]OEia ?, contest 9l.ii.41; see also Auyoucr'tEta
Ie~~peta, Kotva Bet9uvia~
NEtlCOj..ll]OEU~ 70.6
NtKOJtOAt~ see "AKna
Ilepyaj..lov 67.13; see JCotva 'Acria~
Ilepyaj..ll]VO~ 9l.i.4 7
IlecrcrtVOUV'tlOl 9l.i.51
Ilecrcrtvou~ contest 91.ii.47, 92.2
Ilpoucria~, contest 91.ii.43, 92.1
'POOj..ll], 'tll~ Ei~ 'Proj..ll]V [anoOl]j..l~crero~ 51.5, 'tll~
~acretA.ioo~ 'Poo!-!1]~ 56.14; see also Kane1:ooA.eta
'OAU!-!Jtta
Iaj..lapia~ see NEa n6A.t~
Iapot~ see Kotva 'Aaia~
IKu96noA.t~ contest 91.ii.54, 92.4
Lj..lupva 50.3; see Kotvov 'Aaia~
Iupia see TpinoA.t~
Ta~l]voi 63
Tapcr6~ see Kotvov KtAtKia~
TpaA.A.et~
see Auyoucr1:eta,

Kotva 'Acria~,
·
TpinoA.t~ 'tll~ Iupia~ contest 91.ii.61, 92.6
Tupo~ contest 91.ii.50, 92.3; see also 'HpaKA.eia
KOj..lj..lOOElU
NtlCT]pa'teta

<l>tA.aoeA.<pda see ile'ia "AA.eta, KOt va 'Aaia~
<l>tA.aoeA.<pda 1:f]~ 'Apa~ia~, contest 91.ii.62, 92.6
XaA.~orov

70.20
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INDEX V. CONTESTS
(see also Index VI s.v. ay&v)
At Aphrodisias:

'AnaAlla KanE'tcOAta f.v 'A<ppo8Etma8t Moretti 90;
seep. 181
'tu JlEyaA.a fop8tavlla 'AnaAlla 'tll~ AaJl7tpo'ta'tll~
, A<ppOOElatEOOV 1t0AEOO~ 56.6
'tOV 'A't'tUATIOV ay&va 57.10
'A<ppo8Etailla 'AOrovlla [7l.d], 77.3
'A<ppoOEtailla <l>tATIJlOVilla 85; third celebration 79,
80; fifth 81; ninth 82; fifteenth 83, 84; twentieth 86
Ka7tE'tcOAta see p. 181
KA.au8iou , A8paa'tOU ay&va 51.12, 27
ay&v wA.ix.vnato~ <I>A.aPiou AUatJlUXOU
1tEV'taE'tllPlKO~ JlOUatKO~ 53.1
AumJlUXlla a' 54.10
AumJlUXlla Ta'ttUVlla 76.4
o 'Oaat8iou 'IouA.tavou ayrov 51.19
OUaAEptava seep. 182
[o]1toAEtnKO~ ayrov 51.16
1UJlVlKOV 'tOOV 1tOAEt't&v nai8rov ay&va 52.1.ii.5
nu8ta seep. 182
['t&v rE]paa't&v ciy&va~ 48, 49

At other cities:

'A8pwvu 'OAuJlnta f.v 'E<pEacp 67.19
'A8ptavEtov 'Avnv6Ewv ev 'A8ptav~q: 'tll~
BEt8uvia~ 70.15
'A8ptavllov 'HpaKAEwv iaaK'ttav f.v 'HpaKA.Eiq: 'ti\
1tpo~ 'ti)> n6V'tcp 70.18, 29
"AKna 67.10, 69.29
"AKn[a f.v ... ~a]JlacrKcp 69.30
"AKn[a f.v 'IEpa]1tOAEt 69.28
[? "AKna f.v] KcitcrapEiq: 'tll~ r'tpa'trovo~ 69.31
"AKna f.v NEtK01tOAEt69.24

'AJl!.HOVlla, Mt'tUA~VllV 71.a
ci<mi~, 't~V E~ "Apyou~ ac:mi8a 67.10

.
'AaKMnEwv ev 'AvKupcpf]~ faAa'tia~ 70.14
Auyoua'tEta ev TpaUmtv 69.40
Auyoua'tEta rEp~pEta ev NEtKOJlllOEiq: 70.23
Auyoua'tEwv ev NEtKEq: 70.26, 32
BappiUlla at Ephesus 50.23, 67. 11, 9l.ii.16, 19
?~Eta "AA.Eta ev <l>tAaOEA<pEiq: 69.43
'E<pEalla ev 'E<pEacp 69.26, 71.b
'HpaKA.Eia KoJlJlOOEta ev Tupcp 69.36
"Icr8Jlta 91.ii.15
KanmoAEta 'OAuJlma, 'ProJlllV 9l.ii.28
KA.auOilla, AauOiKEtav 71.a
Kotvu 'Aaia~ ? 50.23
Kotvu 'Aaia~ at Ephesus 7l.b
Kotvu 'Aaia~ at Sardis 71.a
KOtvov 'Aaia~ at Smyma 9l.ii.20
Kotvu 'Aaia~ at Tralles 69.41
Katvov 'Aaia~ at Pergamum 91.ii.17
Katvu 'Aaia~ ev <l>tAaOEA<pEiq: 69.44, 70.35
Katvu BEt8uvia~ ev NEtKOJlllOEiq: 69.38
Kotvu Kanna86Krov ev KmaapEiq: 69.34
Kotvov KtAtKia~ ev Tapai)> 67.17
KOlVOV rupia~ EV ,AvnoxEiq: 67.15
NEJ.!Eta 71.b, 9l.ii.14, 23, 24
NtKTIPU'tEta 'tu ev Tpa[ Umtv 51.21
'OA.uJ,ima ~Eta 72.ii.16
'0AuJl7tEta at Athens 9l.ii.25
'0AuJl7tta at Ephesus 67.19; 72.i.26
'OA.uJlma, Kul;tKov 67.18
navae~vma, ePM!ln nava8llvai8t 9l.ii.21
nuem 6 1.10, 72.ii.16, 9Lii.27
[ Ou8t]a 1tp0~ ~a<pVTIV, 'Avn6XEtav 'tll~ rupia~ 7l.b
nu8ta EV 'IEpa7tOAEl 69.27
nu8ta EV AaoOtKEiq: [?rupia]~ 69.33
rEpaa'ta at Neapo1is, category of 1tai8E~ KA.au8wvoi
91.ii.13
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INDEX VI. INDEX VERBORUM
Words not otherwise attested are marked by an asterisk.

Religious terms

See below under:
f.m<pav~~. Sea, 8e6~. iep6~. Kupa, KUpto~, Matoujlapxll~. jlavo(atrop), va6~. tejlevo~. <p86vo~

Secular institutions, ranks and titles

See below under:
ayopavojlero, avnvemtoto~, a~t6A.oyo~, apxe'iov, apxtepateuro, apxtepeu~, apxtvemtotta,
apxtvemtoto~, apxrov, AutoKpatrop, ~OUAUPXll~. ~ouA.eut~~. ~ouA.~, yepoucr{a, yp<Xjljl<Xteu~.
YP<XIlll<Xteuro, yujlvacrtapxo~. oflllo~. E<pll~o~. ~yejlrov, iepeu~. Ka'icrap, KoA.roveia,
Alljl1tpO'tll'tO~, A.oytcrteia, A.oytcr't~~. llll'tP01tOAt~. veo7tot6~. veo~. oiKOVOjlO~, 7t0At~. 7t0At'teta,
7toA.tt~~. 7tpoypa<p~. 7tpoeopia, 1tpo~yopo~, 7tpo8ecrllia, 7tpotaupapto~. 7tprot6A.oyo~ apxrov,
7tproto~ apxrov, cre~acrto~, CJ'tE<p<XVll<pOpero, CJ'tE<p<XVll<pOpo~, CJUVKAll'ttKO~, cruvoOo~, cruvtexvia,
cr<ppayi~. imanK6~. U7tato~. <puA.~. 'Jfll<pi~ojlat, 'lf~<ptcrjla, 'l'll<J>O~

Agonistic terms

See below under:
ayeveto~, ayrov, ayrovtcrt~~. ayrovo8ecria, ayrovo8etero, ayrovo8e'tll~. &.8A.ov, 'AKttoVetKll~.
av~p, a7to~atll£, apjla, 'AcrtoveiKll~. acr1ti~, auA.11~~. a<petllpia, ~flA.ov, yujlvtKo~, Oeutepe'iov,
OtaUAoOpOjlO~, oiauA.o~. ooA.txaOpOjlO~, MA.txo~. eijl<XV't07tapoxo~. eicreAaCJ'ttKO~,
f.vKrojltoypa<po~. f.mteA.Ero, ~llttaA.avna'io~. 8e11a, iepoveiKll~. icraKtto~, KEAll~. KllPU~,

Kt8aptcrt~~. Kt8apcp06~. Kpim~. K:l>KA.to~, KrojlcpOia, Krojlq>OO~, 11ayyavov, llEtjloA.oyo~. lllllOt,
jlOUcrtK6~. veavtcrKoA.Oyo~. NejleaKo~, ~ucrtapxll~. ~ucrnK6~. ~ucrt6~. oiKOUjl£VtK6~,
'OA.wmoveiKT~~. OllllPtcrt~~. o7tA.ettoopojlo~, o1tA.ov, 1tai~. 7taA.ata~~. 1tavllyuptapx11~.
7tavKpanacrt~~. 7tavKpanov, 7tapaoo~o~. 7tevtae'tllptK6~, 1tevta8A.11~. 7teptoBoviK'Il~·
1tepiooo~, 7tept7tOAtCJ'ttKO~, 7tAetcrtoVetKll~. 7t0tll't~~. 7tOAtnKO~, 7tprotetov, 1tUYil~. 7tu8aUA11~.

7tU8tK6~. ITu8tovdKll~. 7tUKt~~. 1tuppix11. 7tupptx(tcr~~). 'ProjlatK6~ 7tOtllt~~. craA.mK~~.
crKajljl<X, crtaOtaOpojlo~. crtaOtov, crte<pavei'tll~. cruvayrovtcr~~. cruva8A.llt~~. cruvropi~.
taA.avttato~. tetpaetllpi~. texveit11~. tpaytK6~. tpaycpoia, tpaycpM~. tptetia, tptte'iov,
xopauA.11~. xopoKt8apeu~, 'lfEtAOKt8ap~~

Gladiatorial and wild-beast fight terms

See below under:
f.crcreMpto~, 8pi;t~. KataOiKot, ruvmecriov, jlovollaxot, 1taA.o~. taupoKa8a7tt6~. tauprotpo<po~.

<p<XjltA.ia

INDICES
ayu86~, (;.;;u 7a; ayu8ft 'tVX11 15, 50.1, 20, 89 .23,

91.i.36; 'tu a., 72.1.5; &vopu ayu86v 88.ii.8; a.
1t0t~"CT\~ 88.iii.6; 'tO KOtvOV ~jlcOV ayu86v
.a1t~VEYKEV 89.20
aptO'"CO~, 1tOtT]'tfJV "COY aptO'"COV "CWV Ku8'~1lii~,
88.ii.8; 'tU KaAAtO'"CU KUt aptO''tU 1tOAEt'tEUOjlEVO~
EV ~jlEtV 9l.i.24
ayul..jlu 76. 6
ayuAjlU'toyA.u<po~ 45.7.X
ayUAjlU't01tOtO~ 52.ill.iii.24; aywvu 'tcOV ayuAjlU't01tOtWV
76.3
ayEVEtO~ 9l.ii.l0; ayEVEtOt~ 52.1II.ii.3; a. 1tUAUtO''t~~
52.1V.ii.5; a. 1tUVKpU'ttUO''t~~ 52.1V.ii.7; a.
1tEV'ta8AT]~ 52.1V.ii.4;. a. 7ttlK'tT\~ 52.1V.ii.6; a.
O''tUOtuOpOjlO~ 52.1V.ii.3; ayEvEirov 1tUVKpanov
71.a, b; ayEVEtOlV 1tUVKpU'ttV 9l.ii.l5, 17
ayopUVOjlEOl 49
ayopEuro72.ii.2, 13
&yro 91.i.33
aywv s. 50.13, 15, 19, 51.1, 3, 6, 10, 85.32, 91.i.35 'tov
'A't]'tuA.fJov ayiilv[u 57.10; KA.uuoiou 'AopaO'"COU
aywvu 51.12, 27; [o] 1tOAEtnKO~ ayoov 51.16; o
'Oaatoiou 'louA.tuvou ayoov 51.19; Y\lllVtKOV "CWV
7tOAEt'tcOV 7tUtOrov uyrovu 52.I.ii.6;
uyrov
'tUAuvnu'io~ q,A,u~iou Auatllaxou 7tEV'tUE'tT]ptKo~
jlOUO'tKO~ 53.1; avu8£vw 'tTI 1tU'tptOt aywvu
Ei!lt'tul..uvnutov 55.a.1; f.1tt 'tTI OEOojlevn 'tou
tEpou ayiilvo~ OOlpEi!- 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, [63]; 'tij>
"CWV '0AUjl1ttOlV aywvt 72.i.26; aywvu "CWV
ayUAjlU't01t0tcOV 76.3; 'tij> E1tt"CEAE0'8evn ayiilvt 'til~
... 'tE'tpUE'tT]ptOO~ 79.5, 80.8, 81.4, 82.6, 83.5, 84.6,
[? 86.31; 'tov f.7tt"CEAEO'jlevov a. s5.11, pi. 50.4, 10,
12,? 57.1, 70.11, 72.i.23, 91.i.14; ['tcOV IE]~UO'"CWV
aywvu~ 48, 49; AuO'tjlUX~U u' 54.10; avu8£nu
XP~!lU"CU Ei~ ayiilvu~ 55.b.1; tEpou~ ayiilvu~ 67.8;
tEpOU~ KUt "CUAuV'ttUtOU~ KUt 1tAElO''tOU~ UAAOU~
ayiilvu~ 91.ii.12; ~UO'"CUPXT\~ "CWV f.v KoA.rovEiq:
'AvnoxEi~ aycbvrov 91.i.11
ayrovisojlUt 67 .22; OtU1tpE1tcO~ KUt jlE"CU 1tUO'T\~
ayrovtO'UjlEVO~ avopEiu~ 72.i.24; a .... f.vOO~Ol~
85.6, 91.ii.8
.
ayrovtO'jlU 50.21, 51.2; 'to 'tEAEID'tU'tOV 'tcOV
ayrovtcrjl<i'trov 72.i.29; f.v 'tOt~ jlUAtO''tU 'tcOV
EuooKtjlT]O'av'trov ayrovta 11a'trov 72.i.35
ayrovta~~ 51.14
ayrovo8EO'tU 54.11
ayrovo8E'tEOl 48, 49, 51.2, Mi1on 76.11, Menestheus
lsobounos 78.20, T. Aelius Adrastus 79.9; ? Tib. Cl.
Apollonius Marcianus 85.6; "CWV VE01toti0v "CWV 7tEpt
"COV OEtVU 81.7' 82.11' 83.12, 84.11
ayrovo8£"CT\~. 65.1; otu ~iou 56. 5; ot' uiiilvo~ 54.7
aOEI..<p6~ 91.i.54
aOtaKpt'tO~ 50.8
aotaA.Et7t'to~ ss.iii.8
a8A.£ro 9l.i.12, ii.4
a8AT]O't~, a8A~O'EOl~ ... "COV yEVVUtO'tU'tOV 72.i.17
&8A.ov pl. 51.2, 6, 17; &8A.u 'tUAUV'ttUtU 50.20;
ayrovtO'jlUO'tV KU"CU 'tU &8A.u 50.21
&Spoo~ 88.iii.9
tOtO~, 1tp0~ "CO atoiou~ imap~m UU'tij> 'tU~ 7tUp 'lJjlcOV
'tEtjla~ 9l.i.44
ui'ttUOjlUt 89.23, 90
uiiilv, Ei~ uiiilvu OtUjlOVT]~ 51.11' ? 57.8; ayrovo8E"CT]V
ot' uiwvo~ 54.8; 7tpw'tov Kat 116vov 'twv a1t 'uiiilvo~
0

a

0

0
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66.6, 91.ii.8
aKoA.ou8ro~ 51.2
aKpouat~ 88.i.2
'AKnovEiKTI~ M.Aur. -us, 70.9, Candidianus 74

UAAO"CE 9l.i.25
UjlUXO~, 1.3.ii, 4, 5.i
ajlEi~ojlm, "CUt~ 7tpE7touam~ 'tEtjlUt~ ajlEi~Ea8m

88.iii.12
ajlE"CpT]'tO~

65.3

allot~~. llEyia'tu~ Kat av'tu~iu~ a 11 m~O.~ 9l.i.29

avUOEOl, "COV KO'ttVOV avEO~O'U"CO 72.i.33
ava8Eat~, 'tOt~ ~u~A.iot~
OT]jlOO'lUV a. 88.ii.l5;
EtKOVOlV avu8EO'Et~ 89.26; 'tEt!lllO'Ut . . .
avOptUV"COlV avUO'"CUO'Et KUt ElKOVOlV avu8EO'Et
91.i.41
ava8T]!lU pl. 55.a.1
avmpEOjlat 9l.i.14, 35
aVU1tA~pOlO't~, Ei~ aVU1tA~pOlO'tV 52.III.iii.18, IV.iii.8
avaawat~, avaa'tu[atv ?'til~ "CEtjlTJ~ 48; a .. 'tou
avopiuno~ 68.20, 70.38, 79.11, 82.18, 83.17,
84.19, 85.21; avOpetUV"CO~ a. 89.27; 'tEtjlllO'Ut ...
avOptaV"COlV aVUO'"CUO'Et KUt EtKOVOlV avu8EO'Et
91.i.40
aVU'tt8T]jlt 55.a.1; avu8£nu XP~jlU"CU Ei~ ayiilv[u~
55.b.1
avopEiu, jlE'tU 1tUO'T\~ ayrovtaajlEVO~ avopEiu~
72.i.25; "CTJV avopEiuv UU"COU KUt 7tpo8UjllUV
72.i.36
avOpta~ 52.1V.iii.l0, 85.33; see also avaa"CUO't~
av~p 69.8, 72.i.7, 88.ii.25, iii.6, 12, 91.i.27; a. yevou~
7tpiD'tOU 66.7; U. ayu8ov 88.ii.8;
as a category: 91.ii.l0, avopaatv 52.Ill.iii.5, 'tfJV
KplO'tv "CWV avopiilv 72.i.29; a. OtuUAUOpOjlO~
52.1V.ii.11; a. ooA.txuopojlo~ 5 2.1II.ii.2, IV.ii.8;
KtSapCJJoo~ 52.Lii.4, 11.1, 53.iii.ll; 1taA.ma'tiJ~ a.
52.I.ii.10, IV.ii.13; 1tavKpunua'tiJ~ a. 52.I.ii.ll,
IV.iii.l; a. 1tEv'ta8A.o~ 52.IV.ii.12; 1tUK"CTJ~ a.
52.1.ii.10, IV.ii.14; a'tuOtuop61lo~ a. 52.I.ii.9,
IV.ii.lO; 06A.txo~ avopiilv 70.22, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36;
avOpcOV 1tUVKpU'ttV 91.ii.18-20, 22-24, 26, 27, 29,
36-66
&v8pro7to~, 1tupu 7taatv &. 89.13
UVlO'"CT]jlt 76.10, 77.25, 88.ii.ll
ana~w.;, 11 eria"Ca~ Kul. av'tu~iu~ a 11 ot~a~ 9l.i.29
avnasro 72.ii.23
aV'ttypu<pOV 88.i.25, ii.20
av'ttOOO't~, 1tEpt "CTJV aV'ttOOO'tV 'tll~ <ptAoO"'COpy{u~
72.i.l4
aV'ttVE01t0t0~ 77.11
aV'tt7tUAO~ 72.i.31, ii.19
a~iu 88.iii.12; "CUt~ 7tpE1tOUO'Ut~ KUt OtKUlUt~ 7tp0~
a~tUV jlUp'tUptat~ 72.i.3
a~t6A.oyo~, a~wA.oyro'tU'tO~ 85.14, 86.21
a~tOljlU
50.12; YEVOU~ KUt a~tiDjlU"CO~ "COU
7tpOl'tEuovw~ f.v 'tTI 1tU'tptOt 78.4
a1tuv'taro, 'twv a7tuv'tl]aav'trov Ka'tu Kmpov 'tij>
O''tUOt(JJ 72.i.39
a1tupui"CT]'t0~, EtjlUpjlEVT]V a. 89.31
a1tu~ see 1ta~
a1tO~U"CT]~ 52.1V.iii.3
a7t00etKVUjlt, apxtEpEu~ 'Aaiu~ a1tOOE0EtyjlEVO~
50.2
a1to0EXO!lat 72.i.l, 21
a1toAEtljlt~ 77.21
0

0

0
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INDICES

a7tOVE~tro, 'tft~ ... po7tft~ a7tove~to1mrt~ 72.i.ll
U7t0q>Epro, 'tO KOlVOV ~!!OlV aya86v ... U1t~VEYKEV
89.20
'A7tpeiA.to~ 88.iii.l3
apyupeo~. apy{Jpea XPUO"EV1tat<na 55.b.2
apE't~, ~~O"aV'ta 7tp0~ ape't~V Kat EUOO~taV 66.9;
7tiicrav KEKpiicr8at 't~V ape't~V OO"llV lji'UXll~ EO"'tlV
Kat crro~ta'to~ 72.i.20; ei~ 'tU~ 6oou~ 'tll~ ape'tft~
'tpa7tet~ 89.11, 90
ap~ta, a.'tEAetov
52.III.iii.l5, 17; a.7troAtKOV
52.III.iii.l6
apxa"io~, apxaiq: KOO!!qJOtq: 53.iii.6; crro~tan
imep~aA.rov U7taV'ta~ apxaiou~ 89.16, 90
apxe"iov 50.14
apxeoA.Oyot 1.3.i
apx~. ~texpt apxft~ 50.17
apxtepa'teuro, ap[xtepa'teucrav'ta 'tOOV Ie[~acr'trov 49
apxtepeu~. 13, 14, 15; Eurycles apxtepeu~ 'Aaia~
a7toOeOety!!EVO~ vaiilv 'trov ev I~tupvn 't(o) W50.3;
M. Fl. Antonius Lysimachus 54.4; Akasson 77.17;
[Claudius Aurelius] Zelus 83.14, 84.16; Zelus
84.16; pi. 84.16,? 86.15
apxtve01tOlta 77.23
apxweo7tot6~.
Menestheus Isobounos 78.16;
apxtve001tOlOV VE001tOlOOV 'tft~ E1tlq>avecr'ta'trt~ Seou
'AcppoOet't% Ant. Car. Po. Agelaus 85.16, ?Tib. Cl.
Iul. Candidus Hegemoneus, 86.16
apxo~tat 50.19
apxrov, apxoucrt ~ouA.ft o~!!Cfl xaipe[t]v 50.4
:1'-0"lOVEtKTt~, 1.5 .iv, 88.,~ii.5 •
acrKTtcrt~, crro~ta'to~ ... a. 72.1.16
acr1ti~, 't~v e~ "Apyou~ acr~tioa 67.11
acr'to~. ocrcrov !l~'tl~ E!!OOV UO"'tO~ Eq>'U 7tp0q>EpEl V
72.ii.11
a'teA~~. 1tot~'t1l~ a. 88.iii.6
auA.rt't~~. 7tU8tKo~ a. 52.I.i.9, III.i.3; KUKAto~
auA.rt't~~ 52.I.i.12, III.i.5, 67.7
au~avro,au~t12
aupapw~ 45.39.P

Au'toKpa'trop 50.5, 51.10, 69.15, Hadrian 88.iii.2,
89.5, 90; pi. 57.8, 91.i.28
aq>e'trtpia ~tayyavrov 52.III.iii.21
Ulji'UXO~, ~~'trt!la alji'Uxov ll.vi

~apu8u~to~ 89.30
~acretA.i~. 'tll~ ~acretA.ioo~ 'Pro~trt~ 56.14
~acrKavo~ , ep1tucra~ 6 ~acrKavo~ cp86vo~ 89.19
~acr'ta~ro, ll.vi
Beve'to~ 45.3.K,

? 46.L.7; vtK~ ~ 'tUXll 'trov Beve'trov
46.G.l2.i, 46.1.13; 't01t0~ BevE'tOOV, seat, 47.0.6,
E.7; Beve't(ou), seat, 47.E.5
~ftA.ov 52.II.8
~to[ Myo~, 1.7.i
~io~. ~iou o£ Kat 7tpompecrero~ 'tov cre~tvo'ta'tov
72.i.l8
ota ~iou: ayrovo8e'trt~ 56.5; iepeu~ Sea~ NiKTt~
67 .4; ~ucr'tapxrt~ 9l.i.1 0; 7tpo~yopo~ 'tll~
[crwooou] 88.iii.l1
~ort8ero, ~o~St, 2; 0(e)£ ~o~St 7c; Kupte ~ort8[
46.0.13; ? ~o~(8t) 46.E.26
~ouA.apxrt~. Ant. Aur. Euelpistes 85.29
~ouA.eu't~~ 68.14, 70.7, 9l.i.48, 49, 51

~ouA.~

69.51, 85.1, 26

~ouA.~ Kat oft~to~: 76.9; ~ ~- Kat 6 o. E'tet!lrtcrav
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tEtpaEtTJpi~, t~v 1\nwucray tEtpaEtTJpilia 50.22; t~Y
cp9oVO~, 0 ~clCIKaYO~ cp. 89.20
a' 1:. 76.6; tip E1tl1:EAE<J9EY'tl ay&vt tfj~ . . . cptA.f:oo 7b
1:EtpaE1:Tjptlio~ 79.5, 80.9, 81.5, 82.7, 83.8, 84.8,
cptA.o~[ ... 45.10.P
[? 86.5]
cptA6natpt~ 55. b.!
tEtpaKt 51.22
cptA.onovf:oo, t~v oAOKATJpOY ... nEcptA01tOYTJJ.!EYTJY
crocpiaY 89.15
'tEXYEltTJ~, tfl tEp~ <JUYolicptroY U1t0 tfj~ OtKOU ]J.!EYTJ~
1tEpt tov .1tOYU<JOV Kat autoKpatopa ... 1:EXYE( t'tOOY cptAO<Jtopyia, 1tEpt t~Y UYtiliocrtY tfj~ cptAocrtopyia~
tEpOYElKOOY <J1:EcpaVEt1:00V Kat 'tOOV Cl ]uvayOJVlCI'tOOY
72.i.14
88.iii.3
cptAOttJ.!O~ 65.1
ttJ.!aOl see tEtJ.!UOl
cppOUJ.!(EYtUplO~) 45.2.U
't!J.!{j see tEtJ.!{]
cpuA.i]? 45.2.M, T; cpuAroY 'Acppolincrtf:oov 45.32.Y
1:01(0~ 50.17
cpucrt~ 14; €9auJ.!acr9TJ [t~Y cpu]crtv 89.16
'tOKOcpopf:oo 51.:?4
cpcb~ 72.ii.6
t6no~ 6.2c, 8c, d; [ap]xEOA6yoov 1.3.i; ~to[ Myou
1. 7 .i; [1\v Cb /iy ]t6nootfj~ natpilio~ auto~ npoEATJtat
88.iii.ll; ~iti]cracrflat . . . t6nou~ €mtTJiiEiou~ xaipoo, xaipEtY 50.3
89.24; 1\v tip E1ttCITJJ.!Otatcp tfj~ natpilio~ t6ncp xaAKO~, EiKocrtv xaAKat~ 88.ii.ll
91.i.42
xapt~, J.!VEla~ xaptY 43; at 1:00Y 1:Etf.!OOY XUPl'tE~ 89.31
Seat: 45.2.M, T, U, 3.P, V.i, iii, 4.0, IO.P, Y.i, ll.G, XEtp 65.4; crtEcpavoo9fjYat 't<Xt~ EKEi YOU XEtpcrl.v
12.?M, R, 21.M, 30.R, 32.Y, 37.E, 39.P, X.!, X.2,
91.i.19
46.A.3, 26, C.12, 26, F.l8, 23, G.12.iii, H.6.ii, xopauA-11~ 52.1V.i.2
?9.iii, 20.ii, J.13, L.7, 47.B.5, 8, 0.6, E.7
xopoKt9apEu~ 52.1V.i.1
tpaytKO~, KOtYfltpaytKOOV 53.iii.4
xpaof.!at, ~eo~ cl> ... XPOOJ.!EYot litatEA-ou 11 EY 88.ii.25
tpaycpliia, KatYfl tpaycplii~ 53.iii.8; tpaycpliiooY xpda 51.1
1tOt{]tT]~ 88.iii.6
XPiJ ?51.12
tpaycpli6~ 51.26, 52.I.i.ll, III.i.!O, 12
XPflJ.!a, XPflJ.!ata 50.10, 51.22; aYa9eYta XPiJJ.!ata Ei~
tpf:noo, Ei~ tu~ oliou~ tfj~ apEtfj~ tpartd~ 89.11, 90
ayroY[a~ 55.b.l
tptEtia, tptE'tl~ 'tU~ tpEt~ KptcrEt~ 91.ii.9
XPOYO~ 50.22, 51.21; tOY e~fj~ XPOYOY 50.22
tpm'ioY 51.28, 52.III.i.9
XPUCIEY1tatCI1:0~, ap ]y\JpEa XPUCIEY1tatcrta 55.b.2
tp6no~, tov autov 1:., 88.ii.17; EUYEYEi~ Kat tp6nou
xcbpwv, €ntOTJJ.!Otatot~ tfj~ noAEOl~ xoopiot~ 88.ii.12
crEJ.!YOtTJn litacpepoYta 69.9; EJ.!aKapisEto toY 1:.
89.18
tuno~, EiK6vt A.atvf:n Kat tuncp i'Jf.!Etepcp 72.ii.15
ljfEtAOKt9ap{]~ 53.i.9
tUXTJ ?9.e ?t]uxa~ ~acrtasEt ll.vi
'lfTJcpisoJ.!at 88.ii.14; tEtJ.!u~ ... 'lfTJcpicracr9at 88.ii.6
1jf{]cptcrJ.!a 72.i.43, 76.8, 88.ii.2J, 89.[6], 30; lj1. tEpa~
Au~t OUpaYia 1, J.!EYUATJ tUXTJ tou liouA.ou crou 12
iJ tUXTJ t&v TipacrivooY 46.E.9ii
cruYoliou 88.iii.l; 'lfTJcptcrJ.!ata w'i~ Kupiot~
AutoKpatopcrtv nEnoJ.!cpaf.!EY 91.i.28; tflnpoypacpfl
see also aya9fltuxn, NtK~ iJ tUXTJ
touliE 1:0U ljfTjcptcrJ.!ato~ 91.i.43
'lfTJcp6~ 51.25
in6~ 13, 15, [56], 68.11, 80.2, 83. 15, 84.2, 14, 85.3,
'lfUXiJ, niicrav KEKpiicr9at 't~V apE't~V OCITJV 'lfUXfl~
[86.15], 88.iii.3
ECI'ttv Kat <JOOf.!a'tO~ 72.i.21; 'lfUXfl~ . . .
uiooY6~ 88.iii.3
E1ttf.!EAOUJ.!EYO~ 89.17
{maKOUOl 72.i.30
imapxoo 72.i.9, 91.i.44
unattKO~ 56.3
cbf.!O~, J.!EPTJ 'tOU CIOOJ.!a'tO~ 'tU EUXPTJCI'tO'tata
unato~ [88.iii.13]
navKpanacrtat~, tou~ OOJ.!OU~ 89.22
ropa, aya(){] 7a
unEp~anoo, crooJ.!an . . . unEp~aA-oov &naYta~
apxaiou~ 89.15; npo~ 1:0 U1tEp~aAAOY tfj~ li6~TJ~
ropisoo, roptcrJ.!eYo~ 51.11
epnucra~ 89.19, 90
untcrxYeof.!at, Ka9ro~ unf:crxEto 78.21
{moypacpoo, ()f:J.!ata tu unoyEypaJ.!J.!EYa 52.1.3, 53.2, -E)tTJptKo~, ay&v[a~ 55.b.2.
57 .12; ay&va~ 'tOU~ unoyEypaJ.!J.!EYOU~ 67 .9, 70.11;
1tOAEOlV trov unoyqpaJ.!J.!Evoov 91.i.46
U1t0J.!YT]J.!a cpaJ.!tAia~ Kat KUVTJYECilOlV 15
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This index is supplementary to the Greek Indices: terms in the texts are normally not included.
Aurelian 5
Acacius 73
Auxentius, St. 73
acta of the factions 150
Adonis 179
Aeneas, Septimius Chares 211
Aezani 165
Basil, St. 137-8
bears 71-3, 77-9
Agathias 26
Agon 239, 242-3, 245-8
Beirut 138
agonothetes 8-10, 46, 52, 55
Beroia 74
Agrippa I 152
biologus 19, 22
Agrippa, M. Septimius Aurelius 136
Bovillae 24
boys (paides) 123, 144, 205-6
album of the factions 151-2
Alcibiades, T.Aelius 51, 58
bulls/oxen 6-34, 72-3, 78
Alexandria 9, 20, 30,45-6,50, 55, 102, 130, 132, 136,
138-9, 149, 152, 154
Amastris 148
Cadyanda 84
Caesarea (Cappadocia) 137-8
Anastasius I 6-7, 25, 29, 77-8, 143, 147
Ancyra 74
Caesarea (Palestine) 9, 46, 127
Anthemius, emperor 146
Calliopas Porphyrius 150
Antinoe 146
Calliopas Trimolaimes 150
Antinous 200
Callistratus 136-7
Antioch on the Maeander 96, 121
Calopodios 150
Antioch on the Orontes 4, 6-8, 10, 23, 27, 29, 45, 56, Caracalla 136, 187, 198
76, 125, 130, 132-3, 138, 148, 150, 152, 189
Carminius 209, 219, see also Claudianus
Camuntum 125
Antiochus Chuzon 8, 189
Antonianus 245
Carthage 62, 187
Antoninus Pius 53-4, 138, 232, 236
cartularii 149
Apamea 4, 52, 122
Cassiodorus 7, 29, 133
· Chalcis 241
Aphrodisias
'Basilica' 179, 182
chariot-racing 9, 25, 44-5, 49-50, 58, 76
Choricius of Gaza 10, 22, 26, 28, 221
Odeon 2, 15, 38-43, 84, 117-24, 130--1, 135
Sebasteion 61, 163, 239, 246
Chrysaphius-Tzoumas 45, 150
Stadium 1, 61, 71, 83-99, 119-24, 130, 135
circuit of contests 3-4
Tetrapylon 143
claques 29, 56, 132-3
Theatre 1, 15-9, 24, 31-8, 43, 47, 61, 71, 84, 99- Claudia Seleuceia 89
117, 119-24, 130--1, 176,239
Claudianus, M. Ulpius Carminius 117
Aphrodite 43, 243
Claudius, emperor 4, 51, 53, 146
Apions 28, 37, 131
Claudius Demosthenes 7, 23, 145
Apolaustianus, M. Ulpius 58
col/egia, see associations
Apollo 182, 241-3
Commodus 8, 164-8, 189
Constantine I 5-6, 8, 56-7, 76, 78, 133, 146, 153-4,
Apollonia Salbake 152, 185, 187
156
Arcadius, emperor 7, 77, 146-7
archaeologus 17, 21
Constantine V 189
Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus 6, 125, 189
Areobindus 78
Artemis 4, 123, 145, 168, 244
Constantinople 4-6, 9-10, 29-30, 45-7, 60, 78, .97,
Asiaticus, Valerius 53
125-6, 130, 134, 139-40, 146, 148-54, 156, 221
associate-competitors 52
contests passim, see also Index v
associations, see craft associations, cult-associations,
Asian 18, 22-4, 61
neighbourhoods
Capitolia 167-8, 174, 176, 181
association (synod) of athletes 46, 53, 54-60, Appendix m
lsthmian 3
Olympic 3-4, 6, 8, 10, 17, 22-4, 178, 205-6, 241
association of gladiators 74
association (synod) of performers 15, 46,50--2,54-60,
Nemean 3, 17, 21,202
Pythian 3-4, 182, 187, 206, 241
140, 143-9, 178-9, Appendix m
sacred 4-5,23-4,52,53-4,182-7,192-3
association of wild-beast fighters 74-5, 152
Athena Promachos 5, 56
Corippus 139, 153
Corycus 98, 112, 128, 221
Athens43,83, 137,163,241-2
craft associations 124-8, 130--1
Attalus Ill 144
Crescens 79
Attalus, Claudius 96, 180
crowns/wreaths 3-4, 21, 24, 206, 240--5
Augusta Traiana 79
cult-associations 124-8
Augustus 1, 30, 51, 124, 134, 145
aurarius 98, 112, 121, 130, 154
curator 8, 164
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SUBJECT INDEX

Cyprus 50
Cyrene 42, 245

Damascus 58
Damianus, councillor at Tarsus 151
Damostratos 242
Delos 241
Delphi 120, 182, 241
demarch 149-51
Didyma 84, 87, 121, 144, 153
Dio Cassius 4, 58
Dio Chrysostom 20, 23
dioiketes 149, 151
Dionysus43,46,50-1,55, 74,143,148,248
Dioscorus of Aphrodito 146
Domentzia 150
Domitian 168
Dura-Europus 52-3

Eclectus, Valerius 181
Edessa 6, 28, 77, 79, 189
Elagabalus 132
Elaia 126
Elis 6
ephebes94-5, 123-4,134-40,144,206
Ephesus22,45, 79-80,84,94,121,123-4,127,129,
134, 143-6, 151, 163, 165, 187, 191-2
Epigonos, Tib. Cl. 192
Eudoxia, Augusta 146
Eudoxus 53
Eutyches, L. Acilius 24

factionarius 50
factions 27, 29-30, 44-7, 49-50, 57-60, 77-9, 129,
140, 143-56
Blue30,45,49,50, 73, 79,99,129-32,140,145-6,
148, 151, 155
Green 16,37-8,44-5,49, 73,79,99,129-32,13940, 148-51, 155
Red49
White 49
festivals 2-7,46-7, 50, 56, 75, 134
finance 7-11
Filumenus, pancratiast 56
Flaccus 132-3
frumentarius 85, 124, 187

Galen 73
Gallienus 5, 145, 181-2, 248
Gaza 25, 147
gladiators 25, 40, 47, 61-80
Gordian 5, 56, 136, 180-1, 220
Gortyn 61
grammateis 51, 150
grammistai 150
gymnasiarch 18, 22, 24, 55, 137-8, 144
gymnasium 123, 135-40, 152-3
Gytheion 145

Hadrian 52, 145, 200
Halicarnassus 135
Heraclea Salbake 185-6
Heracleopolis 148
Heraclius 143, 146, 155
herald 4, 31, 100, 134, 136, 181
Hercules 20, 53, 55, 57, 242
Hermes 236, 241, 246-7
Hierapolis 72, 121-2, 124, 126, 183-4
hippodrome 44-5, 50, 57, 129-32, 140, 146, 153
Hispellum 75-6
homeristes 18, 22
horses 49, 51-2
hymn-singers 125, 134, 145
Hypatius 155

Iasos 46, 94
Isidore of Pelusium 47, 154
Istanbul 241
Istros 125
iuvenalia 135-6
iuvenes 124, 135-40

Jacob of Sarug 26
Jacob the Jew 130, 155
Jerusalem 155-6, 248
Jews 118-9, 124-6, 130, 150, 154
John, wrestler from Smyrna 56
John the Cappadocian 140, 155
John Chrysostom 20, 26-9, 42, 147, 189, 191
John Lydus 155, 189
John Moschus 4
Joshua the Stylite 26, 28, 77, 79, 189
Julia Domna 211
Julian, emperor 5, 8
Justin I 143, 155
Justin II 126, 146, 153
Justinian I 6-7, 9, 59, 78, 97, 126, 129, 140, 147

Keramos 121
Keretapa 183
Kibyra 72, 90, 184-5

Lanuvium 136
Laodicea Combusta 98, 112
laurata 146, 150
Lavicanus, Sextus Vetulenus 136
Leo I 6
Leontia 144
Libanius8-10,26,29-30,45-6, 77,132-3,152,154-5
Livia 145
Lollianus, L. Egnatius Victor 221
Longianus, C. Julius 135
Longinus, consul 490 29
Lyons 87, 112, 121

macellarius 112
macellum 80, 127
Magerius 74, 76

SUBJECT INDEX
Magnesia 4, 84, 102, 168
Maiouma 7-8, 188-9
Malalas 4, 6, 8, 45, 77, 154, 188-9
Marcian 9, 45, 139
Marcus Aurelius 79, 163, 236, 247
Mastaura 87, 121
Maurice, emperor 78, 151
Maximinus, emperor 125
Melos 123, 145
Menander Protector 153
Menodorus 241-2
Milan 136, 240, 244
Miletus54,80,90, 98,124,127,130-1,154,178,193
mime 15,16-29,38-42,52-3,59,66,146
Mitylene 121
munificentia 76
Muses 32-3, 35, 43
Mylasa 74

Naples 126
neaniscologus 18, 22
neighbourhoods 124-8, 130-1
Nemausus 83
Nemesis 62
neoi, neoteroi 94, 118, 123-4, 135-40, 144, 152-3
Nero4
Nerva 77
Nicaea 189
Nicomedia 121
Nika revolt 4, 154-5
Nonnus 26
notarii 149
Nysa 51, 71, 144-5

oeconomus 89, 94-5, 121, 218-9
Oenoanda 7, 23, 145
Ostia 189
Ourania 31-2, 42-4
Oxyrhynchus3,5,28,37,46,54-5,58, 126,148,221

Paion, T. Aelius, poet 145
palus 64-8
pantomime 7, 15, 23-30, 42-3, 52, 59, 78, 149, 156
Paris, Julius 52
parmularius 79, 110
Paros 43
partisans, Chapters vn and vm
of gladiators 79-80, 130
of pantomimes 28-9, 130
of venatores 80
Patara 98, 112
patrons 45, 59, 80, 127, 129, 140, 150
Pelagia 26-7
Pergamum 84, 134, 138, 145
Perinthus 98
periodos, see circuit
Perpetua, St. 62, 129
Persicus, Paullus Fabius 134
Philadelphia 122, 227
Phileremos 4
Philip, emperor 181
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Philippi 80
Philippopolis 90
Philo of Alexandria 132-3
Philo mechanicus 125
philokynegoi 80, 85
philoploi 79, 127, 150
philovedii 79, 127
Phocas, emperor 139, 143-4, 146, 150-1, 155
Piazza Armerina 75
Plato, city prefect 150-1
Plutarch 75
Pompeii 29, 127-8, 129
Priscian 77
Priscus, son-in-law of Phocas 150
Procopius ofCaesarea 9-10,26,45, 129, 139-40, 149,
151, 156
Procopius of Gaza 77-8, 147
Puteoli 127
pyrrhiche 36

Rhinthon 22
Rhodes43, 130,154-5,163
Romanus I Lecapenus 6
Rome 3, 5-6, 9, 25, 49,51-3,56, 58, 71, 74, 76, 79, 83,
87, 98, 101, 120-2, 125, 132, 136, 138, 140, 149,
151, 153, 168, 176, 180-1,242-3
Romulus (Romus) 154 ·

Sabratha 41
Sagalassus 127
Saittai 121
Sardis 42
scutularii 79
sebastophoroi 145
Sel~uk 241
Septentrio, M. Aur. Agilius 136
shows 2-3, 8, 23, 52, 188
Smirat 74, 76, 134
Smyma 56, 69, 178, 193
Sol5
Sophia, Augusta 153
Stobi 83, 121
synod, see association
Syracuse 43

Tabae 186-7
Tarsus 124, 127, 151
Tebessa75
technitai, see association (synod) of performers
Telegenii 74-5
Tella 125
Termessos 80, 84, 96, 121
Termessos Minor 145
Theodora, Augusta 26, 73, 77, 147
Theodore Balsamon 147 ·
Theodore of Sykeon 221
Theodoric 7, 30, 133, 151
Theodosius I 6-7
Theodosius 1145, 59, 129, 146-7, 150
Theodoulos, St. 58
Theophanes77, 148,189
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Theseus, T. Cl. Philologus 22
Thessalonica 126
Thyateira 90, 126
Tiberius Caesar 145
Tiberius I Constantine 78
tightrope walking 36, 58
Tisamenos 26, 133, 136
Tomis 125
Trajan 51, 128
Tralles 23-4
tribes 95, 121-3
Trier 123
Tyre 128, 130

Valentinian III 76
Valerian, emperor 5, 179, 181-2
Valerian Caesar 145

SUBJECT INDEX
Vedii 79-80
Veii 98
Verina, Augusta 147
Verus, Lucius 163, 236
Vibius Salutaris 123, 135, 145-6
victors 53-4, 144, 146, 148, 178
at Aphrodisias; see Appendix n
privileges 3, 24-5, 54
Vienne 43, 55

wild-beasthunts(venationes)25,58-9,61-80, 134,152

Zeno, emperor 130
Zeno, Flavius 206
Zoilos, C. lulius I, 31, 241
Zosimus 30
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APHRODISIAS 1971
THEATRE
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Fig. 2. Aphrodisias: The Theatre (plan by Ute and Ewald Muhlmeier).
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APHRODISIAS 1971
ODEON
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MOHLMEIER
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Fig. 3. Aphrodisias: The Odeon (plan by Ute and Ewald Miihlmeier).
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2. Invocation of Ourania, Theatre stage building.

7. band c. Stage building inscriptions .

8. b.i. Stage surface, inscription.

8. b.ii . Stage surface , design .

PLATE II1

I. 5 .iii and iv . Stage Room 5.

6. 1. List of Muses, Theatre
stage column.

6. 13. a and b. Lists of Muses , Theatre
stage column.
6. 2. a and b. List of Muses,
Theatre stage column.

PLATE IV

11. A. Plaster from Odeon stage buildings .

PLATE V

11. A.ii and iv. Plaster from Odeon stage buildings.

11. B.ii. Plaster from Odeon stage buildings.
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11. E. i and ii . Plaster from Odeon stage buildings.

11. F. Plaster from Odeon stage buildings.

12. Invocation of Ourania , Odeon stage.

PLATE VII

19. -enis, gladiator.

· 21. Eupithanus , gladiator.

20. Euplous , gladiator.

23. Calandio , gladiator .

PLATE VIII

13. Familia of Tiberius Claudius Paulinus.

17. Unio, gladiator.

18. Narcissus. gladiator.

24. Pheropes. glad iator.

PLATE IX

25. Xanthus , gladiator.

26. Patroclus, gladiator.

29. Fortis , gladiator.

30. Anicetus, gladiator.

PLATE X

31. Scirtus , gladiator.

33. Gladiator.

35. Secundus. gladiator.

37. -pes , bestiarius.

39. Gladiators in combat.

38. Gladiators in combat.
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40. Wild-beast fight.

41. Bear attacki ng ca ptive.

~

PLATE XII

43. Epitaph of Eirenion , gladiator.

45. 36.Y.ii. Stadium seat, with
gameboard.

44. Epitaph of Epiphanius ,
bull-rearer .

45. X.2. Stadium , graffito of retiarius .

45. 4.0 . Stadium seat , reserved for people from Mastaura .

46. A.3 . T heatre seat , reserved for mandator.
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46. C.18. Theatre seat , with malediction of the Greens .

46. F.l8. Theatre seat , place of Eros .

g

PLATE XIV

46. A.9. Theatre seat , with figure.

46. E.9.i. Theatre seat , with monogram of the
Greens.

46. E.lO. Theatre seat, figure with ?head-dress.

46. H .9.i. Theatre seat , with design of Thracian
gladiator (with 46. H.8.i).
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46. H .8. ii and iii .a. Theatre seats, one reserved for
Heptamenius, one with monogram .

46. H.4.i. Theatre seat , with design of ?gladia tor.
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46. H.9 .ii and iii . T heatre seats, one reserved for Athanasius
and E usebius, one with monogram.
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46. J.4.ii. Theatre seat , with design of two heads.
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46. J .13. Theatre seat, reserved for butchers .

46. J .8. Theatre seat, reserved for protaurarius .
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46. X.IS.ii (part). Theatre seat for Carminia Claudiana.

47. B.5. Odeon seat, reserved for young men.
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•

47. E.7. Odeon seat, reserved for Blues.

47. E.5. Odeon seat , reserved for Blue faction.

48. Honours for ?Papulos , contest-president. First century

A. D.

55. a. Honours for Hosidius Iulianus. Second century

A. D.
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PLATE XVIII

54. M. Flavius Antonius Lysimachus , contestorganizer. ?Second/third century A. D.

46.

1.3. Theatre seat, with design of wrestler.

63. Honours for the People of Tabae. Third
century A. D.

57. ?Schedule for the Attalea. ?Third century

A.D.

PLATE XIX

66. Adrastus , son of Adrastus , sacred victor.
First/seco nd century A. D.

68. M. Valerius Epaphrodeitus ,
singer to the kithara. Second/third
century A. o.

69 (part). Melito , kitharist .
?Third century A. D.

71. B. Anonymous, pancratiast.
Second/third century A. D.

PLATE XX

72. ii . Honours for Aurelius Achilles .
Third century A. D.

82. Zeno , son of Zeno ,
boy runner. Victor at the
Ninth Philemoniea ,
?c. A. D . 208.

80. ?Andreas , son of
Androneicianus, boy
runner. Victor at the
Third Philemoniea ,
?c. A. D. 190.

83. ?Boy runner . Victor at the
Fiftee nth Philemoniea, ?c. A. D . 226.

PLATE XXI
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88. Honours for C. Julius
Longianus, poet. A.D. 127.

67. Callimorphus , flautist . Floruit
A.D. 117-38.

74. Candidianus, circuit-victor. Third century

A. D.

91. i.ll .l-6. Honours forT. Aelius

Aurelius Menander. Floruit
A. D. 138-69.

75. Piseas, circuit-victor. Third century

A. D .

PLATE XXII

94. Athlete's sarcophagus , front view.

94. Athlete's sarcophagus, rear view .

PLATE XXIII

94. Athlete's sarcophagus , left face.

94. Athlete's sarcophagus, head of
athlete.

94. Athlete's sarcophagus , right face.

94. Athlete's sarcophagus , detail of child.

PLATE XXIV

95. Agon sarcophagus fragment.

95. Agon sarcophagus fragment , detail of
ducks held by Winter.

95. Agon sarcophagus fragment, detail of Eros with a dog.
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